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I. SUMMARY 
The specific aim of this project is to develop a practical decision 
system for determining the relative economic feasibility of disposable and 
reprocessed supply items for hospitals. This study constitutes the first 
phase of an investigation of alternatives and their relation to hospital 
costs. It is organized in the Georgia Institute of Technology through the 
Engineering Experiment Station and is being conducted in cooperation with 
Emory University Medical Center and hospitals in the Atlanta area. The ap-
proach to the overall investigation is divided into four parts: 
1. Determine the cost factors which govern the two types 
of supply items. 
2. Determine the relationship of cost factors to the two 
types of supply items. 
3. Determine a hypothetical decision system. 
4. Test the hypothetical decision system through evaluation 
and revise system as required. 
A continuation study, while not being a part of the immediate study, 
will be devoted to an investigation of extensions of the decision system for 
possible application to other procurable supply items. This will be followed 
by an investigation of extensions of the decision system for possible applica-
tion to the procurement of other resources, such as materials, equipment, and 
labor, and to other broad management decisions involving choices between alter-
natives. 
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II. TENTATIVE PLANS 
A. SPECIFIC AIMS 
To develop a practical decision system for determining the relative economic 
feasibility of disposable and reprocessed supply items for hospitals. 
This study constitutes the first phase of an investigation of alternatives 
and their relation to hospital costs. This investigation is one of the 
several research programs by the principal investigator in the application 
of industrial engineering principles and practices to the health field. 
This study is part of a methods improvement program attempting to achieve a 
maximization of the quality-cost ratio for hospitals. The program is based 
upon an interdisciplinary approach utilizing research, education, and con-
sultation in cooperation with Emory University Medical Center, the Georgia 
Hospital Association, and other organizations of health-oriented people. 
B. ORGANIZATION 
The project is organized under the direction of the principal investigator 
and is being conducted by him and an interdisciplinary research team. This 
team includes an industrial engineer, an economist-accountant, a nurse, a 
psychologist, various consultants, and several graduate students. The 
National Advisory Committee and the Local Steering Committee are organized 
to advise on planning and evaluation. Names of Staff Members and Committee 
Members are listed below. 
Co ASSUMPTIONS 
The following assumptions are made in this study: 
1 An investigation of alternatives and their relation to hospital 
costs is best approached by an analysia of the specific as a 
means of promoting understanding of the general. 




exist and can be segregated, identified, and 
measured. 
4 There is a relation between cost factors and a measure upon 
which alternative decisions can be made. 
D. APPROACH 
The approach to this project will be as follows: 
1. Determine the cost factors which Loyera the two types of supply  
items. Compute unit cost of using and processing each of several 
reprocessed supply items in a few specific hospital situations. 
1
Cost factors are considered to be those interacting elements of a total fiscal 
structure that contribute to bring about the outlay or expenditure of resources. 
a. Select one supply item, such as conventional reprocessed 
syringe. 
b. Compute unit labor cost. 
(1) Determine a representative method of processing. 
(2) Measure total work content by time studies. 
c. Compute unit material cost. 
(1) Compile original cost of supply item. 
(2) Determine productive life by experimentation, records, 
etc. 
d. Compute unit overhead cost. 
(1) Compile costs which vary as a function of the passage 
of time and which are attributable to the reprocessing 
of supply items. 
e. Devise and compute intangible cost factors. 
f. Compute a measure for appraising this specific alternative. 
g. Repeat Steps (a) through (f) for other reprocessed items. 
h. Analyze examples to determine nature of interacting cost 
factors and their effect upon derived measures. 
2. Compute unit cost of using each of several disposable supply 
items in a few specific hospital situations. 
a. Select one supply item, such as the disposable syringe. 
b. Make a survey of prices charged hospitals. 
(1) Compute unit procurement cost. 
c. Compute unit costs for using supply item, e.g., labor, 
material, overhead, and intangibles. 
d. Repeat Steps (a) through (c) for other disposable items. 
e. Compute a measure for appraising this specific alternative. 
f. Analyze examples to determine nature of interacting cost 
factors and their effect upon derived measures. 
3. Analyze cost accounts of a selected sample of hospitals. 
a. Determine the kinds of accounting methods employed. 
b Determine the extent to which cost accounting is used. 
c. Collect cost data pertinent to supply items. 
d, If collected cost data are too gross: 
(1) Build cost factors from gross costs by analysis and 




(2) Collect actual cost data specifically for this project, 
using temporary cost accounting system in each hospital 
in order to obtain cost factors. 
e. Analyze this data to determine nature of interacting cost 
factors and their effect upon derived measures. 
4. Compare results of approaches 1, 2, and 3 cited above, and 
develop a composite list of the cost factors which govern the 
two types of supply items. 
(It is estimated that this will conclude the first year of the total study. 
The second year will be devoted to the following work:) 
E. SECOND YEAR 
5. Determine the relationship of cost factors to the two types of 
supply items. 
a. Determine intercorrelations among cost factors. 
b. Determine correlations between specific cost factors and 
measures upon which alternative decisions can be made. 
c. Test all correlations for statistical reliability and for 
validity. 
d. Establish relative worth of each cost factor appearing in the 
composite list. 
6. Determine a hypothetical decision system. 
a. Construct a mathematical model involving the selection measure 
as a function of all cost factors. 
(1) Use sample of hospitals for various kinds of disposable 
and reprocessed supply items. 
(2) Develop standard model. 
b. Reduce this theoretical model to a practical model by deleting 
insignificant cost factors. 
c. Convert this practical model into a useful administrative tool, 
such as: 
(1) Nomogram 
(2) Multi-variable table 
(3) Arithmetic system 
(It is estimated that this will conclude the second year of the total study. 
The third year will be devoted to the following work:) 
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F. THIRD YEAR 
7. Test the hypothetical decision system through evaluation, and revise  
system as required. 
a. Select a sample of hospitals of varying size and type and of 
several different combinations of the cost factors. 
b. Using decision system developed, predict results which would be 
obtained by use of various reprocessed items in the sample of 
hospitals. 
c. Analyze actual pertinent costs accrued by use of reprocessed items. 
d. Evaluate validity of the decision system by comparing results from 
Steps b and c above. 
e. Redesign decision system as and if required to improve predictability. 
f. Using decision system developed, predict results which would be 
obtained by use of various disposable items in the sample of hos-
pitals 
g. Have several hospitals introduce the use of several disposable items. 
h. Analyze actual pertinent costs accrued by use of disposable items. 
i. Evaluate validity of the decision system by comparing results from 
Steps f and h above . 
j. Redesign decision system as and if required to improve predictability. 
k. If decision system is redesigned in Step j, re-evaluate. 
(It is estimated that this will conclude the third year and will satisfy 
the specific aims of this study.) 
G. CONTINUATION STUDY 
A continuation study, while not being a part of the immediate study, will 
be devoted to an investigation of extensions of the decision system for 
possible application to other supply items. This will be followed by an 
investigation of extensions of the decision system for possible applica-
tion to other resources, such as materials, equipment, and labor, and to 
management decisions involving choices between alternatives. 
III. SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS RESEARCH 
We are beginning to see pre-processed and disposable items of all sorts in 
our daily lives. Items such as disposable napkins, paper cups, facial tissues, 
foodstuff packaging, and other disposables have become commonplace. Part of 
the stimulus for this innovation has come from consideration of convenience. 
Private enterprise, profit-motivated business is beginning to realize the value 
of disposable items as a means of reducing labor costs. The economies inher-
ent in mass production factory operation are being capitalized upon by a sub-
stitution of specialized labor in the factory for diversified, highly skilled 
labor at the point of consumption. 
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The health industry is beginning to use disposable items in increasing 
volume, e.g., the disposable enema and the disposable syringe. Of course, 
other disposable items such as napkins, cups, pads, and gauze have been used 
for some time. There is reason to suspect that economies can be effected 
through an increased use of disposables without adversely affecting quality 
of patient care or quality of hospital services rendered. Unfortunately, 
most hospitals do not have industrial engineers nor good cost accounting 
systems which could provide definitive information upon which the hospital 
administration can make objective decisions as regards the alternatives of 
disposables versus reprocessed items. 
It is the overall purpose of this study to devise, test, and perfect a 
system for use by the hospital administration in making decisions with re-
spect to these types of supply items. A practical decision system will enable 
hospitals to substitute objective policy guides for hunches, tradition, bias, 
and precedent. Such a system might well be extended to hospital supply items 
other than disposables and reprocessed. It might be modified or expanded for 
application to the procurement of other resources such as materials, equipment, 
and labor, and to management decisions generally which involve choices between 
alternatives. If such a decision system can be developed, it would be a sig-
nificant step forward in facilitating the maximization of the quality-cost 
ratio of providing hospital services. 
IV. FACILITIES AVAILABLE 
Facilities include those of the Georgia Institute of Technology, including 
resources of the School of Industrial Engineering, the Engineering Experiment 
Station, and the Rich Electronic Computer Center; Emory University Medical 
Center, including University Hospital, the School of Nursing, and the Graduate 
Program in Hospital Administration; and a selected sample of hospitals in the 
Atlanta area. 
V. PROJECT STAFF 
Principal Investigator: 
Dr. Harold E. Smalley 
Professor of Industrial Engineering 
and Research Associate, Engineering 
Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta 13, Georgia 
Team: 
Miss Louelia Owen, R.N., M.S. 
Research Assistant 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta 13, Georgia 
Mr. Edward W. Davis, B.M.E. 
Graduate Research Assistant 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta 13, Georgia 
Team Leader: 
Research Associate Professor 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta 13, Georgia 
Mr. Thomas L. Newberry, M.S.I.E. 
Assistant Research Engineer 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta 13, Georgia 
Mr. Joseph B. Talbird, Jr., B.I.E. 
Graduate Research Assistant 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta 13, Georgia 
Staff Team (continued): 
Mr. Isaac Ifrach, B.I.E. 
Graduate Research Assistant 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta 13, Georgia 
Research Secretary 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta 13, Georgia 
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Professor and Head 
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PROCEEDINGS 
I. Morning Session - 10:00 a.m. 
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE: 
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Dr. Richard A. Dudek 	 1)r. Lillian M. Gilbreth 
Dr. Daniel Howland Dr. Ruth P. Kuehn 
Dr. Hugo V. Hullerman 
Mr. Matthew F. McNulty, Jr. 
PROJECT STAFF: 
Dr. Harold E. Smalley 
Dr. Joseph J. Moder, Jr. 
Mr. Thomas L. Newberry, Jr. 
Mr. Isaac Ifrach 
OTHERS: 
Dr. A. D. J. Emerzian 
Mr. Harold O. Duncan 
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Intrcduction 
Smalley; This is the first meeting of the National Advisory 
committee of the FSPHS Project, "Disposable versus 
Reprocessed Hospital Supplies"- One of the reasons for this 
morning meeting is to bring this group up to date on the Project 
so that, when we meet this afternoon with the Local Steerin g* 
Committee, we will all be at about the same point. The local 
group is more aware of what's going on as they have met several 
times since the Project was 4 nstituted. We will start by giving 
you some background for the Project. 
Background  
This Project was an outgrowth of the Management Engineering 
Program at the University of Pitt burgh. As a result of the 
Hospital Bed Project and other programs in the Vice Chancellor's 
Office at Pitt, the present Project was structured. Some interest 
was expressed in this Cost Study by the PHS. We applied for and 
were given a grant while still at Pitt. Dr. Dudek and 1 9 and most 
of the others on the Bed Project team, left Pitt last summer and 
it was decided at the time to leave the Hospital Bed Project at 
Pitt but to move the Cost Project, "Disposable vs. Reprocessed 
Hospital Supplies", to Georgia Tech, 
Last summer we applied to the uSPHS to permit us to pursue 
the Cost Study at Ga. Tech through the Engineering Experiment 
Station, in cooperation with Emory University Medical Center. We 
had a PHS site visit in August of last year. On January 1, 1959, 
the Project grant was made ef fective, Since the grant was made 
effective in the middle of an academic year, it has caused us to 
defer, to some extent, the organization of the team; but I 
thought I might outline for you how we conceive the team to be 
organized and to report progress in organizing the tP-Y,, . 
Organization  
First, under PT s regulations, it is necessary that a principal 
investigator be designated. Indeed, grants are made to indivi-
duals though the funds are held by an institution. The 
expenditure r - funds is controlled by the prevailing regulations 
of the institution. I will be serving as principal investigator 
throughout the Project and will be devoting about 25 of my time 
to the Project. The Project is to be organized much the same 
as our Project at Pitt, namely, with an interdisciplinary team 
approach with a sufficient number of full-tile people who regard 
this Project as their principal and first responsibility. They 
may do a few other activities that are compatible with the 
Project, perhaps teaching, an operational project here and there, 
or working a bit on some other research; but their prix 
responsibility will be to the Projects 
We conceive that the group will be led by a team leader who 
will assume more or less the same functions as those of Dr, Dudek 
at Pitt on the Hospital Fed Project. This person would be largely 
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responsible for the day-to-day pursuit of the objectives of the 
Project. We have not appointed a person to this position. We 
are trying to get Dr. Emerzian interested in it. Some of you 
have met him and he will be along soon. If Dr. Emerzian is 
willing to come with us, we are in hopes he can join us by the 
first of July, certainly by the first of September. If Dr. 
Emerzian is not able to join us, then we will have to continue 
to look for suitable candidates. We have an ad in the Journal 
of Industrial Engineering which has turned up a few leads but I 
am about to come to the conclusion that we will have to pry some-
one loose from existing work. 
We plan to have, also, a full-time research nurse on the Project. 
This afternoon, perhaps Miss Graves, of Emory, will be able to 
report to us on an interview which I arranged for her with a Maj. 
Owen, who is retiring in June from the Army Nurse Corps. Maj. 
Owen's record is very good and, if Miss Graves' reaction to her 
is favorable, we will appoint her as the full-time, health-
oriented team member. 
Mr. Newberry, who is with us today, will be appointed as half-
time engineer on the Project. Mr. Newberry has his Master's 
degree from Ga. Tech and is now in our new Ph.D. Program, 
working toward his doctorate. Later today we will hear something 
of his part in terms of trying to coordinate his dissertation 
objectives with the objectives of this Projecto 
we have yet to decide to what extent we will need a 
psychologist on the team, as to whether we need a full-tine 
psychologist, a half-time psychologist, or a psychologist in a 
consultant role. This is one of the ways in which we would like 
to "pick yourbrains". Once we have reviewed the objectives, 
we need co Know how we can best integrate psychological 
resources required. 
We have, at present, three Master's candidates in I.E., who 
are interested in working on the Project and doing their theses 
on some phase of the project. We anticipate that there will be 
others, perhaps some from Emory's School of Nursing or Emory's 
Program in Hospital Administration, who would be interested in 
taking an area of the Project in which they might do their 
Master's theses. 
We have a Project secretary, who is delving through the 
"red tape" of the Experiment Station and the PHS, trying to 
make it easier for us to do the things we have to do, by taking 
care of some of the routine matters. 
Miss Graves, Director of Nursing, at Emory, is our nursing 
service consultant on the Project and she will be of tremendous 
help, particularly in our liaison with Emory University 
Hospital and later when we do our clinical studies and 
evaluations. Dr. Moder, who is with us today, is our con- 
sultant on methodology 	Dr. Moder is Professor of T. E. at Ga. 
Tech. We look to him for guidance and suggestions throughout 
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but particularly in those phases of designing experiments, 
planning the overall approach and evaluation. Professor 
Evelyn Rowe, of Emory's School of Nursing, will be our con-
sultant in Nursing Education. Dr. Mary Margaret Williams, of 
Emory, is our consultant in Nursing Research® We look to these 
two ladies for liaison in any student work on the Project that 
may be done in Emory's School of Nursing. If it works the way 
it did in Pittsburgh, there could be class projects, special 
problem work, and theses. We anticipate that we will need 
other consultants; for example, in operations research, hospital 
finance and purchasing, and perhaps others. Our aim here is to 
utilize these consultants when needed and when available to 
provide resources to round out the team. 
All of you have probably noted the names of the members of 
this National Advisory Committee. Dr. Dudek, Dr. Rowland, Dr. 
Hullerman, and Mr. McNulty are here. Mrs. Gilbreth could not 
come as she is out of tl - e country at the present time. She has 
promised to come in and consult with us in the fall. Mrs. Kuehn 
had planned to come until last evening. I got a wire froM her, 
stating that she could not make it, and she sent her apologies. 
On our Local Steering Committee we have Mr. Duncan, who is 
with the Veterans Administration and to whom we would look, 
particularly, for hospital administration aspects. Since hr 
has a tremendously large area of responsibility in hoapital 
administration, we think that this could be a valuable 
resource for use And we are certainly happy to have him with 
us this morning. Also on the Local Committee is Dean Ada Fort, 
of the School of Nursing at Emory. Dr. Williams will serve in 
her stead next year since Dean Fort will be on leave. Other 
members are Miss Helen Graves, Director of Nursing at Emory 
University; Colonel Frank F. Groseclose, Director of the School 
of Industrial Engineering at Ga. Tech and also a member of the 
Research Advisory Committee for the Experiment Station; Mr. 
Burwell Humphrey, Administrator of Emory University Hospital; 
Mr. Roger Klein, Director of the•program in Hospital Administra-
tion at Emory; Dr. Edward Loveland, Assoc. Professor of 
Psychology at Ga. Tech; Dr. Moder, whom I referred to earlier; • 
and Dr. Rocker Staton, who represents the Dean's Office at 
Georgia Tech. We look to Dr. Loveland to serve as a consultant 
to us or as a part-time team member; but if he is unable to do 
this, perhaps he can suggest someone else who , mifzht. This 
afternoon we hope that he will have some ideas for us. Dr. 
Staton is also a valuable resource for us because he did his 
Doctoral Dissertation in a hospital area while at Johns Hopkins. 
I wonder if you have any questions or comments on the back-
ground or the organization of the Project. 
(L'. Emerzian was introduced.) 
DiEcussion  
Tr. Howland: I guess you know about Harold Davidson by now and 
ET- 0.=iickground. He might be the one you could get inter-
ested in helping out. I learned this morning that Earl 
Alluisi, a psychologist, will be joining the staff at Emory. 
He came from • ,hio State and has considerable interest in systems 
research. He did work at the Aviation Psychology lab in 
experimental designs, etc. He worked at the Army Medical Lab 
at Fort Knox on Human Engineering problems. Good background. 
Smalley: That's a good suggestion and we'll follow it up. 
Let's call Ed Loveland's attention to this man this 
afternoon. We do have valuable resources in the I. E. School; 
we Ive a large, diversified staff, and certainly Davidson is 
one possibility. 
Hullerman: I'd be interested in understanding a little better 
the scope of the Project. My question revolves 
mostly around the word "procurement". How far into obtaining 
and putting into use do you intend for this study to go? I 
know that these grants allow a great deal of flexibility in 
changing direction; but, at this point, how far into use of 
material will it carry us? 
Smalle : I would say, Dr. Hullerman, this is still open. We have 
no xed ideas about specifics but we had thought up to this 
point that what we would want to do for sure would be to 
determine the cost factors themselves. (See Page 2 of the 
Summary.) That is, what factors are there which have an 
effect upon the decisions that you make with respect to using 
reprocessed versus disposable items? We thought that if we 
could begin to identify these, define them, and measure them 
in some way, this would be our first step. Then we thought 
that we would determine which of these seem to be significant 
and which extraneous. 
Hullerman: In procuring, do you mean the cost of obtaining an 
item, like a syringe, up to the point where the 
nurse actually injects the needle? 
Smalley: I would say the total cost. 
Hullerman: Do you mean the cycle of use for the needle? The 
question is, do you take a needle up to the time 
that it is to be used or do you include also the using of the 
needle? 
Smalley: If I understand your question clearly, it would be 
the total cost, including the use of the needle. 
Hullerman: I think this is an important question and I 
think that we would be much better off if we 
had the whole cycle involved, rather than the procuring of 
it ready for use. 
Dudek: This was the intention because in any "make or buy" 
situation, the total cycle is involved. 
Smalley: This same problem was encountered in this other 
project. It's not enough to get the best hospital 
equipment in the world into the patient's area if it is not 
used or not used properly. I am convinced that, unless you 
consider the whole cycle, as you put it, you don't really 
1.71,71 	. and _,111L 	mil (71 _ha s ter t o 
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add that we are thinking of not only monetary cost, or its 
equivalent, but some of the non-monetary factors. 
Emerzian: I think that you would have to consider the com- 
ponents of the cycle. My suspicions are that you 
are going to discover the components, when expressed in terms 
of cost, are going to vary from hospital to hospital. There 
are certain activities associated with procurement which 
could vary from hospital to hospital. As to the procurement 
itself, that is, from the time the order is placed to the 
time that the article is secured in the hospital, some point 
or other would have to be defined and this could vary from 
hospital to hospital, which may or may not be significant, 
I don't know. This would be something which you would have to 
discover later when you drop out the insignificant variables. 
Dudek: This Project might draw heavily on what Dan and his 
crew are doing at Ohio State. If he's trying to set 
up the system of the hospital, if they are actually describing 
the system, you may have a big step toward trying to define 
all these variables. 
Emerzian: Is this an analog of a hospital that's being done? 
Smalley: It may not be possible but, to clear up this 
question, perhaps Dr. Howland could give us a thumb-
nail sketch of his project. 
Ohio State Project. 
Howland: The title of our project is, "The Development of a 
Methodology foi. the Evaluation of Patient Care". 
This interest arose as the function of doing straight-
forward Industrial Engineering studies in the Hospital. And 
our original assumption was that you could write some sort of 
multiple regression equation for patient care and this would 
be given to us by the hospital; and if we could then say, 
"Well, this is the contribution of the physical plant and 
this is the contribution of somebody else"- . It didn't take 
long, about two days I guess, to find out this just isn't so. 
After about two or three years of trying to get s, me kind 
of a picture of this "beast", we have come up with a diagram 
as follows. And this is what I mean by a theory, a crude one 
a very primitive theory. It's a theory in the sense that it 
is an orgenizatio,- c  classification scheme, not 	the sense 
of a theory in physical science, like f ma, tiut it's a 
place to start as an administrative guide to pigeonhole our 
work and also as a sort of a directing device. rte say that 
the hospital model, or analog, looks like this: 
E 	f(xi, yj) 
Where E is our overall criterion measure of effectiveness. 
Now, in the O.R. busire,ss, this is usaally taken to be 
cost and taken to be measurable and you optimize this in some 
sense or maximize or minimize it, or something- And in this 
situation, we donitthink this is possible. We take this to 
be patient care, which is unmeasurable. The nicest descrip-
tion I have found of it is Dr. Dunn 9 s notion of the general 
level of wellness which includes sociological, physiological, 
and economic, and you name it. This is the good, the true, and 
the beautiful. That sounds fine but we can't do anything with 
it. So, we say that this takes care of patient care, nobody 
can argue with this because nobody can get their mitts on it. 
The hospital, as a system, performs a function, which is the 
following. 
This, by the way, works out for all the projects which we 
have. We say that it does the following jobs. It has a 
selection function which is a filtering ction, if you like, 
getting objects into the system. Once Its got them, it 
performs a service function which is providing medical care 
and nursing care, housekeeping care, etc. In order for this 
to continue in time, it has a logistic function, you have to 
be supplied. Then, on top of all this, you have a control 
function which is the collection of data about what is going 
on, the statement of what you want and sort of = "servo " 
notion of minimizing the difference of the error between 
these. 
Now we are backing off to the point where we are looking 
for criteria for each of these. For the selection function, 
in admissions, for example, we can take criteria such as time 
lag in getting patient from front door to bed. My wife works 
as a volunteer in a Columbus hospital in the admission office. 
She comes home after her day in the hospital and we sit down 
and have a long list of critical incidents. It seems to us 
that the real problem in getting a patient into the bed is 
that the admission office and nursing service look at the 
same physical bed but they donvt conceptualize it as the 
same thing. Its tht same piece of hardw re but they are 
really talking about different things. And whatvs needed is 
some information transmission and understanding about what 
everybody?s talking about° 
The service criteria. We are assuming that the medical 
staff knows what they are doing and we are assuming that 
the hospital system should be geared to give them that they 
ask for. We are not getting into medical audit. So we 
have adopted, with their advice ? some criteria such as 
medication errors, number of "consults", and a long list 
of these presumedto be good practice of medicine. 
Then "Supply". We are trying to work in the blood 
bank, principally because this was thought to be the 
toughest and because it cuts across many departments within 
the hospital. 
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This control thing is the whole business of record keeping, 
information transmission, etc, These men are the dependent 
variables of the hospital, acting as a system, and we are 
trying to get measurable behavior criteria for how these things 
get done, Now we say that this overall global goal is some 
function of the way these things get accomplished or not 
accomplished. And we further say that the function relating 
accomplishment of these tasks to optimize this overall 
global goal, at this stage in the development of the art, 
cannot be done rationally, mathematically, or in any formal 
fashion. 
This is what the manager with responsibility and 
assistance does by guessing and, as a function of what he knows 
and what he can find out. This is management judgment, if 
you like, and this is research activity here. And what we can 
do for him as a research group is to spell out and measure how 
these things are getting performed. We have found that managers 
in other situations can do an awful lot better with this kind 
of information than they can do without it. Well, this then 
is the dependent variable of the whole system. 
Over here you have the three classes of resources over 
which the hospital system has some control that it uses to 
get these things done. The first class is what we call the 
plant. This includes the architectural details of the 
hospital, the fact that per diem cost is some function of the 
floor plan. If you have one iiEd of hospital floor plan, 
you can expect one sort of cost and another floor plan, some-
thing else. So, we are interested in the equipment that they 
have available. 
We talk about the general resource of staff. In starting 
out, we assume that the staffing variable of most importance 
in this case is the status relationship among serving per-
sonnel. We have a sociological group working on this. These 
guys were extremely lucky two years ago in being able to get 
a class of interns who had just entered the hospital and who 
were then assigned to each service for a matter of several 
weeks, and then as far as we can see, completely randomly 
scattered around. We followed these guys and got their re-
actions to the various services and the various services 9 
 reaction to them. We followed this up to the point where 
everybody was getting a little tired of talking to us, 
answering the same questions about different services; so 
we got out before we got thrown out. We were able to get 
some extremely good dope on these birds and we had some of 
them in all services. So we sort of had this design handed 
to us, with no designing on our part. 
The characteristic of the patient that we are most 
interested in, again this is just a judgment that we think 
is important, is the information capability of the patient, 
what he knows about his disease, what he's told, how hevs 
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told it, and so ono 1,-, picked diabetes because this is fairly 
"clean", Wee-ye had tremendous cooperation with the medical 
staff on this. We've had a full-time psychologist working 
on it who has lived in the hospital and made friends with the 
medical staff. He shares information with them and they are 
allowing him to do the "Nomoroi." for diabetics. Now this is 
quite an accampli hment because this is something you just 
don't do in two minutes. It means that everybody's got to 
really put out to get it done. And we had a decision to make 
here, whether we should try a shotgun approach and just see 
what would fall out or pick a neat hypothesis and test it. 
We thought the first plan should be shotgun, we just didn't 
know enough and we weren't able to find nybody else who did, 
to zero in anything very specific lly. Sc they're working on 
this information-handling ca pacity, if you like. 
What we've done, then, is try to get some hard criteria 
for task performance of the system end relate this to the 
dimensions of the plant, the patient and the staff that the 
hospital has available to it. 
We have had lots of difficulty with our multi-disciplinary 
functions. You have to make 	decision: either you have 
people working for you who are competent in many disciplines, 
so that each member of the team is in a sense a team in 
itself, or you have people who are really from different dis-
ciplines and they work more or less independently on the 
variables that are of interest to them. We have adopted the 
latter course decause it seems to me that if you do the 
former, you are almost forced to reduce everybody to the 
rank of amateur iL everybody else's dimensions; and nobody 
lives long enough to keep up with hiw own field, much less 
two or three others. 
So we have a sociologist working here and we can't even 
understand their langu ge. They talk bout the left-hand 
side and the right-hand side and I think this means dependent 
and independent variables. I was confused about which is 
left and which is right. They're starting on another study 
in the Tuberculosis Hospital on alienation, which I was 
interested to find out about. I think this 	construct that 
an Industrial Engineer would never dre m up in a million 
years but they're off with it. The thing I'm saying here is 
that these guys are going ahe d and behaving like sociolo-
gists and they've done some things that horrify me; but if 
this is what sociologists do, I just clutch my uice- 
them go. The sane with the psychologist; the sem 
engineer. 
The interdisciplinsry business comes primarily at the 
planning level. Sociologists are interested in a patient 
variable, alienation. And the patient group, the psycho-
logists, are interested in status variables, namely, the 
status in terms of hctf socio-economic status or education or 
something or other, erfects their ability to handle informa-
tion about themselves and their disease. But these tie-ins 
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come about after the fact, we didn't plan them, we didn't 
know enough. The same thing is working across here. Very 
briefly this is what we're up to. 
Hullerman: Could you explain the equation you put on the 
board. 
Howland: (Explains mathematical model.) This is the standard 
00 R. model and if this is a reasonable model for 
what you are doing, you can't do better. However, my point 
is that, in a problem of the size and complexity of the hospi-
tal, this just doesn't work. Either, to get this measurable 
criteria, you go so far down the scale that your problems are 
trivial, or you have to make so many simplifying assumptions 
to use it, that it's no good. So, you go then to this other 
"beast" where, you say, this is your "distal" (unmeasurable) 
criteria, This is the part of the end of the rainbow that you 
never quite get your hands on, it's something you can agree 
on but you can't find© This is a function of task performance. 
Now then, you say, task performance is in turn a function of 
the resources that you have. Well, this makes sense. Let's 
say we are talking about the selection task. Certainly the way 
people are admitted to the hospital depends on the physical 
plant of the hospital. Whether to take a broad jump, 
whether it's a mental hospital or a general hospital, depends 
on the staff. You might have a pediatric hospital as opposed 
to a general hospital, depends on the patient. Columbus is 
continually getting into difficulty because parents bring 
children to the University Hospital, which does not have a 
pediatric service, and they're told to go to Children's 
Hospital; and then there's a great big "whoop-de-doo" in the 
paper, "Hospital turns away bleeding child", and then the 
dean has to go down and talk to the Legislature. Each one 
of these tasks depends on everything. Then you break these 
out and you say each of these is some function which is a 
function of many other variables, e.g., physical plant lay-
out, equipment, supplies, whatever. And you take the staff 
and their functions of status, social characteristics, etc, 
You have this fantastically complicated mess but all you're 
doing initially is lay out your dimensions for your variables; 
then what we've done is get general agreement on these vari 
bles and then we've said 0. K., status, everybody thinks 
this is important. Let's find a guy who knows how to study 
status. And we get'him and we talk to him and away he goes, 
and he's cranking out stuff about status. We're not trying 
to make an engineer out of him, we're not trying to make a 
psychologist out of him, we're trying to run him at full 
throttle as a sociologist, And I think thisAstrade-off 
you_ make in this interdisciplinary team business; "run" 
them as "within discipline" experts or as "between disci-
pline" amateurs, in a sense. I don't think you can do both. 
Smalle : In that connection, Dick, this does not differ 
su s antially from our experience in Pittsburgh, where we 
had several disciplines and we found that really the way to 
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get it done is to let the psychologists work in this area and 
let the engineers work here and let the nurse work here, and 
hope for some cross-fertilization 
Dudek: Yes, actually, Dan, we found the same thing because 
we would get to talking, then we would say, "Well, let's 
attack this problem first." Well, the psychologist has his 
idea and maybe it was more psychological than anything else; 
and we couldn't understand what he was trying to do and we 
would try to. We were amateurs operating in this area. So, 
finally we just decided, " 00 Ko, this is your baby. Go 
ahead and we'll work over here because we know this." 
Howland: Well, there seems to be sort of folklore about inter-
di aciplinary groups being together. I think this is for the 
biris. I don't think it works too good and I don't think you 
have to have this as a requirement. Get a good sociologist 
in and if he's a bear, O. Ko s, he's a bear. 
Smalley: What about their value in design of the overall 
approach and in the evaluation? Is that where you find them 
working as a team, if at all? 
Howland: Yes. When we started, as I pointed out, we started 
with this simple minor regression notion and this whole thing 
has evolved out of our work on this project. This is an 
after-the-fact kind of thing. We're now using this. Every 
time we start a new project, we do this first; and we get 
agreement before we start. The only thing we started with, 
initially, was the notion that there were sociological factors, 
physical factors, and psychological factors; and that there 
were staff, patient and plant. Now we sort of got some guys 
who didn't know what they were doing any more than we did, 
and they started off. But I think this device which has 
evolved is a pretty useful one for keeping things on the 
track, once you have it. As I say, we now have all our 
projects set up like this. It's a dandy gimmick for a book-
keeping device, if nothing else, and I think there's a lot 
more to it, as we learn more. It seems to me that there are 
a lot of general things you can get out of these variables, 
general measurement scales, general ways of handling them; 
and then you can talk about specifics for specific kinds of 
systems. 
Smalle : Have you encountered yet any need for determining 
e degree to which the patient is dependent upon those who 
care for him? 
Howland,: Oh, well, not specific ly. This, I think is, if 
I understand the word, which ties in with this =lienation 
business. 
Smalle : I was wondering if it h dn't already come to your 
a en on. I think the work on the Patient Profile that we 
started at Pitt, and which is continuing, conceivably should 
be of some value in that respect. 
Hullerman: Are the things you are meaoarIng "independent"? 
Howland: Well, no 
Hullerman: The equipnent is X, etc.? 
Howland: Yes, you are rIght 
Huilerman: In order t,o, aa:t any change ia a prooed.ure, yee. 
have to have an orgaeizatioa. It may lea ofa.- 
stantially different from what we have here as the oen: 	of 
what you find out there. Where is that shoe 
Howland: This formula, in a sense, specifiae the 
not in any organization. chart senee but in a benae-
ioral sense. This may be completely different from the organi 
zation chart, it seems to me that the next step after you've 
gotten this is to, if you believe in organization charts, orana 
one around that will reflect this behavioral organization. 
Youhave a strange situation here. it seems to re that  
lot of the considerations of organization that peorle ert 
trying to use in the hospital stem from military organi -ra 
tions, e.g., "span of control". The objective o a military 
organization are diametrically opposed to this kind of organi-
zatior. In a military organization, you want to be sure tiont 
the guy can do at least what he's supposed to do. If he can 
do something else on top of this, it's his tough luck. 1-.n the 
hospital, it seems to me, what you want to do is take 
advantage of everything you can possibly get out of a man or 
out of a research team. And what this leads you to is status 
inversions, where in one situation a man may be a high 
status member of the group, where in another situation he's 
not. And this is where you run up against difficulties with 
the formal organization chart. You get this same situation 
in the airline. The pilot in the air is in command of the 
ship and nobody tells him what to do. On the ground, he's 
way down at the bottom of the pile. Fe may be going to school, 
he may be doing all kinds oi aifferent things inbetween. 
Cost Study Discussion 
Hullerman: In reviewing this outline, I was trying to stack It 
up against a feeling I have which I think very well 
may be the case with many a hospital. Everything we've read, 
for example, about the advantages costwise, not service-wise, 
for the use of disposables, comes up with a cost of so much if 
you do it this way. Now, there's very little that I have 
heard about to indicate that this is not in reality an in-
crease in the cost of operations, because there's no evidence 
that anything else is cut out. Now, where in this do you get 
into the elimination of ti past system, from a cost standpoint, 
not a service standpoint? 
Howland: Now there is nothing in this about cost at this 
point; this is behavior. Now this brings up 
another point. It seems to me that cost is a pretty high 
level abstraction which you assign to some kind of behavior, 
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and it's also my feeling that you first have to nail down 
behavior, then you do the cost assignment. For example, in a 
study we did with a motor freight firm, the maintenance 
people were keeping cost records on maintenance and this 
didn't tell them the first thing about what was happening 
to the tires or batteries or generators, or anything else. 
The reason for keeping cost records was that the maintenance 
superintendent was a graduate of a business college and this 
was all he knew how to keep, And we were trying to get 
failure data from this group and they had no way of collect-
ing it; they didn't know what to do with it if they did. It 
took us almost three years to have this switch from cost to 
behavior data made. It was finally made by the president who 
went down bodily and took these cost records out of the file 
and threw them into the incinerator. Then they had to do it 
our way because they didn't have anything else, But the cost 
data just didn't tell them anything. 
McNulty: This organization chart that you s y may have evolved 
from this work, you would field test a great deal of 
this. Your behavior patterns in Columbus, Ohio, might be a 
lot different than the sociological concept in Birmingham, 
Alabama. 
Howland: That's exactly right. And it seems to me that, if 
you can look at the behavior and get some clues 
about how to specify dimensions and measure them, it's up to 
the individual hospital "to smoke Viceroys" or whatever it is 
and to be "thinking men", For ex mple, in Columbus, we have 
a children's hospital which has, I understand, gone from being 
just so-so to extremely good because of one M. D. in the 
thing, who had vision and drive and did things. There's no 
place in this for him but what we are betting on is that 
there are certain behaviors that have to get accomplished in 
any hospital, from a field hcspit 1 where you're operating 
in the mud up to your ankles, to the most modern, glorious 
thing in the world. But certain basic things that have to 
be done, then the problem for the individual hospital is 
given: you know what these re, and given: you know how to 
measure performance of these, how do you. use what you have 
to do. So you are flexibls or an fndividuel basis, as far 
as accomplishment is concerned. And this is where the 
organizational chart for any individual hospital comes in. 
Accomplishment: 
Smalley: Dan,. let ma ask you this. I wrote a "cloud-gazing" 
expression over heee, premising that accom lishment 
is some function of the ratio of result to costs. T e 
numerator there, M and Q, stands for the m9 gnitude and 
quality of yield from the system. And Cm and Cn represent 
the so-called monetary and non-monetary consumption of 
resources. Am I right in presuming th t your efforts have 
been directed thus f r in dealing with the numer, for only? 
And when you talk about behavior patterns, you're t lking 
about results, you haven't considered the consumption of 
resources at 11? 
Howland: Not in the cost sense. We talked about (!onsumption 
of blood in pints but we did not attempt to do this 
in dollars. 
Smalley: Only as a measure of activity though, is that right? 
You were interested in the consumption of blood 
because this measures how much or how well somethings being 
done? 
Howland: Right. We take as a criterion of blood bank perform- 
ance, if they can meet the demands for the amount 
and the quality for type) of blood that the surgical service 
asks for. 
Smalley: Now, in trying to tie that in with the question Pr. 
Hullerman posed, I was wondering if he was interested 
in, for example, something you do to change the numerator, 
undoubtedly will have an effect in the denominator. It might 
simply add to the cost and not eliminate anything in the 
process. 	It's this old matter of "paper savings". Do you 
really accomplish it? Even in a non-monetary sense, do you 
really save it? 
Hullerman: I am very interested in the Study because I think 
it gets us down from some very general stories to 
something rather useful. Could we have a complete trans-
cription of what's going on here so that we could study it 
before the next meeting? 
Smalley: We certainly will make that available to you. 
Patient Care: 
Duncan: In your basic approach, when you broke down patient 
care in certain task areas and one of them was 
service, did you find that some of the variables involved in 
the non-measurability of the global concept of patient care 





Yes, when we do it this way, we assume that this 
global measure is some function which we don't 
can get our hands on; of service but not just 
all the rest of it is done, too. 
This is an area where it does show up and the one 
where you will have difficulty? 
Howland: Yes. 
Dudek: This massive problem has to start in this way. This 
is how Hal and I really conceptualized this study. 
We were going to make some of these assumptions that you 
have to make, to see if we could come up with something 
practical for right now, and then start from there, you see; 
because we felt that this was a rather important thing from 
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talking to some administrators. But you need these kinds of 
studies, too, these basis one 	This was going to start in 
this way but we hoped to end up in something practical, even 
though there would have to be many of these assumptions made 
in order to get it down. What we had hoped was to test then 
and see if these assumptions would hold fairly well in 
general. To make it usable, but not necessarily accurate nor 
completely correct or sound in theory. 
Phantom Savings: 
Emerzian: I think that you have put your finger, Dr. Hullerman, 
on a very important point, one that I've heard 
several times; and I am not certain that this project is going 
to be able to give you the nswer to it. But there is a 
difference between labor saved and the value of labor saved. 
Letus assume that you are ble to put in a dispcggi —gUTTITitem 
and may reduce the total activity of a function by three or 
four hours a day. You translate this into cost. Does this 
mean any effect upon my payroll? And I say to you, I donut 
know. This depends upon you 	I donut know your conditions. 
Hullerman: Yes, but in this study of Harold's here, I am 
wondering whether it actually reduces the cost of 
a function in some way in fact. In other words, you get way 
down in the organization and system of operation to make this 
cost reduction. 
Dudek: I think it does in this sense, in the way Joe brought 
it out. But this time, that we can show you on paper, 
as Hal just referred to, #a*er cost, but as far as the 
hospital goes, it may jus' •e idle time. Because nobody did 
anything with this time and, therefore, the overall costs were 
not affected at all. But this is really a management function. 
We have no way of saying, once we get this cost, you have to 
do it this way, you have to fire a person, or you have to 
transfer time, or you h ve to add nother job, in order to 
s ve this money. We c n just show that you have this 
potential. Then, from there on, itus in the hands of the 
administrator, the management man. This same operation 
goes on in industry. Many industries have good I. E. Depart-
ments but they donut use this information; so, in effect, 
they are just giving I. E. lip service because they would 
never utilize any of the costs that were put on paper. 
1:2221AEL)1111!: 
Emerzian: As I look at this thing, I think that whatus going 
to happen here is that out of this Project certain 
information will be derived. Each hospital should have 
resident engineer who will interpret the information which 
is given but put into it the local variables and then make 
his local analysis. I donut think that this study can give 
you local analysis, the local'application. We need 
trained people in the hospital to take this information 
which we have and apply it to their own situation. 
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"Everyone": This is always true , 
Emerzian: This is true to us but, as I talk to hospital 
administrators, I have the feeling that a lot of 
them are discouraged with this "ivory tower stuff". They 
don't have time to read it and, if they could read it, they 
wouldn't understand it anyway. What they're looking for is 
something which they can understand and apply. 
Howland: They're looking for a "kit" and there isn't any; 
there never will be unless we have just one hospital. 
Emerzian: We have an educational problem on our hands, I 
would say. 
Smalley: This Project need not be that pessimistic. We're 
not just going to be an ivory tower on this and we're 
probably not going to be as theoretical as Dan is obliged to be 
in his by virtue of the scope of his work. We will give them a 
practical tool but it is not a panacea, not a general model in 
which you put in the number of beds, the size of the staff, and 
the local price index and grind out an answer. 
Emerzian: This project will be as successful as the extent to 
which it gives the person on the spot all the tools 
necessary to solve his "make or buy" problems. 
Specific to General: 
Dudek: What we were going to do was to investigate a specific  
and see if we get to the general. 
Howland: We started this way, too, with needle packaging. I 
was unhappy, with the fact that these little'studies 
were done as Master's theses. We would go back three weeks 
later and find things had not been followed through. So we 
were struck with the fact that if you really want to make any 
changes. you've got to hit it at a higher level. And, as I 
say, our first great disappointment was to find that the 
hospital didn't have any measure of patient care. So we have 
been forced into greater and greater abstraction in order to 
make any sense out of this. 
Case Studies: 
Hullerman: In this study, you were starting with determin- 
ing methodology and in reaching a decision; that 
was the first step. But, also, you're going to get into the 
application of some of these things in hospitals. Let's 
recognize that no hospital can be told how to organize 
itself. But, if the study itself will give some attention 
to what actually happened in reductions of cost, if any, and 
how those were brought about, I think it might be helpful, 
if any can be brought about. If we could show that either 
it did or did not effect redistribution of personnel, and 
how it would be a help. 
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Emerzian: You want some case studies of actual applications. 
McNulty: A by-product ? maybe. 
Smalley: There is a distinction here between testing the model 
and case applications. Undoubtedly, testing the 
model will be a part of the Project, as Joe indicates. We're 
looking at the third year as being the time when we do this. 
But I believe from your question here, you're looking for 
more than that the model held up well in this situation, or 
it didn't here. 
Hullerman: I wouldn't take out any criterion judgment but you 
have come up with a number of things, presumably 
a more efficient way, a better method of determining cost. 
But what happened in the hospital over and beyond that when 
these things were put in? Take the syringe, for example. 
You're reaching a method as to how you're going to decide the 
difference between cost, is that right? 
McNulty: Procurement cost? 
Hullerman: Cycle cost, re lly. 
Smalley: Total cost 
McNulty: Including usable cost? I thought, Drs Hullerman, 
you were going to get to some of the things that I 
was concerned about, cost in terms of personnel, cost in terms 
of morale, cost in terms of patient satisfaction. Are we 
getting into all of this? You used procurement throughout, 
so I took it to mean that we're talking of a purchasable and 
disposable cost, as opposed to a cost of satisfaction, if you 
will. 
Hullerman: No, I'm staying away from the cost of satisfaction 
or better service. Suppose that you find from 
this study, with a method that's v.cceptable, that the cost 
of furnishing syringe is "x" cents by the disposable 
method and "y" cents, which is higher by the reprocessing 
method. The hospital puts this in but, actually, the hos-
pital is increasing its total operating cost unless it also 
cuts out some "y" cost somewhere. Right? 
Emerzian: Only if they're monetary costs. 
Dudek: Suppose that some kind of study is done to determine 
that patient satisfaction goes up this much if you use 
disposable rather than a reprocessed syringe. It feels 
nicer, and patient satisfaction goes up. And then cost 
factors are assigned to this. How it's going to be assigned, 
of course, is a big question. If you, as an administrator, 
decide to take this disposable because, for the same price, 
you've gotten more patient satisfaction, and that's what 
you want, then you've saved some money; but you haven't 
saved it on the profit and loss statement. 
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Types of Costs: 
Hullerman: Well, that's goodwill; and that sort of thing we 
are not interested in here. You've got to find 
the dollars with which to run the hospital. While they are 
related to goodwill, it's pretty hard to establish the 
relationship. In the cost of the "x" method, the disposable 
as against the reprocessed, if the study were to indicate 
that this did or did not happen, that the hospital was able, 
on direct cost, to put this in and increase its budget or 
whether it was able to accomplish something else and, if so, 
how. I think this is of significance to anybody reading 
the report. It would be to me. 
Smalley: In other words, you're not interested in any phantom 
savings; you're interested in knowing if it saved any dollars. 
Hullerman: Of course we're interested in phantom savings but 
you can't take both of them "aboard". You can't 
take them to Blue Cross. 
Dudek: I think what you're driving at is that this model 
should be constructed in two ways: 
(1) Only with real cost, those costs that will appear on the 
profit and loss statement, for a comparison, and 
(2) With "unmeasurable" (phantom) costs. 
Hullerman: I think this comes back to a feeling on 
a great mistrust in ever using the idea 
able costs or intangible benefits. Let's recognize 






Smalley: Let me draw an analogy between this and the inventory 
control problem we're having in industrial engineer-
ing. If your company runs out of something and has to tell a 
customer, "Sorry, we don't have it", you lose the profit you 
would have earned on the item that you didn't sell. In 
addition, you lose something by virtue of the goodwill you 
have lost; or the fact that he may go to your competitor next 
time. We have a difficulty measuring these things. To the 
same extent, we have a difficulty measuring this. What we can 
do, and the dodge we often take is, what will it cost you to 
increase the probability from, say 0.30 to 0.90 that you will 
not turn a customer away. Then let the decision maker decide 
for himself on that basis whether it's worth the extra cost 
to avoid this loss of goodwill. Now I think there's a 
parallel here. We can pose to a decision maker: "Well, this 
is what it will cost you to achieve these intangible benefits 
over here, over what it would cost you without them. Now, 
are you willing to buy that much of these intangibles?" 
Hullerman: You have two ways in which to present a problem, 
a budget, or a service that you want to add: 
One is, what does it mean in good hard dollars? And the 
other is, what does it mean in terms of what is more im-
portant in the long run, your degree of service, your 
patient satisfaction, and this kind of thing. But you have 
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to make a choice from year to year. Which one of the new 
expenses is going to help your patient satisfaction, 
efficiency of service? And if the study would do something 
to show whether or not there were any dollar differences, 
up or down. I don't care for any judgment on it, just the 
facts. Did this hospital add to its cost or didn't it? 
This would make a more predictable and usable report for the 
hospital. 
Dudek: In a sense, this makes your study a little simpler. 
Emerzian: I think this whole study's quite complex. For 
example, I read this case yesterday. I don't know 
what the supply item was, but it was something they put down 
into a person's stomach. They take it out and clean it 
occasionally. Someone came along with a disposable item made 
of plastic material. I think it cost more than the item we 
process. But, in the opinion of the medical staff, patient 
comfort would be increased if you used the disposable item. A 
disposable item costs the hospital more money (real money) but 
the hospital increased the cost for that particular charge for 
that particular service by "x" amount. In other words, the 
hospital made a value judgment here to the patient, saying, 
"Vow, we think that this has less discomfort than the other 
item, therefore, we will charge you $15000 more." 
Hullerman: What bearing does that have on this study? 
Emerzian: I'm saying here that the administrative decision 
which came about from information which we might give to the 
hospital administrator, is unpredictable in terms of what they 
might do with that information. Here you have some feeling 
that patient satisfaction was increased, therefore, price was 
increased. 
Hullerman: You're mixing up income and cost here. This is 
another factor in the situation. I think this 
can be a very important and helpful study; but the hospital, 
whenever it adds $15000 to the charge to the patient, it 
automatically is adding to its rates. And its got to go to 
Blue Cross on costs, not on rates. On rates, its got to go 
to the public and say, "We've got a $40.00 instead of a 
$35.00 bill"; so that it's always under pressure. I'm not 
minimizing the significance of patient satisfaction or 
public relations but we do have some reports showing the 
relative costs of disposable as against reprocessed items. 
Even if I personally knew that these costs, when put into 
use, would be more and that there was no real prospect on 
the basis of what any other hospitals have done, of saving 
that cost, you could still do it but, at least, you would 
know where you stood on it. If this study could give the 
picture of what happens, it would be more helpful. 
Moder: Are you concerned about the fact that a lot of this 
reprocessing might be in the classof deferrable  
work? If you took away some of this deferrable work, this 
would just create more idle time or, perhaps, you would have 
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some idle time which you can use for this deferrable work. 
Hullerman: The hospitals are so understaffed already that 
the time is used somewhere else, but you hilven't 
any choice if you don't know these things. 
Emerzian: We're doing economic study on a Coulter counter. 
The Coulter counter gives you a greater accuracy 
and reliability, so they tell me. The Coulter counter is 
more expensive. What we hope to be able to tell people is 
that, for one per cent increase in accuracy, it's going to 
cost you so much, for two per cent so much. 
Hullerman: I just signed a requisition for a Coulter counter 
that will cost about X3500000. We will not get 
any more for the patient, really, than what we already have. 
We are not deficient in equipment to do what needs to be 
done now but we buy it, Why? Well, there are certain 
pressures back of this purchase. One is that Children's is 
a research institution and this refinement that you're talk- 
ing about will have some value in the research work which is 
large in hematology there, very large. The other reason is, 
all the laboratory director's friends are getting Coulter 
counters. You've got a good deal with your director and the 
Coulter counter is cheaper in tree long run, probably, than 
going uut and trying to find a new director and all to e 
reconstitutional laboratory that goes on. You've got to give 
them a little ground here and there and this happens to be 
one in which, management wise, means quite a bit to him. 
Certainly there are special funds we can't use for operations 
then we can put into what's in the semi-research light. So 
there are choices I know, and this is what I would like to 
have this study bring out, which other studies haven't: That 
it doesn't mean a cent in savings in the operation of the 
hospital. It means a lot more satisfaction. 
Duncan: We say "patient satisfaction"; we are really talking 
EbOirt—something larger, quality of care, of which the basic 
satisfaction is a part but not necessarily an integral part 
of. 
Hullerman: I've personally studied on personnel usage, etc., 
where they show how th:..y save manpower, man hours 
per time period and, in spite of all this, the costs keep 
going up. I think costs will keep going up in spite of what 
anybody does. But if this thing can specify one part of it, 
this will be a great service. I don't think you should kid 
yourself or anybody else that you're going to save operating 
cost, and I don't think you will. 
McNulty: This discussion today 
talking about the end 
sitting here to contemplate, I 
make just one comment on that. 
feeling that administrators are 
should get out a simple report. 
is interesting to me. We are 
product of what we are 
imagine, but I would like to 
I seem to sense here a 
simple people, therefore, we 
I am sort of opposed to 
this (even if true). I do make the point that I would like 
cost in this but I would also like to see many other factors 
included in it; and I'd keep emphasizing satisfaction 
wherever else you will. The Coulter counter is, perhaps, a 
poor analogy but I can see that some cost factors even in 
its utilization, in the sense that, if you didn't sign the 
requisition, the morale, the behavior pattern that Dan 
mentioned would decline to such an extent that it might be 
a wise investment in terms of cost savings. Eventually, if 
all of this gentleman's collegues start using it and they 
talk at their union meetings of results in terms of the 
Coulter counter. this places him at a disadvantage and we 
can't overemphasize that. 
Hullerman: Is this the decision for determining the relative 
economic feasibility of procuring? 
Smalley: I would have two comments for that. One is that I 
imagine that the connotation to be attached to pro-
curing is a more general one than writing a requisition for 
it and paying for it when it gets mere. The other is that 
I see the objectives being rewritten as we begin to structure 
this. For example, at the moment, as a result of this dis-
cussion this morning, I see two, at least two avenues, a fork 
in the road here. We can take all of these intangible things, 
being fashionable about getting the latest thing and satisfy-
ing the desires of the people, to being able to say they have 
it at conventions; or having them use something that is not 
quite as obnoxious as something else. Lumping all of this 
and pricing it for the administrator and saying, "All right, 
Mr. Administrator, subjectively make your own evaluation as 
to whether or not these intangible advantages =re worthwhile. 
I will price it for you to tell you what it costs you, if 
you decide on this course of action." We could do it th t way, 
or we could try to open up that area and build a model that 
would assist him in evaluating his alternatives. I am not 
certain now whether or not we should concentrate on this 
second one or not. I think that is the area in which you say, 
Joe, that this is a complicated problem. 
"Everyone" : It is, 
Hullerman: It may be said that some hospital is leading the 
field, or some hospitals have, why don't we? We 
have competition in the picture. The doctors say, "We've 
got the finest instruments in the world", or "We don't have". 
After all, there are hundreds of factors that you might 
measure in this area of the value of doing things a different 
way. But the study here is on cost, all the first points, 
especially the first three. This study constitutes the first 
phase in an investig tion of alternatives u.nd their relation 
to hospital costs. 
Kinds of Models: 
Dudek: Well, but now, costs were used very generally, 
meaning that we would try to evaluate some of these 
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things you just mentiorel, How much is it worth to us to lead 
in the field? Lets put a cost factor on it However, I 
think, maybe, the procedure would be to do this in two stages, 
A model that considers only those real costs and then another 
one to consider all these so-called intangibles, such that you 
could see first, that is what our real cost, savings, or 
expense would be. And these would take into account the 
using of the items, whether it takes longer to use the dis- 
- posable or less time, whether it costs more; all the real 
dollar costs. Then, in the second model, you would add all 
these other variables to it, to see 	sure our cost went up 
but, in essence, it went down because our patient satisfaction 
went up this much. Our staff satisfaction went up this much. 
Therefore, our morale is going up this much. It is worth it 
to us to raise our cots to obtain this intangible savings. 
Rut the administrator of the hospital would have to make this 
decision. Then he would have both costs. You could get a 
savings out of it, but it reduces morale a little, or it is 
not quite as nice for the patient; but it does save us money. 
Then when you add the rest of this model, for patient satis-
faction, etc., it would be worth while. 
Hullerman: If you are going to lump it into one study, if you 
are going to duplicate what is already on the 
market to an extent, except as to the methodology of reaching 
a decision, you can't measure these things, your report isn't 
going to be believed. This is a matter for judgment in the 
institution, We need something that will be read and believed. 
Smalley Are you suggesting that we build a model, dealing 
with these so-called non-monetary factors, or that 
we not build a model for them? 
Hullerman: Oh, I think it would be wonderful to build a model 
if you can live that long. 
Smalley: You think, by all means do the other whether you get 
to intangibles or not? 
Hullerman: That is right. 
Dudek: Do the practical one first, get a practical model. 
Howland: Get the model you can get. 
Hullerman: The point is that if you put these together, you 
are not going to get something that is nearly as 
useful, I think, as if you can separate the tangible, the 
thing that people can't question, from the intangible, the 
thing they can question. Is this reasonable? 
Smalley: Its very reasonable. My question is, should we try 
to do these things concurrently, or should we try 
to do them sequentially? 
Howland: If you don't concentrate on the real cost, you could 
fritter away so much of your resources. atent satis-
faction is a "will-o-the-wisp" thing. You've got to start with 
aomething. 
Practical Aspects: 
Emerzian: You have a wonderful opportunity here, Harold, of 
finding out what the people who would use this inform-
ation want. As I understand it, the people who are on the right-
hand side of the table here are potential users of this information, 
Ts this a fair assumption? 
Someone: ye s 
   
Fmerzian: Well, here we have a wonderful opportunity. Now, you 
tell us, gentlemen, how should we do this In order to 
make it practical for you? Is that a fair question, sir:' 
ilullerman: I would answer it this way. Somebody else would answer 
it another way. It is practical if I can know the 
out-of-pocket, the cost involved in a disposal versus a reprocessed 
item, through its cycle. This would be helpful, It would be helpful 
to we if I could know whether the dollars I have to provide at the 
end of the year are greater or less, whichever way I o. It would 
be helpful to me to know what actually happened with other hospital 
budgets, if they did save any money, which I seriously question, 
"hat did they do in reorganization, not to tell any other hospital 
That to do, but what they did. It is an idea, a lead. Thirdly, 
what did the hospital ga1n in the intangible area, and who said 
it gained? I mean., If you take something off of nursing or central 
supply, of course, they have gained. And there Is a lot of gain - 
but who said so? What did you measure to find out how real this 
waa, or whether it was real in one small sewent of the hospital, 
These things would make such a study quite useful because T. would 
expect, year after year, quarter after quarter, to go to the 
Board and say, We Car, do it this way." Now, I will give you an 
example. We are going to put in a hostess program of some size 
and we are already running more of a deficit than we can. stand. 
Thia is not going to save the hospital a penny on Its budget, it 
is going to add to the budget. But, we elected to do it because 
the returns are so great in the intangible areas in which we feel 
a. great lack, But I can go to the Board and say, "This is going 
to cost "X" thousands of dollars and we are not going to take in 
a penny of it." But they understand it and if, as a result of 
this "high-in-the-sky" area which some of the other disposal 
studies take us into, I think you've got something that is worth-
while, 
Smalley: Mr. Duncan, as a potential good customer of disposable 
manufactured items, what would sway you in a decision 
an to whether to bring in a disposable item or whether to use 
the reprocessed type? Would it be this dollar and cent 
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business largely, or would it be the intangibles, or some 
combination? How would you come to that decision? 
Duncan: I would endorse much of what Dr. Hullerman said 
But I wouldn't be looking forward to a tangible 
savings which would detract from my operating expenses. I 
mean that I have a smaller budget next year, but rather which 
could be converted to time. In other words, in this practi-
cal measurement of cost, the employees' time, which we spoke 
of a moment ago as being idle time, I would not look at it 
in that way. We seem to feel that there are so many things 
we should be doing that we can't be doing already, that this 
would enable us to divert that employee to something else which 
would result in a better product, a better patient care product. 
So, we would be as much interested in improving the value of 
our product as we would in reducing the cost of it. But it 
would be a mixture, how fine it would be, there would be some 
decision making elements, which we would have to make in each 
local situation. 
Hullerman: I agree with him on this. I don't think that use 
of dollars of the budget is the most important 
thing. But what did the hospital actually do with these 
people? Now, we have an example in a hospital in which they 
took the Dietary Service out of the Nursing Department but 
nobody could tell me what the nurses did when this large load 
of work was taken off of them. 
Smalley: This is what I have been referring to as "phantom 
savings". That is, it's savings on paper only. Unless you 
are able to do what you say, divert them to better care or 
divert them to other activities, then it obeys Parkinson's 
Law. But, you're optimistic that Parkinson's Law will not 
come into effect and you will be able to use this time pro-
ductively, either by increasing the quality or doing some 
things that you are not now doing. 
Duncan: This is up to management. We can't come out with 
something which is fool-proof and which, without 
thought, is going to prove this; but we can give a tool, a 
resource to management which somebody is going to have to 
insist on his using, and which will result in ultimately 
much good. 
Hullerman: Wouldn't it be worthwhile even if we just knew 
that some hospitals did something with this. 
Duncan: Oh, yes, as a matter of fact, we would require a 
reporting. 
Hullerman: But nobody can tell us what they should do.. 
Duncan: No, I agree. 
a 
Dudek: Would this be a fair way of stating thia a little 
differently. What you are after is something that 
will quantify as much of the data as possible to reduce 
your intangible judgment as low as possible? In other words, 
we can't eliminate this administrator. He is still going to 
have to make a decision somewhere along the line. 
Duncan: He's still going to have to think, a little. 
Dudek: But if we could give him a model that reduces as 
much of the data down to some objective value, 
dollars and cents or time saved, or something of this nature, 
then the follow-up, the hereafter would be plain. Now let's 
try it in some hospitals and what do they do with it? What 
did that hospital administrator actually find out? That he 
saved time or money but not necessarily reduce the budget; 
but put these people over here and they are doing their job 
that wasn't done before? 
Hullerman: As a separate research project, I would like to see 
a methodology for determining how an administrator 
would know what was done with the extra time. 
smalley: Matt, what would loom large in your mind, in making 
the decision? 
McNulty: Well, I don't know. I am hesitant to react like a 
laboratory director that wants the Coulter counter. 
But I would have more of a balance between costs and what I 
might nebulously describe as "other things". I would be very 
interested in the report as to whether it would give me any 
methodology by which I might make an'application to some 
analyses that I would like. I would be interested in the 
cost, but I would also be interested in various factors of the 
cost, which I presume would be in there, and that is: What 
does this mean in terms of dditional warehousing and what 
does it mean in terms of all of the logistics of the 
situation, as opposed to those logistics I now have? It is 
my off-hand guess that there is probably a very large 
logistic problem involved, the warehousing and things of 
that type. In addition, I would want to know and this is 
where I would bring in the balance, what did the users think 
of this? It is fine if it comes out at fifteen cents or 
it's 0.5 mills less, but I would also like to be sure that, 
concurrent with the knowledge, if I get the fact that if it 
is a syringe and none of the nurses liked it and all of the 
patients felt that it was the blunt end of fountain pen 
into their - m-. These things would be important to me. 
And I kept mentioning this, probably to the point of 
paranoia; but I think that, concurrent with cost, should be: 
What is the utilization factor in terms of satisfaction, 
employee satisfaction, patient sati s, f= ction, I don't know, 
there may be a Board satisfaction, all orts of satis-
faction. I would want more of a balance in these than what 
'I perceived in listening to what Dr. Hullerman said. 
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Emerzian: Atid 1, n.fru .s,rations? 
McNulty: Yes.. 
Hullerman: I want those things but I think that if they 
dilute the more tangible, they are less useful. 
Dudek: Well, this is what I think: We are going to have to 
do it in two pieces. 
Smalley: It is impossible to tell now whether this would end 
as one great big complicated formula or an encyclo-
pedia that you went through. It is an operational problem 
with us on the team as to which way it is more feasible to 
get at it but we are interested in what you see our target 
would be. 
McNulty: I would say a word. I wasn't trying to be facetious 
before when I mentioned the simple recipient and 
the simple report. I think that every profession, every occu-
pation, has its simple level, if you will, and I don't think 
any report should be geared to that simple level. I think we 
should recognize it and try to contemplate ways of dealing 
with it. But I don't think we should gear everything we are 
doing to the simple level. I don't know whether I am making 
the point or not. I understand it myself but I don't suppose 
I can say it as well as I would like to. But if there is the 
administrator in "Squedunk" and he understands only a plus b 
equals c, I don't think we should get out a report that says 
a plus b equals c; because I think we would lose a great deal 
in doing it. 
Howland: I agree with that but, on the other hand , you also 
run into the problem of getting a chance to do it 
at all. And this is what we have been up against. Some 
guy comes to us, looking for a methods engineering kit and 
we dump this in his lap. 
Duncan: But couldn't you say, now, we can look in this 
direction and head out. And then, to the extent 
that we can do it, fine; to the extent that we can 't do it, 
we would use what we could come up with. 
Howland: This is another trade-off you make, along with the 
scope and the neatness of your model. You make a 
trade-off between assumptions and data collection-analysis. 
The question is how can you live with assumptions? For 
Pete's sake, do itg It's only when your assumptions get 
you into more cost in researching than finding out what is 
going on that you go into research. 
Precision: 
Emerzian: That's an interesting plan. I think some estab- 
lishment of the level of precision should be 
made. In other words, is the answer that you want, in terms 
of money that you save, or is your conclusion one of 
whether you will adopt it or not ? I think there is a big 
difference in precision between these two 	In one case, we 
are just "in the ball park" or " out of the ball park". In 
the other case, you may be "in t he left field" or "right 
field" or "at second be e" 
Dudek: In other words, you are going to take the job of 
making the decision away from the administrator in 
one caee. 
arerzia As much as possible. If these conditions exist 
in his hospital, he should do thus and so. 
 
Dudek: That's another question that can be bandied about 
quite a bit. 
Emerzian: I think that the gentlemen here on our right 
(administrators) are the only people who can 
answer this question for us. 
Hullerman: Harold, we were talking about a method in deter-
mining a practical decision system, aren't you? 
Smalley: That is right. 
Hulierman: And this we need. I don't see why the formula 
has to be too simple as long as it identifies the 
tangible vs. intangible areas. We need a system for deter-
mining the cost factors, the tangible ones, We also need a 
system for determining how we value the intangibles. This is 
Important because we don't know how now. 
Decisions: 
Smalley: This depends en what you find. I can conceive of 
findings taking the form: If you come out in this 
area, you buy the dispoeables; 0if you come out in this area 
you have got to weigh in your mind these parameters of the 
model which do not indicate a roeqr cut course of action 
and, as Dick indicated, thIs area of ignorance has not been 
sufficiently reduced to make a precise judgment. If you are 
on this side of the fence, you go this way; if on the other 
side, the other, I am not sure, until you get into it, 
whether it would take this form or whether you would come 
out with some sort of index, It would be up to the adminis-
trator to interpret tile, index, or whether it would be a 
formula. 
Economic Fea s ibility: 
Hullerman: Evn in dealing with requests that come from 
different elements of the hospital, medical 
staff, nursing, etc°, any system that would help us to 
evaluate the patient satisfaction, the departmental satis-
faction, the number of people in the department satisfied, 
0 e i 	 , 
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we could use a formula for this 	It would help a great deal, 
I think it might be identified separately, although there might 
be an overall formula, From the things that actually affect 
the dollar, this would prove helpful. But this brings back 
the fact that you are not really talking about the relative 
economic feasibility, unless this word "economic" is a very, 
very widely interpreted word, are you? 
Smalley: No. I would agree that the way it is worded„ the 
emphasis is upon dollars and cents. But I would be 
highly disappointed if it ended up without considering some 
of these things that Mr. McNulty has mentioned. Indeed, as 
we have conceived it and as we have explained it to others, 
we would certainly be concerned with these other factors. 
Hullerman: Then you come out with a formula for helping us 
to reach a decision as to what value should be 
placed upon it? 
Smalley: Yes. 
Intangibles: 
Hullerman: Aren't you back, then, into F? 
Smalley: No, I don't think you are. 
Howland: I disagree. I think when you get into values, 
you're strictly in the "F business". Viaa-7-as I 
would think of it, is a hypothetical construct to explain 
some kind of behavior; this isn't something you measure. 
Smalley: Well, that is the reason I say it depends on 
whether or not you attempt to explain the 
intangibles© I think you can recognize their existence and 
price them for the administrator and describe some of their 
characteristics, I am not looking for or hopeful enough to 
expect an explanatory model of the non-monetary. I had just 
as soon try to avoid that. I would fully expect to have 
some sort of descriptive model of what is happening in this 
non-monetary area. And then go ahead and price it for the 
manager. 
Howland: Well, the pricing is where the values come in. 
This is the assigning of the cost to whatever it 
is - behavior. 
Dudek: Well, I think that he means that, when he wants to 
price, each one of these will have to be evaluated 
and say, "Now then, in certain situations, these are the 
things that it will affect, the amount that you will 
assign to this value". And this cannot be a certain 
amount (C) in all cases. These are the considerations 
you give to this C for the local situation. You assign a 
value here and here, on more or less of a point system; 
and you can add it up. And there is your C. But the C 
for this certain intangible in Birmingham may be different 
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than the C in Detroit for th t ante variables 
Howland: O. Ks, then they re pumping in 'their own valve 
system. 
Right 9 and I s y these are the v lues we found. And 
----- give them a guide to make this value judgment 
Smalley: This is getting closer to what Mr. McNulty said 
about not giving them the answer, necessarily, 
but giving then something to work with so he c n find his 
answer. 
Dudek: Right 9 and I think this is what you meant when you 
said, yes, you will try nd give him a valu; for 
this intangible9 but he is going to have to find it. All 
you are doing is giving him rer lly = procedure to find it by. 
Sm lley: Gentlemen, we h ve reached the hour of lunch and I 
dont want to cut this off in ny sense but I think 
we ought to go on in to lunch and resume t the fternoon 
session. I am sure we will come back. to this point several 
times today. 
Dudek 
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Smalle : This is the afternoon session of the joint meeting of the 
National Advisory Committee and the Local Steering Committee for 
the U. S. Public Health Service Project, Disposable vs. Reprocessed 
Hospital Supplies, I would like to welcome Committee Members, 
certain Project Staff Members, and guests. 
This morning, we had a meeting of the National Group and 
certain members of the Staff. We tried to bring the National Group 
up-to-date on the Project. An attempt was m de to give a background 
for the Project s how it came to be, where we are now, how we are 
organizing the Project, the roles played by the various Committees, 
the way the Project is set up at Georgia Tech, and the types of co-
operation we have with Emory University Medical Center. Then we 
talked about some of the issues in the research. I won't attempt 
to summarize all of those, I expect that some of the same questions 
will come out this afternoon. I have a feeling that we did estab-
lish some direction in which the research might very well go, and 
same notion as. to what our target should be. Special emphasis was 
placed upon whether this eventual decision model would take the 
form of a practical system or something highly theoretical. In 
addition to the team that will be pursuing this Project on a full-
time basis, there will be some consultants and lso some graduate 
students. We have already established some li ison with manufac-
turers of hospital supplies. We havenvt yet decided to what extent 
we want to use them, but these manufacturers are quire interested 
and we have been supplied with tremendous quantity of disposable 
enemas and syringes and 11 imW.ginable disposable items. All of 
this is interesting and it gives us some better idea as to what is 
on the market, but we don't see quite yet how we are going to use 
these. 
I was thinking that we should remind you th t the outline of 
the Project, which has been sent to you through the mail, is more 
crystal-ball gazing as to what might be done than it is a firm in-
tention on our p rt. Indeed, since the fall-time Staff has not 
been appointed as yet, and we definitely want the Staff to partici-
pate in decisions as to the directions in which the Project shall 
go, we are purposely not trying to set out any rigid pattern t 
this moment. 
One of the main purposes of this meeting today is to get your 
ideas as to the directions in which you think the research out to 
go, the points of emphasis, how we can take advantage of knowledge 
that is already iriIable, how we can take advantage of sources 
that are available, 
Staff 
We are in hope that the Staff will be appointed and on 
the job by the first of September at the latest, perhaps it can 
be an accomplished fact before that time 	I indicated 
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this morning that I am devoting a qu rter of my time to the 
Project, more or less; Mr- Newberry will be half time on the 
Project beginning July 1; Yre Ifrach, Mr. Talbert, and Mr. 
Davis, three Master 9 s students at Georgia Tech, will be 
graduate research assistants, There may be other graduate 
assistants; and we hope to have one or more students from 
Emory, in Nursing or in Hospital Administration. We hope to 
have a psychologist, either full-time or part-time on the 
team, or as a consultant, There may be other disciplines 
involved that we may want to use on 	consultative basis. 
In all probability, besides the consultants we lready have 
identified, namely, Miss Graves in Nursing Service, Dr. Moder 
in Methodology, Mrs. Rowe in Nursing Education, Dr. Williams 
in Pursing Research, we probably will want to bring in people 
in operations research, hospital finance, purchasing, and 
perhaps other areas. 
Project Outline: 
One of, the things that I thought we might do this afternoon 
is to look at the outline and refresh ourselves on what it is 
we are setting out to accomplish, realizing that we have a 
tremendous amount of freedom, by virtue of the terms of the 
grant under which this work is to be done. If we see other 
fmitful areas, we can explore them. If we see tangents which 
develop as a result of some preliminary work, we c n explore 
those. 	If we want to modify our objectives substantially, we 
can do this. So long as we accomplish in the end the overll 
objectives, namely, to shed more light upon this matter of 
whether hospitals should make or buy, whether hospitals should 
purchase items from the outside which it uses end throws away, 
on the one hand, or whether it should make an investment in an 
item which has a prolonged life over which you amortize the 
cost. I do think we have tremendous latitude and our 
objective here today is to pick your brains, if you will, in 
terms of how we can best exploit this opportunity we have, 
Now, please refer to the outline which you have. This 
outline was prepared two ye rs ago. We have learned lot 
since then. We h ve had a lot of f,deas since then but we 
thought that, before we revise it drastically, we would come 
to a more definite decision as to the direction in which we 
would go. Generally speaking, we were setting out to 
develop a practical decision system for determining the 
relative economic feasibility of procuring disposable and 
reprocessed items for hospitals. 
In this mornings  session, it was pointed out that the 
term, "procuring", may be misleading because we are 
certainly interested in more than just writing the requisi-
tion and receiving the item. We are interested in the over-
all cost, both monetary and non-monetary. We are interested 
in a complete cycle of what happens to a supply item. 
When we talk cost, we are talking both monetary and non-
monetary. This point w s discussed =t length this morning. 
I am not sure I can draw a consenses of just wh t the 
group felt this morning but, at least, there were these possi-
bilities: We could emphasize the practical aspect, to give 
the administrator or supervisor a way of determining which 
course of action is likely to be better from a monetary point 
of view. This would pretty much leave the non-monetary 
aspect unexplored. Or we could build two models, one of the 
practical, monetary, dollar type and another for the non-
monetary, the intangible types of cost involved. Or we 
could attempt to build a decision system to incorporate both 
of these complexes of variables. Also, there was some 
thought about a descriptive model of some of the non-monetary 
factors. This would simply tell the decision-maker that 
these are some of the things to worry about. Another 
possibility is to cost two alternative courses of action, 
A and B, involving different levels of intangibles. If you 
feel that patient care is being improved by going from A to 
B, this is what it will cost you. It is up to you to decide 
whether it is worth it to you or not ? as opposed to a system 
whereby you would attempt to build in as parameters the 
relative value of the intanaibles. I would hope that, this 
afternoon, some more light will be thrown on that. 
We can see this Project in various stages: To determine 
what cost factors are at work that govern these decisions. 
To determine something about the relationship among and 
between these factors. To determine a hypothetical decision 
system which conceivably would include not only the signifi- 
cant but, perhaps, some of the insignificant and even somewhat 
extraneous cost factors. To go through some procedure by 
which these could be tested. This testing, I think, might 
very well be done in a clinical situation and in, perhaps, one 
hospital and, perhaps, in many different kinds of hospitals. 
We see, as an outgrowth of this, once decision models have 
been built, that this could have certain extensions to other 
types of management decisions, such as whether to buy paper 
cups or use glasses in the cafeteria, whether to use linens 
that are reprocessed in the laundry or to buy disposable 
linens. And eventually extending this into the procurement 
of equipment, perhaps even labor. Should you have your own 
cafeteria or should you have your meals catered? Should you 
have your own laundry or should you go out and buy or rent 
linens? And these sorts of decisions. So we see it 1 4 PI 
"kick-off" for many other types of decision models. 
I wonder if there are any questions on our objective? 
Are there any questions or comments with respect to the 
outline itself, with regard to the general objectives we are 
shooting for? 
Graduate Students: 
One of the ways in which we plan to bring resources to 
bear upon the problem is by encouraging graduates in student 
research, in areas that are either a part of the Project or 
are closely allied with the Project. By closely allied, I 
mean that literature searches might be the same, methods of 
investigation might be similar, or most importantly, results 
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of these might be useful to pursuing certain phases of this 
Project. We anticipate that a number of such people will be 
interested. I have asked three of our Taduate assistants 
to be here today. One of the things I want them to do is to 
tell you what thinking they have done so far in this area. 
I must apologize, redly, for putting them on the spot this 
way, because they have only been thinking about this a few 
days, literally. Indeed, two of them are not on the payroll 
yeti It is a bit unfair but I wanted to take advantage of 
this opportunity to have them throw out a few ideas to you 
and then, maybe, you could ask them some questions or make 
some suggestions to them that would stimulate their thinking 
further as to what kinds of things they might get into. So, 
with that qualification and with my apologies, I would like 
to call on Mr.Ta'bird first and let him tell you what he's 
been thinking about with respect to research in this area. 
Talbird: I started thinking in this re in terms of my 
particular interest in industrial engineering. One 
of the things I have been most interested in is inventory and 
inventory control. I started with this and started to think-
ing how can I use this in thinking about the hospital? One 
of the first questions that came to my mind -- :That might 
need answering was, what would be the difference in the total 
amount of money invested in supplies at any one the. I 
thought that I might be able to find some answers to this 
problem with using inventory theory, not overall, but just 
looking at two or three types of items, at once, and comparing 
what you have invested in one type of supplies and what you 
have invested in using the other type of supplies at one 
particular time. Further than this, I haven't done an awful 
lot of thinking, as Dr. Smalley said. There hasn't been a 
lot of time and this is about as far as I have gotten in my 
thinking. 
Smalley: This ties in with something you, Mr. McNulty, said 
this morning about, as an dministrator, you might 
be interested, among other things, as to what effect wide-
spread use of disposables would have upon, say, warehouse 
area or storage area. Conceivably Mr. Talbirdis ideas would 
tie in with this. I was wondering if you had any reaction 
to his area of interest in that regard? 
McNulty: Only, maybe, one of satisfaction. I do think that 
any study we do in this ire. that deals with 
disposables - we were talking of unit price this morning, or 
we were talking of costing, and we finally, I think, evolved 
monetary costing. In so doing, I think we may be relating 
cost to unit price and unit price might be determined by 
volume purchase, which in some settings you might not be 
able to do by such techniques as drop shipments and so on, 
you might have to do by pure warehousing. And also, on 
the nursing units, what sort of warehousing problems would 
you have that could be calculated in the cost? I was try-
ing to raise also, should the c lculated, I think one of 
the gentlemen said this morning, "in the frustrations", I 
was calling them "satisfactions" up until now but am 
leaning toward the term, "frustrations". 
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Smalley: I wonder if there are any other observations or 
suggestions you may have for Mr. Talbird in his 
area of interest? 
Hullerman: I would like to suggest that he take a look at 
these factors that would be involved, such as 
the addition of personnel as well as space for processing 
the use of disposables, I mean for handling on a disposable 
basis. And, also, what about the disappearance of items 
on the ward units? 
Volume of Manufacture: 
Smalley: At Pittsburgh, in trying to encourage the use of 
certain time-saving devices, the question arose, 
how much of the present price of these items is attribut-
able to the relatively low volume? If the manufacturers 
could increase substantially the volume of manufacture in 
response to some increase in demand on the part of the 
hospitals, this inherent economy might very well be passed 
on in the form of a lower price. And if mass purchasing 
by hospitals could accompany this, conceivably this could 
reduce unit cost additionally. 
Hogan: Automation in industry might be tied in better to 
disposables than to custom-built articles. 
Smalley: I think that one of the basic principles we are 
dealing here with is that labor is cheaper and 
more efficient at the point of manufacture than at the 
point of consumption, though I am not sure what the pit-
falls may be in going far in that direction. Joe, did you 
have a question? 
Inventory: 
Emerzian: Yes, I think that this is very fascinating work 
on inventory. I would like to encourage Mr. 
Talbird to take a problem where there is interdependence 
of operations with inventory size. I'm thinking in terms 
of pipettes, and people have to use pipettes. Now, if 
your inventory is too low, too small, technicians may have 
to wait before they can use a pipette. If your inventory 
is too small, it means that you can't obtain economies in 
washing pipettes because you are working with a very small 
lot size. As a matter of fact. in ariP laboratory, we 
tripled the inventory of pipettes to void approximately 
forty minutes of "wait" time on the part of technicians. 
In many cases, they would grab a dirty pipette and go , in 
and wash it. We also reduced the wash room force by one 
person per day. So, I think it is intriguing when you have 
an interrelationship of operations. We have several people 
dependent upon the quantity of a particular supply item. 
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Hullerman: I think that hospitals will be willing to go 
along with an increased cost if it were to be 
expected that when enough hospitals did this, the unit cost 
would go down, And I presume that it would. This could 
be a factor in the widespread use of the new system. 
Emerzian: I haven't seen a hospital administrator act as 
quickly as he did in this case. Pipettes were 
in there in about two days. 
Hullerman: Well, I was talking to Beck and Dickenson three 
or four years ago, and they said, well, the cost 
is this now but if enough hospitals would get together, the 
unit cost would go down eventually. But this is two or three 
years from now, not practical now. But is this true? 
Smalley: This ties back in with wh t you were talking about 
this morning. If this model, one of several possible 
models, gave you that information, then you, as administrator, 
would have some basis for deciding whether it was better in 
the short run to spend a little bit more to achieve, even-
tually, lower unit cost in the long run. 
Hullerman: But this would be a value that can be assigned. 
It wouldn't be local. 
Smalley: I have even talked with manufacturers in terms of 
their helping to subsidize a promising item where 
the demand is so low now that low unit cost isn't feasible. 
Gambling, in effect, that by subsidizing now that when volume 
is high enough to make unit cost low enough, then profits 
will come later. I am not quite sure how much of this they 
would do but, at least, they are not ready to say, "We will 
not do it". Do you have any other observations or suggest-
ions for Mr. Talbird in his area of interest? It is not 
often that a graduate student gets this large a committee to 
give him suggestions", 
malbird: I feel real fortunate. 
Smalley Well, suppose we move on to Mr. Davis who also has 
just barely begun to work with us on this. He has 
only had a few days to talk bout his area of interest. 
Suppose you throw out your ideas. 
Davis: I would like to reiterate that I am entirely fresh 
in this field, not only is this particular Project 
but in the field of industrial engineering. I have only 
beer in I.E. since last fall. I have by BS in Mechanical 
Engineering. But, from a quick perusal of the literature, 
just to take a very quick look, I was just wondering what 
effect switching from reprocess ble to disposable items 
would have on the business offine, what other effects in 
addition to inventory. And then, too, I was wondering 
about developing a replacement model for the reprocessable 
equipment that you have now. In other words, how are you 
going to determine when you should switch over? Or if it 
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would be possible to develop a decision system? I am sure it 
must be possible for reprocessable items. I don't know if a 
replacement model would be feasible or not; but these were my 
main lines of thought and interest. That is, equipment re-
placement and determining the useful life, the productive 
life of the reprocessable items you have now 
Emerzian: I am not certain I understand. You mean that you 
would charge off equipment which is now in exist-
ance, against the alternative? 
Davis: Yes, sir. What I would be interested in is in deter- 
mining a general model, not just for one particular 
situation, but for determining a replacement model so that, 
say, a hospital has a certain supply of reprocessable items 
on hand now, well, how soon are they going to have to switch 
over to make it economically feasible? 
Smalley: As I understand, and this is new to me, too, and 
this is the first time he has mentioned this to me 
at all, such a study might very well be appropriate, whether 
or not disposables were the alternative. That is, are we 
replacing reprocessed items now at economically feasible points? 
When is it most feasible to replace light bulbs? After they 
have burned out or to go around systematically and replace 
them? I am not sure the analogy is appropriate, but you are 
interested in the application of replacement theory to re-
processed items. 
Using "Old" Items: 
Hullerman: You might also get into the emotional or psycho- 
logical problems that are raised in the Staff 
when you have partial use of the disposable and continued 
use of the present stock of reprocessed items. It is a 
terrific problem in a hospital. There is a lot of stuff on 
shelves that is not being used just because nobody will use 
it if you give it to them, they will break iu, or slam it on 
the floor, or something. This is not to be overlooked. 
Smalley: Is this a variable that needs to go into the model? 
As to how much you now have on hand and the extent 
to which it is used, and how efficiently it is used? 
Hullerman: I don't know how valuable it is, but we are 
changing our pattern of china. We run into a lot 
of real difficult problems as to how to make some kind of 
use of the old china. 
,Hogan: I think it is a very real part of it. The investment 
now in the reprocessed items in stock must be con-
sidered by the administrator. 
Davis: Would that come under intangible cost? Or how would 
you enter it? 
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Hogan: I will ask Mr, McNulty to comment there, 
McNulty: We went over the field of tangibles and intangibles 
this morning. I had my ears boxed around a little, 
so I will evade the question. 
Graves: I think there is another thing here, too. We have, 
for example, a disposable item and one that is to be 
reprocessed, being used in the same unit. It is just a 
matter of the distribution and the pick-up. For example, the 
one item you are going to throw away, you will probably need 
to have furnished to the unit more rapidly than the other. And 
I think this is a factor that you mentioned as Staff, and 
whether you do this unit by unit, where you have the same thing 
going on in the same unit, or whether you get into people's not 
wanting to be bothered with both, so you throw away those that 
should be reprocessed, or you put back on the shelf those things 
that could be thrown away, This is something you have to look 
at with any system where you are changing over from one item to 
another. 
Emerzian: I think this is a rather fascinating subject. I 
would like to get a little philosophical. I would 
like to see an an lysis made of equipment v luation in hos-
pitals. We value equipment, generally speaking, from an 
economic point of view, its value is a function of its gains 
in a particular organization, that is its real value, not 
necessarily what it costs use Now how does one gi about 
valuing a piece of equipment, and using it in a decision to 
replace its Let's say the piece of equipment has been given 
to the hospital. What is the value of this piece of equipment? 
Let's assume that a particular donar has given a building to 
a hospital, or a room, how would this be valued? Is it to be 
charged off to specific alternative uses? I don't know. Now 
you're getting into philosophical questions. 
Smalley: Are there any other observations or suggestions for 
Mr. Davis? 
New Disposable Items: 
McNulty: One of the other thoughts that Mr. Davis left with 
me was the structuring of the study. So far this 
morning and here now, we've discussed the analysis, if you 
will, of disposables us. non-disposables on the basis of what 
exists. I take it this is on the basis of what manufacturers 
who serve the hospital and health field have designed as 
disposable. I was wondering if Mr, Davis was getting into 
the area where: Should we not also study those things that 
are now reprocessable in terms, of designing a disposable for 
them? Or should we just wait for the manufacturer to come up 
with the recommendations? Are there some items now for which 
there could be savings, real, monetary and intangible, how-
ever you will, that from this study there might be analyzed 
and disposables designed, recommended and implemented? 
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Duncan: Well, this is a mighty big thought, Matt. It could go 
a long way. One of the things we have been talking 
about is the possibility of throw-away sheets and pillow cases, 
for instance. Think what an impact that would have if that 
should become economically feasible. We have been told that 
it appears that it will be at some appointed time, which we 
are not quite certain about. That would have an effect on 
the laundry, whether or not we should even have one. 
McNulty: I may be entirely in error, but it is my under- 
standing in my slight acquaintance with disposables, 
that the manufacturer has come up with this, the syringe we 
are now offering. We are now manufacturing it. Well, maybe 
there are many items that a study could observe, and then 
conceive of disposables as a most adequate supplement, if you 
will, or substitution. 
Hullerman: Harold, since the objective here is to develop a 
formula, you might take Mr. McNulty's idea and, in 
the study, test it out as a formula to determine what might be 
done in some areas. 
Smalley: I wonder if you could turn it inside out. Once you 
get your model or your formula that has some appli-
cation and are reasonably satisfied with what you have, then 
take an idea and work the formula inside out and see how 
much the new item would have to save you to make it feasible 
before you even develop a new item. I wonder if anybody else 
has any ideas on that? 
Psychological Issues: 
Loveland: I was impressed when Prof. Emerzian mentioned the 
term "value" and that meant something different to 
me than it did to you. When Miss Graves came up with habits 
of people in using things. This is to be an empirically 
derived model, is it not? On the basis of current experiences? 
And it will be used for the purpose of predicting future 
events. I was wondering whether it would be important to 
make sure that the perception of these people of these 
various products which will be used, are more or less stabil-
ized. That is, you may have training problems prior to the 
introduction of the disposables,which might conceivably, if 
neglected, reduce the predictive value of your model. That 
is, the conditions will change after this has been in use 
for a period of time. They will look upon some disposable 
items as being things that are no good, "We don't use those 
things", etc. I think this would be a rather important 
variable to investigate in the initial stages of the study. 
Then what are the attitudes of the people toward these 
kinds of things? 
Smalley: Yes, that is interesting. This is the reverse of 
"it's being fashionable to use certain things". 
You are saying that, maybe, there is a "bugaboo" against 
using this, which would work against the alternative, 
;you take it into account in your model. 
Loveland: Well, it could work in either direction. But the 
point is that the conditions at the time you de-
rive your model ought to approximate those that would exist 
when you use it, And these may not necessarily be the same 
unless you worry about it beforehand. 
7 J-cisting Items First: 
Ifrach: We have quite a number of items that are in the market 
but have not been studied enough. I think we are too 
early to start thinking about suggesting to manufacturers to 
manufacture new items. Right now we are still faced with the 
decision rule that you want to develop. We have quite a lot of 
existing disposable items that have not been studied enough. 
After these that are in the market have been studied and it is 
decided you are going to use certain items, then we might turn 
to developing new items. My thought is just try to tackle some 
of the existing items and make some decision rule for them. 
Emerzian: Isaac, Dr. Hullerman was encouraging you to become 
an independent entrepreneur 
Duncan: Otherwise, this project could become a career almost. 
Smallez: Well, maybe we should have asked Dr. Whitley this 
morning about where we stand on copyright and patent 
privileges in this regard. I know that, shortly after I came 
to Ga. Tech, they sent over a form for me to waive all of my 
rights and patent privileges, but said I didnvt have to sign 
it. So, I didnwtt Well, Mr. Ifrach has given us one or two 
ideas. He is another of our Masters candidates and is inter-
ested in the Project. He has been on the Project a little 
longer than the others. He should be expected to have more 
ideas than the other two. Indeed, he has been doing a lot of 
the pick-and-shovel work on digging our literature for us, and 
compiling bibliographies. Perhaps you can tell us, Ike, what 
is the status of the literature search and the bibliographies, 
and then you might go on from there and explain your area of 
interest. 
Literature Search: 
Ifrach: I have been reading a few articles on the disposable 
vs. reprocessed. I would like to mention a few of 
them. One is an article, "Disposable Unit Less Expensive,  
Safer-Hospital Study Shows. w— This is a study that was done 
in Washington, n a C. in a general hospital. They studied 
needles and syringes. Their study was approached in three 
ways: They analyzed the nursing time and effort of the two 
systems and they had a detailed cost study of all elements 
of expense involved in the two systems. Then they evaluated 
the attitudes and opinions of the medical people, as well 
as the reactions of the patients. They came up with the 
conclusion that it is better and safer and less expensive 
to use disposable syringes. Then there are other articles 
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that mentior disposables without much study or. evaluation. 
Yon-woven fabrics are suggested for study, at least, to find 
out if it is feasible to change to the disposable items 
such as bandages, bed pan pads, drainage pads, diapers, 
reinforcements for surgical casts, surgical dressings, 
sponges, etc. They mentioned that this non-woven fabric has 
a good future since automation is going to be on our side 
to help us produce these materials at a cheaper cost, inas-
much as we are going to use more of them later on. There 
is another article about disposables in food service, dis- 
posable containers for food service. This article emphasized 
that. it enabled fast service with minimum stock and easy cost 
accounting. I don't know if it is cheaper, but what is 
mentioned is easier cost accounting, which is not necessarily 
cheaper. As far as I am concerned, I feel that I would like 
to pick up certain items or a set of items and study them as 
such and find out the facts about them, if they are economi-
cally feasible, attitudes of patients and medical people to 
the use of this disposable item. 
Smalley: Does anyone have any observations or comments to 
make to Yr. Ifrach? 
Patient Reaction: 
Hogan: I would like to thank you for bringing in the patient 
reaction. The patient reaction on some things is not 
too significant, they take for granted that you are going at 
it the right way and are using good tools. But paper cups 
are reacted to in different ways. Disposable linens are 
reacted to in different ways, by the patient. We find this 
very important in certain areas, the patient reaction. This 
should continually be kept in mind. 
Smalley: I am convinced that this is important, and I am 
convinced that it is a very tricky area, too. I 
know we got our fingers burned a couple of times on our Bed 
Project when we tried to determine how important a piece of 
equipment looms in the mind of a patient. We had pro-
ceeded with a pretty high powered investigation of an area 
of which the patient didn't much care about. The team was 
quite interested in it, but the patient wasn't. There were 
ten items that ranked higher in his mind than the hospital 
bed itself. 
Hogan: I have heard patients react different ways to a 
permanent salt and pepper shaker vs. the little 
kind you break open, or whether the coffee cream is in a 
paper container or in a real pitcher. 
Smalley: I caught myself reacting this way, on an airline, 
where I had become accustomed to these plastic 
cups. I must admit they gave me an old DC-4 that wasn't 
pressurized, and there was a draft on the floor, and they 
were late leaving. And, on top of it all, they served my 
coffee in a paper cup, and that was the "last straw". This 
is just an indicator of the thing we are talking about. 
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Duncan: This is a tricky area, though, because our reactions 
on different days will be different. If it were rain-
ing and the salt wouldn't come out of 	salt shaker, we 
would like very well to have this little crispy thing. 
Hogan: It is hard to investigate. 
Duncan: I_guess we will have to delimit ourselves on this, 
too, because we can lay out so many things to 
investigate. It really would become monumental. My epitaph 
will be written on it. One of the areas I was greatly inter-
ested in is this woven clothing, in the textile field, because 
you might recall that Goldner, from LaSalle, assured us that 
clothing would become throw-away in a few years, especially 
uniforms and things of this sort in hospitals. He even went 
down to the point of saying shoes will eventually be throw-away. 
Dudek: I have heard a better one on shoes: we will just spray 
them on. 
Smalley: Do you wash them off at night? 
Dudek: Yes, you spray them on in the morning and wash them off 
at night. 
Someone: Just don't get caught in the rain 
Smalley: Well, while we are talking about student participa- 
tion, perhaps we should ask Dr. Williams if she could 
give us any ideas on whether or not any of the nursing students 
at Emory might want to do a thesis or might want to do some-
thing that would have a bearing on this Project. 
Emory's School of Nursing: 
Williams: Well, we have students in the graduate program, all 
of whom are required to do Master's projects. We 
have never quite dignified them with the title, thesis. How-
ever, we have tried to maintain good research standards on 
that level. We see our Master's projects as being not so much 
independent research as research associated with larger 
projects that are going on. So, the fact that this Project 
is being considered at Emory University Hospital made us very 
happy, because we thought it might be a marvelous opportunity 
for our graduate nurse students to participate in inter-
disciplinary research. Now the question that keeps recurring 
to me is, actually, how would a graduate nurse fit into this 
type of investigation? We have certainly emphasized in our 
program at Emory, which is not altogether typical, however, 
that we prefer that our graduate nurses do research in the 
area of direct patient care. And so I am sitting here, re-
acting very favorably when such things come up as, What will 
we do about the evaluation of patient reaction to some of 
these things. I can see a nurse, especially, assisting in 
that category. 
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Smalley: Dr. Loveland, I was wondering, do you see anything 
fruitful in having a nursing student and a psycholo-
gist team up on this kind of problem? 
Loveland: I think the nursing student would be an excellent 
person to gather data. The nurse is accepted in 
the hospital and is not regarded as an outsider and this 
would facilitate, I think, to a large extent, the data 
collection and working the data might provide the Project 
for your Master's candidate. Whereas the overall problem 
might provide the basis for the psychologist's work on your 
Project. 
Smalley: Do I understand, then, that the psychologist would 
work with the nurse in designing the experiment and 
let the nurse go over in uniform on the ward unit and carry 
it out? 
Loveland: I think this would be an excellent idea. 
Williams: This is similar to what our graduate students are 
doing now. Actually, some studies go 24 hours 
around the clock. We have a team of graduate students 
working on some of these projects. Things that they have 
worked on so far have related specifically to psychological 
care of the patient. We haven't had the personnel, actually, 
to direct them in areas of psychological factors and atti-
tudes, which we think are extremely important and would like 
to get into it. 
The Team Approach: 
Smalle : Dr. Howland, when you have some phase of your work 
e 	is, designing an experiment or setting it up, and you 
have someone who's principally interested in that area, do 
you operate that way? Do you design the experiment as a 
team? How do you work that? 
Howland: Well, I guess really it's pretty much a matter of 
interest. You can't jamb these people into 
designing studies that they don't think are worth doing in 
the first place. What usually happens is that somebody gets 
an idea and then we have a staff meeting and he throws this 
thing out and gets a lot of advice, most of which he doesn't 
pay any attention to. And then it sort of begins to filter 
down to one or two people who are interested in whacking it 
together. For example, our sociologists who are trying to 
measure status relationships found that there was no metric 
lying around that they could use, so one of our statisti-
cians and an engineer were interested in the mathematics 
of building scales, and these three guys sort of went off 
in a corner and cranked something out. So, this sounds 
like an awful sloppy way to operate, but I don't think you 
can structure this too much. This brings up another point 
that we've found. The mobility of team members may be 
fairly high as a function of areas of interest. People 
will come and go and bring their interests with them. 
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This gets back to the need for developing a fairly explicit 
conceptualization of what Dr, Hullerman has called "the cycle". 
For example, you have a choice, really, of picking a model 
and then going out in the hospital and finding a place to use 
it; or designing a cycle and seeing what you need to do to 
get answers to fit into your cycle picture. These may lead 
you to quite different kinds of rese rch. I am not sure that, 
in starting out, it makes much difference which way you do it. 
But you do have this choice. Finally, I think it would be 
very important for you to pay some exclusive attention to 
this cycle or system, or whatever it is, this framework thing 
you think you are working in, and watch this develop as you 
go along. This can be a great focuser that will keep you 
from wandering off into little briar patches or little side 
alleys that look very attractive. Unless you consciously 
devote some effort to keeping track of this thing, which may 
be nothing more than a bookkeeping device at first, you will 
find, after you go along for a while, you will be very un-
happy with the fact that you didn't think of this last year 
and start it then. This is worth keeping as you go, sort of a 
log, really, of the conceptualization of the framework in which 
these compartmental studies are done. 
Smalley: It sounds like controlled chaos. 
Howland: It Is 
Dudek: Something like curs was on the Bed Project. 
The Nurse's Role: 
Fort: Hal, I would like to make a comment here. I think tht t 
for a long time in nursing we had pictured ourselves, 
and I think it was because we were expected to picture our-
selves in nursing as being largely responsible for any sort 
of activity that went on in the hospital, whether it was the 
issuing of drugs, whether it was the supply room; for a long 
time we even took care of the linen, getting it to the linen 
room and back and we did in nursing across-the-board duties 
in the hospital, almost everything. We thought, too, we had 
to do this sort of investigation or it wouldn 1 t get done. 
We did a lot of working on thermometers, as to which was the 
most economical thermometer to use. This was not nursing 
responsibility at all. So we are welcoming, just whole-
heartedly, the coming in of the groups that ought to be 
doing this, such as you people are doing in this Project. 
Now, then, this gives us the opportunity in nursing to get 
back to our real job of nursing c re of patients. And what 
I would hope that this Project would demonstrate, as much as 
anything else, in using nurses as part of the team, is how 
we can actually make a contribution while we m2 intain our 
major interest of nursing care of the patient. We would like 
for our studies at the graduate level to be patient centered, 
our interest to be patient centered. As I was gathering 
from what you were saying, you would like for the nurse to 
make a contribution because she is located in spot where 
she knows some things that would be helpful to the other 
person, or would be useful because she is located there© 
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Well, we would like for you people who are doing the study 
to feel as at hone in the hospital as the nurse feels and let 
the nurse make a contribution because she is interested in 
the patient, whatever this contribution can be. I am having 
a little difficulty seeing where it can be in a project such 
as this, except that it has to do with how the patient reacts 
to these supply items. At that spot, the nurse can be help-
ful. But I would hope that we don't demonstrate that we are 
going to use a nurse just because she is the person present 
on the floor, and not because she is a nurse. I hope I make 
myself clear about that. 
Loveland: I don't believe I made myself clear because these 
two things are not mutually exclusive. The nurse 
can gather data which can be extremely valuable to you folks. 
For example, you say the patient's reaction. Well, I think 
the nurse's reaction is equally important for this focuses 
on the patient, too. It also focuses on Harold Smalley's 
Project. Without the other person's reaction, the other 
nurses' or physicians' reaction, whatever decision he makes 
in the course of his research may be wasted. 
Helpful Models: 
Hullerman: Harold, this is aiming at a decision system or a 
decision of systems. Let me illustrate how I could 
see what comes out of this Project having great value. At the 
moment I have about t75,000 worth of equipment requests from 
different departments of the hospital and about $15,000 avail-
able to take care of these at the moment. Now, I could use a 
committee of people to help decide which ones are going to get 
the $15,000. But, in this committee approach, "X" actually 
don't know anything about "Y's" needs, so I make the decision. 
When it comes down to it, the recommendations are pretty much 
my judgment. Well, if this decision system is any kind of a 
formula that helps me to weigh the merits of different re-
quests so I am not just using a guess judgment or hunch, of 
which there is always going to be a lot of anyway in any de-
cision of this kind, it would be helpful. But in making 
these decisions at the moment, I think this is probably 
generally true in every department in the hospital, you rest 
so much upon the subjective opinion of different groups of 
people. Now,. I always get a little bit frustrated as to how 
valid opinion is in this particular area and also I find my-
self pyramiding the subjective opinions of quite a number of 
people, all of which I question to some degree. And, coming 
up with a formula here, it seems to me that the weighing of 
opinion or the undue accumulation of weight on the opinions 
of various groups might be something to be considered by the 
study group. 
Criteria: 
Howland: It seems to me that you have just raised the old 
criterion question. And, in a sense, Hal, you have 
managed to wiggle out of this by saying that cost was going 
to be your criterion. I think this is another decision you 
are going to have to make. 
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Smalley: Yes, I think we are cheating a little bit because 
we have run headlong into this question that's 
baffling your group right now. And yours is the only group, 
as far as I know, that has made a conscientious effort to 
get right into the middle of the thing. What we are trying 
to say is, let's hold that off for a while in the hopes that 
you fellows will come up with some helpful stuff in a few 
years. We will go ahead and make the decision on a cost 
basis, taking into account, wherever we can, some of the 
troublesome areas but not allowing the troublesome areas to 
stop us in the meantime. I am especially interested, while 
we have an M. D. at the table here, to get a reaction to a 
question which Dr. Moder and I have discussed a number of 
times, involving medical standards. I wonder if you, Joe , 
might want to throw that out and Dr. Hullerman and anyone else 
might react to it. 
Medical Standards: 
Moder: I have a neighbor who sells sterilization equipment. 
Of course, being a salesman, he has a lot of stories 
to tell me. From his stories, he claims that there is ex-
treme variation in sterilization standards. So a disposable 
syringe would be quite attractive to a hospital with high 
standards, whereas it might not be attractive to a hospital 
with low standards. Is this going to be a big problem; how 
can we tackle it? 
Howland: You have to say what you mean by "standards". 
Smalley: I wonder if we are thinking of asepsis here? 
Moder: Well, you can sterilize a needle, I suppose you can 
run water through it and then run soap or detergent 
through it, run alcohol through it, dry it and then boil it, 
etc. Or you can just do any one of these. I suppose there 
is a great deal of variation among the processes of sterili-
zation on a syringe, for instance. 
Howland: Yes, I am 
zation of 
if you are going to 
problem is going to 
sure you could get standards for sterili- 
syringe, count bugs or something. But 
generalize this beyond syringes, the 
add a few grey hairs. 
Hullerman: Now, this gets down to the salesman making a 
decision on what the standards of a hospital 
are as to whether sterilization is a questionable thing to 
begin with. This is why I question so much of this sub-
jective thinking. What if a salesman thinks that a hos-
pital "X" has a low standard and a hospital "Y" has a high 
standard? How valid is his opinion? I don't know. I 
don't see how you can answer that question. I think you 
will always have differences of standards. I sat in a 
meeting at Children's Hospital two weeks ago, and just on 
the question of whether or not you should have isolation 
wards for certain types of patients, there was divided 
opinion. And when you come down and say, "Well, are you 
going to decide on the basis of what ten out of fifteen 
people think? There is a more objective measure, I would 
think, of whether isolation in a ward for that purpose 
actually produces less cross-infection than isolation in 
a few units on each ward. And yet we make our decisions, 
how? On what a number of people think, and they can't back 
their thinking up with a single fact, in most instances. 
Traditions: 
Smalley: I wonder if tradition plays a big role in this. I 
know a study we were making a few years ago on 
sterilizing bed pans. Apparently it was the custom, or tra-
dition, that as soon as the patient comes in, you change bed 
pans. It may have been the one across the hall; but you 
don't leave the same one in there for the patient that was in 
before. We had the bacteriologist study this and found that 
the sterilizer did an adequate job but there was something 
about traditions there that caused them to resist this sort 
of thing. 
Hullerman: Oh, a person thinks he ought to have his own bed 
pan and have it properly sterilized. After all, 
what happens if it isn't completely sterile? When you go to 
a hotel, you don't get a separate toilet installation the 
minute you go in, and even with all the sterilization of 
seats, whatever came from those in the past? Does anybody 
have anything to document that it was bad in the past? It is 
this kind of hyper-idealism that makes me question whether we 
don't pay too much attention to subjective opinion. 
Dudek: Oh, I think that in this tradition problem, you have 
to encounter it and have some way of handling it 
because, in a study we did in Iowa, we were trying to study 
the standard crew size, or number of nurses per ward. One 
of the items we found was that you could do quite a job if you 
could spread baths out during the day. But, no, they all 
had to come early in the morning. We even asked them, 
"When do you take your bath?" "Oh, at night or whenever I 
have to get cleaned up". Well, a patient doesn't necessarily 
have to be bathed every morning. But the first thing in the 
morning they just had a block of work and had to have a large 
crew size and then it just dwindled down in the afternoon. 
As far as I know, and this is four years later, they are 
still giving all the baths in the morning just because 
tradition says, "We give the baths before the doctor makes 
his rounds". I think you are going to encounter that problem 
here, but whether you make the assumption that you will for-
get it and let the hospital worry about that itself; or 
whether you will make some kind of a study as to how much 
effect it has, is going to be a question at the time 
Sterility vs. Cleanliness: 
Hullerman: There is a difference between sterility and 
cleanliness. A standard for something might be 
one of cleanliness and yet we tend to apply sterility, and 
the other way around. In any formula, I think that somebody 
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has got to make a decision as to whether you are aiming at 
cleanliness or sterility. 
Medical Acceptability: 
Smalley: Well, that brings up this question of minimum 
medical acceptability. This is one we have 
attempted to cope with tentatively, this way. We do not 
conceive of this Project's including a person competent to 
study the relative merits of an item from the medical 
point of view. We had assumed originally that we would 
only consider, as alternatives, those items which, at least, 
met minimal medical standards. Now I am wondering whether 
this is advisable or not. Should we not even consider items 
of questionable suitability from a medical point of view, and 
only consider those which at least meet minimal standards? 
Fort: I think you will have a lot of different opinions as to 
what the minimum standards are. Getting back to the 
question he raised, as to the sterilization of a needle, there 
are still some places where they are sterilizing a needle with 
a little alcohol in a spoon on the patient unit, and they call 
it sterile. Most of us, I think, would say that this is most 
unsatisfactory and yet it is being accepted. 
Hullerman: Yet, you don't say why, really, that it is unsatis-
factory. I mean that is just an opinion. 
Loveland: Hasn't there been any research on this kind of thing? 
	 (Nobody seems to know.) 
Dudek: I feel I would like to inject this idea. Our assump- 
tion was going to be that we were not going to worry 
about this. We were going to start with something, a product 
that is on the market. Sure, there may be differences of 
opinion whether cr not it is any good, but it is being used 
in some hospitals so it must be passing some test. Now, let's 
start with that one. This is one of the reasons the decision 
was made to start with a specific and then try to go from 
there. This is a method of attack, and we've got some 
specifics available so let's not raise this question. Dan 
Howland and his group are working long hours trying to answer 
some of these questions about patient care and quality, what 
factors are involved and what is the behavioral pattern, etc. 
In this study, we just by-pass this and say, "This is, let's 
look at this, and start from there." But develop a methodo-
logy such that, if and when real standards can be built, 
this could be reworked within these standards. But, until 
that time, we will just start with what is, 
Fort: But, you've got the word, "versus", in your title and 
it's got to be versus something. Now, what is it 
versus? 
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'7ariek: It is ver 	what is also. 'enat is yonr repreeesa? 
"Yon have R. otandard retereeeee iteen ven. have a. 
standard diepoeah -ie iGhat ()me novel tale are wirg. tena we 
will start from there to rlt, of eoteee, a eoat cr!terionv 
.Ae Dan said, we kind of wiggled out of this gee stln:7.m. by 
saying we will e,valuete this on t 	eriterion of cost and 
we would byteass all these other anestIons because they are 
annoth. There is no reason to get into this now I think 
that this C an be handled in this a y and that a fairly sowed 
practical approach, or practical model ; can be evolved that 
will be usable until such time as new factoee are bro , ight 
to bear and new Information is brooght to bear on these other 
pr oblems . Then It may have to have a ccrr1tely new look. 
Put for now 	think that this can be done Virl. r th.u:. .e:Feteatee 
into these problem 
Hullermare: Medically, that I wh16 	tr-f 
Simplyging . aasurnptions 
Well, F would think, too o that we can't be overly 
idealistic about this, f many reasona 	For ex 
ample., In mechanics„ we develop a theory ; an explanation of 
how struc tural members in bridge function by taking a 
simple free body or simple mechantexr, and assuming a thing as 
a frictionless pine Well, there is no such thing as friction 
less pin, But we go ahead and develop a body of knowledge 
based upon a frictionless pin, we learn a lot about it 	Then 
we bring in another piece of research out here that studies 
the effect of friction 	then try to fit that in with the 
model we already ha.ve0 I don 9 t think that you get anyevnere 
by being discouraged by the size of the problem, Go ahead 
and bite off a piece of it and throw some light in that area. 
And the n, if it turns out , by virtue of sub se qnuent findings, 
that you don't have a real neat solution here, there is 
T. One thing you didn`nt consider, then see what effect that has. 
(therwise, you have to give up. This has been my philosophy., 
Reprocessing Methods?, 
Emernian: In your practical approach here, rick„ if I 
interpret it correctly, you emphasize the word, 
"veraus". If it's reprocessed, it is reprocessed this way, 
one method; two, another method; three, another method; and 
four,  another method0 What are we comparing here ? This is 
where the standards come in. There are different procedures 
of reprocessing which reach different standards. Where do 
you stop? I think you have to go as far as the alternative 
methods of reprocessing, because this is what Is being done, 
Dudek Well, yes, but the thing that we were thinking about 
is, in your model, you are going to have so much 
labor for "reprocessables". Now I don't care, it may be ten 
minutes for dipping in a spoon, it may be one minute for 
lighting a match under it, and it may be fifteen minutes to 
put it into an oven and bake it. This is going to be the 
ift 
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local analysis that we were talking about this morning, The 
model will just set up the procedure for obtaining the in-
formation of what is, in this situation versus what is that 
you are considering,. I think this is why we have this big 
long, study on variables, how many do you klve to include? In 
one local situation, a variable that may be necessary because 
of these many different methods may be zero in one local 
situation, yet the variable is included in your model. 
Hullerman: I don't see how you can do more than choose 
between a disposable product, there are numbers 
of those, too, and a system that is subjectively approved by 
any modern teaching center as being satisfactory and fairly 
widely used. From there on, your formula would have to be 
applied locally. 
Setting Standards: 
Howland: I think what you are saying gets back to the practi- 
cal answers on the standards question. You don't 
ask people what their standards are, you go out snd make a 
measurement. If you want to know how their sterilizing is, 
you go take samples and see how many dead bugs there are and 
that's it. 
Smalley: I would certainly hope we wouldn't have to add 
bacteriologists and other people like this to the 
team to settle questions of that nature. I think this is not 
our mission here. A lot of people know a lot more about that 
than we doo 
Howland: This is not saying that you are setting the standard. 
For example, I think of a freight line investiga-
tion that we have been working with. Their standard for 
delivery of boxes was 24 hours. You ask anybody and they will 
say, 24 hours. When you start collecting time data, it is not 
24 hours, it varies up to a week. And this is what you work 
with. 
¶)udek: Tnat's what I was saying. In order to get all of 
these variables, you are going to have to go out and 
see what these methods are, and then you are going to have 
to put all the variables you need in to cover all the methods, 
end then in the local situations, many of them may drop out to 
zero. But in this, it may have to be included. 
Loveland: What you are suggesting then is that one of your 
independent variables would not be the method but 
the time required for the methoth 
Dudek: Yes. 
Loveland: The only problem here is what Joe was getting at, 
the generality of the model. That was the point 
he raised. 
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Emerzian: Yes, I would think that the method would be 
independent. I would like Joe Moder's opinion 
on this. 
Moder: Well, I should think we would want to sample differ- 
ent ways of doing the job, and spend some effort on 
this question. I think the scope of the Project certainly 
could include that; but I think we could probably find our-
selves getting off in the woods if we set up a bactariOlogi-
cal team to study this. Not that somebody shouldn't do it. 
We should certainly track down every bit of literature, and 
perhaps encourage other people to research areas that seem 
needed. Where you would stop, I don't know. I think that we 
would certainly want to consider alternative methods, not try 
to create a hospital standard, but do enough looking around 
to be sure we are not using something that is not general 
enough that, when we are all through, that most of the hos-
pitals could make use of ours. 
Loveland: You have the possibility, then, of reactions 
between methods and one of your independent 
variables. That is the thing that I was thinking of. It 
may not be a simple time criterion. 
Hullerman: Just think of using disposable bed pads as against 
laundered bed pads. If you are going to get into 
any kind of standards, you are going to get into the collect-
ion of the reprocessed item, the laundry methods, etc. How 
can you do more than assume that the standards of the present 
method are the standards you are going to use? 
Dudek: That's right. 
Loveland: I go along with that. I was just thinking that 
Dr. Emerzian's point was well taken. As we com-
pare the different methods, regardless of whether they were 
adequate or inadequate, that would not matter. But the 
point is, you would have the effects of the different 
methods and their relationships to the other variables in 
your problem. 
Smalley: I, too, think this is significant because in this 
outline it is not made explicit that all the 
various acceptable and usual ways of doing these things 
will be invelptigated. It is implied here that there is a 
standard method of reprocessing and there is one kind of 
disposable, and it is one or the other. I think we have 
recognized this for a long time, that it is not one of 
two alternatives, it may be one of eight alternatives, or 
four on each side, perhaps two of eight alternatives. 
Duncan:. But, as Dr. Howland says, our standards are not 
what we say they are, necessarily. They may be 
something else. We have to take a look at them. 
Williams: From your point of view, you're not appraising 
the standards; you are appraising the re-
lationship the method has to cost, aren't you? 
Dudek: Yes. We are assuming that every hospital has set its 
----- standards and that we are working within that set of 
standards. 
Williams: Yes, and how they relate to the cost factors. 
rudek: Now, this model should work within that set of 
standards, we hope, If it is general enough, it 
will work within this set of standards at hospital "A" and 
it will work within this set of standards at hospital "B." 
It may not; this remains to be seen. 
Emerzian: Also, if I may use the word "interaction" again, 
the relationship between tne particular method and 
the attitude of your nurses toward the method?' And of your 
patients, perhaps, if they come in contact with the method. 
There are other secondary overtones here, I think. 
Reprocessed Disposables:. 
Newberry: I understand that some of these disposable items 
can be reprocessed, so there may be a combination 
of these ideas. 
Duncan: Some of the reprocessed are disposed of, too. 
(Laughter.) 
Ifraeh: Torr was referring, probably, to gloves. Some types 
of gloves are considered by the manufacturer as 
being cheap enough to be disposed of, but if you like to keep 
it, you can. 
Marking Prices on items: 
2E2:11922 There is another interesting problem that I imagine 
is highly psychological in its nature that I wanted 
to ask Dr. Loveland about. I as hoping that Mr. Humphrey 
would be here now to tell us about it. Emory Hospital is 
putting prices on the itms laFca in the hospital. Are you 
doing this now? 
Graves: It is somethle16 we hope we are going to do. We have 
not accomplished it yet. 
Smalley: Could you tell us about it? 
Graves: We plan to put a price tag, as it were, on the items 
being distributed from the storeroom when these things 
are received by the users. This is to develop a little cost 
consciousness of the item, rather than having the cost of sup-
plies listed, say, on a requisition that comes back at a much 
later time. For example, a roll of adhesive tape would have a 
little price stamped on it Each time you are taking off tfm 
aThesive, you are faced with it, the cost. 
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McNulty: A supermarket type? 
Graves: That is right, 
Muncan: Like an aspirin, you would have a 50 tag? 
(Laughtcr.) 
Benefits and : Cautions 
Smalley: I an conrident that the Project will do many things; 
but, frankly, I will be satisfied if the Project 
merely sheds light on an area that needs to be illuminated. 
If the Project does nothing more than focus attention upon 
hospital costs and it motivates hospital people to do more 
about identifying cost and to be more cost conscious, I think 
it will be worth while. I am confident that it will go 
beyond this. 
Howland: It seems to me there is another area here in which 
you receive great benefit and that is, not only the training 
of your own staff but the people in the hospital in some of 
these investigative techniques. The higher the level you can 
get them involved, the better off you will be. Not only will 
they do the work for you, but this smooths the way all along 
the line. It is awfully hard to do this, particularly with 
your medical staff. These guys are so busy and harried and 
harrassed with one thing or another. This is a by-product 
that you should pay particular attention to. There is one 
other caution that I might mention. I am sure you have 
thought of this, but we didn't. That is the effect of 
having one group follow another through, and how a group of 
investigators who are not "sensitive" can louse things up 
for the people who come after them. Harold Papinsky had a 
little paper in the Journal of Counselling Psychology. (I 
will send you a copy of it.) 	It is about what happened to 
some psychologists who followed the sociologists around. The 
sociologists had gotten their data, but they had also left a 
trail of barbed wire entanglements that had to be cleared 
before they could get anywhere. 
Duncan: That's certainly a good thing to watch for, but it 
has possibilities for good, too. The patients 
would react to intelligent investigation because, for a long 
time they have been saying that we are insensitive to cost 
areas and if we instituted good methods as did business, we 
could run hospitals a lot better. This is good publicity 
among patients to find that we are using the latest tech-
niques and are concerned about this. It has possibilities 
for good and evil. 
Dudek: That's right. In Pittsburgh, we took an experimen- 
tal ward and gave the patients an opportunity to 
say, yes, they would participate in the study or, no, they 
would not. And I don't think we had a single refusal, did 
we? 
Smalley: I don't believe so. 
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Dudek: There wasn't a single patient upon entering the hos- 
pital, when asked if they wanted to be assigned to 
this experimental ward and would they participate in this 
experimental study, who said, "No", 
Smalley: This makes the experimentalist like to pull his 
hair out though, because he is never quite sure 
what effects this situation will have, You know the Fifth 
Floor of the Women's Hospital in Pittsburgh was used as a 
research area so long that the hospital people assigned to 
that floor were just "freaks". They were not the kind of 
people you would find anywhere. They cooperated in the 
studies to such an extent that what you find has no generali-
zation. Of course, there are exceptions to this. The 
researcher is never quite sure what effect this prior ex-
perience has had, especially since people have memory and 
that sort of thing. 
Hullerman: Dr, Davidson was ;bowing me a graph on the threshold 
of aisuurbance which determined, to some extent, 
whether you Td something or whether you waited to see if the 
problem got done of its own accord, And all that we have been 
talking about today, you have a lot more than you can incorpo-
rate in this study. But as I look at Page 5, Item 1, of the 
Outline, which I think is your first year, how much are you 
going to be slowed up in this study by Item C? Answer the 
question. 
"Item C. Analyze cost accounts of a selected sample of 
hospitals. 
1. Determine the kinds of ccounting methods 
employed, 
2, Determine the extent to which cost accounting 
is used, 
3. Collect cost data pertinent to supply item, 
4. If collected cost data are too gross: 
a. Build cost factors from gross costs by 
analysis and synthesis, using electronic 
computer or other device, or 
b. Collect actual cost data specifically for 
this Project, using temporary cost 
accounting system in each hospital in 
order to obtain cost factors. 
5. Analyze this data to determine nature of inter-
acting cost factors and their effect upon 
derived measures." 
Smalley: That's 	good question. 
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Dudek: Answer the question, Hal. 
Smalley: I am trying to think of something to say! I can 
guess. First of all, I am not sure how important 
it is going to be to know this. The intent of having this 
in 1-ere is to have some measure of the present to compare 
with some measure of the future, so we would know where we 
have been between the two time periods. Of course, another 
purpose is to see if we can get data cheaply. We have already 
anticipated, in certain cases where there is no semblance 
to cost accounting, that we might have to institute a system 
in the hospital in order to get some cost accounting data. 
Put we are hopeful that we will find one or more hospitals 
that has sufficiently good cost data to use without having to 
go out and did it up. 
Oast Accounting: 
Howland: We have never done a study anywhere where anybody 
kept anything that we could use. 
Dudek: This is why we put this stuff in here, Dan. 
Smalley: Well, Tom. you could attest to the lack of this 
kind of data in some of the things we have done 
recently, can't you? 
Newberry: Yes, most of the data is available if you want to 
research it. The invoices and the original docu-
ments are here. The closet's full of original documents, 
but you don't have the time to go through all of them. 
Howland: It's often easier to just start from scratch and 
let the thing crank for a while to collect your 
data than it is to go through the "closet". 
Dudek: And work on something else in the interim. We found 
the same thing on the Bed Project. If you wanted 
to look at five different pages, you could get one piece of 
information. 
Staton: So often they have collected considerable quantity 
of data, but there is only one-tenth of that which 
you have to have to c omplete your circuit of information. 
Either you've got to guess at it, or not use it at all, or 
collect your own data. This has been my experience in this 
case. In many instances, they have done a wonderful job of 
collecting and tabulating data, but there is one little 
element that you are particularly interested In that didn't 
interest them at all. 
Fmerzian: May I attach a further significance to this? 
When you finish with your model, whatever it 
happens to be, it has to be, it seems to me, equated to the 
types of information which are available in the hospital 
readily. Otherwise, all of this work, I don't think, is 
going to be accepted, from a practical point of view. 
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Dudek: Except for this one item, Joe. We may not be able to 
----- make a practical model based upon that information that 
is readily available right now. When we originally talked 
about this Project, this being down in "C" didn't necessarily 
mean that we would start looking at accounting systems a long 
way into the future. We might start that concurrently with 
the rest of the Project. This did not mean that it had to 
be down at this point, because if you need data, you have to 
collect it. The other thing is, if you cannot work out a 
practical system that will make use of this readily avail-
able data, that it would take a revision in cost-accounting 
practices of hospitals to utilize these kinds of models, this 
might be one of those helpful things that comes out of this 
study. It could be a recommendation. It doesn't mean that 
the hospitals will use it; this may just die a slow death. 
We thought that this might even be of some help. 
Howland: Isn't there an organization of hospital cost account-_ 
ants? 
Duncan: I was just thinking about that aid, as a matter of 
fact, I am surprised that the situation is as bad as 
it is 	I thought that we made some inroads on this cost 
accounting problem, through use of this classified system 
of accounts, which we are peddling even in the small hos-
pitals. They are meeting and talking to bring about some 
degree of standardization. As a matter cif fact, this group 
in Georgia is giving the next program for the Atlanta Hos-
pital Council and is going to report to us the progress they 
have made. We will know a little more about it after listen-
ing to them. Maybe I will know less, maybe I will hear what 
we say and not what we do. 
McNulty: I didn't think this was a critique; I thought what 
Dan was saying was that the information available 
was not helpful to him. This doesn't mean that the informa-
tion available fEivT—Very helpful to the individual for 
whom it is collected. A profit and loss statement is very 
meaningful to me; it may be hopeless for whatever Dan wants 
to do with it, if and when he came to our institution. But 
it may be very significant for my needs. 
Hullerman: One of the objectives of the study might be, to 
determine the usefulness of your decision 
system for reprocessed as against disposables, regardless 
of the cost accounting system. 
Dudek: In my experience with two hospitals in Nebraska, 
they didn't use cost accounting as such and, 
therefore, we couldn't get cost data as we went. 
Hullerman: You mean you couldn't compare the two 
hospitals? 
Dudek: No, we couldn't even get the cost data we needed in 






I am afraid there is a problem of semantics 
By cost accounting, we industrial engineers 
same thing as do we hospital administrators, 
two hats. 




Smalley: The industrial engineer looks at a cost accounting 
system as a system whereby, among the things you 
get is a dollar per unit produced. If you have 10,000 linen 
packs put7TIE a year, each one costs you so much. This is 
not determined by just how much it cost divided by the number 
of packs. This is done by establishment of standards and 
measuring deviations from the standards in quite a complex 
system. I don't believe hospitals, as a rule do this sort 
of thing. 
Hullerman: From the standpoint of study, Harold, we out to 
know whether or not the decision system, formula, 
or whatever you want to call it, is useful to a hospital with 
its own system. 
Dudek: What I am trying to say, Dr. Hullerman, is that this 
may not be possible. You may not be able to get a 
general model that is applicable within the systems that 
these various hospitals use. Therefore, the study would just 
point to the fact that if and when these kinds of changes 
occur in cost accounting, then this model that was evolved, 
will be applicable. 
Duncan: To test any one part of the model, if you need some-
thing which is a little finer guage than we have, we could 
run through our system. You know we have 175 hospitals on 
a single system with EAM Cost Accouting procedures, in which 
everything is set up and it really is a cost accounting 
system, as far as hospitals go. It still isn't the indus-
trial concept, but it is pretty good. We could test any 
facet of it just through our system. 
Dudek: I think you will find that you can work within some 
systems and that you cannot work within some others. 
Hullerman: For the Staff to take a look at, that cost study 
made for the National League by the United States 
Public Health Service actually did do what you are verging 
on here. They got a group of 16 or 17 hospitals together 
and quite a few of them did reorganize their accounting so 
that there would be some comparability between them. You 
might want to look at that if it has any value. I don't 
think it has too much value, as I look at this; but, if 
it has, you might use two or three of those on the assump-
tion that you have fairly comparable groups. 
Emerzian: What about this Uniform Accounting? 
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Duncan: We all have one. There is one that the. American 
Hospital Association sponsors, and we are all headed 
in that direction. We think we have made some progress but 
it still isn't as fine as you would want. 
Emerzian: Oh, it's quite gross. 
McNulty: I was going to say that the model should be 
applicable to this National Generalization on 
Accounting and what you are saying, I think, Dick, is that 
these two hospitals in Nebraska didn't use it. 
Dudek: That was several years ago. __- 
McNulty: They may not be using it today, on the basis that 
the amount of money invested to set up such a 
system does not.merit its existence. This may be right or 
wrong, but someone made that decision. 
Dudek: How long has this system been available? 
McNulty: Oh, 1942, I think, was its origin. Am I right? 
Duncan: Yes, but we haven't really speeded up on it until 
the past half a dozen years, have we? 
McNulty: The growth of the third party payment system and 
government purchase of services are things that 
have implemented its greater utilization, but it is in e-
istence. Anything that you should come up with should fit 
into this system. 
Smalley: I think we reed to use some imagination, too, and 
this ties back to the matter of not becoming 
discouraged, if you can't get a neat solution. For example, 
in a lot of our statistical theories, we find that we can 
do certain things if we know the standard deviation of a 
population. Well, if we knew that, we wouldn't need the 
sample to begin with. So what we do is make an approxima-
tion of that from something we do know. I think there is an 
analogy here. Suppose that this system depends for the 
value of its dependent variables on certain independent 
variables that are not readily available from the kind of 
data hospitals collect. Well, let's not let that stop use 
Let's go ahead and get our model and see if we can temporar-
ily relate the data that the hospital does have with the 
data that we need, even if this is an imperfect estimator. 
Use this as a way of connecting the two. I can see a lot 
of different ways that this might be done, once we get into 
its 
Hullerman: I think I was making a plea here that you try to 
do that. Hospitals are nowhere near as bad off 
as people think about the similarity of their accounting 
systems, they are pretty good. Rut there is still wide 
variation within the system that can be used. If you can 
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mim7mize that "C" as fer as the study is concerned, to the 
greatest possible extent, 77 think you are going to save an 
wful lot of time 
Final CoLaaents: 
Sinal: What 1 would like to do now, before we ran out of 
time, is ask each person, individually, to give 
us his ideas and comments. Perhaps there are Issues which 
you have been thinking about and couldn't get ther. in. Maybe 
you will want to re-emphasize some point that has been made, 
or to reiterate what you think ought to he done in this study. 
I would like to give everybody a chance to say something. Ed, 
how about yoot? 
Loveland: I feel. that I have said enough. 
Smalley: Well, maybe you will feel free to come back in later 
if anything occurs to you. Pick? 
Dudek: Well, I don't know anything more to add because I think 
am reading into the outline more than others are. I 
have my conceptualization and I don't think we put it all down 
on paper. I think that a lot of good points have been brought 
up, 
Smallez: Dan? 
Howland: I don't think T have anything new to add. I think 
I have said most of the things that have given us 
trouble that I thought might help you. I might emphasize, 
however, you have some kind of conceptual basis of the 
"cycle" and that you feel free to modify this as you get 
infomation. But, for Pete's sake, have one 	That is my 
advice. Have it as explicit as you can get it, until you 
find, out aihich of these models to pick. Don't just pick a 
model that looks cute and use it, that you have it in some 
kind of focus, I think you are going to find, we have, that 
most of the standard O.R. models have some simplifying 
assumptions that you are just not going to be able to make 
in the hospital situation. For example, in working on 
inventory of blood, blood changes in inventory. It is not 
like a bolt, a bolt is a bolt when you put in in and a bolt 
when you get it out. Well, there has been a little work 
done on this, but not in terms of the kind of time lags that 
we are talking about. If you don't just go out and plug 
models, you are going to come up with some information, I 
think, that would be quite valuable in a general way about 
where these things are inadequate. Perhaps basic mathemati-
cal work or something else: is required to crank then around 
into a more usable form. 
Smalley: Joe? 
Emerzian: I think I tried to comment on two points that were 
raised. The only additional thing I would like 
to say is, reporting from Connecticut, the people with whom 
I have talked are very interested in this. They think this 
can be a very valuable study, and they are looking for very 
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practical results. This is something they think at the 
moment. I'd rather put it this way: This is something they 
hope that they can use when it is published, 
Smalley: If I have been surprised at all in this, it is the 
emphasis that people are placing upon the practi-
cal aspects. We did not anticipate this when the study was 
conceived. 
Howland: This can be a double-edged weapon, and you may end 
up making simplifying assumptions to satisfy this 
practical need that will backfire. You may have to fight 
this whole thing out. 
Hullerman! I don't think, Dan, that the emphasis is on the 
practical alone, but the ability to see the 
practical side from all the things that need to be covered. 
This is the difficulty with so much of the research that is 
done. 
Smalley: Joe, I didn't mean to "short-circuit" you there. 
Emerzian: This is all I have to say. Thank you. 
Smalley: Harold? 
Duncan: I was going to say that we have raised some diffi- 
culties here this afternoon along practical lines from 
the point of view of administration, but I was going on to say 
that, don't feel bad about it, and don't feel pessimistic about 
it, because once we have given consideration to that, whatever 
we are able to come up with, I think we are going to be able 
to use to a great deal of advantage. We have just about 
gotten to the point now to where the administrator is going to 
have to be able to illuminate certain areas. Or we are going 
to have to eliminate certain administrators. We are going to 
have to roll up our sleeves and share the responsibility. 
The last thing I wanted to say is, I an one of those who have 
to leave early and I have to slip out right now, as a matter 
of fact, and I was going to say, if you all make more progress 
after I have gone than you did while I was here, I will 
understand. I enjoyed it very much. 
22211a: Thank you, Harold. We appreciate your coming so 
much. Dr. Rocker Staton, Assistant Dean of Engin-
eering at Georgia Tech, came in after we had introductions. 
Rocker? 
Staton: I know all but two or three of the people here, I 
believe. I would like to say aomething that, maybe, 
Dan has already said. Let's start off crossing a desert or 
forest that we aren't familiar with. We may need to send 
out a reconnaissance team. Maybe in this sort of a situa-
tion we are in a similar situation. We don't know exactly 
where we are going, or the path we want to take, so if we 
can start collecting data and if in doubt, collect it, you 
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may think you are going that way when you are going to end up 
going some other ways. Or you get some elements that you think. 
might be valuable for a tangential or by-product aim which becomes 
more important than your initial aim. This, I have found to be 
quite important in the sort of a study where T. don't think we know 
exactly where we are going except to gather information. It may 
mean attempting to quantify where it is impossible or merely get-
ting opinions and recording those opinions. T. think this can be 
very helpful and I don't think we need to have our complete trip 
from here td there mapped out from point to point, We start out 
in that direction, we know that we are going generally that way, 
so by taking these items that are already available, reprocessable 
as well as disposable, and evaluating them, comparing them under 
the situation under which they are used or would be used, we have 
at least started. tote can go to the top of the next hill and then 
look from there. This is about all I have to comment on, but I 
think, by all means, we should emphasize in the beginning that we 
should collect data that we may not even expect to use because, 
so often, we will wish when we look back that we had those elements 
of data. 
Smalley: Thank you, Rocker. 
Hullerman: Has Harold Duncan left? I was just thinking, if you 
eliminate these administrators, maybe you are elimi-
nating the people who create the problems which make these studies 
necessary and you may eliminate a lot of studies, too, 
Smalley; I will convey that to him when I see him. 
112Eultx: We ought to get very basic, Hugo, and say, if we could 
only get rid of the patients, we would have no particular 
problem. 
Hullerman: I would just like to add this. I feel that somebody 
said over here that this is really a fundamental study 
and there is a lot of hope that something will come out of it. 
Even if we don't understand wh= t it means, I would like to see 
some of the paper work that comes out of this study before the 
next meeting. 
Malley: Tom? 
Newberry: The opinions and suggestions that have been brought out 
in this meeting will certainly be most useful to me, 
I have been associated slightly with hospitals during the past 
nine months and it's a very interesting area to me. I am looking 
forward to my association with this team. 
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SEallei: I don't know if we made it clear, but Tom is in 
hopes that, somewhere within or close to this 
Project, he will find a dissertation topic for his doctoral 
work. He is about ready to embark upon his research, con-
current with his participation as an Assistant Research 
Engineer on the Project Staff. We hope to be able to use 
his dissertation results in this Project. 
Staton: Maybe this will be one of these by-products I am 
thinking about. It has happened at Johns Hopkins 
on numerous occasions. As some of you know, I did my dis- 
sertation at Hopkins. So often, we start off in one direction 
and completely by-pass the initial goal for a by-product. 
Smalley: You are not ready to tell us what your dissertation 
is yet? 
Newberry: No, not yet. 
Smalley: Matt? 
McNulty: I would repeat something that Dean Staton and Dr. 
Howland said and that is that there is a spectrum 
in front of us here. We had better bring some portion of 
it into focus and delimit it, yet, with such mobility, such 
flexibility, that you can select any particular avenue at 
any time as it may bear fruit. I made an observation that 
practicality is important, but I would again mention that I 
don't think practicality to the extent that there is issued 
some form of a report which this administrator in "Squedunk" 
who is about to buy syringes, can say, "Ah„ based on this 
report, I'll no longer buy the disposable", or "1 9 11 no 
longer buy the reprocessed type", "I'll buy 'X' type." I 
do think we should avoid that oversimplification. I like 
the analogy of a double-edged sword or a two-sided coin, 
perhaps. But I would look for us to be evolving something 
that would deal with methodology, that would make available 
to the field of administration some aspects of the method-
ology employed in this and how it might be adaptable to 
other types of problems. 
Smalley: Thank you, Matt. Joe Moder? 
Moder: I think we got one of our questions answered and 
that is that we should include, if at all possible, 
a validation study, where we actually apply this to some 
case study. I don't know if we have any more time, but 
I just wondered if, not only implementation, but control 
of these methodologies will become a problem that we 
ought to consider. 
Smalley:  That is, how variable are the methods of repro-
cessing; do they change from day to day, for 
example? 
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Mor: Well, certainly, in inventory control, you put in a 
system., but if you just forget about it, turn your 
bk on it, le 	it alone; .!.,n a year from now, it could be 
wc'rse than what vss there origInally, if you don't keep some 
eye on things in a formal way,. T don't know whether or not 
that will be a problem. in this field° 
malley: My first reaction to that is that this is similar 
to the problem that was mentioned much earlier, 
that this may be largely a function of supervision and manage-
ment. It is like freeing a man of certain tasks as a result 
of methods improvement and what do you do with the time saved. 
It may be more a function of how good your supervision and 
management are. Maybe this problem of control is related to 
this. I don't know whether you could conceive of establishing 
some control as a part of this project or not. It is an in-
teresting question. Does anyone want to react to that? 
Loveland: I think acceptance on the part of the top people 
in the hospitals is going to be essential, Gettirc 
back to your point, the first impressions that you make in 
gathering this data will have one effect; the second is, they 
may think this is a fine idea, but if they don't buy it to the 
extent that they are willing to try it, you may get what hap-
pens very often in personnel selection programs. You build 
a fine program and as long as you are there to control the 
collection data and the measurement of the variables with which 
you are dealing, everything works fine. You go away and come 
back a year later and you want to go crawl under the rug. I 
think this is important. Control ought to be done. You are 
going to run a validation study between the time that you leave 
off your initial, model building study and the time you collect 
your validation data, there ought to be some control. 
Hullerman: But the emphasis here is on the decision system 
you are trying to arrive at. How often it is used 
is a part of management, isn't it? 
Smalley: I think Dr. Loveland was addressing himself princi- 
pally to the interval from original data gathering 
to the time when you come back to test your model, to see if 
there has been any changes taking place in the meantime, 
Loveland: Yes, but I would like to assure that there weren't 
any changes. 
Howlane: This is going to be awfully hard to do. 
MtNultY: It is a miserable question. 
Howland: Let's raise another point. Do you run out with 
little bits and dabs of data as you collect them, 
or do you wait until you can bale up a great big report and 
dump it on somebody's desk? We have worked both ways, and 
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we find that it works much better if you are working with an 
organization where you can run out and hand them little 
pieces of data and act on them. Now, this isn't very 
respectable in terms of getting a report written, and I am 
not sure that the founding fathers of operations research 
would approve; but this leads to all kinds of "bubbling up" 
of new stuff, because managers very often can see things in 
simple data that, as researchers, we haven't seen. We have 
been able to take advantage of this, and move into things 
that we just never thought of, because nobody else ever 
thought of it. 
Smalley : Hasn't this inherently broadened your team? These 
people to whom you give the bits and pieces, if they 
react, they become a new source, too. 
Howland: That's right. 
Dudek: And I think that if it is publishable, publish it 
right away. Whatever piece you've got, publish it, 
because you can never tell in what corner of the earth some 
guy is going to read it and say, "Hat What about thist" and 
send you a good questioning letter and off you go on another 
study. 
Smalley : I can see by this that there is no place for a vain 
man on this team, one who is afraid to stick his 
neck out and ask somebody to chop it off. 
Emerzian: From the team's point of view, I think this 
practice you suggested is important, because it 
gives you a sense of periodic accomplishment. You don't 
have to wait three years before you see something come out. 
McNulty: You sustain some interest, too, by this way of 
operating. 
Smalley: This is probably behind Dr. Hullerman's question. 
I don't know whether or not he had this in mind, 
but let's have some "feed-back" here between meetings to 
see how things are going, to stimulate other people's 
thinking, and to get an idea of what these fellows are 
up to. 
Hullerman: Yes. 
Smalley: We have heard from three graduate students who are 
here from_ Georgia Tech. We have also a guest, Mr. 
Miller, one of Dr. Dudek's students at Texas Tech. Dr. 
Dudek has interested him in research and, perhaps, teaching. 
I am not sure if he had in mind interesting him in hospital  
research. I wonder, Mr. Miller, if you have had any 
reactions at all of this? 
Miller: I really had several reactions. I am afraid to say 
anything because I haven't thought this through. 
7malley: 	ar!, 	rtainly hppy to have you with tIs, 	hcme 
that you have at lant cerved hot a719 of the7e 
tiling are brainntormed :One eis a.r7 obser7atias 
.7..oments? 
Alourhmen 
nr !ey 	I do want to express again our appr'eciatton for those 
of you who came from out of town, in some cases quite 
a long distance to be with us and a7,so to those of you ln ,cally 
who gave us your ',aturday to uend it wfth us Instead of Thing 
other things, we certainly do appreclAte your participation. 
sure we got a lot out of it We will study the proceedings 
and nee if they can assist {Jr.: . in structuring a project thAt will 
do for the field what all of us hope such a project will do. 
lrvite and urge you to pass on to me anything that occurs to 
yo a when you get back ; anything and everything that you didwt 
here that need ,,; to be sad and that "r%)" e0M11 1".Pa*• 1 with 
gre. We would certainly appreciate hearing from you. 'NC antici-
pate that there will be a Local Fteering Committee In the fall
if not sooner. Te would like to have the national group hack 
next spring , sooner if we 114,7e something worthy of showing you 
Sy the time that we meet again, It in hoped that we will have 
some data and we will have me 	sufficient start to report on 
some of the mistakes we have made end some of the things we have 
done and let you point out what our mistakes are, ntth that, 
would like to close the meeting and again thanks so much for 
being with us. Yeeting adjourned. 
tes 
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The objective of this work is to make available ready listings of 
important articles concerning applications of Industrial Engineering to 
hospitals, as well as articles relating to disposable and reprocessed 
hospital supplies. 
Annotations of these articles are available in the project office at 
Georgia Institute of Technology. The listings and annotations of the arti-
cles are available to members of the project staff, the National Advisory 
Committee, and the Local Steering Committee. 
This report covers progress made to date on compiling useful bibliog-
raphies in pursuit of the project objective, to develop a practical decision 
system for determining the relative economic feasibility of disposable and 
reprocessed supply items for hospitals. 
Procedure 
A set of annotated references previously compiled by the Principal 
Investigator was used as a basis for the present work. A systematic search 
of the pertinent literature was undertaken in January of 1959 by a graduate 
research assistant serving on the project team. Some periodi.calswere sub-
scribed to and others were obtained at the libraries of Georgia Tech, Emory 
University Hospital, and the Medical School and Business School of Emory 
University. 
Articles of interest were read and annotations were prepared on 3 x 5 
cards. The cards were divided into two general classifications, I and II, 
and each classification was further subdivided as explained later. In 
order to facilitate the location of references in the several subclassifica-
tions, consideration will be given the McBee and other systems of punching 
and sorting cards. 
It is anticipated that the present listing, which covers 1958 and 1959 
references, will be expanded to include references prior to 1958 and new 
references appearing after June 1959. Other plans are to cross-classify 
the articles in Classification I by Industrial Engineering tool, e.g., cost 
accounting, engineering economy, inventory control, layout, materials handling, 
motion economy and methods, personnel, production control, purchasing, safety, 
training, wage administration, work measurement, and operations research. 
Industrial Engineering Techniques 
Articles in this classification deal with Industrial Engineering principles 
and techniques applied to hospitals. This classification is divided into ten 
sub-classifications, according to the Hospital Department involved. 
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D-1 BUSINESS OFFICE 
1. Anderson, Mary Helen. "Preparation For Central Service Supervision." 
Hospital Management, April, 1959, p. 70. 
2. Beaudry, Betty Ann. "Principles and Art of Supervision." Hospital  
Topics, February, 1959. 
3. Berke, Mark. "Purchasing." 	Hospitals, April 16, 1959, p. 127. 
4. Block, Louis. "Prototype Study. 75-Bed Proprietary Hospital." 
The Modern Hospital, January, 1958, 
5. Block, Louis. "Prototype Study: 50-Bed Hospital." 
Hospital, February, 1959, p. 93. 
6. Block, Louis. "Prototype Study: 100-Bed Hospital." 
Hospital, 	March, 1959, 	p. 106, 
The Modern  
The Modern  
The Modern  7. Block, Louis. "Prototype Study: 200-Bed Hospital." 
Hospital, 	June, 1959, p. 103. 
8. Blumberg, Mark S. "Automation Offers Savings Opportunities." Modern  
Hospital, August, 1958. 
Brines, William S. "Organization." Hospitals, April 16, 1959, p. 100. 
Christopher, W. I. "A Dozen Basic Problems." Hospital Progress 
February, 1959, p. 62. 
Duckett, Sue: "St. Luke's Hospital Solves Parking Problem with Automatic 
Gatekeeper." Southern Hospitals, 	February, 1959, 	p. 71. 
Ferguson, James E. "The Engineer...His Responsibility to Management." 
Hospital Management, 	August, 1958, p. 88. 
Gerguson, Stanley A. and Charles B. Womer. "Work Simplification Works 
in Surprising Ways." The Modern Hospital, 	January, 1959, p. 81. 
Goldberg, Irwin, "Budgeting as a Tool of Management." 	Hospi tal 
Management, June, 1959, p, 74. 
Gorby, John H. "How the 'Magic Brain' Operates." Hospital Topics,  
February, 1959, p. 30, 




Gorby, John H. "Electronic 'Brains' Come in Several Models," 
Topics, 	April, 1959, p. 33. 
Gorby, John H. 
1959, 
 "'Piggy 7 Back'4; o ' System for Outpatient Sections." 






19. Hinderer, Harold. "Office Management: Planning and Control." Hospital 
Progress, February, 1959, p.59. 
20. Hubbard, Fred G. "Why Hospital Engineering is Getting Tougher." Hospitals, 
March 1, 1958, p.78. 
21. Hudenberg, Roy. "Functional Hospital Planning." Hospital Progress, 
March, 1959, p074. 
22. Humm, D. G. "An Appraisal of Personnel Testing." Hospital Management, 
March, 1958, p. 48. 
23, Hyden, John P. "Centralized Personnel: Here's How." Hospital Progress,  
June, 1959, p.92. 
24, Lewine, Sidney. "Personnel," Hospitals, April 16, 1959, p.102. 
25. Linde, Robert E. "The Company,ABudget Keeps Determines Its Effectiveness." 
Hospital s , January 1, 1959, p.37. 
26. Lord, David C. "Centralization Cuts Costs." liapit,2LriajlaspainL, 
April, 1959, p.66. 
27. Martin, T. LeRoy. "Is There an Operational Break-even Point?" Hospital  
Management, March, 1959, p. 16. 
28. Martin, T. LeRoy. "Applying Principles of Standard Costs." Hospital  
Management, June, 1959, 	p.23. 
29. Miller, Charles. "Techniques of Hospital Supply Purchasing." Southern 
Hospitals, April, 1959, 	p. 31. 
30. Mohr, Orpha D. "To Raise Efficiency - Raise Purchasing." Hospital  
Management,. February, 1959, p. 113. 
31. Morgan, Lawson A. "What's Ahead in Hospital Equipment." Hospitals, May 16, 
1959. 
32, Newkirk, Donald R. "This Inventory Takes Stock of Personnel." Hospitals, 
May 16, 1959. 
33. Nichols, Eugene. "Simplification and Standardization Both Help to Reduce 
Number, Cost of Purchase Orders." The Modern Hospital, June, 1959, p.166. 
34. Noroian, Edward H. "Supervisory Development." Hospitals, April 16, 1959, 
p. 134. 
35. Olson, Edward L. "An Efficient Instrument of Office Production." 
Hospital  Management, January, 1959, p. 103. 
36. O'Meara, John V. "Professional Standards for Hospital Engineers." 
Hospitals 	April 1, 1959, p, 58. 
37. Rigsby, Larry C. "Pricing of Hospital Services." Southern Hospitals, 
April, 1959. p. 55. 
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38. Roop, Daniel M. 	"Responsibilities of the Hospital Engineer in an 
Alteration Program." Hospital Management, April, 1959, p. 82. 
39. Rourke, Anthony J. J. "What the Planner Has to Work With." Hospitals,  
February 1, 1959, p. 33. 
40. Rourke, Anthony J. J. "Hospital Planning." 	Hospitals, 	April 16, 
1959, 	p. 62, 
41. Rozos, John E. "Hospital Organization as a Technical Problem." Hospital  
Management, May, 1959. 
42. Shetty, C. M. "A New Approach to the Problem of Optimal Location of 
Resources." I. E. 	Thesis, 	Ohio State University, 1958. 
43. Simerson, Floyd W. Work Simplifications." Proceedings of the 10th Annual 
National Conference of A.I.I.E., May, 1959, p. 97. 
44. Smalley, Harold E., Richard A. Dudek, and Edward J. Gerner, Jr. "How 
Methods Engineering Gets Results." The Modern Hospital, 	May, 1959, p.93. 
45. Stanfield, Peggy S. "Reward of Good Training is Good Workers." The 
Modern Hospital, 	June, 1959, 	p. 138. 
46. Steinke, Leroy A. "Accounting and Financial Management." Hospitals, 
 April 16, 1959, p. 37. 
47. Weil, Thomas P. 	"The Price Theory As it Applies to Hospital Charges." 
Southern Hospitals, 	May, 1959, p. 63. 
48. Womer, Charles B. "Methods Improvement." Hospitals, 	April 16,1959, p.90. 
49. Wooden, H. E. "Hospital Needs Sound Personnel Organization." Hospital  
Management, 	March, 1958, p. 47. 
50. "First-Class Mail: Privileges and Limitations." Hospital Progress, 
June, 1959, p. 100. 
51. "The Selection of Incinerators for Hospital Use." Hospital Management, 
February, 1958, 	p. 118. 
D-2 CENTRAL SUPPLY 
1. 	Frazer, L. M., Jr. "Scientific Method Can Work." Hospital Management, 
June, 1958, p. 82. 
2 	Ginsberg, Frances. "Control of Surgical Supplies is Essential to Good 
Surgery." The Modern Hospital, 	February, 1959, 	p. 114. 
3. 	Gunter, Fred J. "Purchasing Procedure and Inventory Control." Hospital  
Management, March, 1959, 	p. 116. 
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4. Holland, S. E. "A Simplified Stock Ordering System." Hospitals,  
June 16, 1959, p, 50. 
5. Lantos, Robert L. 	"Drug Distribution is The Pharmacy's Job." The 
Modern Hospital, February, 1959, p. 104. 
6. Olson, E. L. "Perpetual Inventory Survey." Hospital Mana ement, 
January, 1958, p. 102. 
7. Olson, E. L. "Larger Quantity Purchases...a Savings," Hospital 
Management, January, 1958, p. 101. 
8. Shepherd, Donald L. "Introducing Central Purchasing." Hospital  
Management, 	June, 1959, 	p. 127. 
D-3 	FOOD SERVICE 
1. Esson, Marjorie Ho 	"Standard Formula for Tube Feeding Saves Time 
and Labor." HospitalsL February 16, 1959, p. 71. 
2. Eva, M. "Food Service Managers Can Help Solve Dietary Problems." 
Hospital Progress, 	June, 1959, p. 88. 
3. Foster, John T. and Jane Hartman. "Check Sheet Helps Hospitals to 
Evaluate Dietary Operations." Hospitals, June 1, 1959, 	p. 71, 
4. Gordon, Ruth. "Practical Advice in Planning, Staffing and Equipping 
the Dietary Department." Hospitals, March 16, 1959, 	p. 105. 
5. Hoover, Betty. 	"Combined Efforts Solve Problems." Hospital Progress, 
May, 1959, p. 133. 
6. Levie, Sylvia. "Personnel Supervision and Training in a Dietary Unit." 
Hospital Top ics , 	June, 1959, p. 29. 
7. Maud, M. "Selecting and Retaining Dietary Personnel," Hospital  
Progress, 	February, 1959, p. 90. 
8. Monroe, Dorothy C. "The Dietitian Can Save Your Money" Southern 
Hospitals, 	March, 1959, p. 32. 
9. Parker, Genevieve M. 	"How Michigan Hospital Saved $73,000 in Labor 
Costs." Hospitals, June 16, 1959, p. 75. 
10. Pensinger, Christine Rs "How to Plan for Efficient. Food Service." 
The Modern Hospital, April, 1959, p. 130. 
11. Wadeson, Ralph W. "Definite Work Assignments in the Dietary Department." 
Southern Hospitals, 	May, 1959, 	p. 49. 
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D-4 HOUSEKEEPING 
1. Goulet, Charles R. "Housekeeping." 	Hospitals, April 16, 1959, 
p. 73. 
2. Maysent H. W. and Maurice P. Coffee, Jr. "Perpetual Schedule Keeps 
Redecoration Moving." 	Hospitals, 	June 1, 1959, 	p. 80. 
3. O'Donnell, Mildred F. "We Save So Much When We Standardize." The 
Modern Hospital, June, 1959, 	p. 164. 
4. Poiesz, Clements J. "Vinyl Coverings Should Meet These Tests." The 
Modern Hospital, April, 1959, p. 140. 
5. Shuldener, H. L., Jr. "Air-conditioning Systems Require Housekeeping." 
Hospital Management, 	April, 1958, 	p. 90. 
6. Vestal, Anne. "Hospital Uniforms." Hospital Progress, February, 1959, 
p. 100. 
7. Vestal, Anne. "Housekeeping: As A Fiscal Service." Hospital Progress,  
June, 1959, 	p. 112. 
8. Walker, R. W. "The Engineer's Responsibility for the Safety Feature of 
the Hospital." Hospital Management, 	February, 1958, p. 45. 
D-5 LABORATORY 
1. Allen, Arthur. "Applying Industrial Methods in Hospital Laboratory 
Operations." Hospital Topics, 	October, 1957, p. 123. 
2. Emerzian, A. D. Joseph. "An Evaluation of the Relative Unit Value 
System for Pricing Pathology Tests." 	Operations Research Report No. 3, 
University of Connecticut, March 23, 1959. 
3. Hoffman, R. G. "How Laboratory Service Can be Improved." Modern 
Hospital, March, 1958, 	p. 102. 
4. Owen, S. E. "Good Design Steps up Laboratory Production," The Modern 
Hospital, September, 1958, p. 128. 
5. Owen, Seward E. and Edmund P. Finch. "What Determines Costs of Laboratory 
Tests." 	The Modern Hospital, 	April, 1959, 	p. 116. 
6. "Increased Automation Predicted as Step Toward Methods Improvement in 
Laboratories." The Modern Hospital, May, 1959, 	p. 96. 
D-6 LAUNDRY 
1. Aschheim, Chaim. "How a Laundry Methods Study Raised Productivity 
70 per cent." 	Hospitals, March 16, 1959, p. 99, 
2. Braun, Rubin R. "Double-Barreled Planning Brought Triple Results." 
Hospitals, January 16, 1959, p. 84. 
3. Cooper, Horace W., Joseph F. Krawiec, and David E. Dodson. 	"What 
Automation Does For Laundry Service." The Modern Hospital, June, 1959, 
p. 150. 
4. Horne, Aulton E. ."Bleach...and How Its Use Can Reduce Linen Replacement 
Cost." Southern Hospitals, May, 1959, p. 53. 
5. Lucas, Don R. and Gordon S. Baughton. "Saving Dollars in the Laundry." 
Hospital Management, April, 1959, p. 108. 
6. Peterson, Telmer O. "Laundry" Hospitals, April 16, 1959, p. 80. 
D-7 MAINTENANCE 
1. Brenizer, W. "A Pentagon Solved This Heating Problem." Modern Hospital, 
February, 1958, p. 116. 
2. Fitzgibbon, R. J. "Maintenance Tips for Unit Heaters in Hospitals." 
Hospital Management, March, 1958, p. 84. 
3. Hartford, T. J. "Maintenance, Repair, and Replacement of Hospital Equip- 
ment." 	Hospital Management, June, 1958, p. 88. 
4. Mamer, Leland J. 	"Engineering and Maintenance." Hospitals, April 16, 
1959, p. 54. 
5. Markwood, Ira. "Perfection is the Standard." Hospitals, January 1, 1959, 
p. 88. 
6. Neergaard, Charles F. "Giant in the Basement." Hospitals, February 1, 
1959, p. 65. 
7. Roop, Daniel M. 	"Air-conditioning System Types and Related Problem." 
Hospital Management, September, 1958, p. 98. 
8. Van Meter, W. J. "Sprinkler Systems for Hospitals." Hospitals, May 1, 1959. 
D-8 OPERATING ROOM 
1. 	Briffin, Noyce L. "Electrical Safety in Operating Rooms." Southern  
Hospitals, April, 1959. 
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2 	Corby, John H. "Efficient Organization in the Operating Room." Hospital  
Topics ., February, 1959, p.45. 
3. Hudenburg, Roy. "Safe Practice for Hospital Operating Room." Hospitals, 
October 1, 1958, po 73. 
4. Louise, Mary. "Visible File Improves 0. R. Schedule," Hospital Progress, 
April, 1959, 	p.84. 
5. McKenna, J. V. 	"The Case for Motion and Time Study in Surgery." The 
American Journal of Surgery.; November, 1957. 
6. Nelson, Paulo "New 0. R. Design Concepts." liaspita.1Topics  February,1959. 
7. Roop, Daniel M. "Safety Should Be Built into the Hospital." The Modern  
Hospital, January, 1958, p. 110. 
8. Roop, Daniel Ma "Static Electricity and Corrective Measures in Operating 
Rooms." Hospital ManaseatIL, October, 1958, p. 96. 
9. Smalley, Harold E. "Operating Room Study," Emory University Hospital, 
April, 1959. 
10. Willems, Helen. "Safety." Hospitals, April 16, 1959, p. 131. 
D-9 NURSING 
1. 	Dodge, Joan S. 	"The Nurse and Her Patient." Hospitals, June 1, 1959, p.30. 
20 	Fertel, Murray. "How Collapsible Bedrails Helped Solve a Nursing Problem." 
Hospitals, June 1, 1959, 	p, 48, 
3. Hamilton, T. Stewart. "The Future Nurse: Her Place and Preparationn" 
Hospitals, 	March 1, 1959, 	p, 32. 
4, 	Keith, Ho "Time and Activity Analysis of the Functions of a Director and 
Assistant Director of Nursing Serviceo" Nursing Research, June, 1958. 
5. 	Rourke, Anthony J. J. 	"Planning the Nursing Unit," Hospital pEoszessL 
March, 1959, p. 70. 
6 	Torgersen, Paul E. 	"An Example of Work Sampling in the Hospital." 
The Journal of Industrial Engineering, 	May-June, 1959, pa 197. 
D-10 MISCELLANEOUS 
1. A.H.H. Offers Management Consulting Service, The Modern Hospital, March, 
1959, 	p. 63o 
2. Smalley, Harold E. "Industrial Engineering in Hospitals," The Journal 
2LpLichEtliaLmsiattLiag., May-June, 1959, p. 1710 
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II. DISPOSABLE VERSUS REPROCESSED HOSPITAL SUPPLIES 
Articles In this classification deal with disposable and reprocessed 
hospital supplies. This classification. is divided into the following five 
sub-classifications according to type of supply item involved. 
A. SYRINGES AND NEEDLES 
1. 	Beal, H. M. and D. M, Skaum. "The Cleaning, of Syringes." Hospit a l  
L4222sne.EL„ June, 1959, p. 78. 
20 	Bogash, Robert. C. and Rosemarie. Pisanelle. "Evaluating Disposable 
Type Syringes." 	L1212iLa1212ELIzerent„ November-December, 1955, po 82. 
3. 	Johnson, George N. "Hospital Study Favors Disposable Syringe Units." 
Hospital Topics, February, 1959, 
4, 	Pue, R. M. "Cost of Processing Syringes." Modern Hospital, March, 1958. 
5. Rosenfield, Isadore and Zachary (Hospital Consultants). "Disposable 
Units Less Expensive, Safer, Hospital Study Shows." Hospital Topics. 
April, 1958, p. 121. 
6. Tinker, Randall B. and Richard A. Hill. "Disposable Needles Meet Need 
for Sharpness, Sterility." Hospi.tal 	October., 1957, p. 131, 
7. Young, Arthur and Co., Accountants. "What. It Costs to Use Needles and 
Syringes." 	Modern Hospital, September, 1957, 	p. Jf. 
B. 	ENEMAS 
1. 	Kehlmann, W. H. "Time Study on New Enema Technic." Modern Hospital, 
May, 1955, p. 102. 
2, 	Page, Sidney B., Jr., Charles R, Riley and Hargey Bo Haag. "An Enema 
Solution in a Disposable Unit. 	Experience with Fifty Patients Requiring 
Enemas." Gastroenterology, April, 1957, p. 747. 
3. Rainier, Warren G. and Barbara Lee. "'Standard" vs. Disposable Unit 
Enema." Hospi ta ls,, January 1, 1957, po 48, 
4 	Rosenfield, Harold H., Louis Burke, and Harold Rubino "Disposable 
Enema Unit in Obstetrics." Obstetrics Gynecology , February, 1958, 
C. 	DISPOSABLE PAPER ITEMS 
1. Chess, L. F. "Flint, Michigan Hospital. Saves $3,000 in Six Months with 
Paper Service." 	Southern Hos itals, April, 1958, p, 40. 
2. Christie, Jean E. "Muslin versus Paper Autoclave Wrappers." Hospital 
 Topics, March, 1957, p. 117, 
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3. Lane, Arnold S. "Paper Food Service Meetswith Favor." 	Modern Hospital, 
December, 1955, p. 122. 
4. Sampsell, Browne. "Paper Containers Gain Wide Acceptance in Food Service." 
Hospital Topics, 	October 1957, p. 31. 
5. Sanderson, J. D. "Paper Products Can Cut Costs." 
	
Catholic Buildings and 
Maintenance, 	January-February, 1958, 	p. 76. 
6. Schurr, Bill, "Paper Plates Improve Food Service." Hospital Management, 
February, 1957, p. 99. 
7. Willett, Roslyn. "The Trend Toward Disposables in Food Service." Hospital  
Management, January, 1959, 	p. 107. 
8. "A Simple Procedure for Determining Costs of Paper Service in Hospitals." 
Southern Hospitals. 	April, 1959, 	p, 43. 
9. Survey Shows Southern Hospitals Setting Trends in Management of Food and 
Medicine Service and in Use of Paper Items. Southern Hospitals, 	April, 
1958, p. 38. 
D. 	NON-WOVEN FABRICS 
1. Tapscott, Alma F. "Nonwoven Fabrics 
Management, 	July, 1958, p. 103. 
2. Tapscott, Alma F. "Nonwoven Fabrics 
Management, 	August, 1958, p. 79. 
- Disposables." Part I, Hospital  
 
- Disposables." Part II, Hospital  
E. 	GENERAL 
1. DeWitt, Harry K. "Disposables: Hospitals Find 'Things Cheaper than 
People.'" 	Hospital Topics, 	October, 1957, p. 28. 
2. ,Schmidt, C. G. "Throw It Away, It Costs Less." 	Lab World, November, 
1956, 	p. 564. 
3. Title, Monroe M. "What's New in Disposables." Hospitals, May, 1957, p.76. 
4. Weinzettel, R. J. "True Evaluation of Disposables Looks Past the Cost 
Factor," Hospitals, 	January 1, 1959. 
5. Wild, M. Bernadine. "Purchasing Disposables: A Survey." Hospital  
Progress, 	January, 1959, p. 120. 
6. Wild, M. Bernadine. "Purchasing Disposables: A Survey." Hospital  
Progress, 	February, 1959, p. 110. 
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PREFACE 
This report (Bulletin No. 4) is the first in a series of studies 
being conducted under the auspices of USPHS Grant #GN•5968. The overall 
objective of this research project is to develop a practical decision system 
for determining the relative economic feasibility of disposable and repro-
cessed supply items for hospitals. 
The subject of this bulletin is the development of an inventory 
model for hospital supply items for which the demand and the lead time are 
of a variable nature and can be approximated by probability distributions. 
Bulletin No. 5 will report a study on methods of forecasting the 
demand for certain hospital supply items. A subsequent bulletin will be 
concerned with hospital supply inventories in which the effects of various 
inventory policies are considered upon the costs of aggregate supply items 
with certain constraints placed on purchasing procedures. It is anticipated 
that the type of inventory policy in use in a hospital will be a definite 
factor in the decision system for selecting between disposable and repro-
cessed supply items. 
With the introduction of disposable items into hospital use, the 
need for the storage of increased quantitites will exist. No longer will 
it be possible merely to expedite items through a sequence of processing 
steps when the stock becomes low. It will be necessary to procure the items 
externally where the hospital will exercise less control over the response 
to the request. Increasingly, it will become desirable to have decision 
rules in addition to the conventional "rule of thumb" methods commonly used 
in hospitals. 
vi 
Studies concerned with other phases of the research project presently 
in process are as follows: 
1. Ranking of various supply items with regard to dollar volume 
of present and possible future expenditures. 
2. Classification of possible disposable items according to 
method of processing. 
3. Research studies in conjunction with the School of Nursing, 
Emory University, on such topics as: 
a. Nurse acceptance 
b. Physician acceptance 
c. Patient acceptance 
d. Cost of Shortage 
e. Medical Practices 
4. Bibliography of methods improvement studies in hospitals. 
5. Preliminary cost models. 
Results from these and other research efforts will be reported via 
periodic bulletins to be published through the Engineering Experiment 
Station of Georgia Institute of Technology. 
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The objective of this study was to provide decision rules for 
determining optimal purchase quantities and reorder points for hospital 
supplies. A decision model that considers the following factors was 
constructed: 
1. The distribution of the demand for a single supply item. 
2. The distribution of the time to send out and receive 
orders (lead time distribution). 
3. The purchase cost of the item. 
4. The costs associated with odering the item, 
5. The costs associated with carrying the item in inventory. 
Inventory costs were selected as the measure of effectiveness. To 
optimize this measure of effectiveness, hospital administrators are herein 
provided with decision rules which will determine: 
1. Economic lot sizes. 
2. Reorder points. 
3. Protective stock levels. 
4. Costs of various inventory policies. 
Data was collected at Emory University Hospital, Atlanta, Georgia, 
on a specific item, surgical rubber gloves, and the operational charac-
teristics of this model were evaluated. 
The demand was found to be approximately normally distributed and 
the lead time was found to vary. Insufficient data on lead time required 
that an assumption be made as to the nature of this distribution, The 
Poisson distribution was selected for this purpose. 
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With information on these two distributions and other relevant 
factors, it was possible to construct a statistical inventory model to 
optimize the measure of effectiveness. 
Results of this study were as follows: 
1. To improve the accuracy of the model all relevant factors 
should be considered where possible. 
2. The inventory records of the hospital frequently lack the 
necessary information for a complete solution by the model. 
3. The decision model can provide an accurate guide to evaluate 
the various inventory policies. 
It is recommended that further study be conducted on this subject 
in the areas of: 
1. Determining methods for accurately estimating ordering costs 
and inventory carrying costs. 
2. Extending the table of reorder points calculated from the joint 
density function of two Poisson distributions. 
3. Calculating tables of reorder points for other typical types 
of demand and lead time distributions. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this study is to provide decision rules for deter-
mining optimal purchase quantities and reorder points for hospital supplies. 
Inventory costs are used as the measure of effectiveness. Analysis of 
pertinent literature and discussions with certain hospital administrators 
indicate a need for improving inventory policies. 
The administrators of some hospitals apparently have not taken ad-
vantage of even the most elementary inventory tools to help solve their 
inventory control problems. Many hospitals determine how much to buy on 
/ 
the basis of purchase price, i.e., a cost break motivation. Fair (1) 1  
states in his article, "When is Quantity a Good Buy?"i 
Price is always the primary factor in determining how large a 
quantity of any given item we are buying, since the dollar saving 
economics invariably go along with quantity purchases of any sup-
plies or materials by every hospital. But, many an executive has 
learned to his sorrow that price can never be the sole determining 
factor. Where nothing else is considered losses invariably result. 
Fair further points out several factors that should be considered in 
addition to price. These factors are as follows: 
1. Rate of use. 
2. Danger of obsolescence. 
3. Deterioration in storage. 
4. Future chang es in market price. 
1Numbers in parenthesis refer to references listed in bibliography. 
2 
5. Earning capacity of capital funds. 
6. The storage factor. 
7. Added insurance costs. 
A second inventory policy, i.e., setting buffer stocks, that has 
been observed as common practice in some hospitals is that of setting 
minimum inventory levels on the experience factor of maximum demand per 
time unit. It seems that these reorder points are rarely adjusted down-
ward. The usual practice is to set a reorder point which is maintained 
until the demand reaches a new maximum and the reorder point is reset 
upward. 
It is felt that the present trend in type of hospital supplies 
 
makes the necessity for correct inventory decisions more acute. The 
trend seems to be to eliminate the use of reprocessed type supply items 
and increase the use of disposable items. This change in type of supply 
items may increase inventories by a factor of from five to twenty, (i.e., 
the reprocessing factor) depending on the kind of supply item. 
This change in type of supply item will create a need for the 
closer control of inventories because a greater risk of shortage may be 
encountered using disposable items. At present, if a reprocessable item 
is in short supply, the reprocessing schedule can often be shortened to 
provide the necessary item when needed. This is not possible with dis-
posable items because they are discarded after use. 
To optimize the measure of effectiveness, hospital administrators 
2
Smalley, Harold E., Tentative Plans for a Study of Hospital Cost 
Systems, Bulletin No. 1, Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia Institute 
of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, January 1959. 
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need decision rules that will determine: 
1. Economic lot sizes. 
2. Reorder points. 
3. Protective stock levels. 
1i. Cost of various policies. 
In the development of inventory decision models it is a common 
procedure to assume a constant lead time. On the other hand, the demand 
function has been subjected to considerable investigation for both 
variable and constant conditions. The assumption of a constant lead 
time, under real conditions of uncertainty, can lead to serious errors 
in determining the reorder point. Brown (2) has recently proposed a 
method for handling variable lead time. Since Brown's method is not well 
defined and utilizes a correlation between order quantity and lead time, 
it was necessary to develop a new method for this study. The reorder 
point model developed in this study is based on a statistical evaluation 
of the distributions of both demand and lead time. A joint density func-
tion of the actual demand and lead time is then used to determine the 
proper reorder points at various levels of probability of a shortage. 
This reorder point also defines the protective stock level. 
To evaluate the operational characteristics of this model a typical 
supply item, surgical rubber gloves, was selected at Emory University 
Hospital in Atlanta. While complete operating data was not available to 
rigorously test this model, it was possible to use certain historical 
data to approximate costs associated with the use of this model. The 
model can be tested against the control variable of future inventory costs 
Total Inventory Cost 
Co Cap -vog) 
rderi 
0 
by collecting operating data concerning this item. The actual testing of 
the model is not included as a part of this study. 
It is assumed that the persons using this model to solve hospital 
inventory supply problems will be able to evaluate demand and lead time 
distributions statistically. 
To understand how statistical inventory control will help in an-
swering the hospital administrators' questions of, "How much of a supply 
item to buy?;" "When to buy this item?;" and "How much of this item to 
keep on hand?";one must first understand the general concepts of inventory 
control. These general concepts will be explained in terms of answers to 
the above three questions. 
Inventory control answers the question of "How much of a supply item 
to buy?" by finding the order size that gives the lowest total cost. These 
are the costs associated with placing the order (or ordering costs) and 
the costs associated with maintaining the inventory. Figure 1 shows how 
these costs vary in a typical situation. 
Order Size 
Figure 1 - Typical Inventory Costs 
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The third curve or total inventory cost curve that appears in Figure 1 shows 
the sum of_these:two opposing costs. Inventory control provides a method 
of finding the order quantity which will give the minimum total cost. 
The other two questions that inventory control answers are, "When 
should this item be bought?" and "How much of this item should be kept on 
hand?". The answers to these questions require information relative to the 
demand, to the lead time, and to the level of shortage which will be tol-
erated. With this information these questions can be answered. Inventory 
control determines the level of stock (i.e., the reorder point) that must 
be on hand when an order is placed to insure that the hospital will not 
have a "stock out" more frequently than indicated by a chosen probability 
level of a shortage. 
Since the.early 1950's there has been a remarkable advancement in 
the development of tools to answer these and other difficult inventory 
questions. The developments prior to the 1950's and until about 1952 
have been summarized and augmented by Whitin (3). Arrow, Karlin and 
Scarf (1k) present a summary of the economic theory involved in inventory 
control and develop many new mathematical techniques for handling inventory 
problems with a special emphasis on stochastic inventory processes. 
Churchman, Ackoff and Arnoff (5) present summaries of the various inventory 
models developed between the publication of Whitin's book and the recent 
publication of Arrow, Karlin and Scarf. Some of these models have been 
designed to accommodate variable costs or price breaks as they are normally 
called. The majority of these models were developed by people in Operations 
Research. More Operations Research has been directed toward inventory 
6 
control than toward any other problem area in business and industry.
3 
Bowman and Fetter (6) present a development of inventory models 
under two conditions. The first of these conditions is certainty; i.e., 
situations in which inventory control variables are assumed to be constant. 
The second condition is uncertainty, i.e., situations in which the inven-
tory control variables are not constant. Morse (7) shows how queueing 
theory can be utilized to analyze the effects of the variance of supply 
and demand under certain restricted conditions. Vasonyi (8) presents a 
summary of statistical inventory control and develops the mathematics 
necessary to handle the problem of variable demand. He also developes 
cost equations similar to those in most of the other literature cited. 
Welch (9) has made an attempt to present many of the concepts of inventory 
control in the language of elementary mathematics for use by supervisors 
in business and industry. 
This study incorporates many of these principles in the construction 
of an inventory model appropriate for hospital use. Evaluation of the lead 
time and demand distributions with subsequent analysis of their joint 
density function to predict the probability of a shortage at selected 
reorder points is of importance in the development of this inventory model. 
The joint frequency function as shown in Figure 5 is composed of 
two components of variation--the distribution, f(x), associated with lead 
time (Poisson) and the weighted conditional demand distribution f(Dx) 
given a particular lead time (normal). 
The summation of the areas for all of these weighted conditional 
3Churchman, a.„ cit., p. 195 
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demand distributions (normal) over all possible lead times will equal one. 
The area associated with any lead time is the probability of that lead time 
occurring. For a particular reorder point the summation of the area from 
the reorder point over all possible demand in excess of the reorder point 
for all possible lead times will give the probability of a shortage. 
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
In an attempt to determine if any of the inventory models found in 
the current literature were applicable to the hospitals' inventory problem, 
it was first necessary to find a hospital in the Atlanta area that would 
cooperate in providing the necessary information, then to select a typical 
supply item, gather data concerning this item, and investigate the feasi-
bility of the model selected. 
Selection of Supply Item.-- Emory University Hospital agreed to provide 
the necessary information if it was available in the existing records of 
the hospital. It was felt that a typical item should be selected for this 
study. The criteria used to select this typical item were: 
1. Intermediate volume of use. 
2. Intermediate purchase cost. 
3. Necessary information available. 
After examining various items in use at Emory University Hospital and 
determining the availability of the necessary information, surgical rubber 
gloves were selected as the supply item to be used in testing the inventory 
models. 
Data Collection.-- The demand for gloves was obtained from requisitions at 
the hospital. This information was collected for a continuous period of 
66 weeks and was collected for all sizes of gloves. The data was later 
enlarged to include a period of 170 weeks. An attempt was made to fit the 
8 
9 
demand distribution for each size of glove to some theoretical distribution. 
It was hoped that each size of glove would fit the same theoretical distri-
bution and would differ only in respect to parameters for each size. 
An attempt was made to determine the distribution and variability 
of the lead time. This was not successful since the purchasing records 
were incomplete with respect to lead time data. However, from the existing 
information it was found that the lead time does vary. The average of the 
lead times for five dated orders that were available was found to be one 
week. This was corroborated by the Purchasing Department personnel as 
they felt that it took about one week to obtain gloves. The main point is 
that the assumption of a constant lead time is not appropriate for this 
inventory model. 
Other information that was needed was the inventory carrying cost 
and the ordering cost. These two costs were estimated with the help of 
the hospital personnel. Exact costs were impossible to obtain for various 
reasons. Inventory carrying costs include the cost of storage area and 
interest on money invested in inventory. These two costs were not known 
exactly by the hospital administration. However, it is felt that 20 per 
cent per year of the first cost of the item being studied was in the right 
range.
1 
Emory University Hospital is not an autonomous unit; therefore, 
the ordering cost of interest to the hospital personnel is only the portion 
of the cost borne by the hospital directly. If Emory University were con-
sidered as a whole, this ordering cost would be higher as the actual work 
Whitin, 22, cit., p. 220 
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of sending out, receiving and accepting bids is performed by the purchasing 
department of the University. The paper work necessary to pay for the item 
once it has been received is also performed by this purchasing department 
However, it was felt that consideration of these factors would only compli-
cate the problem situation and would detract from the general nature of 
the study within the time limits of this study. The ordering cost to be 
used in calculations is arbitrarily set at five dollars. Regardless of 
the specific values obtained in practice for inventory carrying cost and 
ordering cost the operational characteristics of this model are valid. 
The last factor investigated was the cost of a shortage. In the 
beginning it was felt that it would be important to know the cost of a 
shortage, but since this cost was unavailable, it was decided that it would 
be more practical to determine the cost of added protection. Hospitals 
have a unique problem in determining this cost. For example, what does 
it cost to put off an operation or to operate with bare hands if no gloves 
are available? It could cost the life of the person being operated upon, 
or it could delay this person's recovery. A determination of these costs 
on a probability basis is beyond the scope of this study. Therefore, only 
the real costs incurred at the various levels of risk of a shortage will 
be considered here. 
Model Construction.-- A chi.-square test was used to compare the actual 
demand distribution for each size of glove with the theoretical Poisson 
distribution having the same mean as the observed data. The hypothesis 
that the observed demand distributions were Poisson distributed with the 
same mean as the observed data was accepted for five of the seven sizes 
of gloves at the five per cent significance level. See Table 18 for 
actual demand for gloves during 170 weeks. 
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Since all sizes of gloves did not fit the same type of distribution, 
a different approach was tried. It was observed that the proportion of 
each size glove did not vary appreciably, regardless of the total demand 
for the week. Therefore, it was decided to test the hypothesis that the 
proportion of each size of glove used each week was independent of the 
total demand for the week. A ehi-square contingency table test was used, 
e.g. as is presented in Hoel (10). The hypothesis was accepted at the 
five per cent significance level; therefore, only the total demand for 
gloves per week would be considered at this point. 
With the economic lot size determined for the total gloves needed, 
the order was prorated by sizes using the proportions to determine what 
amount of the order would be of each size. This is possible because 
quantity discounts are based on total gloves ordered rather than on the 
total for each size. This total demand distribution was compared with 
the theoretical Poisson distribution having the same mean as the observed 
distribution. The hypothesis that the observed distribution was from a 
Poisson distributed population was rejected at the five per cent signifi-
cance level but could be accepted at the two per cent level, The demand 
distribution was then compared with the theoretical normal distribution 
having the same mean and standard deviation as the observed distribution. 
The hypothesis that the observed distribution was from a normally dis-
tributed population could be accepted at the five per cent level of 
significance. However, it was felt that the sample size of 66 weeks 
was too small to give conclusive results. The sample size was increased 
to 170 weeks and the same hypotheses was again tested. The hypothesis that 
12 
the observed total demand distribution was from a Poisson distributed 
population was rejected at the five per cent level and up to the one-
tenth of one per cent level. The normal hypothesis was again accepted at 
the five per cent level. With an approximation of the actual demand dis-
tribution with a theoretical distribution and the information concerning 
inventory carrying costs and ordering costs, it was possible to use a 
"two-bin" inventory model such as the one found in Vazsonyi. 2 A "two-bin" 
system of inventory control provides an active stock and a lead time 
stock. These two stocks need not be physically separated into two bins. 
This inventory model shows the level of inventory at which a new order 
should be placed. The stock that is on hand when the new order is placed 
is known as the reorder point. This stock will fill the demand during the 
lead time with a specified probability of a shortage. This model also 
provides equations for determining the inventory cost per year. 
The model at first appeared to meet all the requirements of the 
hospital for solving its inventory problem. However, after observing the 
variability that existed in the lead time, it was felt that the reorder 
point was incorrect and would produce a much higher level of shortage 
than would be tolerated under the assumption of a constant lead time. On 
theoretical grounds the distribution was assumed to be Poisson, although 
there were insufficient data for testing this hypothesis. On the assumption 
that these supply item orders have discrete lead times whose mean value is 
constant, e.g., independent of order size, then the further assumption that 
the duration of these lead times are random and independent leads to the 
2Vazsonyi, 22. . cit., pp. 330-338 
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use of the Poisson distribution as the model for this variable. With an 
assumed theoretical distribution to describe the lead time and another dis-
tribution to describe the demand, the joint density function of the two was 
then evaluated to determine the reorder points for various levels of prob-
ability of a shortage. 
Controls are provided which will show a significant shift in the pro-
portion of each size of glove used. Controls also are provided which will 
detect significant shifts in the mean and variability of both the demand 
distribution and the lead time distribution. With information on the reorder 
point, the protective stock level could then be calculated, and the related 
carrying costs evaluated. This completes the information required to use 
this inventory model. 
Calculation of Other Reorder Point Curves.-- In an attempt to provide hos-
pital administrators with another guide to reorder points, curves were 
calculated from the joint density function of two Poisson distributions. 
An attempt was made to utilize the IBM 650 computer for compiling this 
information. A workable program was written using an interpretive system 
but was found to be no faster than a desk calculator when used in conjunc-
tion with Molina's (11) Poisson's Exponential Binomial Limit Tables. Due 
to this fact the computer was not used for calculations within the range 
of the tables. However, an attempt was made to utilize the computer for 
the calculation of curves beyond the range of the tables. This procedure 
had to be abandoned after the calculation of two curves, as the computer 
routines immediately accessible do not raise "e" to a sufficiently high 
power. Therefore, the range of the tables for conditions of variable demand 
and variable lead time was restricted by both the computer program and time. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND RESULTS 
The Demand Distribution,-- The first approach that was used in determining 
the demand distribution was to examine the requisitions for each size of 
glove for the period, December 30, 1957 - March 30, 1959. The demand for 
each size of glove was tabulated by weeks for this 66 week period. This 
demand data was first plotted by weeks to determine if there were seasonal 
fluctuations in the demand for each size of glove. The demand fluctuations 
for each size of glove were comparable to those for the total gloves as 
shown in Figure 2. No seasonal fluctuations were observed, An X control 
chart was used to check the stability of total demand with respect to time, 
and it was found to be in control. (See Figure 7). 
The actual demand distribution for each size glove was next compared 
with a theoretical Poisson distribution having the same mean as the ob-
served distribution. Table 2 shows the observed demand and expected 
demand from Poisson distributed population. A chi-square test was used 
to test the hypothesis that the observed distributions were from Poisson 
distributed populations. The results are shown in Table 1, With sizes 
six and one-half and eight the hypothesis that the actual distribution was 
from a Poisson distributed population was rejected at the five per cent 
level of significance. With the other sizes the test gave no reason to 
reject the hypothesis that the observed distributions were from Poisson 
distributed populations with the same mean as the observed data at the 
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Figure 2. Variation of Total Gloves Requested Per Week from the Store Room. 
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Table 1. Results of Chi-square Test of Hypothesis that the Demand Dis- 
tribution for Each Size of Glove is from Poisson Distributed Population 
Size 
	
6* 	 7 	 8 	 9 
2 
y actual 	0.03 	24.00 	9.91 	6.94 	12.29 	2.55 	0.38 
2 .05 	3.80 	11.10 	12.59 	11.07 	11.07 	5.99 	3.85 
Table 2. Observed Demand and Expected Demand from Poisson 













Size 6 Size 
0 43 43 0 8 1 
1 18 18 1 5 6 
2 5 4 2 8 11 
3 10 13 
Size 6i 4 10 13 
5 8 10 
0 15 4 6 9 6 
1 7 11 7 1 3 
2 13 15 8 6 2 
3 8 15 9 0 1 
4 3 10 10 0 0 
5 8 6 11 0 0 
6 8 3 12 0 0 
7 1 1 13 1 0 
8 3 1 
(Cont.) 
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Table 2 (Cont.). Observed Demand and Expected Demand from 








0 5 0 
1 2 1 
2 1 3 
3 3 6 
4 9 9 
5 4 11 
6 12 11 
7 8 9 
8 18 7 
9 0 4 
lo 0 3 
11 0 1 
12 3 1 
13 1 0 
Size 8 
0 16 3 
1 3 9 
2 8 14 
3 8 15 
4 13 12 
5 7 7 
6 7 4 
7 1 2 
8 1 1 
9 2 0 
Dozens 	 Expected 
of 	 from Poisson 
Pairs Observed 	Distribution 
Size R 
0 43 41 
1 15 20 
2 7• 5 
3 1 1 
Size 9 
0 53 53 
1 11 15 
2 2 1 
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Since all seven sizes did not fit the same Poisson distribution a 
different approach was tried. It was observed that the proportions of each 
size of glove requisitioned did not vary greatly, regardless of total demand 
for gloves for the week. These proportions (pi), where i indicated the i th 
siz e, were determined and are shown in Table 3 below. 
Table 3. Proportion of Total Demand 
for Each Size of Glove for 66 Week Period 
Size 
	
6 	62 	7 
	
8 	8-32- 	9 
Pi 	0.0255 	0.1692 	0.2284 	0.3558 	0.1811 0.0291 0.0109 
A chi-square contingency table test was used to compare the expected 
demand for each week of each size with the actual demand for each week. 
This test is 
2 
X = 	 (observed demand - expected demand) 2 
all 	all 	 expected demand  
sizes weeks 
where the expected demand is the product of the proportion of each size 
and the total number of gloves ordered for the week. This equation was 
summed for all seven sizes and for 66 weeks. The chi-square value was 
found to be 
2 
X = 493.19 
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The critical ahi-square value must be computeq as the degrees of freedom 
are large. The degrees of freedom are 
(7 sizes - 1) (66 weeks - 1) = 390 . 
For large values of degrees of freedom the approximate formula is given 
by Dixon and Massey (12), page 385, as follows: 
2 x = n (1 - — z 
9n 	a 9 
where Z is the normal deviate and n is the number of degrees of freedom. 
a 
The critical value was computed to be 
2 
X .05 = 572 
As the actual i-square value is less than the computed value at the 
five per cent level of significance, there is no reason to reject the 
hypothesis that the proportions of each size of glove are independent 
of total demand for the week. Therefore, all sizes of gloves were grouped 
and only the total demand for gloves was considered. 
The total demand distribution was compared with the theoretical 
normal distribution (Figure 3) having the same mean and standard devia-
tion as the observed data. The mean (11d) was found to be 16.89 dozens 
of pairs of gloves per week and the standard deviation (a d) was 8.1 
dozens of pairs of gloves per week. Table 4 shows the observed demand 
and the expected demand from a normally distributed population. The chi-
square test was used to test the hypothesis that the observed distribution 
0-3 	4-7 8-11 12-15 16-19 20-23 24-27 28-31 32-35 36-39 40 -+ 
NUMBER OF DOZENS OF PAIRS OF GLOVES DEMANDED PER WEEK 
Figure II. Actual and Theoretical Frequency Distributions of Total Gloves 
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NUMBER OF DOZENS OF PAIRS OF GLOVES DEMANDED PER WEEK 
Figure 3. Actual and Theoretical Frequency Distributions of Total Gloves 




















Table 1i. Observed Demand and Expected Demand from 







0 - 3 IF 3 
4 - 7 3 5 
8 - 11 9 8 
12 - 15 13 12 
16 - 19 15 13 
20 - 23 8 11 
24 - 27 9 7 
28 - 31 3 4- 
32 2 2 
was from a normally distributed population. The chi-square value was 
found to be 
= 2„2 
The critical value at the five per cent level of significance is 
2 = 12.59 . X . 05 . 
As the actual chi-square value is less than the critical x
2
.05 value 
there is no reason to reject the hypothesis that the observed distri-
bution is from a normally distributed population. 
However, as the distribution is truncated at zero, it was felt 
that the theoretical Poisson distribution could possibly approximate the 
actual demand distribution. Table 5 shows the observed demand and the 
expected demand from a Poisson distributed population. The chi-square 
21 
22 
Table 5, Observed Demand and Expected Demand from 
a Poisson Distributed Population for Total Gloves for 66 Weeks. 







0 - 3 4 0 
4 - 7 3 0 
8 - n 9 5 
12 - 15 13 19 
16 - 19 15 24 
20 - 23 8 13 
24 - 27 9 14 
28 - 31 3 1 
32 2 0 
test was used to test the hypothesis that the observed distribution was 




The critical chi-square value at the five per cent level of significance is 
X
2 
.05 ' 3084 
As the actual chi-square value is greater than the critical x
2
.05 value the 
hypothesis that the observed distribution is from a Poisson distributed 
population was rejected. 
Because the sample size was only 66 weeks, it was felt that the 
results were not conclusive. Therefore, the sample was enlarged to 170 
weeks by utilizing data from January 1, 1956, in the records at Emory Uni-
versity Hospital. A new demand distribution was tabulated for this enlarged 
23 
sample. This distribution was compared with both the normal (Figure 4) 
and Poisson distributions. Table 6 shows the observed demand and the 
expected demand from a normally distributed population. Table 7 shows the 
observed demand and the expected demand from a Poisson distributed popu-
lation. The results were as follows: 
Normal Distribution Comparison 
4 = 16.89 - 
a
d 
 = 8.41 
2 





As the actual chi-square value is less than the critical x
2
.05 value the 
hypothesis that the observed distribution was from a normally distributed 
population. was again accepted. 
Poisson Distribution Comparison 
4d = 16.89 
De actual = 117.68 
2 
X .05 = 	7.82 • 
Since the actual ihi-square value is greater than the critical x
2
.05 
value, the hypothesis that the observed distribution was from a Poisson 
distributed population was again rejected. 
Table 6. Observed Demand and Expected Demand from 







o - 3 9 lo 
4 - 7 11 13 
8 - 11 18 22 
12 - 15 41 30 
16 - 19 33 32 
20 - 23 27 29 
24 - 27 17 19 
28 - 31 9 11 
32 - 35 2 5 
36 - 39 1 2 
4o 2 1 
Table 7. Observed Demand and Expected Demand from 







o - 3 





8 - 11 18 11  
12 - 15 41 50 
16 - 19 33 62 
20 - 23 27 33 
24 - 27 17 8 
28 - 31 9 1 
32 - 35 2 0 
36 - 39 1 0 
4o 2 0 
24 
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Economic Lot Size.-- It is possible to determine the optimum ordering 
quantity by using conventional economic lot size equations. The economic 
lot size (q) 1 is found by 
/2YA 
q = pC 
where Y = yearly demand 
A = cost of ordering 
p = inventory carrying cost expressed as a per cent of the unit cost 
C = purchase cost per unit 
The development of this equation is dependent upon the following assump- 
tions: 
1. Procurement costs are fixed. 
2. There is no interaction between protective stock and 
economic lot size. 
3. The average time between orders, over an extended period of 
time, is used as a constant. 
4. The average demand per fixed unit of time is used as a 
constant. 
5. Interest, risks, depreciation, obsolescence and storage costs 
may be pooled into one percentage figure. 
6. This percentage is constant. 
7. The inventory is dispersed in small lots, and no back orders allowed. 
If it were possible to determine the cost of a shortage, the 
equation used to determine the economic lot size2 would become 
1Whitin, 22., cit., p. 33 
2Vazsonyi, 22.. cit., 	337 
(2)(878)(5)  
c14 = N(0.2)(4.70) 
q = 
3 1/ 2 0.2 	. 0 {444 
26 
q 	pC (A + E [1 - cb(t)] 3 
where E is the cost of the shortage and [1 - 1)(t)] is the probability of 
a shortage. However, as this cost cannot be determined at the present time 
it will be considered implicitly by specifying the tolerated probability 
of a shortage. 
Price Breaks.-- The following values were used in the calculations for the 
economic order quantity for gloves when price breaks exist: 
Y = 878 dozen pairs 
A = 5.00 per order 
p = 0.20 per year 
The price per unit varies with the order quantity as follows: 






 = 109 
Quantity 	 (1-12) dozen (13-36) dozen (37-108) dozen ovar103dozen 
Cost 
	
C, = 6.59 	C2 




=8o 	C = 4 070 
3 Following the procedure by Churchman 




- 97 dozen pairs of gloves. 
— 96 dozen pairs of gloves. 




= 109 dozen pairs. Since q
3 
is greater than b2, the TEK (total 
expected cost), which includes the variable cost of purchasing the items, 
3Churchman, op. cit., p. 252 
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The quantity which 





Y] + [A— 
c13 + (- N3 + Wa 3 
) C p] 
= [$4214.40] + [$45.73 59.39] 
$4319.52 
TEK 0 [C 4Y] + 
AY 
 + 	4b3 Wa ) 
3 [S4126.603] + [$40.28 + $64.26] 
. 	$4231.14 
Table 8, Optimum Order Quantity for Each Glove Size 
Size 6 6a 7 71 8 2 9 
No 	pairs 33 216 291 454 231 37 14 
When the reorder point is reached, the new order will be placed for the 
number of gloves indicated in Table 8, above, When the controls maintained 
on the proportions indicate the proportions have changed, a new breakdown of 
the economic lot size should be made. 
Reorder Point.-- In the first calculations for reorder point the assumption 
will be made that the lead time is constant (one week), 
Let f(d) denote: the probability density function of the demand for 
a fixed time period; and R.P. denote the reorder point. Then the probability 
of a shortage during the reorder period is given by 
R.P. 
P ID > R.P.3 = f (Dx )dDx . 
Where f(Dx ) is the density function of total demand for a constant number 
(x) of time periods, 
.The cost of a shortage is excluded from this comparison and W is 
determined subsequently to be 13,86 dozens of pairs of gloves. 
28 
Out of 340 requisitions examined during the 66 week period there 
were found to be 17 shortages. It will be assumed that this is the 
shortage level that management will tolerate. Therefore, 
R .P. 
1 -f f(Dx)dDx = _11. = Q:05 . 
340 
The demand distribution f(d) is normal with mean (p d) of 16.89 dozen pairs 
of gloves and standard deviation (a d) of 8.4 dozen pairs of gloves. Using 
the properties of the normal distribution, and recognizing that when x 
equals 1 that f(d) equals f(D1). It follows from above 
jr f(d) dd = 0.95 
and therefore R.P. is located at a sigma deviation (t) from the mean pd of: 
+t ad = + 1.65 ad . 
The reorder point (R:P.) is calculated from the equation, 
R.P. = Expected demand + Protective 
during lead time 	stock 
R.P. = pd + (t) ad 
= 16.89 	1.65 (8.4) 
= 30.75 dozens of pairs of gloves . 
It is observed that the insurance against a shortage (4), or protective 
stock level, is 13.86 dozens of pairs of gloves. 
To illustrate how the assumption of constant lead time causes 
-00 
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higher probabilities of shortages when the lead time actually varies, the 
reorder point will again be calculated assuming that the lead time has a 
Poisson distribution with mean (p.x) of one week. The same demand distri-
bution will be used as before. The reorder point is calculated from the 
equation 
co 
probability of a shortage
5 
 = 	ia(x) 	f(Dx ix)dDx . 
xmO 	RP 
These calculations have been made for the range of probabilities of a 
shortage from 10 per cent to one-tenth of one per cent. A pictorial 
representation of this model is shown in Figure 5. An assumption is that 
the variables of lead time and demand are randomly distributed. These 
values have been tabulated in Table 9. Figure 5 shows these values 
plotted. 
It will be noticed in comparing the two reorder points that the 
assumption of Poisson lead time increases the reorder point from approxi-
mately 31 dozen pairs of gloves to approximately 33 dozen pairs, and 
the level of protective stock has been increased from 13.86 dozen pairs 
to 36.11 dozen pairs. If the lead time is actually Poisson distributed 
and 31 dozen pairs of gloves were used as the reorder point, the prob-
ability of a shortage would be greater than 12 per cent. To show that 
it is possible to make these calculations using demand and lead time 
numbers of smaller magnitude, the demand distribution was recalculated in 
terms of gross per week and the calculations for probabilities of a shortage 
See Appendix A for derivation of this equation. 
3 
Lead Time in Weeks (x) 
Figure 5. A Pictorial Representation of a Typical Inventory Model for 
Varying Lead Time and Demand. 
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Table 9. Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder 
Points Where the Lead Time Has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (1-1 x) of 1 
Week and the Demand Distribution is Normal With Mean (4 d) of 16.9 Dozen. 
R.P. 
Probability of 
a Shortage R.P. 
Probability of 
a Shortage 
4o 0.11844 73 0.01203 
41 0.11117 74 0.01113 
42 0.10478 75 0.01030 
43 0.09815 76 0.00952 
44 0.09208 77 0.00879 
45 0.08695 78 0.00817 
46 0.08122 79 0.00754 
47 0.07618 8o 0.00694 
48 0.07107 81 0.00641 
49 0.06656 82 0.00592 
5o 0.06227 83 0.00545 
51 0.05824 84 0.00503 
52 0.05445 85 0.00466 
53 0.05089 86 0.00431 
54 0.04736 87 0.00398 
55 0.04423 88 0,00367 
56 0.04116 89 0.00337 
57 0.03839 90 0.00311 
58 0.03601 91 0.02286 
59 0.03330 92 0.00264 
6o 0.03120 93 0.00243 
61 0.02902 94 0.00222 
62 0.02708 95 0.00206 
63 0.02507 96 0.00188 
64 0.02273 97 0.00173 
65 0.02185 98 0.00159 
66 0.02034 99 0o0146 
67 0.01888 100 0.00135 
68 0.01753 101 0.00123 
69 0.01624 102 0.00113 
70 001506 103 0.00103 
71 0.01405 104 0.00095 
72 0.0130o 
were again performed. These values have been tabulated in Table 10. 
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RE-ORDER POINT (DOZEN) 
Figure 6. Graph of Two Variables; Probability of Shortage and Reorder Point with the 
Means of the Poisson Lead Time Function and Normal Demand Function Held Constant. 
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Table 10. Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder 
Points Where the Lead Time Has a Poisson Distribution With Mean (11x) of 1 











same probabilities of shortage were obtained for corresponding reorder 
points. For example, it will be noted that for a reorder point of 18 
dozen pairs of gloves the probability of a shortage is 0,07107 and for a 
reorder point of 4 gross of pairs of gloves the probability of a shortage 
is also 0.07107. This indicates that care should be taken in choosing 
the units for the demand distribution, so that the magnitude of the 
numbers is as small as is practical. 
Total Inventory Costs.-- With the economic lot size and correct protective 
stock level determined, the total cost (Z) for a year can be calculated 
6 
from the following equation 
Z = A Y + (kg + Wu) cp . 
This equation is used to determine the cost of various inventory policies, 
where Wa  is the protective stock necessary to insure a probability of a 
of not having a shortage. The example of gloves shows that for a level of 
6Vazsonyi, op. cit., p. 333 
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shortage of five per cent the appropriate level of protective stock is 
36.11 dozen pairs of gloves. Therefore, the total annual cost associated 
with ordering and maintaining the inventory with a probability of a short-
age of five per cent is 
Z 	(5.00) 878 + (109 	36.11) (4.8o) (0020) 
109 	2 
. 40.28 + 85.17 
$125.45. 
However, this figure may not be meaningful. The figure that most hospital 
administrators would be interested in is the cost per pair of gloves. This 
cost is 
cost per pair = $125.45 	 = $0.0119 per pair of 
878 dozen x 12 pair/dozen 	 gloves. 
This figure can be compared with the cost of other inventory policies, 
For example, the hospital administrator intuitively may feel that five 
per cent is too high a probability of a shortage to tolerate The ad 
ministrator may want to investigate the incremental increase is cost that 
would be associated with lowering the probability of a shortage to one 
per cent and to one-tenth of one per cent, From Figure 6 the reorder 
point is found to be approximately 76 dozen pairs of gloves for a one 
per cent probability of a shortage and approximately 104 dozen pairs of 
gloves for a one tenth of one per cent probability of a shortage. This 
means that the protective stock level is now 59.11 dozen pairs of gloves 
for a one per cent probability of a shortage and 87011 dozen pairs of 
gloves for a one tenth of one per cent probability of a shortage. The 
35 
total cost would now be as follows: 
(1 ) where the probability of a shortage = 1% 
Z 
▪ 
 5.00 (878) + (109 + 59.11) (4.80) (0,20) 
109 	2 
▪ 40.28 + 106.77 
147.07, 
and the cost per pair of gloves would be 
147.07 
	
0.0140 per pair of gloves. 
878 x 12 
(2) where the probability of a shortage = 0.1% 
Z 	5.00 1218) + (109 + 87.11) (4.80) (0.20) 
109 	2 
. 40.28 + 133.11 
= $173.39, 
and the cost per pair of gloves would be $173.39 
	
0.0165 . 
878 x 12 
The hospital administrator is thus able to evaluate the various 
inventory policies in terms of "out of pocket" costs relative to selected 
probability levels of a shortage and quantitatively determine what level 
of protection the hospital can afford. 
Detection of Changes in the Model.-- If the proportion of a size of glove 
used or the total demand or lead time for gloves changes, economic lot 
size, reorder points and the protective stock level calculations based 
on these values would not give accurate results. To detect any signifi-
cant shifts in any of these values control charts have been constructed 
(Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10) using techniques presented by Duncan (13), 
36 
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Figure 7. Graph of Two Variables; Probability of Shortage and Reorder 
Point with the Means of the Poisson Lead Time Function and 













































Figure 8. Control Chart for Mean (Ad) 




















Figure 9. Control Chart for Mean (Ask) of 
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Figure 10. Control Chart for Proportion (Ty of Size Seven 
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bid., pp. 376-77 9 
Ibid., pp. 350-52 
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Ibid., pp. 330-35 
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Ibid., pp. 117-22 
7
Duncan, 22. cit., pp. 363-70 
Figure 7 illustrates an x charti that will detect any significant 
shift in the mean of the total demand distribution for gloves. The demand 
per week for gloves for the period January 7, 1957 - August 5, 1957 has 
been plotted to illustrate how the chart is used. To detect any shifts in 
the variance of the total demand distribution, a a chart
8 
could be con. 
strutted. 
Figure 8 illustrates a c chart9 that will detect any significant 
shift in the mean of the lead time distribution. 
10 
Figure 9 illustrates a p chart that will detect any significant 
shift in the proportion of the size of glove used. This chart has been 
constructed for size seven gloves. In actual practice it would be 
necessary to have six of these charts as the proportions of all sizes 
would need to be examined for shifts in the proportion used. The upper 
control limit (UCL) for various total numbers (N) of gloves requisitioned 
per week are shown. Figure 10 shows the proportion of size 7 gloves 
requisitioned per week for the period January 7, 1957 - May 20, 1957. 
This control chart was constructed to illustrate the use of this type 
of control chart. 
To determine if there were significant shifts in any of the 
values being examined the control charts would be analyzed for runs in 
11 
addition to points out of control. 
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Calculation of Other Reorder Point Curves.-- In an attempt to provide 
hospital administrators with a guide to reorder points when the demand 
distribution is other than normal, reorder point curves have been calcu-
lated from the joint density function of two Poisson distributions. An 
attempt was made to utilize the IBM 650 computer for these calculations. 
A workable program was written, using an interpretive system (Figure 11), 
but this was found to be no faster than the use of a desk calculator, when 
used in conjunction with Molina's Tables. Because of this fact, the use 
of the computer was discontinued for calculations within the range of 
the tables. The following curves were calculated: 
p.x = 1, µd = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 1112 
= 2, lad = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 
p.x = 3, i_t d. = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
p.
x 	
4, µd  = 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
P-x = 5, P-d = 1, 2 , 3, 4, 5 
p.x = 6, p.d. = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
= 7, p.d = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
12 
jµx  
Figures 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 show the results of these calcub 
lations and Tables 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17 present these results 
in tabular form. To utilize these curves it will be necessary to choose 
the units for the distributions so that they fall within the range of 
these curves. Appendix B shows a sample calculation for one point on 
the curve [Ix = 2, [Id = 6. 
12
























Figure 11. Control Chart for Proportion (7 7 ) 
of Size Seven Gloves Used 
COUNT n' 
ADD TO n' 
ADD 1 TO 201 
IS p (n', m') 
< p 	m') 
COMPUTE p (n', m'), 
ANSWER IN LOCATION 980, 
PLACE ANSWER IN 
LOCATION 201 
NO 
MULTIPLY /id x 
PLACE IN LOCATION 
055 
YES YES IS p (n', m') 
<W-6 
NO 
COMPUTE p (n; m), 
ANSWER IN LOCATION 
000,981 
SUBTRACT 1 — p (n; m) 




YES ADD 1 TO x 
ADD 1 TO 301 
IS x < 
RESET 1 IN LOCATION 054, 
REST 201, 301 IN 
INSTRUCTION 121, ADD 1 
TO LOCATION 053 
MULTIPLY 201 ' 301, 
202 • 302, DO THIS n' TIME 




15 £<10_ 5  STOP 
PRINT OUT ANSWER 
FROM LOCATION 058 
Figure 12. Flow Chart for the IBM 650 Computer Routine. 
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RE-ORDER POINT 
Figure 13. Graph of Three Variables; Probability of a Shortage, Mean (pd ) of a Poisson 
Demand Function, and the Reorder Point with the Poisson Lead Time Held 
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RE-ORDER POINT 
Figure 14. Graph of Three Variables; Probability of a Shortage, Mean (l d ) of a Poisson 
Demand Function, and the Reorder Point with the Poisson Lead Time Held 
Constant, µX = 2. 
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RE-ORDER POINT 
Figure 15. Graph of Three Variables; Probability of a Shortage, Mean (ild) of a Poisson 
Demand Function, and the Reorder Point with the Poisson Lead Time Held -r- 
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RE-ORDER POINT 
Figure 16. Graph of Three Variables; Probability of a Shortage, Mean (i of a Poisson 
Demand Function, and the Reorder Point with the Poisson Lead Time Held 
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RE-ORDER POINT 
Figure 17. Graph of Three Variables; Probability of a Shortage, Mean (li d ) of a Poisson 
Demand Function, and the Reorder Point with the Poisson Lead Time Held 
Constant, px = 5. 
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Figure 18. Graph of Three Variables; Probability of a Shortage, Mean (µd ) of a Poisson 
Demand Function, and the Reorder Point with the Poisson Lead Time Held 
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RE-ORDER POINT 
Figure 19. Graph of Three Variables; Probability of a Shortage, Mean (ki d ) of a Poisson 
Demand Function, and the Reorder Point with the Poisson Lead Time Held 
Constant, p.x = 7. 
Table 11. Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (p. x) of 1 Week and the Demand Distribution 








4 0.03196 0.14884 
5 0.01322*0.09544 
6 0.00559*0.05992 
7 0.00229 0.03683 0.11048 
8 0.00092 0.02218 0.07936 
9 0.01312 0.05619 0.11988 
10 0.00764*0.03926 0.09270 
11 0.00438*0.02712 0.07091 
12 0.00248 0.01853*0.05374 0.10237 
13 0.00139 0.01255*0.04041 0.08355 
14 0.00076 0.00842 0.03182 0.06652 0.10969 
15 0.00559 0.02239 0.05199 0.09100 
16 0.00369 0.01650 0.04106 0.07513 0.11541 
17 0.00241 0.01208 0.03227 0.06181 0.09803 
18 0.00156 0.00879 0.02524 0.05071 0.08298 
19 0.00101 0.00635 0.01965 0.04148 0.07009 0.10373 
20 0.00064 0.00457 0.01521 0.03380 0.05911 0.08946 
21 0.00326 0.01172 0.02744 0.04977 0.07708 0.10844 
22 0.00232 0.00899 0.02218 0.04179 0.06637 0.09488 
23 0.00164 0.00687 0.01785 0.03499 0.05712 0.08300 0.11237 
0.00116 0.00522 0.01431 0.02918 0.04907 0.07264 0.09945 
25 0.00081 0.00396 0.01144 0.02425 0.04206 0.06358 0.08805 
26 0.00299 0.00911 0.02008 0.03594 0.00562 0.07805 0.10332 
* 
(Cont.) Computed on IBM 650 
Table 11 (Cont.). Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (i.l) of 1 Week and the Demand Distribution 







1 	2 	3 	4 	5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
27 0.00225 0.00723 0.01658 0.03061 0.04857 0.06925 0.09238 
28 0.00168 0.00573 0.01365 0.02598 0.04231 0.06145 0.08273 
29 0.00126 0.00452 0.01210 0.02198 0.03674 0.05548 0.07421 
30 0.00094 0.00356 0.00919 0.01855 0.03180 0.04821 0.06663 
31 0.00279 0.00751 0.01563 0.02744 0.04269 0.05981 
32 0.00219 0.00613 0.01314 0.02361 0.03742 0.05361 
33 0.00171 0.00499 0.01102 0.02028 0.03281 0.04795 
34 0.00133 0.00405 0.00924 0.01738 0.02869 0.04276 
35 0.00103 0.00328 0.00773 0.01488 0.02502 0.03801 
36 0.00080 0.00265 0.00645 0.01273 0.02179 0.03368 
37 0.00214 0.00538 0.01087 0.01895 0.02976 
38 0.00172 0.00447 0.00928 0.01645 0.02613 
39 0.00139 0.00371 0.00790 0.01429 0.02305 
4o 0.00110 0.00307 0.00672 0.01240 0.02030 
41 o.00088 0.00254 0.00571 - 0.01075 0.01787 
42 0.00209 0.00483 0.00931 0.01571 
43 0.00173 0.00409 0.00805 0.01381 
44 0.00142 0.00345 0.00695 0.01213 
45 0.00117 0.00291 0.00599 0.01065 
46 0.00096 0.00245 0.00515 0.00934 
47 0.00206 0.00443 0.00817 
48 0.00173 0.0080 0.00715 
49 0.00145 0.00325 0.00624 
50 0.00121 0.00238 0.00543 
51 0.00102 0.00203 0.00473 
52 0.00085 0.00173 0.00406 
(Cont.) 
Table 11 (Cont.). 	Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean ( 5c) of 1 Week and the Demand Distribution 
is Poisson with Means (1101I of 1 through 11 Dozen. 




1 	2 	3 	4 5 	6 	1 	8 	_!) 10 	11 
53 0.00148 C.00353 
54 0.00126 	0.00307 
55 o.00lo7 0.00267 







Table 12. Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (px) of 2 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 













8 0.00839 0.10872 
9 0.001+03 0.07572 
10 0.00189 0.05183* 
11 0.00087 0.03523 
12 0.023)2 0.10487* 
13 0.01534 0.08071* 
14 0.00978 0.06151* 
15 0.00624 0.04644-* 
16 0.00393 0.03475* 0.102 1 1 
17 0.00245 0.02579* 0.08335 
18 0.00151 0.01898* 0.06741 
19 0.000 92 0,01386* 0.05419 
20 0.01005* 0.043114 0.10070 
21 0.00723* 0.034-1 0.08497 
22 0.00517* 0.02720 0.07137 
23 0.00367* 0.02138 0.05970 0.11455 
24 0.00259* 0.01672 0.04973 0.09958 
25 0.00182* 0.01301 004126 0.08605 
26 0.00127* 0.01008 0.03410 0.071122 
27 0.00088* 0.00777 0.02807 0.06273 0.11142 
28 0.00060 0.00596 0.02302 0.0547o 0.09848 
(Cont.) 
Table 12 (Cont.). Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (px) of 2 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 
is Poisson with Means (11a) of 1 through 8 Dozen. 
x = 2 
Reorder 
Point 1 	 2 	 3 	4 5 6 7 8 
29 0.00456 0.01881 0.04674 0.08683 
30 0.00347 0.01532 0.03982 0.07637 
31 0.00263 0.01243 0.03383 0.0670o 0.10903 













35 0.00083 0.00521 0.01713 0.03876 0.06955 
36 0.00416 0.01436 0.03361 0.06227 
37 0.00332 0.01200 0.02908 0.05488 
38 0.00263 0.01001 0.02511 0.04861 
39 0.00208 0.00833 0.02163 0.04265 
4o 0.00164 0,00691 0.11860 0.03793 
41 0.00130 0.00572 0.01596 0.03342 
42 0.00102 0.00485 0.01367 0.02939 
43 0.00080 0.00389 0.01168 0.02581 
44 0.00320 0.00997 0.02262 
45 0.00263 0.00849 0.01980 
46 0.00215 0.00721 0.01730 
47 0.00176 0.00612 0.01309 
48 0.00143 0.00518 0.01314 
49 0.00117 0.001438 0.01143 
50 0.00095 0.00370 0.00992 
51 0.00311 o.0086o 
52 0.00262 0.00745 
53 0.00220 0.00644 
54 0.00184 0.00556 
55 0.00154 0,00479 
(Cont.) 
Table 12 (Cont.). Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (p x) of 2 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 
is Poisson with Means (11d) of 1 through 8 Dozen. 




























   
Table 13. Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (p.) of 3 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 



















11 0.00470 0.10332 
12 0 .00241 0.07907 
13 0.00120 0.05710 
14 0.00059 0.04067 
15 0.02860 
16 0.01987 0.11440 
17 0.01364 0.09172 
18 0.00926 0.07292 
19 0.00623 0.05753 
20 0.00414 0.04505 
2l 0.00273 0.03502 
0,11786 
22 0.00178 0.02703 
0.09926 
23 0.00115 0.02073 
0.08315 




















Table 13 (Cont.). Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (110 of 3 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 
is Poisson with Means (p.a) of 1 through 6 Dozen. 
P-x 	3 
Reorder 	ild = 
Point 1 2 4 6 
33 0.00105 0.0109 0.04167 0.09549 
34 0.00076 0.00873 0.03535 0.08427 
35 0.00694 0.02990 0.07427 
36 0.00549 0.02521 0.06525 
37 0.00433 0.02119 0.05719 
38 0.00341 0.01776 0.04999 
39 0,00267 0.01484 0.04360 
4o 0.00208 0.01237 0.03794 
41 0.00162 0.01028 0.03293 
42 0.00126 0.00852 0,02852 
43 0.00097 0.00705 0.02465 
44 0.00581 0.02125 
45 0.00478 0.01829 
46 0.00392 0.01570 
47 0.00321 0.01345 
48 0.00262 0.01150 
49 0.00213 0.00981 
50 0.00173 0.00836 
51 0.00141 0.00710 
52 0.00114 0.00603 








61 0.00126 vn 
62 0.00105 oo 
63 0.00088 
Table 14. Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (ux) of 4 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 
is Poisson with Means (lid) of 1 through 6 Dozen. 












14 0.00256 0.10280 
15 0.00136 0.07767 




20 0.01606 0.11723 
21 0.01135 0.09635 
22 0.00795 0.07864 
23 0.00516 0.06375 
24 0.00379 0.05134 
25 0.00259 0.04109 
26 0.00175 0.03269 
27 0.00118 0.02585 0.10809 
28 0.00078 0.02032 0.09253 
29 0.01588 0.07887 
3o 0.01235 0.06693 
31 0.00955 0.05657 
32 0.00735 0.04762 
33 0.00562 0.03993 0.11613 
34 0.00428 0.03335 o.10240 
(Cont.) 	̀8 
Table 14 (Cont.). Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (15 c ) of 4 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 
is Poisson with Means (µd)
'1 
	1 through 6 Dozen. 
' 4 
Reorder 
Point 1 	 2 	 3 4 6 
35 0.00325 0.02774 0.08592 
36 0.00245 0.02300 0.07889 
37 0.00184 0.01899 0.06894 
38 0.00138 0.01563 0.06008 
39 0.00102 0.01282 0.05220 
40 0.00076 0.01048 0.04525 0.10973 
41 0.00854 0.03909 0.09850 
42 0.00693 0.03369 0.08823 
43 0.00561 0.02896 0.07885 
44 0.00453 0.02483 0.07033 
45 0.00364 002123 0.06259 
46 0.00292 0.01811 0.05558 
47 0,00233 0.01541 0.04926 
48 0.00186 0.01308 0.04358 
49 0.00148 0.01108 0.03847 
50 0.00117 0.00936 0,03389 
51 0 .00093 0.00789 0.02980 
52 0400664 0.02615 
53 0.00557 0.02291 
54 0.00466 0.02003 
55 0.00390 0.01748 
56 0.00325 0.01523 
57 0.00270 0.01325 
58 0.00224 0.01150 
59 0.00186 0.00997 
6o 0.00154 0.00862 
61 0.00127 0.00745 
62 0.00105 0.00642 
(Cont.) 
Table 14 (Cont.). Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (p) of 4 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 
is Poisson with Means (lid) of 1 through 6 Dozen. 
µx






























Table 15. Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean. (µ x) of 5 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 















































































Table 15 (Cont.). Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (la x) of 5 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 


































0.00943 	 0.0 292 
0.00740 0.05386 
0.00578 	 0.04595 
0.00450 0.03906 
0.00349 	 0.03310 	0.11037 
0.00269 0.02795 0.09829 
0.00207 	 0.02353 	0.08731 
0.00158 0.01974 0.07735 
0.00121 	 0.01651 	0.06836 





















Table 15 (Cont.). Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (lu x) of 5 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 
is Poisson with Means ( lid of 1 through 5 Dozen. 
x = 5 
Reorder 	 lid = 










Table 16. Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (p x) of 6 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 
is Poisson with Means (id) of 1 through 5 Dozen. 














19 0.00132 0.11290 







27 0 .01338 
28 0.00986 0.11463 
29 0.00721 0.09703 
3o 0.00524 0.08169 
31 0.00378 0.06841 
32 0.00270 0.05700 
33 0.00192 (1).04726 
34 0.00136 0.03899 




Table 16 (Cont.). Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (p x) of 6 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 
is Poisson with Means (u d) of 1 through 5 Dozen. 
4x = 6 
Reorder 
Point 	 1- 	 2 3 
0.01723 0.10125 
39 0.01389 0.08862 
4o 0.01115 0,07732 
41 0.00891 0.06724 
42 0.00709 0.05828 
0.00562 0.05036 
44 0.00444 0.04338 
45 0.00349 0,03725 
46 0.00274 0.03189 
47 0.00214 0.02722 0.10391 
48 0.00129 0.02317 0.09321 
49 0.00099 0.01967 0.08342 
5o 0.01665 0.07449 
51 0.01405 0.06637 
52 0.01182 0.05901 
53 0.00992 0.05234 
54 0.00831 0.04634 
55 0.00694 0.04093 
56 0.00578 0.03608 
57 0.00480 0.03174 
58 0.00398 0.02786 
59 0.00329 0.02441 
6o 0.00271 0.02134 
61 0.,00223 0.01862 
62 0.00183 0.01622 
63 0.00150 0.01410 
64 0.00122 0.01223 




Table 16 (Cont.). 	Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (4 x) of 6 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 
is Poisson with Means (11d) of 1 through 5 Dozen. 
µx -- 6 
Reorder 
















Table 17. Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (p x) of 7 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 



























32 0.00764 0.31151 
33 0.00565 0,09530 
34 0.00415 0.08106 
35 0.00303 0.06861 
36 0.00220 0.05781 
37 0.00158 0.04849 
38 0.00114 0.04049 
(Cont.) 
Table 17 (Cont.). Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (p 5c) of 7 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 
is Poisson with Means-(µd) of 1 through 5 Dozen. 
1-tx :1 7 
Reorder 	 lid 









43 0.01541 0.10279* 
44 0.01255 0.09077* 
45 0.01018 0.07991* 
46 0.00823 0.07014* 
47 0.00662 0.06139* 
48 0.00531 0.05358* 
49 0.00424 0.04665* 
5o 0.00338 0.04047* 
51 0.00269 0.03502* 
52 0.00212 0.03023* 0.11891 
53 0.00167 0.02602* 0.10771 
54 0.00131 0.02234* 0.09737 
55 0.00103 0.01913* 0,08773 
56 0.00080 0.01634* 0.07901 
57 0.01392* 0.07080 
58 0.01183* 0.06367 
59 0.01003* 0.05698 
6o 0.00848* 0.05089 
61 0.00716* 0.04526 
62 0.00602 0.0403o 
63 0.00506 0.05580 
64 0.00424 0.05174 
65 0.00554 0.02809 
66 kLoo295 0.02481 
(Cont.) 
Table 17 (Cont.) Tables of Probability of a Shortage at Various Reorder Points where the Lead Time 
has a Poisson Distribution with Mean (11x) of 7 Weeks and the Demand Distribution 
is Poisson with Means (pd) of 1 through 5 Dozen. 
= 7 
Reorder 	 Pd 
Point 1 	 2 	 3 	 4 
	
5 
67 	 0.00246 
68 0.00204 
69 	 0.00169 
7o 0.0014+0 
71 	 0.00115 
72 0.00095 


























8 8* 9 Total 
4 1 1 22 
4 0 1 20 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 1 1 13 
0 0 0 13 
3 0 1 13 
4 0 0 14 
0 1 0 11 
1 1 1 12 6/12 
1 0 0 12 
8 0 0 20 
4 1 0 18 
8 0 0 3o 
3 0 0 9 
7 6 1 63 
4 4 1 28 
0 0 0 0 
4 2 1 17 
0 0 0 0 
1 2 3 17 
2 0 0 9 
4 2 0 27 
0 0 0 6 
3 1 0 28 
2 0 0 15 
71 
Table 18. Demand for All Sizes of Gloves by Weeks for 
1956 - March 30, 1959. 170 Weeks, January 2, 
Week Ending 
Date 6 6-ri  7 
1 -2 -56 0 4 6 
1-9. 0 0 7 
1-16 0 0 0 
1-23 0 0 0 
1-30 2 0 3 
2-6-56 0 6 3 
2-13 1 3 3 
2-20 0 3 3 
2-27 0 3 3 
3-5-56 0 1 4 
3-12 0 2 3 
3-19 0 0 0 
3-26 0 6 3 
4-2-56 0 8 6 
4-9 0 0 3 
4-16 1 11 15 
4-23 1 4 6 
4-3o 0 0 0 
5-7-56 0 4 0 
5-14 0 0 0 
5-21 0 4 2 
5-28 0 5 0 
6-4-56 1 4 9 
6-11 0 0 0 
6-18 0 lo 7 
6-25 2 4 4 
(Cont.) 
Table 18 (Cont.). 	Demand for All Sizes of Gloves by Weeks for 
170 Weeks, January 2, 1956 	March 30, 1959. 
Week Ending 
Date 6 6* 7 
Glove Size 
74- 	8 8+ 9 Total 
7-2-56 0 1 1 5 3 0 0 10 
7-9 2 4 5 6/12 5 3 2/12 0 19 8/12 
7-16 0 3 5 6 2 2 2 20 
7-23 0 2• 2 8 2 0 1 15 
7-30 1 2 3 8 3/12 4 2 0 20 3/12 
8-6-56 0 3 7 8 6/12 4 1 1 24 6/12 
8-13 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 5 
8-20 0 4 1 3 5 0 1 14 
8-27 0 7 4 5 1/12 14 2 0 32 1/12 
9-3-56 0 2 2 9 5 2 0 20 
9-10 2 0 5 7 6/12 1 1/12 0 15 7/12 
9-17 0 4 1 6 1 0 0 12 
9-24 2 4 5 7 4 0 0 22 
10-1-56 0 6 1 6 0 0 0 13 
10-8 0 3 4 2 4 0 2 15 
10-15 0 1 5 0 4 0 1 11 
10-22 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 6 
10-29 0 4 4 20 1 0 0 29 
11-5-56 2 6 5 7 5 0 0 25 
11-12 2 3 0 7 6 2/12 0 18 2/12 
11-19 0 1 6 1 4/12 4 1 1 14 4/12 
11-26 0 6 6 8 0 1 0 21 
12-33-56 0 6 6 8 6 1 2 29 
12-10 1 6 5 7 5 2 1 27 
12-17 0 4 3 8 5 0 0 20 
12-24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12-31 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 
(Cont.) 
72 
8# 9 Total 
0 1 9 
0 4 38 
0 0 15 
0 0 21 3/12 
1 1 15 
0 0 7 
0 2 11 
1 0 19 
0 0 9 
0 0 16 
0 0 12 
0 0 16 1/12 
0 1 17 1/12 
16 
2 0 0 0 24 1/12 
0 0 17 
0 0 14 1/12 
1 1 15 
0 0 21 
1 1 22 
0 1 28 
0 0 18 
2/12 0 16 2/12 
.1 0 17 4/12 



























Table 18 (Cont.). Demand for All Sizes of Gloves by Weeks for 
170 Weeks, January 2, 1956 - March 30, 1959. 
Week Ending 
Date 6 6# 7 
Glove Size 
7- 
1-7-57 0 6 0 0 
1-14 0 4 8 16 
1-21 0 3 4 8 
1-28 1/4 5 5 7 
2-4-57 1 2 7 5 
2-11 0 2 3 2 
2-18 0 2 0 5 
2-25 2 3 4 4 
3-4-57 0 0 0 6 
3-11 0 3 5 8 
3-18 0 2 2 8 
3-25 0 3 1/12 3 6 
4-1-57 0 5 1/12 5 6 
4-8 0 0 2 7 
4-15 0 6 5 10 
4-22 0 7 5 5 
4-29 0 0 3 8 1/12 
5-6-57 0 6 4 0 
5-13 0 4 5 8 
5-20 0 4 8 8 
5-27 0 7 8 7 
6-3-57 0 3 2 8 
6-10 0 2 2 7 
6-17 0 4 5 7 2/12 
6-24 0 3 3 8 
(Cont.) 
74 
Table 18 (Cont.). Demand for All Sizes of Gloves by Weeks for 
170 Weeks, January 2, 1956 - March 30, 1959. 
Week Ending 
Date 6 6= 7 
Glove Size 
7,3-1i 8, 9 / Total 
7-1-57 1 3 6 b 0 1 0 17 
7-8 2 2 2 5 2 0 0 13 
7-15 0 0 4 6 3 0 0 13 
7-22 1 0 0 8 4 0 0 13 
7-29 0 8 3 6 3 0 2 22 
8-5-57 0 2 6 4 0 1 0 13 
8-12 0 6 5 8 5 0 2 26 
8-19 0 4 3 6 6 1 1 21 
8-26 0 2 0 13 3 0 0 18 
9-2-57 0 0 4 8 9 1 0 22 
9-9 0 5 10/12 1 3 2 0 0 11 10/12 
9-16 2 0 6 8 3 1 0 20 
9-23 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 5 
9-30 0 8 4 13 5 0 1 31 
10-7-57 1 5 2 3 5 0 0 16 
10-14 0 8 3 6 3 0 0 20 
10-21 0 5 6 2 6 0 1 20 
10-28 2 0 2 8 2 0 0 14 
11-4-57 0 0 4 6 3 0 0 13 
11-11 0 5 5 2 1 1 1 15 
11-18 0 3 4 8 0 0 0 14 
11-25 1 1 1 8 5 0 0 16 
12-2-57 0 4 2 0 1 0 0 7 
12-9 0 2 5 6 1 0 0 14 
12-16 0 5 6 8 6 1 0 26 
12-23 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 4 
12-30 0 1 3 4 0 0 1 9 
(Cont.) 
75 
Table 18 (Cont.) 	Demand for All Sizes of Gloves by Weeks for 
170 Weeks, January 2, 1956 - March 30, 1959. 
Week Ending Glove Size 
Date 6 61 .7 79 8 8* 9 Total 
1- -58 1 3 2 7 2 0 0 15 
1-13 5 4 6 4 2 2 0 23 
1-20 2 5 6 4 1 0 0 18 
1-27 0 1 2 7 0 0 0 10 
2-3-58 1 6 6 8 4 o 0 25 
2-10 0 7 8 8 5 1 0 27 
2-17 2 0 a 8 5 1 0 16 
2-24 0 0 , 7 8 0 0 0 15 
3-3-58 1 2 0 4 0 0 0 7 
3-10 0 3 8 8 	' 2 1 1 23 
3-17 0  0 3 6 2 , o o 11 
3-24 1 0 1 7 3 1 0 13 
3-31 1 5 5 6 5 0 0 22 
4-7-58 1 0 4 5 .) 4 2 0 16 
4-14 0 0 5 3 0 0 2 10 
4-21 1 5 6 8 4 1 1 26 
4-28 2 2 5 8 6 1 1 25 
5 -5 -58 0 o 0 8 o 0 0 8 
5-12 o 6 8 13 6 1 0 34 
5-19 0 3 6 4 3 0 0 16 
5-26 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 
6-2-58 a 8 .13 12 9 2 1 45 
6-9 0 2 6 6 5 0 0 19 
6-16 0 5 6 9 7 0 , o 27 
6-23 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
6-30 0 3 2 4 1 0 0 10 
(Cont.) 
76 
Table 18 (Cont.). Demand for All Sizes of Gloves by Weeks for 
170 Weeks, January 2, 1956 - March 30, 1959. 
Week Ending 
Date 6 61 
Glove Size 
1 8 81 • Total 
7-7-58 0 2 3 4 3 0 0 12 
7-14 0 2 8 6 6 3 0 2.5 
7-21 2 6 8 12 3 0 0 31 
7-28 0 6 1 5 2 c_ 1 0 15 
8-4-58 0 8 3 7 2 0 0 20 
8-11 0 5 4 8 0 0 0 17 
8-18 1 1 4 8 2 0 0 16 
8-25 0 4 4 6 5 0 0 19 
9-1-58 0 5 5 8 8 2 0 28 
9-8 1 3 6 2 0 0 14 
9-15 0 6 5 8 4 0 0 23 
9-22 0 3 3 4 3 0 0 13 
9-29 0 6 4 12 9 0 o 31 
10-6-58 1 3 5 3 6 0 0 18 
10-13 0 2 2 1 0 0 0 5 
10-20 1 2 2 5 .1 0 0 11 
10-27 0 0 0 o 0 2 0 c. '-'
11-3-58 0 3 2 4 0 1 0 10 
11-10 1 5 3 6 4 1 0 20 
11-17 1 o 1 6 0 1 .1 10 
11-24 0 6 3 4 5 1 1 20 
12-1-58 1 3 5 7 3 0 0 19 
12-8 0 1 4 7 5 0 0 17 
12-15 1 1 0 4 0 0 0 6 
12-22 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
12-29 1 2 c. 3 8 .1 0 0 15 
(Cont.) 
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Table 18 (Cont.). Demand for All Sizes of Gloves by Weeks for 
170 Weeks, January 2, 1956 - March 30, 1959. 
Week Ending 
Date 6 6* 7 
Glove Size 
72 	8 8* 9 Total 
1-5-59 1 5 0 3 4 1 0 14 
1-12 0 2 4 8 4 1 1 20 
1-19 0 4 6 8 6 0 0 24 
1-26 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2-2-59 0 4 1 7 0 0 1 13 
2-9 2 6 6 6 4 0 0 24 
2-16 0 2 1 5 4 0 1 13 
2-23 0 2 4 6 4 0 0 16 
3-2-59 0 4 2 7 4 0 0 17 
3-9 1 6 2 6 2 0 0 17 
3-16 2 2 Lk 2 2 2 0 14 
3-23 0 0 3 5 6 0 0 14 
3-30 0 0 8 8 6 0 0 22 
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The following example illustrates the use of these curves. The 
lead time distribution has been examined and found to be Poisson. dis-
tributed with a mean (11x) of 2 weeks. The demand distribution has been 
examined and found to be Poisson distributed with a mean (li d) of 6 
gross per week. The tolerable level of shortage that management will 
permit is two per cent. From Figure 13 the, reorder point is found to 
be 34 gross. This means that when the inventory level reaches 34 gross, 
an order should be placed for the economic lot size. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions.-- The conclusions that can be drawn from this study are as 
follows: 
1. Factors, in addition to price, should be considered when 
determining the proper quantity of an item to buy. 
2. The lead time distribution should be considered when determin-
ing protective stock levels as this improves the accuracy of 
the inventory model. In particular the assumption of con-
stant lead time leads to underestimate of requisite pro-
tective stock. 
3. Protective stock levels can be set for hospital use by the 
statistical evaluation of demand and lead time distributions. 
4. The inventory records of the hospital frequently lack the 
necessary information for a complete solution by the model. 
5. The model constructed in this study can provide an accurate 
guide to evaluate the costs of various inventory policies, 
when the required information is available. 
Recommendations.„-- In view of the limitations, results, and conclusions 
of this study, the following recommendations are made with regard to 
further methodological and further computational studies: 
1. Methodological Studies 
a. The cost of various types of shortages, on a probability 
basis, should be investigated. 
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b. Methods for accurately estimating the ordering cost and 
inventory carrying costs should be investigated. 
2. Computational Studies 
a. The table of reorder points calculated from the joint 
density function of two Poisson distributions should be 
extended. 
b. A method of interpolating between calculated values in 
the table of reorder points should be determined. 
c. Tables of reorder points should be calculated for typical 
types of demand and lead time distributions, other than 
from combinations of normal and Poisson distributions. 
Typical distributions that should be considered are: 
(1) Log Normal 
(2) Chi-square 
(3) Erlang. 
Hospital administrators are encouraged to utilize this decision 
model to effect real savings in inventory costs. In addition to the cost 
savings there are other definite advantages in that data required for this 
model provides an opportunity for administrators to exercise judgement and 
control over factors which are hidden at present. 
It is apparent that the inventory model developed in this study 
also can be used in industries other than hospitals. Objective decision 
models of this type are playing an ever increasing role in the reduction 





Derivation of Joint Density Function for the Calculation of Reorder 
Points for Specified Probability of a Shortage 
00 	 09 
Probability of a shortage1 p(x) p(Dx 1x), 
where x = random variable lead:time and 
x 
= mean lead time, 




whered = random variable (number of units per time unit), 
kid = mean demand per time unit, 
ad = standard deviation of demand, 
and the total demand (Dx) during lead time is 
Dx  = d1  +d2  +d3  + . . + dx 
with mean = µd . 
For the normal distributed demand 
the standard deviation (a - 	is 
1Course Notes - Special Problem Course I.E. 705, Dr. J. J. Moder, 
Professor of Industrial Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1959. 
See also Harling and Bramson (14). 
and 
x x d Dx 





Dx > R.P. 
probability of a shortage = 
and p(Dx 1x) = f(Dx 1x) dDx . 
The probability of a shortage, for the conditions stated, becomes 
ae 
probability of a shortage 
Go 
p(x) 	f(Dx 1x) dDx 
.P. 
-IIX X e 	x  L. a
Dx 
x. 





However, for the condition of a Poisson distributed demand 
p(Dx 1x) = 








A Sample Calculation for One Point on the Curve 








1 0.270671 x 0.000000 = 0.00000000 
2 0.270671 x 0.000000 = 0.00000000 
3 0.180447 x 0.000248 = 
0.00004475 
4 0.090224 x 0.02057o = o.00185592. 
5 0.036089 x 0.202692 . 
0.00731495 
6 0.012030 x 0.588503 = 0.00707696 
7 0.003437 x 0.878581 = 
0.00301968 
8 0.000859 x 0.978679 = 0.00084069 
9 0.000191 x 0.997593 = 0.00019054 
10 0.000038 x 0.999812 = 0.00003799 
11 0.000003 x 0.999989 . 0.00000700 
12 0.000001 x 0.999999 . 0.00000100 
E = 0,02039220 
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PREFACE 
This report (Project Bulletin No. 5) is the second in a series of 
studies being conducted under the auspices of USPHS Grant #GN-5968. This 
series of studies, which is only a portion of the research project, is 
concerned with ascertaining ordering quantities and storage quantities. 
The first report of this series considered the case of variable 
lead time and variable demand where the expected demand was constant 
throughout the year. In this report attempts were made to adequately 
forecast changes in expected demand. The first attempt at forecasting 
demand changes was to determine a statistical relationship between the 
demand for a specific item, rubber gloves, and three selected independent 
variables. The three independent variables selected were total hospital 
census, total number of births, and total number of operations performed. 
Since the latter variables are readily available to the hospital adminis-
tration, it was thought that they might be used as indices of future 
demand for the relevant supply item. Therefore, with the aid of an IBM 
650 computer, a linear multiple regression equation was calculated, re- 
lating these four variables. This equation was found to be unsatisfactory, 
however, and a simple regression equation relating weekly glove demand and 
weekly hospital census was calculated which specifies the relationship 
between these two variables in a more usable manner. The simple correla-
tion coefficient for this second equation was calculated as 0.80, which 
was too low for forecasting purposes in conjunction with a forecast of 
census. The unsatisfactory nature of the statistical results determined 
v i 
in both cases prompted use of a second, more direct method of forecast-
ing. 
This method, called exponential smoothing, is described and its 
application illustrated. Using an IBM 650 computer, the glove demand 
data was analyzed on a monthly and weekly basis, and forecasts were 
made for each of the periods in the sample, employing different com-
binations of the smoothing constant and base series. The predicted 
and actual results were compared by computing the standard deviation 
of the forecast errors and selecting as best, those values of the smooth-
ing constant and base series which yielded a minimum standard deviation. 
The conclusions of the study are that exponential smoothing is 
suitable for use in forecasting monthly and weekly glove demand at Emory 
University Hospital. Specific values of the smoothing constant and base 
series are suggested for use in the forecasting model, and economic im-
plications of usable forecasts are pointed out. 
It is anticipated that this series of studies relating to inven-
tory will be understood and appreciated more by the industrial engineer 
and those engaged in operations research than by health oriented people 
in the field of hospital administration. It is not the intention of the 
project staff to sacrifice scientific principles nor sound research 
methodology in the interest of communicating readily with decision makers 
in the hospital. However, the project staff does appreciate the need for 
interpreting study findings in such a way that the decision system even-
tually developed will have practical application. To accomplish this 
purpose, an attempt will be made to write a practical version of find-
ings in this series of inventory studies for publication later this year. 
vi i 
Studies concerned with other phases of the research project presently 
in process are as follows: 
1. Ranking of various supply items with regard to dollar volume 
of present and possible future expenditures. 
2. Classification of possible disposable items according to function 
and method of processing. 
3. Work and time measurements of steps involved in both disposable 
and reprocessed items. 
4. Research studies in conjunction with the School of Nursing, 
Emory University, on such topics as: 
a. Nurse acceptance 
b. Physician acceptance 
c. Patient acceptance 
d. Cost of Shortage 
e. Medical Practices 
5. Bibliography of methods improvement studies in hospitals. 
6. Preliminary cost models. 
7. Macroscopic measures of hospital supply functions. 
8. Methods and standards studies in cooperation with the School of 
Industrial Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology. 
9. Inventory policies and costs. 
10. Compilation of demand data. 
Results from these and other research efforts will be reported via 
periodic bulletins to be published through the Engineering Experiment Sta-
tion of Georgia Institute of Technology. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This study is concerned with the development of a practical fore-
casting model for use by hospital administrators in estimating the 
future demand for a certain hospital supply item. The need for such a 
model may be explained by the following remarks. 
The ever increasing demand for hospital services and the rise in 
labor and associated operating costs have created increasing require-
ments for more efficient use of hospital facilities and personnel. 
Since illnesses and accidents are largely unpredictable, hospitals must 
be prepared to provide services for demands which may vary greatly from 
day to day. This situation results in a varying demand on the medical 
and nursing staffs. One traditional approach to the problem of alloca-
tion of staff time and supplies has been to provide at all times ade- 
quate facilities to meet past peak demands, accepting as normal procedure 
the presence of standby personnel. The justification for this approach 
lies, of course, in the concept of providing acceptable patient care--
the ultimate criterion for judging any measure of hospital performance. 
However, when operating costs become so great that they become a 
matter of concern, the hospital administration seeks means of providing 
facilities for adequate patient care with less wasteful use of available 
resources. One of these means has been the introduction of disposable 
supply items which would require less processing and application times 
1 
2 
at possibly lower total cost; another means has been to attempt better 
scheduling of nursing and medical staff time. 
The purpose of this study was to develop a method of forecasting 
the probable future demand for certain supply items. Two of the more 
obvious benefits of accurate forecasts exist in the form of possible 
reductions in inventory levels and in better scheduling and utilization 
of the available labor force. Also, in consideration of disposable 
supply items, a knowledge of variability of demand would be of use in 
minimizing the risk of a shortage, by having sufficient stock on hand 
and yet at the same time preventing unnecessary over-stocking of the 
relevant item. 
A literature search indicated a surprising lack of information 
on practical ways to forecast demand. Most of the works available 
which concern forecasting deal with the mechanics of long-range business 
forecasting rather than with the day-to-day variations in demand for a 
certain item. One popular method of economic forecasting, based on a 
theory of cycles, is described by Abramson (4) and Forrester (15). They 
show how random variations can generate sympathetic oscillations in 
industrial operations and how these oscillations have predictable cyclic 
variations. Another method (5) is based on cross correlation with a 
leading index; i.e., correlating the unknown variable with some known 
or predictable variable, and using this known variable as an index of 
future demand for the unknown variable. Another, somewhat more com-
plicated variation of this method is outlined by Cotter (9), in which 
the "trend line" of past demand for the unknown variable and the "trend 
3 
line" of the index are utilized. Given a future forecast of the index, 
the amount of deviation of this forecast from its trend line is deter-
mined, and a related degree of deviation of the unknown variable about 
its trend line is calculated from a known correlation between the two 
variables. 
Two other methods mentioned by various authors attempt to give a 
prediction of the future level of demand of a variable from an analysis 
of the variations of its past level of demand. The first of these two 
methods involves use of probability theory; the distribution of past 
demand is approximated by a theoretical probability distribution, and 
the prediction of future demand is based upon the properties of this 
theoretical distribution. Specific applications of this method in 
areas of hospital research are described by Balintfy (7), Sonnendeker 
(16) and others (14),(8). The second of these two methods utilizes 
some form of moving average to calculate the general long-term trend 
of past demand, and extrapolates this trend into the future. Moroney 
(3) treats this method and its associated limitations at some length, 
as does Hanson (6). Brown (12) treats several variations of the method 
of moving averages, for applications to inventory control, and was the 
only source discovered which offered a routine practical method of fore-
casting day-to-day variation in demand. 
The present study describes an attempt to apply a combination of 
these methods to the problem of forecasting the future level of demand 
for hospital supply items. One original goal of this study was to 
quantify the relationship between the number of supply items used and 
4 
total hospital census, number of births, and number of surgical opera-
tions performed. Since the latter variables are readily available to 
the hospital management, it was thought that they might be used as 
indices of future demand for the relevant supply items. However, the 
weakness of the statistical relationships discovered between the vari-
ables prompted use of a second method of forecasting. This method, 
developed by Brown (12),is described in Chapter IV of this study., 
The scope of this study was planned to include several hospitals 
so that conclusions might be drawn regarding the general pattern of 
demand for hospital supply items and their association with the men-
: 
tioned hospital variables. However, limitations of time and the un- 
availability of data narrowed the scope to one hospital and one supply 
item. Although it was possible to institute a continuing system of 
data collection (for possible future application of the methodology 
described in this paper), the statistics and accompanying conclusions 
herein must be recognized as being restrictive in nature and inadequate 
for broad generalization. 
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT AND DATA COLLECTION 
For the purpose of this study, two of the most important supply 
items (in terms of comparative usage) were originally selected for in-
vestigation; viz, surgical rubber gloves and glass-barreled hypodermic 
syringes. Because of incomplete and inaccurate data, however, the 
syringe data was eventually eliminated from the study, and all subse-
quent work refers to data collected on surgical rubber gloves at Emory 
University Hospital, Atlanta, Georgia. Data on the daily number of 
rubber gloves processed by the Central Supply Department were collected 
for a continuous 22-month period from January 21, 1957, to June 30, 1959. 
Figure 1 indicates the typical flow pattern of reprocessed rubber 
gloves within the hospital system; the numbers given are approximate 
average daily flow rates. In general, gloves which are used on one day 
are processed on the evening of the same day or on the following day, 
the number processed being recorded by central supply personnel. New 
gloves are introduced into the system as needed, and over a period of 
time, other things being equal, the total number of gloves introduced 
into the system will equal the total number discarded during that period. 
A previous study
I 
indicated that each pair of gloves is used approxi-
mately five times before being discarded. 
1
Unpublished research study, "Introductory Cost Determination 
For Disposable versus Reprocessed Hospital Supplies," Engineering Ex-
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Figure 1. Simplified Diagram of Glove Flow in Hospital. 
a \ 
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Slight daily inaccuracies in this representation of demand may 
arise from the fact that some of the items may have been on the floors 
(point of use) for more than one day, or because central supply person-
nel for one reason or another processed more than the actual number used 
(such cases comprised about 2.5 per cent of the total observations). 
Over a period of time, however, these daily inaccuracies balance out, 
since each glove processed is eventually used, and only at the end 
points of the time interval under observation would there be any expec-
tation of error. Initial analysis of the data indicated that a period 
of one week would be sufficient to allow these daily inaccuracies to 
balance out. Accordingly, final analysis of the glove processing data 
was carried out on a weekly basis. Figure 2 shows the variation in 
average daily glove demand, by weeks, for the 22-month observation 
period. 
Since the glove processing data can be taken as an index of de-
mand over time, hereafter the data will be referred to as demand data. 
This should cause no misconceptions if one keeps in mind the differences 
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Figure 2. Average Daily Glove Demand by Weeks, September 1957 - June 1959. 
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CHAPTER III 
CORRELATION AND REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
In an attempt to quantify the relationship between the supply 
item demand under investigation and several hospital parameters, the 
variables were classified in the following manner: 
Dependent Variable  
Y. 	= 	the number of pairs of gloves 
demanded during the i
th 
week. 
Independent Variables  
X 1 ..the sum of the daily hospital census 
th 
figures for the i week which started 
j days before the start of the glove 
demand week. (j = 0, 1, 2, 3), 
X2ij and X3ij are defined as above for daily number 
of births and daily number of operations, 
respectively. 
The proposed multiple regression mode], given in equation (1) 
below, assumes that demand is a linear function of each of the above 
independent variables. 
(1) 	Y =+ 0 








where O. = tENe regression coefficients for the 
i 	independent variable. 
c=random error for the i
th 
week and a lag of j days. 
An IBM 650 digital computer was used in the analysis, first to 
obtain weekly sums, Y. X lij , X2ij , X3ii , and then to compute the correla-
tion and regression statistics given in Table 1 below. The standard least 
squares regression equations were justified since the's are known Xi j 
withouterrorandtherewerenoreasonstosuspectthatthec,.'s were 
13 
correlatedwiththeX..'s or that the variance was not constant. 
13 
The multiple regression equation for the model equation (1) is 
given as follows: 
(2) Y  
i(Predicted) = Yi = bo blXlij + b








= residual for the i
th 
week with a lag of j days. 
As can be seen in Table 1, a time lag of two days (j = 2) yielded 
the highest degree of correlation between the dependent and independent 
variables. Accordingly, input data from this group was used to obtain 
the multiple regression equation (3), 






The multiple correlation coefficient for this model was found to 
be R = 0.80, as shown in Appendix I. 
The standard error of estimate of the regression coefficients and 














j = 0 j = 1 j = 2 j = 3 
1061.1 1061.1 1060.1 1060.1 
1614.4 1609.8 1560.0 1599.0 
17.1 17.3 16.8 17.0 
91.1 90.0 89.2 90.2 
141.0 141.0 168.0 145.0 
178.0 185.3 255.8 215.9 
6.2 6.1 5.7 6.3 
29.2 29.4 19.2 31.6 
0.49 0.50 0.80 0.47 
- 0.001 --0.006 0 .22 0.05 
0.50 0.35 0.65 0.32 
0.22 0.20 0.30 0.23 
0 .50 0 .60 0.72 0.37 














































= Standard error of estimate = 103. 
On the basis of the above results and principally because of the 
high standard error of the regression coefficients b 2 and b 3 , it was 
concluded that equation (3) is not suitable for predicting glove demand. 
Since the simple correlation coefficient (j = 2) rYX1 = 0.80, was of the 
same magnitude as the multiple correlation coefficient R = 0.80, this 
suggested the possibility of developing a model using X 1 only. Such a 
model would have the form 
(4) Y. = 13'0 +R X i .. + 	e 
ij • 












and the final regression equation using Y. and X only, was calculated 
to be: 
(6 ) 1 
 = 242 + 0.52 X 




Figure 3 shows the scatter diagram for census versus glove demand 
with this least squares regression line together with 95 per cent con- 
fidenceintervalsforpredictedvaluesofY
1
—These confidence intervals 



















Y = 242 + 0.53 X 1 
 Se = 103 
N = 76 
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CENSUS (X 1 ) 
Figure 3. Scatter Diagram for Census Versus Glove Demand with 
Least Squares Regression Line. 
Y + t 	S 	-1 +.1- 	(X —R)2  — .05 e n (X — 30 2 
where t
05 
 is read from Students "t" table with n-2 = 74 degrees of 
freedom, at the .05 probability level. 
In order to ascertain the individual influence of each of the 
other variables, scatter diagrams for glove demand versus births and 
operations were plotted and are shown in Appendix I. 
If high correlations had been obtained in this study, efforts 
would then have been directed toward finding some method to forecast 
the independent variables involved in the prediction equation. Although 
the statistical correlations discovered in the course of this analysis 
are interesting per se, they were not of sufficient strength to warrant 
further work in this direction. For this reason attention was focused 
on predicting the future glove demand directly. This approach is 




Exponential Smoothing.--"Exponential Smoothing" is the name given by one 
author
1 for this description of a practical method of smoothing out the 
fluctuations in a demand history to get a stable estimate of the expected 
rate of demand. This method has a stable response to changes, and the 
rate of response can be controlled by the selection of the appropriate 
"smoothing constant." 
Exponential smoothing is similar to a moving average, but does 
not require keeping extensive records of past demand data. At the end 
of each new month (or week) the demand for this month (called the new 
demand) is compared with an old average demand (computed up to this 
month) and the old average adjusted accordingly. If the new demand is 
higher than the old average, the estimate of the new average should be 
higher, and vice versa. In addition, if the difference between the old 




has formulated this rule: To get a new estimate of the 
average demand add to the previous estimate a fraction of the amount by 
which demand this month differs from that estimate. The fraction used 
1
Brown, R. G., Statistical Forecasting For Inventory Control, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1959. 
2
Brown, 22. cit., p. 46. 
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is called a smoothing constant. Denoting this constant by ac., 
(0, < a < 1), the above rule can be written as follows: 
new estimate = old estimate + a, (new demand — old estimate), 
or restated, 
(7) new estimate = a'_(new demand) + (1 	(old estimate) 
where lot = smoothing constant. 
Substituting a new expression for the old estimate, 
new estimate = a.(new demand) + (1 — ce_.) 	[a(previous demand) 
+ (1 — cr ) (previous old estimate)] 
this process could be continued. 
In general, if we let 
D
0 
 = new demand , 
D
1 
 = demand last month, 
D
2 
 = demand 2 months ago, 
D
k 
 = demand k months ago, 
then 
k 	
) 1 	— ) k  (estimate 
i=o 	 made k months ago). 
Clearly, when k is large, the last term in equation (8) can be 
neglected, and so the starting estimate, made k months ago, is unim-
portant. 
The new estimate is merely a linear combination of the demand 
experienced during the past k months. Since the sum of the coefficients 
in this linear function is equal to unity as shown below, it can be 
referred to as a weighted average, with the magnitude of the weights 
steadily decreasing as i increases. 
17 





1- (1 -a) 
- 1. 
Thus, equation (7) can be restated as follows: 
(9) new average = at, .(new demand) + (1-- ,a) (old average) 
This estimate of the average will lag behind actual demand with 
a systematic lag, where the magnitude of the lag is given as 1 
 times the rate of growth in demand
3
. If this rate of growth, or tren , 
can be estimated, adjustments can be made to eliminate the lag, as 
described below. 
The current trend is defined as the new average minus the old 
average and the average trend can be estimated by the exponential 
smoothing method as described above. In terms of equation (9) the new 
trend can be written as follows: 
(10) new trend = a (current trend) + (1 — a ) (old trend). 
Now, knowing the trend, the magnitude of the lag can be computed 
and an expected demand, corrected for lag can be written as 
- 
(11) expected demand = new average + 
1 	ix 	
(n6w trend), 
When the equation is expressed in this form, only the previously 
calculated values of the average and trend are necessary to compute an 
expected demand for the period under consideration. 
Equations (9), (10), and (11) were used to estimate the most 
probable level of glove demand in the future. Obviously, one estimate 
3
Brown, 22. cit., p. 48. 
18 
which could be used is to assume that demand in some month in the near 
future will be the same as the current expected demand. Then the total 
demand during a lead time of L periods would be equal to L times the 
expected demand. 
Base Periods for Seasonal Forecasting.--Some of the most common methods 
of forecasting when there is a seasonal pattern of demand depend on a 
comparison between the observed demand in a period this year and that 
in a corresponding period during the previous year, or between the 
average of the demand in the corresponding periods in several previous 
years.
4 
This standard of comparison is called a "base series" and the 
criterion for its selection is the closeness with which its pattern 
follows the pattern of demand of the item being forecast. 
Since the monthly glove demand data appeared to be cyclical with 
an annual low caused by the Christmas holidays (see Figure 4), it was 
decided to attempt to forecast demand by using as a standard of compari-
son for months in 1958-59 the demand for appropriate months during 
1957-58. First, an attempt was made to forecast monthly demand, varying 
the value of the base series in an attempt to find the optimum base. 
The base was taken first as the average of the surrounding quarter 
(previous year) then as the average of a two-month period (same month 
and following month in previous year) and last simply as the demand dur-
ing the same month of the previous year. Next an attempt was made to 
forecast weekly demand, taking as the value of the base series the 
average of the three surrounding weeks in the previous year. 
4
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Figure 4. Total Monthly Glove Demand, March 1957 - June 1959. 
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In all cases the base series was utilized to compute a demand 
ratio by dividing the current demand by the value of the base series, 
and the method of exponential smoothing described above was used to 
smooth this ratio instead of the actual demand. The average, the trend, 
and the expected value of the demand ratio were calculated as described 
earlier. Obviously, for any current month, the actual demand is equal 
to the demand ratio times the value of the base series for that month. 
Forecasting by Months.--The following illustrative calculations are 
carried out for a lead time of one month (forecasting one month in 
advance) using as a base series the demand for the same month in the 
previous year. The value of the smoothing constant used in this example 
is 0.50. 
Taking the forecast for April, 1958 as an example, 
demand in March 1958  
demand ratio for March - demand in March 1957 
4602 - 0.958• 
-  
The initial value of the average ratio was arbitrarily taken as 1.0; 
thereafter it was computed as follows: 
average ratio = (1 — a ) (average ratio for, previous 
month) + a% (demand ratio for current month), 
= (1 — 0.5)(1.0) + (0.5)(0.958) 	0.979, 
change = (average ratio current month) — (average ratio 
last month), 
= 0.979 — 1.000 = — 0.021. 
_ 4412 
Expected ratio = average ratio 1 —a  (trend), 
ct: 
Trend: Initial value taken as 0; thereafter, 
trend = (1 – ct..) (trend last month) 
+ ce.> (change). 
21 
= 0.979 + 1 – 0.5 (– 0.010) 
0.5 
= 0.969. 
This is the expected ratio for March. The forecast for April 
(lead time equal one month) was computed from this expected ratio and 
from the value of the base series for April, as follows: 
expected natl. 	value of base 
Forecast for April = for March 	series for April , 
= 0.969 x 4967 = 4813.2. 
Forecast error = predicted demand – actual demand 
= 4757.0 – 4813.2 	–56.2. 
This same procedure with a base series of one month (B = 1) was 
then carried out to obtain a forecast for each of the remaining sixteen 
months. The smoothing constant was varied from 0:001 to 0.009 in incre-
ments of 0.002, from 0.01 to 0.09 in increments of 0.01 and from 0.1 to 
0.9 in increments of 0.1, for lead times of one and two months. Computa-
tions also were made for the same ranges of the smoothing constant and 
lead time using a base series of two and three months as described above. 
The magnitude of the task involved necessitated use of an IBM 650 digital 
computer to perform the computations (see Appendix II for program flow 
chart). 
22 
After the predicted values and forecast error between predicted 
and actual values were obtained from the computer, the machine was again 
utilized to determine (1) correlation between predicted and actual values 
and (2) standard deviation of the forecast error. Figure 5 shows the 
results of trying different values of the base series in an attempt to 
find the most accurate base for a lead time of one month. For the range 
of smoothing constant values used (0.1 — 0.9) a base of one month 
(demand in same month of previous year) gave consistently best results“ 
Table 7 lists the results of these computations. 
Since the smallest standard deviation of forecast errors in this 
series was obtained using a base of one month, a new series of calcula-
tions for this base was undertaken in an attempt to find the best value 
of the smoothing constant for use in forecasting. The character of the 
curves in Figure 5 suggested that smaller values of the smoothing constant 
might give better results. Accordingly, the smoothing constant was 
varied from 0.001 — 0.09, and the results are shown in Figure 6. 
Figure 6 indicates the errors to be expected in forecasting demand 
for the next month and also the second month hence, using a sequence of 
smoothing constants and the actual demand data shown in Table 3. It can 
be seen that the smaller the smoothing constant, the smaller is the 
standard deviation of forecast errors for either lead time. Note that 
a 	0.001, the smallest value tried, gives the most accurate results 
for both cases. Note also the rather peculiar nature of these two 
curves; for values of the smoothing constant less than about 0,023, the 
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Figure 5. Standard Deviation of Forecast Error, Forecasting 
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Figure 6. Standard Deviation of Forecast Error, Forecasting 
by Months, Base = 1, L = 1, 2. 
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months than for a lead time of one month. The minimum standard deviation 
computed occurs for a lead time of two months, in contrast to what might 
be expected. Table 7 gives the actual and predicted values for the 
series L = 1, B = 1, a = 0.001; Table 8 gives corresponding values for 
the series L = 2, B = 1, a = 0.001. 
Assuming the forecast errors to be normally distributed and 
neglecting error in the estimate of the standard deviation of this dis-
tribution of forecast errors, an approximate 97.5 per cent upper confi-
dence limit for individual future forecasts may be set as being equal to 
the forecast value, plus two times the standard deviation of forecast 
error for the particular smoothing constant being used. 
For example, using a smoothing constant of 0.001, and L = 1 or 2, 
(12) maximum expected demand = forecast + 2S e, 
A*. forecast + 500. 
Forecasting by Weeks.--In exactly the same method as described previous-
ly, a forecast was made for each of the weeks from January 20, 1958 - 
January 19, 1959 (current year), utilizing weekly demand figures from 
the period January 21, 1957 - January 20, 1958 (previous year) to com-
pute the base series (the value of the base series was taken as the 
average of the three surrounding weeks in the "previous year"). The 
smoothing constant was varied from 0.01 - 0.9 and the lead time from 
one to three weeks. The standard deviation of forecast error and the 
correlation between predicted and actual values were obtained as before; 
Table 9 lists the data used in these calculations and Figure 7 gives 
















BASE = 3 (AVG. OF SURROUNDING 3 WEEKS, PREVIOUS YEAR) 
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Figure 7. Standard Deviation of Forecast Error, Forecasting 
by Weeks, Base = 3, L = 1, 2, 3. 
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Note that for this series a smoothing constant value of 0.02 
gave best results as evidenced by the lowest point on the curve. Also 
note that the minimum standard deviation occurs for a lead time of one 
week. 
Table 9 also gives the predicted values and forecast error for 
the series which gave best results (L = 1, B = 3, a = 0.02). For this 
value of the smoothing constant; i.e., 0.02, and L = 1 or 2, Equation 
(13) below gives an approximate 97.5 per cent upper confidence limit 
for individual future forecasts. 
(13) Maximum expected demand = forecast + 2S 
e
, 
forecast + 260. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this study were obtained using data on the number 
of surgical rubber gloves processed daily by the Central Supply Depart-
ment of Emory University Hospital, Atlanta, Georgia, during a 22-month 
period from September 1957, through June 1959. 
With these restrictions in mind, the conclusions of this study are 
as follows: 
1. The calculated multiple regression Equation (3) relating weekly 
glove demand to weekly census, weekly number of births and weekly number 
of operations was found to be unsuitable for forecasting glove demand. 
2. The simple linear regression Equation (6) relating weekly 
glove demand with weekly hospital census quantifies the relationship 
between these variables. However, before weekly glove demand can be 
forecast, total weekly census must be estimated. The magnitude of the 
standard error of estimate associated with Equation (6) raises doubts 
as to the practicability of this procedure. 
3. Using the method of exponential smoothing, glove demand can 
be forecast monthly and weekly. Only the values of the average ratio 
(Equation 9) and the trend (Equation 10) are necessary for calculating 
an expected ratio (Equation 11) for the current month or week. This 
expected ratio is then used with the appropriate value of the base 
series in making the forecast, as explained in Chapter IV. The initial 
value of the trend and the average ratio should be taken as 0 and 1.0 
29 
respectively. For weekly forecasts, a smoothing constant of 0.02 and - a 
base of three weeks should give best results. For monthly forecasts, a 
smoothing constant of 0.001 and a base of one month appear best. Equa-
tions (12)and (13) can be used to calculate the maximum expected demand 
for any particular case with 97.5 per cent confidence that this estimated 
demand will not be exceeded. 
4. These figures apply for the hospital environment studied in 
this study. If there is any indication that the state of the system is 
changing (i.e., significant changes in hospital bed capacity, changes in 
inventory policy, and/or new sources of glove demand), tests should be 
made with higher values of the smoothing constant to increase the speed 
of response of the model, keeping in mind that the model will then also 
be more responsive to purely random variations. 
CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
It: is felt that the unsatisfactory results obtained in the re-
gression analysis part of this study are due more to selection and 
definition of the independent variables than to any inherent limitations 
in the proposed linear form of the multiple regression model, although 
no tests were made to support this assumption. Future investigations 
might check this assumption, and also incorporate other variables in 
the model, such as2 major operations (as opposed to total number of 
operations); census, classified by medical service, such as pediatrics, 
obstetrics, medical and surgical; number of available students and/or 
interns; number of patients cared for in Gynecology and Cancer Clinics; 
and work load in Pathology Department. 
Some of the limitations of the results obtained in this study 
with exponential smoothing should be mentioned. First, for inventory 
control purposes, glove demand can be forecast up to two months in 
advance with an accuracy indicated by Equation (12). It should be 
noted that this forecast yields an estimate of the total number of 
gloves to be used, inclusive of all sizes. Since some gloves are used 
more frequently than others, a more specific estimate of the demand for 
each size could be obtained by examining the relative proportion of use 
by size and making corresponding allowances. 
Second, for scheduling the Central Supply work force, maximum 
glove demand can be forecast up to two weeks in advance with an accuracy 
30 
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indicated by Equation (13). Since examination of the 22-month sample 
indicated that there is some variation in glove demand by day of the 
week (see Figure 12, Appendix), an estimate of the relative proportion 
of the weekly glove demand to be allocated to each day could be obtained. 
If inventory levels and other limitations in Central Supply permit, this 
would facilitate the establishment of certain weekly periods for glove 
processing, instead of handling the work on a day-to-day basis as is 
presently being done. 
Finally, whether forecasting weekly or monthly, knowledge of 
future glove demand can be useful in economic comparisons of reprocessed 
and disposable gloves. Knowing the standard time for processing one 
pair of gloves, an estimate of the expected labor cost can be made. 
The total costs associated with using these gloves in the hospital can 
then be obtained readily. 
APPENDIX 
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Table 2. Values Used in Multiple Correlation 
and Regression Analysis with Time Lag j = 2 

















1059 1726 22 82 1128 69 
1206 1750 20 101 1164 —42 
1205 1766 12 93 1161 —44 
1065 1517 13 81 1032 —33 
1038 1728 14 93 1144 106 
1162 1746 17 86 1143 —19 
1092 1692 11 92 1126 —34 
1040 1741 8 83 1137 97 
1224 1806 12 96 1183 —41 
1064 1595 18 82 1069 5 
949 1623 13 81 1080 131 
1130 1580 13 93 1077 —53 
1037 1527 14 79 1034 —3 
1184 1426 13 85 996 —188 
1177 1980 12 72 1230 53 
948 1660 24 74 1088 140 
1122 1750 16 98 1161 39 
1125 1825 20 99 1196 71 
1122 1594 21 88 1076 —46 
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Table 2. Values Used in Multiple Correlation 
and Regression Analysis with Time Lag j = 2 
(continued) 
Observed Input Values Predicted 	 Residual 
Values 	 Values = 









Y. 	 e 
1 1 i2 
1067 1599 19 85 1075 8 
1139 1551 32 72 1035 —104 
1086 1451 25 67 984 --84 
832 995 15 42 744 --88 
1135 1520 20 82 1035 —100 
1067 1627 26 86 1089 22 
1054 1710 18 84 1124 70 
1078 1698 14 85 1120 42 
1010 1633 25 77 1079 69 
856 1422 13 64 967 111 
922 1576 28 90 1071 149 
815 1461 24 86 1013 198 
1121 1683 16 104 1138 17 
903 1172 23 59 847 --56 
915 1609 19 74 1065 150 
1095 1446 11 81 1000 —95 
1070 1499 16 85 1029 —41 
1266 1837 26 112 1218 —48 
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Table 2. Values Used in Multiple Correlation 
and Regression Analysis with Time Lag j = 2 
(continued) 
Observed Input Values 	 Predicted 	 Residual 













1236 1822 22 110 1209 -27 
1188 1591 13 129 1130 -58 
1125 1848 23 97 1204 79 
1048 1761 14 92 1158 110 
988 1658 16 108 1132 144 
1199 1550 11 94 1065 -134 
1214 1659 12 89 1107 -107 
1130 1637 13 68 1070 -60 
1105 1642 12 97 1110 5 
1014 1639 11 122 1142 128 
1116 1525 15 77 1031 -85 
1094 1402 9 78 976 -118 
1049 1384 14 81 972 -77 
1086 1612 7 106 1109 23 
874 1044 18 46 771 -103 
1165 1655 16 112 1136 -29 
1151 1631 20 99 1108 -43 
1007 1535 13 83 1043 36 
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Table 2, Values Used in Multiple Correlation 



















1253 1540 23 90 1055 —198 
1217 1562 16 93 1069 —148 
1082 1495 10 90 1034 —48 
962 1311 9 66 919 —43 
963 1331 18 90 960 —3 
789 1373 10 87 975 186 
940 1283 22 83 929 -.11 
679 976 15 44 738 —59 
1011 1309 12 57 906 —105 
1021 1535 24 105 1072 51 
972 1568 18 102 1083 111 
1188 1567 17 79 1052 —136 
1053 1547 10 105 1078 25 
1152 1542 13 95 1062 —90 
1289 1545 10 91 1058 —231 
1231 1576 20 87 1067 —164 
1020 1654 16 134 1165 145 
1135 1883 25 89 1209 74 
962 1586 8 97 1085 123 
978 1644 17 79 1087 109 
36 
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Figure 8. Scatter Diagrams of Glove Demand Versus Operations and Births 
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Figure 10. Average Daily Births, by Weeks, September 1957 - January 1959. 
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Figure 12. Average Glove Demand by Day of the Week, September 1957 - June 1959. 
SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
The matrix of simple correlation coefficients for the regression model 
Equation (3) is defined below as A. 
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rx2Y 


































     
For the sample data analyzed in this study, this A matrix is as follows: 
	
1.0000 	0.7968 	0.2196 	0.6485 
0.7968 	1.0000 	0.2951 	0.7233 
0.2196 	0.2951 	1.0000 	0.1149 
0.6485 	0.7233 	0.1149 	1.0000 
The inverse of this matrix is as follows: 



















        
        
A 
Now let 
(r..) -1 , 13 
where (r..) -1 = A- 1 is the inverse of the matrix of simple correlation 
coefficients.Theelementsa„of this inverse matrix, are used in 
ij 
computing the following statistics. 
Multiple Regression Coefficients  





deviation of the j 	variable, and a
1 
 = standard 
deviation of the dependent variable, Y.. 
b
2 
- 1.9416  
x 
168.7 








- 0.4266  x 168.7 
2.8233 	
19.2 - 1.3263. 







R' = 	\,1 1 — 2.8233 - 0.804, unadjusted and 
R
2 
= 1 — (1 — R2) [(N — 1/N — )] , where N = sample 
size and n = number of parameters fitted in the regression 
model; i.e., b 1, b 2, b 3, and b4. 
S 
b4 	0.1707 
\1  1 - (0.1707)
2 
1.326 
72 = 0.901 . 
2 
= 1 — (0.3536)(75/72) = 0.63191 
R = 0.795, adjusted. 
Standard Error of Estimate  
Biased standard error = S' e = -------, 
al 
S' e = 	168.7 	
= 100.43. 
2.8233 
' N/N Unbiased standard error = S = 	—n S e 
e 
 
767/7 (100.43) = 103.14. 
Unbiased Standard Error of Multiple Regression Coefficients  
S = --1 r1 	N — n 
1 J 
b. 1 - r 2 
1 	for j = 2, 3, 4 
b. 	r  
where r
11 
= partial correlation 
coefficient between the first 
variable and the j
th 
variable 
and b. = regression coefficients 
S 	0.4535 	1 -0.6044)
2 
_ 0.0704 , 
	









Simple Regression Coefficients  
a b' 	= r 	, where r yx yx a 	 = simple correlation coefficient yx between y and x 
a = Standard Deviation 
45 
b' 	= 0.797 x 168.7 = G.53, 
yx l 
b' 	= 0.220 x 	- 6.5, 
x 
168.7 
2 	 5.7 
b' 	= 0.648 x 	- 5.7. 
x3 	 19.2 
Standard Error of Estimate, Simple Regression  
Total S.S. = nS
2 





E0E-40 cy-Y) ] 
S.S. for regression of Y on X1 	
E(X -X) L 





= 1,360,322 , 
S.S. for deviations = 2,145,024 - 1,360,322 = 784,702. 
S.S. for deviations 	s 2 . 784,702  
10,605, Degrees of Freedom e 	74 
S
e = 103. 
95 Per Cent Confidence Limits, Simple Regression  




1 + 1/n + 	-31`) /i(x-7) 
	
From Student's "t" tables, t .05 = 2.00 	(d.f. = 74) 
A 
= Y + (2.00) (103) 	1 + 1/76 + 
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Table 3. Observed Glove Demand Data and Demand Ratios 
Used in Forecasting by Months 
Month Demand for Month 
in Current Year 
Demand for Same 





February 4406 6083 0.724 
March 4412 4602 0.958 
April 4757 4967 0.957 
May 5103 5100 1.000 
June 4579 4094 1.113 
July 5363 4815 1.114 
August 4565 4216 1.082 
September 4480 4526 0.989 
October 4964 4728 1.048 
November 4660 4107 1.134 
December 3962 3797 1.043 
1959 
January 4645 4674 0.993 
February 4689 4406 1.064 
March 4700 4412 1.065 
April 4822 4757 1.013 
May 4749 5103 0.930 
June 4674 4579 1.020 
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Table 4. Results of Exponential Smoothing: Correlation 
Between Actual and Predicted Demand, and Standard 
Deviation of Forecast Errors 
Monthly, L = 1 




Base = 1  
TC
A 




Base = 2  
:)1
A 





0.1 	4694.6 	0.616 	19.5 	298.6 
0.2 	4723.5 	0.591 	-9.4 	299.6 
0.3 	4722.1 	0.585 	-8.0 	300.2 
0.4 
0.5 	4710.3 	0.577 	3.7 	307.1 
0.6 	4705.9 	0.576 	8.2 	308.5 
0.7 	4702.5 	0.577 	11.5 	307.5 
0.8 	4700.2 	0.582 	13.9 	304.8 
0.9 	4698.9 	0.587 	15.2 	301.8 
0.1 	4644.1 	0.382 	70.0 	313.3 
0.2 	4677.3 	0.279 	36.8 	333.9 
0.3 	4682. 7 	0.234 	31.3 	347.1 
0.4 	4681.0 	0.215 	33.1 	362.0 
0.5 	4678.4 	0.205 	35.7 	377.9 
0.6 	4676.1 	0.198 	37.9 	393.8 
0.7 	4674.4 	0.196 	39.7 	408.5 
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Table 4. Results of Exponential Smoothing: Correlation 
Between Actual And Predicted Demand, and Standard 
Deviation of Forecast Errors 
(continued) 
Monthly, L = 1 
a 	 AP 	z 
	 a z 
	
0.8 	4673.3 	0.198 
	
40.7 	420.6 
0.9 	4672.8 	0.203 
	
41.2 	428.6 
Base = 3  
RA = 4714.1 
aA = 296.7 
0.1 	4671.0 	-0.323 	43.1 	384.1 
0.2 	4699.0 	-0.221 	14.4 	402.6 
0.3 	4700.5 	-0.307 	13.5 	419.9 
0.4 	4696.7 	-0.319 	17.3 	440.9 
0.5 	4693.7 	-0.312 	20.4 	462.9 
0.6 	4691.6 	-0.302 	22.5 	483.5 
0.7 	4690.3 	-0.292 	23.7 	501.5 
0.8 	4689.6 	-0.279 	24.5 	515.4 
0.9 	4689.3 	-0.265 	24.8 	524.1 
a = Smoothing constant ( 0 < a < 1). 
X
A 
= Average observed monthly demand. 
aA = Standard deviation of observed monthly demand. 
= Average predicted monthly demand. 
✓AP= Correlation between observed and predicted demands. 
X
z 
= Average of forecast errors. 
a = Standard deviation of forecast error. 
z 
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Table 5. Results of Exponential Smoothing: Correlation 
Between Actual and Predicted Demand and Standard 
Deviation of Forecast Error 
Monthly, Base = 1 
31. 	aA 	 a AP 	AP 
= 1 
0.001 4714.1 296.7 4554.6 371.1 0.721 159.5 258.9 
0.003 4714.1 296.7 4559.5 371.2 0.718 154.6 260.3 
0.005 4714.1 296.7 4564.3 371.3 0.714 149.7 261.7 
0.01 4714.1 296.7 4575.9 371.7 0.707 138.2 265.2 
0.02 4714.1 296.7 4597.1 372.3 0.692 117.1 271.7 
0.03 4714.1 296.7 4615.7 372.8 0.678 98.4 277.6 
0.04 4714.1 296.7 4632.1 373.1 0.665 82.0 282.7 
0.05 4714.1 296.7 4646.5 373.1 0.654 67.6 287.0 
0.06 4714.1 296.7 4659.1 372.7 0.644 55.0 290.6 
0.07 4714.1 296.7 4670.0 372.1 0.636 44.1 293.5 
0.08 4714.1 296.7 4679.5 371.1 0.628 34.6 295.7 
0.09 4714.1 296.7 4687.6 370.0 0.622 26.5 297.4 
L = 2 
0.001 4711.1 306.9 4524.8 367.1 0.743 186.3 247.9 
0.003 4711.1 306.9 4529.5 368.1 0.738 181.5 250.4 
0.005 4711.1 306.9 4534.1 369.0 0.734 176.9 252.9 
0.01 4711.1 306.9 4545.2 371.4 0.724 165.9 258.9 
0.02 4711.1 306.9 
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Table 5. Results of Exponential Smoothing: Correlation 
Between Actual and Predicted Demand and Standard 
Deviation of Forecast Error 
(continued) 
Monthly, Base = 1 
XA  aA 
XD a
P AP z aZ 
0.03 471101 30609 4584.2 380.6 0.686 126.9 280.8 
0,04 4711.1 306.9 460007 38406 0.669 110.4 290.3 
0005 471101 30609 461504 388.2 0.653 9506 298.7 
0006 4711.1 30609 462806 39102 00640 82.5 30601 
0007 4711.1 306.9 464003 39308 0.627 70.8 312.6 
0008 4711.1 306.9 4650.7 396,0 0.616 60.4 318.2 
0.09 4711.1 306.9 4659.8 39707 00606 51,3 32302 
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Table 6. Results of Exponential Smoothing Correlation 
Between Actual and Predicted Demand, and Standard 
Deviation of Forecast Errors 
Weekly, Base = 3 
XA crA 
x 
p aP AP 
xz 
L 	..- 	1 
0.01 1073.9 137.5 1044.4 106.6 0.457 32.80 130.2 
0.02 1073.9 137.5 1051.2 102.2 0.450 26.00 129.5 
0.03 1073.9 137.5 1056.9 99.7 0443 20.40 129.6 
0.04 1073.9 137.5 1061.4 98.6 0.4.36 15.80 129.8 
0.10 1073.9 137.5 10681 102.4 0.414 5.83 133.2 
0.20 1073.9 137.5 1070.2 109.9 0.412 3.68 13601 
0.30 1073.9 137.5 1070.4 118.9 0.420 .3.52 138.9 
0.40 1073,9 137.5 1070.0 126.7 0.430 3.88 141.4 
0.50 1073.9 137.5 1069.5 132.5 0.437 4.38 143.4 
0.60 1073.9 137.5 1069.0 136.8 0.440 4.88 145.2 
0.70 1073.9 137.5 1068.6 140.2 0440 5.34 147.0 
0.80 1073.9 137.5 1068.2 143.0 0438 5.75 148.7 
0.90 1073.9 137.5 1067.9 145.0 0.437 6.04 150.0 
L = 2 
0.01. 1074.1 136.1 1039.6 106.0 0.451. 34.20 1.30.3 
0.03 1074.1 136.1 1052.1. 99.9 0.436 21.70 130.0 
0.04 1074.1 136.1 1056.6 99.2 0.429 17.20 130.4 
0.10 1074.1 136.1 1071.7 9808 0.410 0.88 130.9 
Table 6. Results of Exponential Smoothing: Correlation 
Between Actual and Predicted Demand, and Standard 
Deviation of Forecast Errors 
(continued) 
Weekly, Base = 3 
3cA aA XP a AP XZ z 
0.20 1074.1 136.1 1074.0 105.1 0.400 0.07 134.6 
3.30 1074.1 136.1 1074.6 113.2 0.381 -0.58 140.0 
0.40 1074,1 136.1 1074.9 120.1 0.359 -0.84 145.7 
3.50 1074.1 136.1 1075.0 125.7 0.333 -0.98 151.4 
0.60 1074.1 136.1 1075.1 130.6 0.306 -1.04 157.2 
3.70 1074.1 136.1 1075.1 135.2 0.281 -1.04 162.7 
0.80 1074.1 136.1 1075.1 139.4 0.261 -1.01 167.5 
0.90 1074.1 136.1 1075.0 142.7 0.247 -0.97 171.1 
L = 3 
0.10 1071.3 138.0 1064.2 104.2 0.368 8.90 139.1 
0.20 1071.3 13800 1064.6 112.8 0.327 6.70 146.9 
0.30 10713 138.0 1064.9 123.2 0.308 6.40 154.1 
0.40 1071.3 138.0 1064.9 133.5 0.299 6.40 160.7 
0.50 1071.3 1 .38.0 1064.8 142.1 0.293 6.50 166.5 
0.60 1071.3 138.0 1064.7 148.8 0,287 6.60 171.5 
0.70 1071.3 138.0 1064.6 154.1 0.280 6.70 175.7 
0.80 1071.3 138.0 1064.4 158.1 0.274 6.80 179.1 
0.90 1071.3 138.0 1064.3 160.8 0.269 7.00 181.6 
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Table 7. Observed Monthly Demand, Predicted Demand, 
and Forecast Errors for Series 





Predicted 	 Forecast 
Demand Demand Error 
1958 
April 4757 4966.5 -209.5 
May 5103 5099.1 3.8 
June 4579 4093.3 485.6 
July 5363 4815.3 547.6 
August 4565 4217.3 347.7 
September 4480 4528.0 -48.0 
October 4964 4730.0 234.0 
November 4660 4109.2 550.8 
December 3962 3800.1 161.9 
1959 
January 4645 4678.0 -33.0 
February 4689 4409.9 279.1 
March 4700 4416.4 283.6 
April 4822 4762.4 59.6 
May 4749 5108.9 -359.9 
June 4674 4583.7 90.3 
Time Span of Forecast: 1 month 
Base Period: Same Month of Previous Year 
Smoothing Constant: 0.001 
Correlation Coefficient of Actual and Predicted: 0.721 
Standard Deviation of Error: 258.9 
Table 8. Observed Monthly Demand, Predicted Demand, 
and Forecast Errors for Series 
L= 1, B= 1, a = 0.001 
Month 
	
Actual 	 Predicted 	 Forecast 
Demand Demand Error 
1958 
May 5103 5099.6 3.4 
June 4579 4093.3 485.6 
July 5363 4814.2 548.8 
August 4565 4216.3 348.7 
September 4480 4527.4 -47.4 
October 4964 4730.2 233.8 
November 4660 4108.8 551.2 
December 3962 3799.1 162.9 
1959 
January 4645 4677.8 -32.8 
February 4689 4409.9 279.1 
March 4700 4415.9 284.1 
April 4822 4761.8 60.2 
May 4749 5108.8 -359.8 
June 4674 4584.3 89.7 
Time Span of Forecast: 2 months 
Base Period: Same month of previous year 
Smoothing Constant: 0.001 
Correlation Coefficient of Actual and Predicted: 0.743 
Standard Deviation of Error: 247.9 
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Table 9. Exponential Smoothing Results--Weekly 
Time Span of Forecast: 1 week 
Base Period: 3 weeks 
Smoothing Constant: 0.02 
Correlation Coefficient of Actual and Predicted: 0.457 









2-3-58 1176.0 1176.3 -0.3 
2-10-58 1103.0 1193.4 -90.4 
2-17-58 1034.0 1185.5 -151.5 
2-24-58 1013.0 1171.6 -158.6 
3- 3-58 952.0 1067.3 -115.3 
3-10-58 966.0 1052.4 -86.4 
3-17-58 994.0 1032.5 -38.5 
3-24-58 1187.0 1051.7 135.3 
3-31-58 1169.0 1044.4 124.6 
4- 7-58 994.0 1103.2 -109.2 
4-14-58 1163.0 1121.8 41.2 
4-21-58 1076.0 1191.0 -115.0 
4-28-58 1168.0 1211.2 -43.2 
5- 5-58 1237.0 1203.1 33.9 
5-12-58 1206.0 1061.8 144.2 
5-19-58 1148.0 994.6 153.4 
5-26-58 1012.0 995.0 17.0 










6- 2-58 1144.0 1039.0 105.0 
6- 9-58 1093.0 1046.1 46.9 
6-16-58 1017.0 1021.3 -4.3 
6-23-58 1129.0 929.2 199.8 
6-30-58 920.0 939.2 -19.2 
7- 7-58 1132.0 995.9 136.1 
7-14-58 1338.0 1151.9 186.1 
7-21-58 1293.0 1119.7 173.3 
7-28-58 1347.0 1125.0 222.0 
8- 4-58 893.0 1077.2 -184.2 
8-11-58 1143.0 1034.7 108.3 
8-18-58 1176.0 953.6 222.4 
8-25-58 882.0 909.3 -27.3 
9- 1-58 955.0 1007.4 -52.4 
9- 8-58 989.0 1104.7 -115.7 
9-15-58 1091.0 1186.1 -95.1 
9-22-58 980.0 1149.0 -169.0 
9-29-58 1154.0 1138.5 15.5 
10- 6-58 1126.0 1120.9 5.1 
10-13-58 1153.0 1051.9 101.1 
10-20-58 1067.0 1026.9 40.1 
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10-27-58 1074.0 1066.0 8.0 
11- 3-58 1169.0 1069.4 99.6 
11-10-58 1192.0 1034.9 157.1 
11-17-58 1233.0 933.8 299.2 
11-24-58 921.0 1035.3 -114.3 
12- 1-58 1049.0 978.5 70.5 
12- 8-58 787.0 952.1 -165.1 
12-15-58 950.0 771.6 178.4 
12-22-58 592.0 774.0 -182.0 
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Figure 13. Flow Diagram of IBM 650 Program for Exponential Smoothing Method, by Weeks. 
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Identification and Aims 
Project B-178 is a continuation of Project B-158 supported by 
National Institutes of Health Grant #GN-5968: "Disposable versus Re-
processed Hospital Supplies." This project was activated on January 1, 
1959 and is to continue through December 31, 1961 under terms of the 
original grant from the Division of General Medical Sciences and the 
Division of Nursing Resources of the United States Public Health Service. 
The specific aim of this project is to develop a practical 
decision system for determining the relative economic feasibility of 
disposable and reprocessed supply items for hospitals. This study con-
stitutes the first phase of an investigation of decision alternatives 
and their relation to hospital supply costs. The project is organized 
in the School of Industrial Engineering of Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology through the Engineering Experiment Station and is being conducted 
in cooperation with Emory University Medical Center and hospitals in the 
Atlanta area. The approach to the overall investigation is divided into 
four parts: 
1. Determine the cost factors which govern the two 
types of supply items. 
2. Determine the relationship of cost f&ctors to the 
two types of supply items. 
3. Determine a hypothetical decision system. 
4. Test the hypothetical decision system through 
evaluation and revise the system as required. 
1 
2 
A continuation study, while not being a part of the immediate study, 
will be devoted to an investigation of extensions of the decision system 
for possible application to other procurable supply items. This will be 
followed by an investigation of extensions of the decision system for 
possible application to the procurement of other resources, such as 
materials, equipment, and labor, and to other broad management decisions 
involving choices between alternatives. (See Project Bulletin No. 1, 
"Tentative Plans for a Study of Hospital Cost Systems," Engineering 
Experiment Station, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, 
January 1959.) 
Organization  
The research project is organized under the direction of the 
Principal Investigator and is being conducted by him and an interdis-
ciplinary research team. This team includes several industrial engi-
neers, a registered nurse, a social psychologist, several graduate 
research assistants, student assistants, secretaries, and periodic 
assistance from consultants. The original plan for a full-time team 
leader (a research economist) has not materialized. Plans are being 
made to consolidate findings to date and to project studies for the 
remaining eighteen months, using the research economist as a consultant. 
These revised plans will emphasize the use of full-time staff people 
supported by several key consultants. The Local Steering Committee has 
met several times and has been helpful in identifying problem areas and 
suggesting experiments. The National Advisory Committee met in May of 
3 
1959 in Atlanta. (See Project Bulletin No. 2, "Proceedings of National 
Advisory Committee Meeting," Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia 
Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, May 16, 1959.) A second 
meeting of the National Advisory Committee is planned for the latter 
part of October 1960. 
Specific Pro'ects 
The approach toward the attainment of the overall objective 
of the research is the pursuit of a number of related projects, each 
under the responsibility of a project leader. In the paragraphs to 
follow the progress on each of these projects is related. 
1. Bibliography.--Considerable work was done on consolidating previously 
compiled references and devising a system of classification during the 
first few months of the grant period. An abbreviated bibliography was 
compiled and published in August 1959. (See Project Bulletin No. 3, 
"Bibliography," Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia Institute of 
Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, August 1959.) 
In September 1959 this project was referred to the nurse member 
of the team for expansion and maintenance. The objective of the bibliog-
raphy project was to make available ready references concerning dispos-
able and reprocessed hospital supply items as well as important works 
concerning applications of industrial engineering to hospitals. Also 
included are examples of in-service methods improvement activities and 
articles of a general nature dealing with hospital costs, quality of 
care, and other administrative matters pertinent to this research. 
4 
All references were entered upon McBee cards and were filed 
according to four major classifications with sub-classifications of each. 
A project bulletin is being prepared and will contain approximately 1,000 
listings. This publication should be completed in August 1960. 
The bibliography is being maintained by systematic additions. 
It is planned that supplemental bibliographies will be issued annually 
for the life of the project. 
2. Classification of Disposable Items.--The objectives of this study are 
to determine which hospital supply items are generally available as dis-
posable products, to classify these in some useful scheme, to determine 
which supply items deserve first consideration by the project, and to 
suggest which items or classes of items deserve to be included in final 
decision models. Results indicate that gloves, needles, and syringes 
should be studied first. A report on this study includes a priority 
listing of other supply items. 
3. Inventory Policies and Costs,--Several specific studies have been 
done in the area of inventory policies and costs. One of these was a 
master's thesis entitled "Development of an Inventory Model for Hospital 
Supplies." (See Project Bulletin No. 4, "Development of an Inventory 
Model for Hospital Supplies," Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia 
Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, March 1960.) 
Another study, also a master's thesis, was entitled "Forecast-
ing the Demand for Hospital Supply Items," (See Project Bulletin No 5, 
"Forecasting the Demand for Hospital Supply Items," Engineering Experi-
ment Station, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, March 
1960.) 
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A third study attempted to evaluate the practicability of the 
methods suggested in Scientific Inventory Control by J. Everett Welch. 
This study was carried out at Emory University Hospital by undergraduate 
students under the supervision of a faculty member in the School of Indus-
trial Engineering. The results were found to be inconclusive. 
Several preliminary studies were undertaken concerning decision 
rules for aggregate supply items and inventory policies with their result-
ing costs. These projects were decelerated last February due to a short-
age of staff time. 
A study of demand distributions has been under way for several 
months, and this information is being tabulated for use in several phases 
of the overall project. 
It is anticipated that this series of studies relating to in-
ventory will be understood and appreciated more by the industrial engi-
neer and those engaged in operations research than by health oriented 
people in the field of hospital administration. It is not the intention 
of the project staff to sacrifice scientific principles nor sound research 
methodology in the interest of communicating readily with decision makers 
in the hospital. However, the project staff does appreciate the need for 
interpreting study findings in such a way that the decision system even-
tually developed will have practical application. To accomplish this 
purpose, an attempt will be made to write a practical version of findings 
in this series of inventory studies for publication by August 1960. 
4. Methods Classification and Work Measurements.--The objective of 
this project is to identify the methods used and the corresponding 
standard times to process supply items. The supply functions are being 
described according to a system of classification. By the end of June, 
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times and descriptions will be obtained for gloves from Emory, Grady, 
St. Josephs, Crawford Long, and Piedmont Hospitals. This data will be 
analyzed before other items are studied. 
Extensive data on work measurements are being compiled so as 
to approach the problem of work times and costs associated with supply 
items. This phase is concerned with a microscopic approach which hope-
fully will synthesize costs of processing and handling items in the 
hospital. 
As a kind of replication of the work measurement approach, a 
work sampling study is being done to obtain various percentage alloca-
tions of different supply items in the central supply of Emory University 
Hospital. A secondary purpose is to obtain normal times for performing 
various tasks associated with the different supply items. Additional 
observations may be required pending an analysis of the raw data. This 
study may be extended to include other hospitals. 
As a further replication of the work measurement study and to 
attempt a "break through," a project is being done on macro-measures. 
Results to date on this attempt are encouraging but inconclusive. 
Another significant part of the methods classification study 
involves the classification of hospitals according to their methods of 
performing certain basic supply functions. This project involves the 
determination of the basic functions, followed by an investigation of 
how these functions are performed in different hospitals. To date, 
three separate sets of definitions have been derived, one for needles, 
one for gloves, and one for syringes. This has necessitated visits to 
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six hospitals in the Atlanta area. After the definitions were refined, 
the next step involved returning to each hospital and classifying them. 
To date, three hospitals have been classified and the results are tabu-
lated on a master control chart developed for this purpose. Yet to be 
done are the classifying of the remainder of the hospitals in the Atlanta 
area and as many other hospitals as may be accessible. A progress report 
is due July 1, 1960. 
To supplement the work of project personnel, several term pro-
jects have been done by classes in the School of Industrial Engineering. 
The results of these studies are being reviewed for possible inclusion 
in the study proper. 
5. Emory Student Nurses.--The objective of this study is to assist 
graduate nursing students interested in investigating aspects of the 
research relating to quality of care, the influence that patients and 
nursing personnel may bring to bear upon the decisions to purchase 
supplies and equipment used in hospitals, and certain other intangible 
or unmeasurable facets of the decision system. This project has been 
in progress for some time with three nurses interested in making studies 
along these lines. To date, one nurse is actively engaged in gathering 
data. The other two nurses were unable to select a problem that would 
meet the requirements of both Emory University School of Nursing and 
Project B-178. 
6. Preliminary. Cost Models. The purpose of this project was to ascer-
tain the items of models which would seem to be necessary in the overall 
cost analysis of disposable versus reprocessed supply items. The work 
8 
done on this subject is interesting and may be helpful later. The study 
terminated with a progress report. 
7. Human Factors.--Various studies dealing with human factors and intan-
gible costs are being planned under the general supervision of the social 
psychologist consultant. 
The Future 
After a relatively slow start early in 1959, the project staff 
was gradually assembled and specific studies have been undertaken as 
indicated above. As significant results are forthcoming, periodic 
reports will be published as project bulletins through the Engineering 
Experiment Station, 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Comprehensive Through 1959 
OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this bibliography is to make available ready references 
concerning disposable and reprocessed hospital supply items as well as important 
works concerning applications of industrial engineering to hospitals. Also in-
cluded are examples of in-service methods improvement activities and articles 
of a general nature dealing with methods improvement in hospitals. 
The bibliography index is maintained in the project office at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology for use by members of the project staff, the National 
Advisory Committee, the Local Steering Committee, and others. 
This report (Project Bulletin No, 7) covers progress to date in compiling 
a comprehensive bibliography through December, 1959, including the lists published' 
in Project Bulletin No. 5 dated August, 1959. This is one of several activities 
pertinent to the project's development of a practical decision system for 
determining the relative economic feasibility of disposable and reprocessed 




A systematic search of pertinent literature was undertaken to select 
references not covered by previous listings. In addition, references compiled 
and published in Project Bulletin No. 3 have been included in this bibliography. 
Hence, the current bulletin is referred to as a comprehensive listing through 
1959 ,  
Selected references from hospital, nursing, and engineering journals, 
hospital and nursing abstracts, theses, and related material were divided into 
four general classifications. All classifications were sub-divided with the ex-
ception of Classification IV, as explained later. 
To facilitate the location of reference material in the several classifi-
cations, the McBee Keysort system was utilized. There are approximately one 
thousand index cards included in this bibliography file. The plan for maintain-
ing the index includes a supplemental bulletin at the end of each successive 
calendar year for the duration of the project. 
For the sake of clarity a description of the four classifications is 
placed herein at the beginning of the several listings. 
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CLASSIFICATION I; DISPOSABLE AND 
REPROCESSED HOSPITAL SUPPLIES 
References in this classification relate to the use of disposable hospital 
supply items, the use of reprocessed items for which comparable disposable items 
are feasible, and comparisons between disposable and reprocessed items. 
The classification contains an itemized sub-division of references relating 
to specific supply items. Two additional sub-classes list general and unclassi-
fied references to literature regarding hospital supplies. 
1. General  
This section contains references on the use of disposable and reprocessed 
items in general, without specific reference to any one supply item. 
Bannister, Agnes, "Emerging Mass Feeding", Hospital Progress, November 1959, 
pp. 114-120. 
Blumberg, Mark S., M.D., "Men, Machines and Hospitals", Hospital Progress, 
November 1959, pp. 71-76. 
Chess, L. F., "Flint, Michigan, Hospital Saves $3,000 in Six Months with Paper 
Service", Southern Hospitals, April 1958, p. 40. 
DeWitt, Harry K., "Disposables: Hospitals Find 'Things Cheaper than People s ", 
Hospital Topics, October 1957, p. 28. 
Hospital Management, "Take a Close Look at Hospital Disposables", July 1959, p. 63. 
Nelson, Kenneth R., "Revised Hospital Medical Injection Costs Study - 1958", 
Hospital Management, December 1959, p. 109. 
Rosenfield, Isadore and Zachary (Hospital Consultants), "Disposable Units Less 
Expensive, Safer, Hospital Study Shows", Hospital Topics, April 1958, p. 121. 
Sanderson, J. D., "Paper Products Can Cut Costs", Catholic Buildings and 
Maintenance, January-February 1958, p. 76. 
Schmidt, C. G., "Throw It Away, it Costs Less", Lab World, November 1956, p. 564. 
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Skaulaut, Milton W., "Sterile Supply Fits into the Pharmacy", The Modern Hospital, 
September 1957, p. 98. 
Southern Hospitals, "Survey Shows Southern Hospitals Setting Trends", April 1958, 
p. 38. 
Tapscott, Alma F., "Nonwoven Fabrics -
July 1958, p. 103. 
Tapscott, Alma F., "Nonwoven Fabrics -
August 1958, p. 79. 
Disposables", 
Disposables", 
Part I, Hospital Management, 
Part II, Hospital Management, 
Title, Monroe M., "What's New in Disposables?", Hospitals, May 16, 1957, Vol. 31, 
pp. 76-82. 
Weinzettel, R. J., "True Evaluation of Disposables Looks Past the Cost Factor", 
Hospitals, January 1, 1959, p. 74. 
Wild, M. Bernadine, "Purchasing Disposables: A Survey", Hospital Progress, 
January 1959, p. 120, Part I. 
Wild, M. Bernadine, "Purchasing Disposables: A Survey", Hospital Progress, 
February 1959, p. 110, Part II. 
2. Unclassified  
This section contains references relating to specific supply items not other-
wise classified. 
AHA Monthly Listing, "Disposable Oxygen,  ask with 5' Green Latex Connecting Tube", 
Project Office, Emory University Hospital Office, December 1959. 
AHA Monthly Listing, "Expendable Urinary Drainage Tubes for Connecting Catheter 
to Drainage Bottle, 5 Feet Long with Connector", Project Office, Emory University 
Hospital Office, December 1959. 
Alexander, Edyth L., "Nurses Evaluate a Suture Package", Modern Hospital, Vol. 88, 
No. 5, May 1957, p. 65. 
Hospital Management, "Management Aids, Medical Products Catalogue", September 
1959, p. 134. 
Hospital Management, "Prepackaged Items Now Available", September 1959, p. 132. 
Hospital Topics, "Paper Service", October 1959, p. 137. 
Shuman, Adam E., "Prepurchase Testing of Surgical Scissors", Hospitals, December 
16, 1959, Vol. 33, p. 58. 
Singerman, Sol, "What to Look for in Purchasing Blankets", Hospitals, October 1, 
1956, p. 98. 
Southern Hospitals, "A Simple Procedure for Determining Costs of Paper Service 
in Hospitals , April 1959, p. 43. 
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3. Syringes and Needles  
The American Journal of Nursing, "Sterile Disposable Needle in All-Plastic, Wet-
Proof Pack , January 1960, Vol. 60, No. 1, p. 15. 
Beal, H. M. and D. M. Skaum, "The Cleaning of Syringes", Hospital Management, 
June 1959, p. 78. 
Bogash, Robert C. and Rosemarie Pisanelle, "Evaluating Disposable Type Syringes", 
Hospital Management, November-December 1955, p. 82. 
Crohn, Leonard B., "Hidden Injection Costs", Hospital Management, August 1959, 
Vol. 88, No 2, p. 124. 
Errera, Dorothy, R.N., "Syringe Processing Procedure", Hospital Topics, October 
1959, p. 114. 
Haines, Bertram W., D.Sc., "A Test of Longevity of Equipment Under Operational 
Conditions", Hospitals, September 16, 1956, Vol. 30, No. 18, pp. 52-5 1-, 58, 60, 64. 
Hospitals, "Disposable Tuberculin Syringe", April 1, 1958, Vol. 32, p. 68. 
Hospital Topics, " New Products: Disposable Blood Test Needles", 
p. 129. 
Hunter, James A., "Hospital Medication Injection Costs", Part I, 
ment, March 1956, Vol. 81, pp. 82-86, 130-131. 
September 1959, 
Hospital Manage 
   
Hunter,James A., "Hospital Medication Injection Costs", Part II, Hospital Manage-
ment, April 1956, Vol. 81, pp. 80-84. 
Hunter, James A., et al., "Hospital Medication Injection Costs", Part III, 
Hospital Management, March 1957, p. 86. 
Johnson, George N., "Hospital Study Favors Disposable Syringe Units", Hospital  
Topics, February 1959. 
Keck, Astrid, "One Dose Per Syringe", Nursing Outlook, January 1959, Vol. 7, 
No. 1, p. 24. 
Markus, Frederick E. and Jean Christie, "Needle Processing", Hospital Topics, 
May 1956, pp. 111-15. 
Markus, Frederick E. and Jean Christie, "Syringe Processing", Hospital Topics, 
April 1956, pp. 107-11. 
The Modern Hospital, "Readers Opinion - Cost of Processing Syringes", March 1958, 
Vol. 90, No. 3, p. 6. 
Moravec, Daniel F. and Carol R. Reinert, "A Simple Method of Determining Hypodermic 
Injection Gmts" .„ Part I,'Hospital Management, September 1959, p. 58. 
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Moravec, Daniel F, and Carol R. Reinert, "A Simple Method of Determining Hypo-
dermic Injection Costs", Part II, Hospital Management,  October 1959, p. 88. 
Pue, R. M,, "Cost of Processing Syringes", Modern Hospital, March 1958. 
Soltis, Steve J., "Why One Hospital Switched to Disposable Syringes and Needles", 
Hospitals, August 16, 1959, Vol. 33, No. 16, p. 72, 
Tinker, Randall B. and Richard A. Hill, "Disposable Needles Meet Need for Sharp-
ness, Sterility", Hospital Topics, October 1957, p. 131. 
Tobin, Sister Mary Esther, "A Study of the Adequacy or Inadequacy of Some Methods 
of Sterilizing and Packaging Hypodermic Syringes", Catholic University, 
Young, Arthur, and Co., Accountants, "What it Costs to Use Needles and Syringes", 
Modern Hospital, September 1957, p. 77. 
4. Enemas  
Kehlmann, W. H,, "Time Study on New Enema Technic", Modern Hospital, May 1955, 
Vol. 84, pp. 104-06. 
The Modern Hospital, "Plastic Enema Tips Are Disposable", Vol. 91, No. 3, September 
1959, p. 256 •  
Page, Sidney B., Jr., Charles R. Riley and Hargey B. Haag,"An Enema Solution in 
a Disposable Units Experience with Fifty Patients Requiring Enemas", 
Gastroenterology, April 1957, P. 71i7. 
Ranier, Warren G. and Barbara Lee, R.N., "Standard vs. Disposable Unit Enema", 
Hospitals, January 1, 1957, Vol. 31, p. 50. 
Rosenfield, Harold H., Louis Burke and Harold Rubin, "Disposable Enema Unit in 
Obstetrics", Obstetrics Gynecology, February 1958. 
5. Containers  
Cadmus, Robert R., M.D., "One-Use Waste Receptacles Minimize Infection Spread", 
Hospitals, December 16, 1958, p. 82. 
Hospitals, "Bedside Containers", April 1, 1958, Vol. 32, p. 67. 
Hospitals, "Linen Cart with Disposable Plastic Bag Insert", November 16, 1959, 
p. 92. 
The Modern Hospital, "Disposable Unit for Infant Urine Collection", Vol. 91, No. 1, 
July 1958, p. 174. 
Vincent, Charles, "Trash Collection System Uses Portable Truck, Plastic Bags", 
Hospitals, September 16, 1959, Vol. 33, No. 18, p. 86. 
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6. Wearing Apparel  
Adams, Ralph, Burke Thalman and Jacqueline Ford, "New Fashions in Surgical 
Attire", The American Journal of Nursing, August 1959, Vol. 59, No 8, p. 1102. 
Blair, Esta H. McNett„ "Oh, For a Mask--Effective, Comfortable, Inexpensive, and 
Disposablet.", Nursing Outlook, January 1959, Vol. 7, No, 1, p. 40. 
Hospital Management, "Disposable Slippers", December 1959, p. 114. 
Hospital Topics, "Disposables Incorporated", December 1959, p. 127. 
Hospital Topics, "Disposable Shoe Covers", December 1959, p. 119. 
Hospital Topics, "Operating Room Sweat Band", October 1959, p. 143. 
7. Packs and Wraps  
The American Journal of Nursing, "Safer Suture Dispensing Technic, Individual 
Plastic Strip Packs, Sterile Suture Strip Packs", January 1960, Vol. 60, No, 1., 
p. 15. 
Christie, Jean E., "Muslin.veraus'Paper'AutdclaVe Wrappers" ,'.Hospital Topics, 
March 1957, p. 117. 
Hospital Topics, "Disposable Sterilization Bags", September 1959, p. 129. 
8, Food Service Items  
Hospital Management, "Paper Cups for Portion Control", Vol. 82, No. 4, October 
1956, pp. 92, 96, 97, 100, 102. 
Hospitals, "Tableware, Plastics", February 16, 1959, pp. 87-89. 
Lane, Arnold S., "Paper Food Service Meets with Favor", Modern Hospital, 
December 1955, p. 122. 
Sampsell, Browne, "Paper Container Gains Wide Acceptance in Food Service", 
Hospital Topics, October 1957, p. 31. 
Schurr, Bill, "Paper Plates Improve Food Service", Hospital Management, February 
1957, P. 99. 
Willett, Roslyn, "The Trend Towards Disposables in Food Service", Hospital  
Management, January 1959, p. 107, 
10 
9.. Sheets and Drapings  
Adams, Ralph and Ruth Fraser, "Plastic Skin Drapes", The American Journal of 
Nursing, June 1959, p. 845. 
Hospitals, "Purchasing Guide for Sheets, Bed, Cotton", February 1, 1959, p. 55. 
Modern Hospital, "IPCO Pan Drape", June 1959, p. 50. 
10 , Towels, Sponges, and Dressings  
Sheldon, Nola S., "Sterile Warm Wet Compresses", The American Journal of Nursing, 
 July 1959, Vol. 59, No. 7, p. 982. 
Wolff, LuVerne, "Identifying Surgical Dressing Problems Helps Solve Them", 
Hospitals, Vol. 31, No. 4, February 16, 1957, p. 48. 
Wolff, LuVerne, "Problems with Surgical Dressings", American Journal of Nursing, 
 Vol. 57, No. 11, November 1957, p. 1463. 
11. Gloves  
Crook, C. B., "Surgical-Glove-Saving Technique", Hospitals, January 1949, Vol. 23, 
pp. 41-2. 
Hospital Bureau of Standards and Supplies, Research Department, "Surgeons Rubber 
Gloves", 247 Park Avenue, New York 17, N.Y., November 1954. 
Kalinyak, Paul P. and Joseph A. Kelly, "Cleaning and Preparation of Rubber Gloves", 
University of Pittsburgh (Unpublished thesis), June 1953. 
Walter, Carl W. and Dorothy W. Errara, R.N., "Care and Sterilization of Rubber 
Gloves", Hospital Topics, October 16, 1957, Vol. 35, pp. 101-4. 
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CLASSIFICATION II; INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS 
References in this classification deal with illustrations of the specific 
application of industrial engineering principles and techniques to the solution 
of hospital problems. Specifically excluded from this classification are 
examples of methods improvements directly related to the use of disposable or 
reprocessed hospital supply items (see Classification I), as well as examples 
of methods improvement not utilizing industrial engineering techniques (see 
Classification III). 
Classification II is sub-divided according to the specific industrial 
engineering principle or technique employed in the improvement. In order to 
gain comprehensiveness, certain management functions not normally considered 
an integral part of industrial engineering .221. se are shown as sub-divisions. 
1. General  
This section contains references pertaining to the application of industrial 
engineering and management principles and practices in the health field generally, 
without specific reference to a particular tool or technique. 
American Hospital Association, "A Guide to Initiating Organized Methods Improve-
ment Programs in Hospitals", Committee on Methods Improvement, for the Institute 
on Methods Improvement, Wilmington, Delaware, June 1955. 
American Hospital Association, Interim Report of the Committee, "Methods Improve-
ment", Chicago, May 1954. 
Andrew, Charles K., "Industrial Techniques Can Be Used", Modern Hospital, 
June 1955, Vol. 84, pp. 67-9. 
Beddow, John H., "Industrial Aid Works Wonders", Modern Hospital, June 1955, 
Vol. 84, p. 76. 
Berry, Floyd L., "Engineering Principles--An Aid to Better Patient Care", 
Hospital Management, January 1960, pp. 78-96. 
Blumberg, Mark S., "Automation Offers Savings Opportunities", Modern Hospital, 
August 1958. 
12 
Boeckman, Franklin P., Lt. Col. U. S. Armny, and McAleer, Charles F., Jr., Major, 
U. S. Army, "A Plan in Action, Management Research Mechanism". Hospitals, Vol. 28 
No. 1: pp. 63-6, 150-2, January 1954. 
Brady, Norman A., "How to Get Your Program Off to a Good Start", Hospital  
Management, June 1955, Vol. 79, pp. 49-50. 
Brown, Ray E., "Methods Improvement is Management's Job", Modern Hospital, 
August 1954, Vol 83, pp. 71-4. 
Carr, Franklin D., "Simplification-Standardization, How It Works - Why It Takes 
So Long". 
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CLASSIFICATION III; IN-SERVICE 
METHODS IMPROVEMENT 
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2 	 Illustration No. 1 
COL. GROSECLOSE WELCOMING THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Illustration No. 2 
DR. WHITLEY ADDRESSING THE GROUP 
3 
INTRODUCTION 
Dr. Smalley: Welcome to the second meeting of the National Advisory Com- 
mittee, We have hopes of picking your brains considerably 
while you are here. We want to take advantage of this opportunity and 
hope that we can stimulate you to such an extent that you will give us 
your ideas and evaluations. Before we get into the study, I would like to 
call on Col. Groseclose, Director of the School of Industrial Engineering, 
to say a few words on behalf of the School, Col. Groseclose. 
Welcoming For School of Industrial Engineering 
Col. Groseclose: Good morning, folks. We are delighted to have you all here 
and hope you enjoy your visit. I'm not sure which direc-
tion this weather came from so I don't know which one of you to blame for it. 
This is not normal I assure you. We are honored to have,this project here; 
we are honored to have all you folks give your time to come here from busy 
schedules. I know what that means. A couple of Japanese gentlemen are 
waiting for me right now. I wont be able to stay too long with you this 
time. It's always a pleasure to have folks visit in this town and I must 
be a little partial. Dr. Gilbreth is our special guest. 
Dr. Gilbreth: We've known each other the longest. 
Col. Groseclose: That's right) and time has a way of offsetting everything 
else. There's nothing to take the place of it.,. There 
are too many important things to happen here and too many important people 
present for a fellow like me to take up your time. If there's anything at 
PlJ that Nprold Smalley can't do for you ) he'll probably call on our sup- 
porting group at the Research Station represented here today by Dr. Whitley, 
and if you just get to the end of your rope why I'll just get you anything 
you want. I, don't have it myself but I have friends. Delighted to have 
you and hope you have a nice stay. 
Dr. Smalley: Thank you, Colonel. Now on behalf of the Engineering Experi- 
ment Station, the unit at Georgia Tech through which this 
project is administered, Dr. Whitley, Chief of Chemical Sciences Division, 
Dr. Whitley. 
Welcoming For Engineering Experiment Station 
Dr. Whitley: I'm delighted to add my expressions of welcome, particularly 
to you people who've come to visit us from out of town and 
hope that you find your stay here a very pleasant one. Somebody was com-
menting to me yesterday that he didn't know how much longer our pretty wea-
ther was going to last. He said it couldn't last much longer so it must 
have given out sometime during the night because when I got up this morn-
ing it was raining. As the Colonel says we don't know who to blame in 
this case. I hope that Dr. Smalley doesn't work you so hard today and 
4 	
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tomorrow that you don't have an opportunity to visit at least some of the 
nice places we have on the campus. We do have a few places on the campus 
we are quite proud. of and the library is one of them. Actually our library 
is two libraries. We have a science and technology library on the third 
and fourth floors and we have a general library on the first floor. So we 
hope that you will take time during some break to spend a few minutes in 
taking a look at our library. There are a number of other places of interest, 
but we can't show you many places because I know you have a big job to do 
today and tomorrow. As Col. Groseclose says, if there is anything that we 
can do in order to help speed your work along or to cooperate with you in 
any way, we'll be happy to do so. I'm going to leave now because you people 
talk one language and Col. Groseclose and I talk another. He and I. don't 
even talk the same language when we get into technical portions of our work. 
We'll be available if there's anything that we can do to help you along with 
your work. Thank you very much. 
Program Preview 
Dr. Smalley: Thank you Dr. Whitley. Now we would like to give you a pre- 
view of the program that we have arranged. While it looks 
formalized and formidable, we hope that this won't discourage you from deal-
ing with these matters at length when the urge moves you. We purposely set 
up the program in this way so that we would be sure to cover all important 
topic areas during the two days that you will be with us. Please refer to 
the agenda on Georgia Tech letterhead which supersedes the previous ones 
that you got through the mail. (A preview of the agenda was covered here. 
See Illustration No. 6.) 
Background of Project 
Dr. Smalley: Most of you have been on the National Committee for some time 
and I wouldn't want to bore you with preliminaries which you 
know about, but for the benefit of those who are with us for the first time, 
and also to refresh all of us, I'd like to give you a brief summary on ,lust 
what it is were engaged in here in this project. 
The roots of this project really go back to work in methods improvement, 
applications of industrial engineering to the health services industry gener-
Plly, to hospital operations in particular, back to about 1951 when a number 
of studies were being done to explore the possibilities of methods improve-
ment in hospitals, to consolidate some of the approaches which had been made 
for some decades as an integral part of hospital administration, nursing 
administration, and other activities. In 1952 I became involved in this 
movement when Mrs. Gilbreth and Mrs. Kuehn conspired to get a group from the 
University of Pittsburgh indoctrinated in the ways of work simplification 
and methods improvement techniques. Through a grant from a foundation Mrs. 
Kuehn sent some thirty-five nurses, nursing educators and nursing researchers, 
a few administrators, pharmaCist and others to the University of Connecticut, 
when Dr. Emerzian and .I were there together as colleagues. There we spent 
S 
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two weeks in a full-time program on methods improvement. As this group from 
Pittsburgh went back to Pittsburgh, they did. not stop but immediately set 
out to implement some of the developments at Connecticut. Among these were 
additional grants for other research projects, a cooperative effort with the 
Methods Engineering Council of Pittsburgh, cooperation with hospitals in 
that area and other units of the University. Concurrent with this, the 
American Hospital Association and other groups began to explore the feasi- 
bility of methods improvement. :In 1954 l was asked to come to the University 
of Pittsburgh on a leave of absence to help with a study being done on nursing 
proceduree, and at the same time, to continue the educational work of indoctri-
nating hospitals in the area with methods improvement philosophies and. tech-
niques and to work with some of the .local hospitals in putting into effect 
some of these principals that had been talked about. After spending eight 
months in that work, 1 stayed. on in the Office of the Vice Chancellor, with 
a close liaison with the School of Nursing. During that time a number of 
other projects developed at Pittsburgh, one of which was the Public Health 
Service sponsorship of a hospital, bed project, to develop and evaluate 
features of the hospital patient unit. That project continued after 1 left 
Pittsburgh and we're expecting a final report any time now. 
This project, the development of a decision system for determining the relai-
tive economic feasibility of disposable and reprocessed supply items, really 
came about as a casual conversation Dr. Dudek and I had with a representative 
of one of the "disposable" companies. We were appalled that apparently so 
little was known in hospitals and among manufacturers as to what the factors 
are that go to make up the rationale behind decisions. We were also anxious 
to test the applicability of certain industrial engineering approaches and 
philosophies to problems of "make or buy," disposable versus reprocessed, 
and all of this. Out of this, over a period of a year or more, a study was 
developed. to be done by the group that was then engaged in the hospital bed 
project at Pittsburgh. After this project had been approved for support by 
the Public Health Service, a reorganization occurred in which I came to 
Georgia Tech. Dr. Dudek went to Texas Tech, Dr. Dinnerstein went to Cali-
fornia, and Mrs. Gailani went back home to have a baby. We decided to leave 
the hospital bed project at Pittsburgh to be continued there but that we 
would request that the funds previously a:located for this be transferred 
to Georgia Tech. The Public Health Service went along with this and has 
been supporting this study since January of 1959. We are now approaching 
the end of the second. year of a three-year grant by the National institutes 
of Health. 
Organization of Project 
This project has been organized here at Georgia Tech along similar lines to 
our project organization at Pittsburgh. Characteristic of this organization 
is that we approach these problems in what is called loosely a mati-discipli-
nary approach through operationally, as Dr. Howland has often pointed out to 
us and we have learned ourselves, it doesn't always work just this way, but 
at least we have more than one discipline involved. We feel that there are 
problems and subtleties of an investigation of decision alternatives in this 
particular realm which tra7scend disciplines, that a social scientist just 
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cannot go off by himself and develop this, an engineer cannot go off and 
develop it, an economist cannot ; a nurse cannot, so that we've tried to 
bring to bear upon this problem a varied approach. Toward that end, we 
have organized a full-time staff of professionals supplemented. by student 
assistants and graduate assistants, and in additiorvwe lean heavily upon 
our special consultants, Dr. Emerzian and Dr. Doby. Dr. Emerzian has been 
working with us almost from the beginning and has been fairly active in it. 
As a matter of -fact he spent most of the past summer with us on a•full-time 
basis and was quite instrumental in helping to determine just what has been 
done s where we now stand, what needs to be done, and in designing certain 
specific studies that we want to talk with you about today. We're still 
hopeful that Dr. Emerzian will be attracted by two or three standing offers 
he has to come with Georgia Tech. If he does not come, we are still expecting 
to use him as a special consultant ; to make frequent trips here, and to spend 
all of his holidays and summers with us. 
During the past year, we've been quite fortunate in making contact with and 
beginning to work with Dr. Doby of Emory. We value this association highly. 
Dr. Doby worked with us on a half-day a week basis for a number of months, 
and then during the summer, he and Dr. Emerzian worked together and designed 
an experiment which they'll tell you about later this morning. That particu-
lar project is moving ahead now. We have certain deadlines that were going 
to try to hold to, and given any reasonable success, we will have that pro-
ject ready to incorporate into the final report. We hope to have the final 
report done and submitted by fall a year from now. Shortly after this "human 
factors" project was developed ., Dr. Doby got his colleague, Dr.rMlller s to 
help out. Dr. Miller is responsible for the testing of the instrument and 
the coordination and the direction of the interviewing. Miss Owen, nurse 
member of our project staff, is working with Dr. Miller as well as one or 
two other projects. 
Miss Owen joined us in September of last year on a full-time basis and spent 
all of last year working with us in cooperation with Emory University Hos-
pital and with Emory University School of Nursing. She has had the bibli-
ography project as one of her major responsibilities and has been a tremen-
dous help to us in terms of being a built-in, health orientated resource. 
She has worked in gathering data, evaluating ideas, and many other things. 
Her experience with us has been quite diversified. She has done work 
sampling, for example, and has gone to teas with the School of Nursing, to 
give the extremes of the spectrum cf her responsibilities. As we moved into 
more and more clinical testing and survey work ; we worked out an arrange-
ment with Miss Graves, Director of Nursing at Emory, that Miss Owen would 
join her staff and would share her time between Emory and us beginning 
September of this year. In many respects, this arrangement has made Miss. 
Owen even more valuable to us because she's a natural liaison with Emory 
Hospital. Miss Graves is vitally interested in our project and is doing 
everything that one could expect in terms of making resources available 
including some of Miss Owen's time. 
We have had a number of graduate assistants do studies related to the over-
all project. Two Master's theses were done last years both. in the realm 
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of inventory control. Both of these were published as project bulletins 
which you all received. We've had other lesser projects that didn't appear 
worthy of publication, but the results are being incorporated in our present 
work. We have had a number of class projects. Undergraduate students in 
industrial engineering have done term projects, have done special problem 
work on methods work in central supply, work measurement data, a technique 
of aggregate inventory control to some of the hospital and medical supply 
items in the hospital. We've bee lo able to use these kinds of studies 
principally to explore in a preliminary sort of way some of the problems 
that we anticipate getting into. So far we have not been successful in 
actually using in any substantial way any of the results of student pro-
jects. This is one of the lessons we've learned in this project. We have 
found that you cannot use results of term papers or student projects and 
put any confidence in results. 
For the past year and a half, we have worked toward an emphasis upon more 
full-time people supplemented by topnotch consultants, and lesser emphasis 
upon part-time people who share their time between our project and some 
other interest. We still have at least two people who do share their time 
and they're quite valuable to us, but our emphasis is shifting to the full-
time basis. Mr. Hall, who got his Master's degree in industrial engineering 
here last year is with us full time. Mr. Woods, who is a Georgia Tech gradu-
ate of 1955, has been out since they gaining experience particularly in the 
areas in which we expect to accelerate our work. - :e has just joined us on 
a full-time basis. 
Current Projects 
At the present time, we have several projects in progress. During the summer 
these were defined in more precise terms and each one is headed up by what 
we call a project leader. This is a man who is responsible for seeing that 
study objectives are met. (A summary of each project was given here. See 
Illustration No. 7.) 
The "Bibliography Maintenance" is our attempt to add to, maintain, and supple-
ment the cross index McBee file system that we have developed for pertinent 
references. Miss Owen has been carrying the major responsibility and Mr. 
Hall has some responsibility for this also. At the present time, this work 
involves a relatively small amount of time in terms of searching literature 
and calling to the attention of project staff any pertinent published material. 
Next, we have a project on "Inventory Policies." This is a project that Mr. 
Newberry has been engaged in for some time, and he'll be talking about this 
tomorrow morning. This phase of our studies of inventory costs is not re-
garded as "mainstream" in terms of pointing directly to our project objective. 
It is supplementary; it is complementary. We anticipate that this material 
will be included in an appendix in the final report. There are two reasons 
for including such an appendix. First, it gives a better understanding of 
the nature of inventory costs and the inventory function with respect to dispos-
able and reprocessed items; it will shed a good deal of light on areas that, 
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storage problem and the ordering problem and the shortage problem. The second 
reason is that we expect this part of the project will expose areas that need 
additional investigation next year or the year after or in some years to 
follow. 
Another phase of our inventory studies is "mainstream" to project objectives. 
We have divided this into parts. One we're calling "Order Costs," and Mr. 
Hiett will be reporting to us on that a bit later. In this, we are attempting 
to develop a method for determining the nature of order costs, their predic-
tion, manipulation, and incorporation into the final decision system. The 
other part is on "Carrying Costs," a very tricky sort of an area in which we 
deal with questions like "What does it cost to hold an item?" "What is the 
lost interest on lost opportunities?" "What does it cost to invest your money 
in inventory items?" Also, "What about spoilage and pilferage, obsolescence 
and depreciation in storage?" "What about the cost of the storage area itself 
and things of that nature?" So our inventory studies have been divided into 
those three projects, two of which are "mainstream," one of which is rather 
incidental. 
Our "Processing Costs" project is one in which, for a number of months, we 
were in the old "pick and shovel" era of going out and simply measuring work 
in hospital situations to determine how to classify the methods and to gather 
information. During the past Bummer, we brought this information together 
and determined just how much more of it we needed. Since about July, we've 
been putting a main effort on developing and manipulating work measurement 
information. Before Dr. Emerzian left in September, we had completed the 
compilation of work measurements for all processing steps for surgeon's rub-
ber gloves, both the OR variety and the ward variety. This fall, we immedi-
ately set out to develop similar data for needles and syringes. Mr. Tinll has 
the principal responsibility for this. He haa had excellent assistance from 
Mr. King who is a graduate assistant with us. By the end of November, we 
expect to have total work measurement data on gloves, syringes, and needles, 
and will move from there into the building of some sort of standard data or 
model construction for use by an administrator or a decision maker in esti-
mating and predicting costs. 
Incidentally, for convenience we are using the term "administrator" in our 
project in two distinctly different senses. I hope it doesn't make for con-
fusion. When we talk about an administrator we ordinarily think of the 
hospital administrator, but when we speak of an administrator on this project 
we mean a decision maker. This might be the hospital administrator, it might 
be the purchasing agent, it might be the head nurse, it might be the super-
visor of central supply. When we talk about administrators ) we're talking 
about decision makers. I hope that this won't be too confusing. 
There is another study that, in a sense, was preliminary to the "Human Factors" 
project. Miss Owen did this work by searching the ads in magazines. She will 
tell you about this later. 
These are the principal studies that we have underwaynow. It is anticipated 
that with our present staff and help from our consultants and meetings with 
our Local Steering Committee and perhaps another meeting of this group about 
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a year from now, we will be in a position to satisfy the major objective of 
the project by the end of 1961. We will spend most of the next calendar 
year in finishing up the present studies and integrating these results into 
a total decision system of some sort so as to be a practical tool for adminis-
trators. 
Objectives of Meeting 
One of the things that we need is your opinion as to the extent to which 
validity testing will be important to us within our present scope. It looks 
now as if we are not allowing ourselves enough time, perhaps not any at all, 
for testing our system on any broad basis, either regionally or nationally. 
We need your opinion by the time we leave here as to just how important this 
is Would it be more important to consolidate and perfect the decision system 
using a relatively lirOted sample in the Atlanta area, or would it be better 
to do a less thorough job with that and do some validity testing before this 
project expires. 
We are particularly interested in areas of indecision. We have a lot of them, 
and we'll be free to talk about them, areas in which we are not sure what we 
ought to be doing. Were also interested in alternatives to current approaches. 
We have considered many approaches to certain problems and have embarked upon 
a certain approach. Were interested in your ideas as to alternatives that 
might be more fruitful or more effiCient.. Were also interested in your opinions 
with respect to studies beyond the present studies to achieve our project objec-
tive -- just what we need in addition to what we now have projected. We know 
what some of these are, but we want to get your ideas too. As is always the 
case with any good research, you can expect many projects to be generated by 
one. We are aware and want you to be conscious of the identification of 
fruitful areas of investigation which could come as extensions to this project 
or as some tangetial offshoot of this project. I wonder if there are any 
reactions or questions at this point before we move on? 
Modus Operandi of Meeting 
To make sure that we don't have you sit here for two days and merely listen 
and have us pass up the chance of getting information from you, we are pur-
posely planning the sessions so that about half the session. will be informa-
tion-giving and about half would be information-receiving. Each one of the 
project leaders will be expected to limit his presentation to about half' the 
allotted time, at which time we will be ready for discussion, questions, re-
actions and so on. 
Geners1.1y speaking, our purposes here are to fill you in on the background 
for the project, to report to you what we have been doing, to consider the 
questions or cowments which. you have about what we've been doing, to form 
some sort of appraisal or evaluation as to where we now stand, to help us 
perfect the studies we now have in progress, and to help us identify and 
define in some way the studies that need to be done beyond what were now 
doing. If we can do part of this, well be happy with the result. Were 
hopeful that our project leaders will tell you in each case what is the pur-
pose or objective of the particular study they are working on, how it fits 
into the overall project, how it's being pursued, and what the present status 
is. In this way, you'll be in a position to react to it. 
Project Resources 
I would like to remind you as to where we stand organizationally, and then 
we'll move on to the research work. This is a U.S. Public Health Service 
grant to me as Principal Investigator, with Georgia Institute of Technology, 
Engineering Experiment Station, as the institution through which the project 
funds are administered. The study is being done in cooperation with Emory 
University Medical Center and hospitals in the Atlanta area. We also have a 
close liaison with the Georgia Hospital Association and, by virtue of my member-
ship on the A.H.A.'s Committee on Methods Improvement, we have a close liaison 
with them. 
Important resources are the two major advisory committees, the National Advisory 
Committee and the Local Steering Committee. There are two members of the 
National committee who were not able to come today. Professor McNulty, former 
chairman of the Committee on Methods Tirprovement of the American Hospital 
Association, is having meetings in vlani and is not able to be here but sends 
his regards and best wishes, and Dr. Flagle of Johns Hopkins was not able to 
come to these meetings either. We are certainly happy that the rest of you 
could come. Obviously, our greatest resources are our staff; -:.our .spetiai 
consultants, Dr. Emerzian and Dr. Doby; and our other consultants, Dr. Miller, 
Miss Owen, and others. Miss Owen is called a consultant, but we still look 
upon her as a regular staff member of the project. Then we have other kinds 
of consultants in areas like hospital administration (Professor Klein), 
engineering education, nursing education, nursing research, and some others. 
One other resource, an indispensable resource for this project, happens to 
be the excellent cooperation we've been able to get in local hospitals. Emory 
University Hospital is really our main base of operations, in terms of not 
only intellectual resources, but also as a laboratory or data gathering en-
vironment, but in order to get hospital differences and to ascertain some of 
the other variables involved, we have been working actively in six other 
hospitals. (The hospitals were mentioned by name. See Illustration No. 8,) 
You may wonder why we go that fax away. (To Birmingham to include Univer-
sity Hospital and Hillman Clinic.) There are two or three reasons for this. 
One is that we were instrumental in helping them recruit a full-time indus-
trial engineer about a year ago and we were anxious to work with them in 
helping to implement that program. As a result, we've been able to use in 
our research a good deal of what the industrial engineer has done in Univer-
sity Hospital. We've found this cooperative effort to be mutually advanta-
geous. Also, Miss Mary Edna Williams who was with us from the very begin-
ning at the University of Pittsburgh, joined. University Hospital as the Direc-
tor of Nursing about a year ago. And too, Mr. McNulty (Administrator), is 
a member of this Committee. Thus, we've included them in our local sample. 
Are there any questions or comments? 
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Dr. Gilbreth: I would like for you to speak a little more on the definition 
of "administrators" Seems to me a serious thing to change 
the meaning. 
Dr. Smalley: Yes, well I could say a word or two by way of amplification 
and then perhaps Dr. Doby and Dr. Miller will clarify the 
meaning for their own purposes. 
Unfortunately in the general realm of administration and management there 
is still considerable confusion about terminology. There is a school of 
thought, for example, that says administration is policy formulation, hence, 
an administrator would be a policy maker, and that management is policy 
execution. So, "hospital administrator" would be a misnomer, he is really 
a "hospital manager." But on the other hand, there are people who would turn 
that around and say, that management is top management--policy formulation -
and that administration is administering the affairs of things. So, immedi-
ately we get a contriduction. Now, complicating this is the fact that we 
realize that policy is not only made at the top level, but policy in some 
respects is made at every level, even the lowliest supervisor or foreman in 
a factory makes policy. In that sense he's an administrator under that defi-
nition, and also we realize that policy execution is exercised at many levels. 
Now we defined administrators in Dr. Doby's project for a specific purpose 
and when we use it in that context we mean just one thing. By "administrator," 
we mean non-users who have something to say about supply decisions. This 
would include the hospital administrator, his assistant, maybe the Medical 
Chief of Staff, the director of nursing, a head nurse, a purchasing agent, 
anyone who conceivably would exercise a significant influence in the decision 
with respect to supply items. An "administrator" for purposes of this study 
should not be confused with the "hospital administrator," a position on the 
organizational chart. Now perhaps I confused things more than I clarified 
them, but maybe Dr. Miller and Dr. Doby can straighten us out when they talk  
about their project. 





Dr. Smalley: I'd like now to call on Miss Owen who will tell us about the 
Bibliography Project. Miss Owen, it's all yours. 
Miss Owen: The Bibliography Project was begun before I came here last Sep- 
tember. We used as a starter a number of 3 x 5 annotated cards 
that Dr. Smalley brought with him from the Pittsburgh project. We began to 
collect articles and published Bulletin No. 3 in August, 1959. I think you 
have received it. The classification system has been changed in continuing 
it. We did feel that there would be a need for it and there has been. There 
have been many calls on us for references in this field which we have been 
able to supply. In continuing this bibliography, we decided to go back to 
January 1, 1957, and to make it inclusive through December 1959. The results 
of that survey and collection of items have been published in Bulletin No. 7 
and that's that I want to talk about. 
We reorganized the original method of classification and divided our material 
into four classifications. We bought a McBee filing drawer and punch and also 
a needle to needle out our required cards in the specific classifications 
and set to work on it. As Dr. Smalley has indicated, this new bulletin is 
the result of all of the work that we have been doing and we have revised 
it many times. The plan has been to search the literature of the hospital 
magazines, nursing magazines, industrial engineering sources, engineering 
reports, and other publications. We have amassed quite a bit of material. 
The value to the project we don't feel is direct, but it is a service tool 
and as I have mentioned before, we have used it as such to supply needed infor-
mation to others in the community, the nursing students on the graduate level 
at Emory have used it extensively. There have been methods analysts in the 
Army with many requests coming to us for literature, there have been admini-
strators and many others have written in and asked for certain publications 
which we have been able to supply. 
Now the McBee file and the four classifications I think I can best describe 
by showing you. We divided it into four classifications. No. 1 being the 
disposables. We didn't judge these articles whether they were good or not 
so good, but included them as articles that had been written about disposable 
supplies. The second classification was the industrial engineering articles 
found from many sources. We have searched many sources for this classifica-
tion. The third classification is what you'd call "do it yourself in hos-
pitals." It's in-service methods improvement as hospitals themselves have 
experimented with improvements, for example, "We like this in our hospital," 
"This works fine," "We have saved money," 'We've saved people," "We've saved 
time," etc. Classification 4 is a general classification with no sub-heading 
under it and to me has been rather a catchall, but we have tried to limit it 
to articles that would not have any special hospital department, but is appli-
cable to the administrator or to the chief of nursing service, to other people 
in the hospital but will apply all over. 
If you will turn to Bulletin No. 7, we will go into it. (See Illustration 
No. 9). 
Illustration No. 9 
Bibliography Classifications 
CLASSIFICATION I: DISPOSABLE AND REPROCESSED HOSPITAL SUPPLIES 
1. General 
2. Unclassified 
Sub-Classification by Item: 
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3. Syringes and Needles 
4. Enemas 
5. Containers 
6. Wearing Apparel 
7. Packs and Wraps  
8. Food Service Items 
9. Sheets and Drapings 
10. Towels, Sponges, and Dressings 
11. Gloves 
CLASSIFICATION II; INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS 
1. General 
2. Unclassified 
Sub-Classification by Technique: 
3. Cost Accounting 11. Production Control 
4. Engineering Economy 12. Purchasing 
5. Equipment Design 13. Safety 
6. Inventory Control 14. Statistics 
7. Layout 15. Wage Administration 
8. Materials Handling 16. Work Measurement 
9. Motion Economy and Methods 17. Work Sampling 
10. Personnel 18. Work Simplification 
CLASSIFICATION III; IN-SERVICE METHODS IMPROVEMENT 
1. General 
2. Unclassified 
Sub-Classification by Hospital Department: 
3. Business Office 10. Maintenance 
4. Central Supply 11. Medical Practice 
5. Dentistry 12. Medical Records 
6. Food Service 13. Nursing 
7. Housekeeping 14. Operating Room 
8. Lab & X-Ray 15. Out Patient 
9. Laundry 16. Pharmacy 
17. Ward Unit 
CLASSIFICATION IV; HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL ADMINISTRATION 
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The value of this project is not direct, but we hope it will be a service to 
others; we know it's going to be a service to us. Our plan for the future 
is to survey the literature that comes in each month, make annotated cards 
of the articles which we want to include in our bibliography, and at the end 
of each year, to print a supplemental bibliography including that year's 
collection of works in the same manner in which we have published BylJetin 
No* 7. In that way we hope to keep current with what is going on what is 
being written, what other people are doing, and have at hand a source of refer-
ences for our use and for others. 
We have in the Project office an additional reference from the Hospital Abstract 
Service of the Physicians Record Company which duplicates some of the things 
that we have selected but includes many others also. It's an accumulative 
monthly index, and we cross reference with it. We also haVe monthly publications 
from the libraries here on the campus which are sent to us regularly* I think 
that about concludes what we have done. Joe y if there's anything that you'd 
like to add, I'd like for you to do it right now. 
Discussion 
Mr. Hall: I think not, Lou, you've covered it very well* 
Miss Owen: Incidenta]ly, Mr. 14811 has been responsible for the industrial engi- 
neering section of the bibliography which I proceeded to really 
ruin the first time we went through it, because not being familiar with I.E. 
terms, I really got them in the wrong places. Would anybody else like to ask 
questions or make comments or suggestions? 
Dr. Smalley: Could we see some of the cards? 
Miss Owen: Yes. 
Dr. Smalley: Miss Owen mentioned that we had had some demand for information 
of this nature. I would like to add that at a meeting of the 
ARA's Committee on Methods Improvement, that committee decided that it would 
like to compile references for use by hospitals who wanted to go into methods 
improvement and wanted additional information. It is likely that we would 
work out a cooperative arrangement with them whereby we could make available 
to them the results of our compilations so that this work would not be dupli-
cated. There'll be a meeting of this A.M.A. Committee in Chicago about the 
middle of November at which time this will COME up for discussion. Also, 
hardly a week passes that we don't get inquiries from some hospital adminis-
trator or some nurse doing research or a study of some sort and they want to 
know what has been done in this or what has been the experience of this that 
and the other. We found this to be very helpful as a way of putting in the 
hands cf these people clues as to how they might get on the track of what has 
been done. We don't use it very much in researching the literature for a 
particular study. Georgia Tech has a Technical Information Service which com-
piles bibliographies in specific areas. The latest of these was a bibliogra-
phy they compiled for Dr. Doby and Dr. Miller on that project. This service 
is quite helpful if were dealing with a technical subject or a technical tool 
and the researchers involved may not be familiar with the hospital literature* 
This is a service to let them know what hospital people have been doing about 
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problems like this. Also, the researcher might be quite conversant with his 
own literature but not know anything about what's been written or done about 
problems of application or the environmental characteristics of the hospital. 
We can put them on the track of this either through our own source here or 
through the Technical Information Service. 
Dr. Gilbreth: How far can you go in the international field? 
Dr. Smalley: Well, I don't know. I think that's a good idea. We've done 
precious little in exchanging information with foreigners. I 
think it's too bad. Dick, you know when we were studying the hsopital bed 
we got some information about some of the Swedish beds. I think that there's 
almost an iron curtain between countries in communicating things of this sort. 
Dr. Gilbreth: Now would be a good time to think about it because we have so 
many foreign students coming from every country. 
Dr. Smalley: Now we did have on our staff a graduate assistant some time ago 
who is a national of Israel, and he made some inquiry of the 
UN's World Health Organization about this. 
Dr. Gilbreth: I see you have a New Zealand reference s you have a Great Britain 
reference, so let's start with the English speaking people. But 
let's go beyond the Ehglish speaking people. I know there's a lot in Swedish 
and German. 
Dr. Smalley: I think you've put your finger on the weakest part of the whole 
thing. 
Dr. Gilbreth: Is there an international association of librarians? Who might 
become interested. 
Miss Owen: I don't know. But, it would certainly be interesting to find out. 
Dr. Gilbreth; I think it could be the first step. 
Dr. Hullerman: 'Harold, does this (Bulletin) cover just hospital journals? 
Dr. Smalley: The great emphasis is on that. I would suspect that there are 
fewer gaps in hospital literature than others. But there are 
other sources besides that. We'll find some of these (other hospital and 
medical periodicals) publications there, but not nearly as exhaustive in that 
realm as in the five major hospital magazines, the nursing journals, and the 
medical journals. 
Dr. Holleman: Coverage isn't good enough to indicate to the reader what 
magazines from 1957 to 1959 were thoroughly covereds is it? 
I means would there be an index of the magazines covered? 
Miss Owen: No, there isn't an index of the magazines. 
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Dr. Smalley: Now this was started real]y for internal purposes, as a tool 
for ourselves, but the demand for it has become so great from 
outsiders that we find we use it more for that than anything else. We also 
subscribe to the Physicians Record Company Service and we get abstracts 
from them. aa the cards, Miss Owen has been indicating, "For more informa-
tion, see so and so." We do tie in that way. 
.r.:Jrilbreth: It's really an amazing piece of work. 
Dr. Hullerman: I wonder if the Schools of Hospital Administration might 
find this of value. 
Dr. Smalley: I would certainly think so. 
Miss Owen: I would certainly think so too. 
Dr. Bullerman: As I looked at it, I was thinking that it has certain uses 
that I can see tight away, particularly administrative 
residency projects in hospitals. It would be a little more helpful if you 
have really covered all of the items in Hospitals, for example. If there 
was an Indication here, we wouldn't have to search the index on Hospitals 
 or Modern Hospital. It could be quite time consuming. 
Dr. Smalley: I appreciate that, Dr. Billlerman. We have just about come 
to the conclusion, though, that this bibliography work is not 
sufficiently pertinent to our main objective to use project resources to 
the extent that would be necessary to make it that kind of tool. I think 
that we ought to seriously consider the possibility of taking that on as a 
side project and support it separately and really do the kind of job you 
are talking about and the one that Dr. Gilbreth mentions of tieing in with 
foreign work as well. 
Dr. Howland: You Are asking for a complete literature search, Dr. Hullerman. 
Miss Owens But it would be a full-time job, I know. 
Dr. Bul3erman: What I was thinking was that if you do cover it, then you 
will not have to have somebody else look up those indexes 
in those journals. 
Dr. Smalley: Now that could be done, but the implications of going on much 
beyond that are too time consuming and costly. 
Dr. Emerzian: I suspect you've done this Harold. You really have done it. 
Dr. Smalley: We may have done it but we are reluctant to say, yes, because 
we don't want to come out and say that we've covered every-
thing that is pertinent in this magazine to this period, because we didn't 
approach it for that purpose. 
Miss Owen: No, we didn't. 
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Dr. Smalley: And therefore I wouldn't be surprised that any of you could 
say, "Well, I know of an article. Let's see if it's here." 
And you find it's not. This wouldn't surprise me at all. 
Dr. Hullerman: Well, your Section IV is such a broad section anyway, it 
would hardly count anyway. But the first three sections 
look like a fairly comprehensive index of interesting literature. 
Dr. Smalley: Joe, do you have any reaction to this? 
Dr. Emerzian: Well, the reaction at the moment is that I think Dr. Huller-
man's idea is a very good one. I don't think that it would 
take too much more to cover what I think is bothering him. 
Dr. Hullerman: Oh, it's not bothering me. It's just an idea for you. 
Dr. Emerzian: Well, let's say that I think they would bother me if I were 
a researcher. "Is it complete, or isn't it?" Which journals 
did they cover? I think most of the works like this make a statement that 
the following have been covered. I think that's pretty standard and I don't 
think it would take too much more time to do this. 
Dr. Hullerman: However, I would exclude Section IV because you have only a 
fraction of what you might put in there. 
Dr. Kuehn: I see another use here. It seems to me that the supplements 
will be a good tool to look at in terms of trends and areas of 
study and concern; it could be a little profile which from the standpoint 
of the research group would be very helpful in relation to structuring new 
studies in the field. 
Miss Belcher: I Wonder:how you selected the articles. Have you ever looked 
at any article and wondered, "Shall I put it in or not put it 
in?" 
Miss Owen: Oh, Yes. Well, I will have to confess to being rather subjective 
in the selection that was made. I tried to use as a criterion 
of selection those articles that would fit into our methods improvement type 
of situation. Having been in methods improvement in nursing service for 
hospitals, I'll have to admit it colored it quite a bit. However, I did try 
to choose articles in education and those in other areas of nursing that 
might have some application for improvement in the actual care of the patient. 
I think I had the patient in mind, maybe too much, I don't know. 
Dr. Smalley: I'm wondering, too, if what you, Miss Belcher, are asking is, 
"Were we mainly interested in making sure that it went in the 
category rather than making sure that everything being done was in that cate-
gory. I believe it was the former. At least our intention was that it was 
appropriate for that category, when it came to our attention by one means 
or another, rather than making a conscious attempt to compile everything 
that had been done in that particular category. That's the reason that I 
observed a moment ago that I would not be surprised at omissions. 
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Miss Owen: Yes, that's right. 
Dr. Mullerman: Wasn't that part of the value of this, that it is selective? 
Miss Owen: I don't like that word, "selective" because--- 
Dr. Hullerman: You put something in and took something out? 
Miss Owen: I guess you could call it "selection," but I don't like it to 
be called as a selective bibliography at R11. It's really the 
literature that has been reviewed, the articles that came to our attention 
as being applicable to our project. That's actually what we did. 
Dr. Ehnerzian: Well, then, you took them all?, all that you read?, all that 
you thought were applicable to this particular classification 
were included. 
Miss Owen: That's right. 
Dr. Emerzian: There was no evaluation on your part as to whether this was a 
good piece of work, or a mediocre piece of work. Is this 
correct? 
Miss Owen: That's true. 
Dr. Smalley: The reason we stayed clear of the "selective" adjective is 
that this connotes passing some value judgment as to its 
worth. We made no attempt to do this. 
Dr. Dudek: Anytime that you make any selection, this will flavor your de- 
cision, so that the only way to include everything would be 
complete inclusion. The only way that you will have this is to have some 
central service, something like the American Hospital Association's putting 
out a bibliography service monthly, right? This was compiled basically for 
your own purpose. 
Miss Owen: That's right. 
Dr. Smalley: It's a biased sample. 
Dr. Kuehn: It seems to me the problem would be in deciding whether it goes 
in or does not fit the category. 
Miss Owen: This is very difficult. 
Dr. Emerzian: There's a confusion in definition and not a confusion as to 
the quality of insertion or omission. And as I understand 
it, you included everything you saw and thought belonged in this category. 
Miss Belcher: I was thinking it might be more useful to other people who 
don't know much about this project, in addition to listing 
the periodicals covered and to what extent they were covered, to say a 
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little more about how you selected the references and how they were put into 
the various categories. I presume that you must have had a way to do it, 
and it might be more useful to someone else if they could understand the 
rather broad definition that you have used. This looks like a very complete 
list. 
Miss Owen: That's a good suggestion. 
Dr. Smalley: These are all very helpful comments. 
Dr. Howland: And one other thing. We have talked with Miss Vreeland 
(USPBS). We have done something similar to this, that is, 
picking the ones we like. We also pick the references which might be ap-
propriate by sending our cards or copies of our cards to her (someone in 
the USPBS library). 
Miss Belcher: You send these to Edith? 
Dr. Howland: We haven't done it yet. We are trying to get some workable 
mechanism for doing this, but maybe it should be somebody in 
your (Belcher's) office. The projects you are supporting could turn in 
their stuff to you for review. 
Dr. Sm iley: Give yourself a grant to do this. 
Basic Grants for Research Groups 
Miss Belcher: I'm not sure mentioning this at this time is appropriate, 
but if this project has just one more year to go, there is 
a question here as to what happens to this kind of thing at the end of that 
time. You have done a very complete useful job; at this time you can only 
be able to bring it up to date once. Then the question arises as to what 
we might do after 1961, because it would be too bad to have this die? 
Dr. Kuehn: It certainly would. 
Miss Belcher: I know this is a problem in several research projects that 
are being supported, and I have no ready answer for this. 
There are problems. I don't know whether you people have thought about 
that. 
Miss Owen: Yes, we have, but we don't have the answer either. 
Dr. Smalley: Well, I would say that you put your finger on one of the 
biggest wastes in a scarce commodity, namely, research know-
how and research organization. This problem would be only incidental to 
allowing resources of groups, like Howland's group and Flagle's group and 
all the others, to expire for one reason or another; once you go to the 
tremendous, almost impossible, task of accumulating a nucleus of people 
and resources and environmental attitudes and contacts, and so on, that 
you don't dare let this go by the board, that you find ways of perpetuating 
it. Now we are not projecting ourselves beyond December of 1961 because 
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we have no assurances that we have any support beyond that time. We 	all 
optimistic that, by that time, we will have some good solid intentions with 
respect to extending the present project, or pursuing tangential results of 
it, or indeed, even going into another needed area of research for which 
we might have some competence to pursue. We had the same problem at Pitts-
burgh when we were about half way through the Bed Project, we wanted to pick 
up another project to maintain the momentum of the group, and I think the 
same problem applies everywhere. This bibliography is only one facet of 
that 
Dr. Kuehn: Excuse me, Hal, but I can hardly wait to get in on that because 
I think this is one of the terrific needs in all areas of health 
research. When you get, below medical research, if we could get a basic 
grant, a system of basic grants ; established for our good on-going centers, 
as we have basic grants for some of our hospita 9 programs, and then some 
kind of a formula could be worked. out to give a basic grant and then another 
formula applied for a specific grant, I think this is a tremendous need. for 
the paramedical groups. I certainly would like to second that. 
Dr. Smalley: Some of us may not be aware of ,lust What a basic grant means. 
Dr. Kuehn: I don't mean committed money against a specific research design, 
but rather a basic grant to support on-going research. I think 
that expecting a researcher to be under constant pressure to come up with 
specific designs may negate the possibility of what might evolve if they 
could think in a quiet atmosphere without pressure to produce something in 
X number of months. I think there are two ways to go on this and I would 
certainly like to be on record. as supporting this need, particularly in the 
paramedical groups, a basic grant to be supplemented by specific grants for 
specific research designs. I think we need a grant. 
Dr. GiIbretht May I ask a question on that. I take it that you feel that 
something of the sort that a company like General Tectric 
has for a certain group where no pressure is put on them, where they have 
everything they need, and at certain times their findings are looked over. 
But of course the first thing you have to have I think to get such a grant 
is people you can act:D=111y vouch for to have the background, training, and 
creative ability in this field. Once you get your project, then you can 
say, "We have such people." 
Dr. Kuehn: Absolutely! 
Dr. Howland: Something that bothers me too is trying to do a ten-year job 
in three. I would say that out of the three years, you spend 
a year and a half figuring out what you are going to do, and then you spend 
a year and a half getting ready for the next onslaught. In our group, it 
took us from January to March to get our report written and rewritten and 
a new proposal written and nothing got done research-wise. It's the old 
business of the granters making a decision about committing Type I and 
Type II errors. They want to make sure that nothing gets through that they 
don't know what they're squashing. 
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Dr. BUllerman: When do you want this time made available? 
Dr. Kuehn: Well, it's my own theory of research. 
Dr. MIllerman: Why do you want It" 
Dr. Kuehn: I think that Nel's project; once he establishes the quality of 
his research; a few such areas over the U. S. should be supported 
with a basic grant that would help carry the organization of, say, 3 or 4 
full time researchers. 
Dr. Bullerman: It may be hard to convince people to give a grant for nothing 
tangible. 
Dr. Kuehn: I don't think so. 
Dr. Hullerman: At the end of a project like this, you ought to have 6 months, 
or a year, to think up new projects. 
Dr. Kuehn: I think a national committee would have to establish some pretty 
good criteria (for on-going grants). 
Dr. Bullerman: I'm concerned about the allocation of funds. 
Dr. Kuehn: Well, I am, too. 
Dr. Bullerman: Once you've taken off and you have proven that you can do it, 
you get an undesignated grant for a period of time. 
Dr. Emerzian: It is a financial problem. 
Dr. Smalley: Well, I think Dr. Howland has put his finger on a part of this, 
too, that's of practical importance when we are sitting on this 
side of the fence. Take our own situation, for example. If we don't want 
to see our group get away, and incidentally, with any hint that this might 
happen, the people are not going to wait until the end to leave. What they 
are going to do is have their eyes somewhere else a year or two before. Not 
only that, but you are not going to get people to come in who know they are 
to run out of support. So what we do, then, a year from the time the grant 
expires, is divert some of our precious resources that could otherwise be 
used to wrap up a project and get some good solid results drawn, we divert 
a gocd bit of that energy and attention to working up our proposal that will 
be due. You have a lead time, in some cases, of six months as a minimum. 
Dr. Dudek: Dr. B5113erman suggested that you give this team so much money 
to come up with another idea, if they produce good results. 
But, you don't perpetuate it indefinitely. 
Dr. Bullerman: If you have come up with a good project, as you said earlier, 
You're going to have 100 other good projects suggested by 
it. All right, you have a period of time, in which to produce a recommen-
dation for further studies. 
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Someone: Yes, but what about funds? 
Someone: Yes, but what about lost time, uncertainties, and continuity? 
Dr. Hullerman: I can see that this right not be an impossible thing to 
achieve. On the other hand, a permanent sort of arrange-
ment with basic "thinking" grants given to X number of centers would seem 
to me to be diluting the available resources very greatly for each of those 
Centers. 
Dr. Howland: You do need thinking time. 
Dr. Kuehn: You can lose the effectiveness though. It would be possible, 
by the middle of Pro ject A, that you hit a tangent that isn't 
in your research design and then you are frustrated, with this one eye on 
the ball, getting your report in to Washington, and the effect of that re-
port on your next grant. For over a year you have a burning desire to go 
off on your tangent. Now there should be a few researchers of stature, who 
meet certain criteria that have been established, who should have this free-
dom of movement. I don't know how to get it in, but I think it is basic 
to research needed. in the paramedical group. 
Dr. Smalley: I think this is sound reasoning. A..e a matter of fact, when 
you think about it, isn't this the way you run a research 
team internally. You get confidence in this man and his ability and you 
leave him alone and let him do what he needs to do. You don't closely super-
vise individual researchers and I don't think, in this sense, you can closely 
supervise project groups around the country . either. 
Dr. Emerzian: An example of this is at Connecticut where a researcher re-
cently received a 20 year grant. 
Someone: That's interesting. 
Dr. Hullerman: Yeah, but I don't like this 
Dr. Smalley: You could do it over blocks of time, perhaps, without comp-
mitting yourself from now on. 
Dr. Howland: The other extreme is what the Army does and that is just one 
year, and I just can't get anyone to work on a one-year basis. 
Our grant with the Public Health Service is two years. Everybody has got 
his bag packed and they are waiting. 
Dr. Dudek: Some of the Air Force organizations, though, provide funds in 
an area. They will renew your grant with no strings attached 
to stay in this same area. 
Dr. Howland: I think it's a matter of the timing. 
Dr. Smalley: Well, perhaps we can come back to this later. We don't want 
to take too much of Dr. Doby's time. We've got a real inter-
esting one coming up. Thanks so much. Now I would like to call on Dr. John 




HJYAN TUTORS PROJEOT 
Dr. floby: Thank you Dr. Smalley. I suppose the reason for this study arose 
out of the basio grant eb:,jective which was to develop a pratfcal 
deoision. system for determining the relative economic feasibility of disposable 
and reprocessahle supply items„ There is an implicit assumption in this 
design, tacit assumption yeu might say, that the economi oost factor is the 
ma,.:!for considerater. if not the whole consideration or the deelsmaking pro 
cess. This partioular projeot was designed. to test that assumption, that is, 
to see if there were other fac.tors involved, and. if se, what they are and to 
what extent they operate. The tertattve title as i7dicated. is "Hu:marl Factors 
Pro,jeot." 	myself', with. personal predileotions prefer the title, "Behavioral 
Factors." For really thate What we are examintng7-behavioral characteristics 
and ac':tions. Well, that's the reason. for .fr. 
won't pretend to be exhaaeti-,ie here this: mer:ning or coap:ete th my presen-
tation of the desigr- Dr. Yliler will talk to yoi later and pro vide you with 
a picture of the operational phase of it. What wish to do is try to give 
you an introduotian to the problem. and the rationale behind it, that ie the 
kind of thtcking which -u7.derlies the formulation of the argument--what you. 
might call the. theoretical argirmenr;. 
The problem simply stated as we see It ha (,1) to identify these non-economto 
faoters, factors whi ,oh enter -1:to the decision-raking process. What are these 
behavioral soienoe factors? And (2) to determine the relative weights whiA 
each organizational ,c;omporent assigns to tnese factors. By . organizational 
component, we are referring to sucn units as the nursing unit oentral supply, 
medical practice, and, administration- We are using the term, "administrators" 
strictly in the sense Dr. Smalley indioated. earlier.. So then. we have these 
two things cne, to identify behavioral considerations which enter into de-
cision-making in regard to the alterratives, reproessaties, and disposables. 
And two, to try to determine the relative weights which. the various un the 
within the hospital assign to these. faotors. 
This posing of the problem presupposes certain kinds of assumptions, it other 
words, it presupposes an argument. And if I were to attempt to sumrae,ze the 
argument to would 'be in terms of five barth propositions mtioh we have used 
as a guide to the development of mat we thOo may he the preferen_te system 
out of mhich decisions are made that are primarily non-economic in nature. 
The first giding proposition in this regard is supply decisions are con-
trolled. or determined by vested interest groups in the hospital. I might 
say, before I. go any fte.;:h:er, that in our effortrs to establish whatever 
preference system is operating that inflaences decision-raking, we are not 
attempting to outline the Objective or real system whioh may be operating; 
that is to say, we are not trying to get at these factcrs in a causal sense, 
we are not trying to get at the factors whih the administrators should. be 
using to maximize rationality in the decision-making process. That, would 
be an interesting project to purse after this spade work has been done, 1 
readily admit. :Nor are we attempting to Lrply that the hospital administrator 
himed.f has some such system in mind. Actually if he did, it is quite obvious 
that such a study as this would. be unnecessary. Rather we are trying to get 
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at his conception or representation of these (decision-influencing) factors. 
You might say we are trying to get at his phenomenological system, at the 
factors he uses while making up his mind or while choosing in respect to these 
alternatives, without saying anything whatsoever about the validity of his 
choice, the wisdom of it, or the feasibility of it. We are simply trying to 
ask what it is he puts his finger on when he does choose. He may put it on 
something which is irrational, or he may put it on something which is very 
rational. We don't know and we are not attempting to assess that at this 
point, but I do think that's important enough to be assessed at another point. 
So, first then, we simply assume that supply decisions are controlled or de-
termined by vested interest groups in the hospital. Two such vested interest 
categories, you might say, have been identified for purposes of this research, 
and, as was indicated earlier, we are labeling these "administrators" and 
"users." These two types are "sponge types" as you gathered and are used 
simply to allow us to separate functionally two categories of people who we 
think, are important and who exert most if not essentially all of the influ-
ence on the devision-making process. 
Two, the relative weight of the group's influence is assumed to be a function 
of his relative position in the hospital power structure and the degree of 
monopoly of knowledge or skills held in respect to the use of the item in 
question. That is to say, if a user has a very new item like a "heart machine" 
--suppose it falls in that category-- now, that's a highly technical type of 
machine, the use of which presently is not very widespread; it resides pri-
marily in the hands of highly competent professional practitioners. So we 
would assume then that for such types of items the user would exert a very 
great influence in the choice -- maybe the whole influence. But, of course, 
the particular items we are examining here do not D111 in that category, as 
you know -- needles, syringes, and gloves being the ones with which this study 
is primarily concerned. Therefore, we would assume the converse of this: 
technical knowledge and skills required are rather widely diffused and are 
possessed by large numbers of people within the hospital service. To the 
extent that is true, then, we would assume that various people who use them 
may have relatively equal amounts of influence in this regard, or the people 
might not be so concerned from the standpoint of the performance of their 
roles in this matter. 
The third factor, or guiding fagtor you might say, which we considered in 
formulating the study is: the degree of interest or concern in choosing sup-
ply items will vary with the person's conception of the effect the choice 
may have upon his role. To illustrate what we mean by that, one would expect 
administrators, as here defined, to be principally concerned with cost, time, 
and efficiency of operation. Now I don't know whether that is true or not; 
it may not be, but that is something that we have hypothesized and we are 
going to try to find out. On the other hand, one might expect a physician 
to assign greater weight to factors that affect the public's image of his 
medical performance. By public here I mean both his professional colleagues 
and his clientele, that is, his patients. From the particular things which 
the people do themselves come their major interest in the decision making 
process. How does the decision affect the things they do and the things for 
which they are responsible in terms of their role. 
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Four: it is assumed that different groups will assign different weights to 
the same factor since their conception of the relation of the factor to their 
perceived dependence upon the factor for status enhancement. 
Dr. Dudek: May Y ask a question? When you say the different groups, are you 
still referring just to the two groups, "administrative" versus 
"user" groups? 
Dr. Doby: Yes, but we have groups within that. "Administrators" will refer 
to nursing, medicine, central supply, purchasing, and what we call  
general hospital administration, these people that you ordinarily refer to as 
the administrator and his immediate staff. Naturally, we have three or four 
groups within the "administrator" group, and we will have three or four 
groups within the "user" group. 
Now, the second source of interest here (the first one mentioned was status 
enhancement, I mean, they make their choice in terms of how they think the 
choice affects their own position or their status in the structure or in the 
system.) The second factor is what I call, for lack of a better term, the 
'principle of least effort in the application of the item. That involves a 
number of considerations and is not meant to indicate an invidious comparison 
here. Its just a normal thing that all human beings do, I think, they try 
to take, other things being equal, the path that will achieve the same results 
in terms of efficiency, etc., that requires the least effort. This will, in-
volve such things as time to learn to use the new item, the side effects in 
its use -- that is, is it messy, or is it simple and clean, clear-cut, will 
it result in his being worked more than I would have been worked if another 
choice had been made -- such things as that. 
Five, and the last of our propositions which you might sum up simply as the 
argument it is assumed that the preference system of the "users" and "admin-
istrators" is based upon their perception of factors which affect their status 
and which affect their role performance. Now this is just a correlary of 
number 4, in other words, stating number 4 in a more determinant sense, in 
a more specific sense. Now out of these kinds of considerations, we developed 
an instrument, a questionnaire, which is to be administered under certain 
conditions. 
Discussion 
Dr. Hallerman: Has this human factor approach been taken or studied in indus- 
try, or is this peculiar to hospitals? Secondly, would you 
give us jk_st a little idea of how the findings might be useful in action a-
side from the interest that they generate. 
Dr. Doby: From the standpoint of the argument here used, many studies of this 
sort have been used in industry. This is a basic approach, but 
the practical application, if any, that comes out of this will be more clearly 
perceivable at the end than it is right now. If we are able to show that 
behavioral factors do enter, to a significant extent, in the choice of supply 
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items (within this king of structure and I am reasonably sure that they do 
but I don't know which ones and I don't know just what kind of value system 
operates in this kind of setting), then I should think the next task would 
be to try to develop a mathematical model which administrators could use, 
a practical version to inject a little more rationality into the decision-
making process in this regard. How successful this particular study will be 
in allowing the generating of such a model of course remains to be seen be-
cause, as I look at it at this point, it is simply an exploratory step. 
Dr. Howland: It seems to me you are headed for a kind of multiple regression. 
Dr. Doby: That's one way we have considered handling the variables. Actually, 
you see, we have the dependent variable here as a dichotomy. That 
is, you have on the one hand a choice of a disposable item and on the other 
hand a choice of a reprocessable item, which is simply a quaslity or a charac-
teristic that we have assigned an item. They choose one or the other. In 
that sense, they reject the other. That we have then is a multiple regression 
analysis with a dichotomized dependent variable. 
Dr. Howland: This is what I was going to ask you next. What is your depen-
dent variable? Would it be vastly oversimplifying it to say 
that we are trying to relate cost to status? 
Dr. Doby: Dr. Smalley has a project that is designed to deal almost entirely 
with the cost factor. The only way in which we are considering 
cost here (in this part of the total project) is in a relative sense, as one 
of the factors among possible factors. 
Dr. Howland: This gets back to Bullerman's question, it seems to me that one 
of the functions of these studies is to present organized infor-
mation and I can see somewhere along the line what you would present really - 
is some kind of a concept of what the status system is costing, relative to 
the supplies. 
Dr. Smalley: If I might react to that just a moment, I think that is possible. 
Implicit in this will be, even if we don't express it as such, 
a costing of alternative decisions that may be influenced by status factors 
among others. This is to say that if a certain group is highly instrumental 
in forcing a decision in a certain direction and if any sort of assignable 
cause could be attached with respect to status, then one could cost out (as 
a result of other phases of the project) what he is paying to maintain that 
status. In that sense I think he is costing out status. That's only part of 
it as I see it. Another part is that we are really running the risk that, if 
this study shows that costs do not loom large in the minds of those who are 
most instrumental in the decision, the other parts of the study might be 
unnecessary unless we are then going to follow it up with some sort of edu-
cational program and try to persuade hospitals that costs are important. 
Now I am hoping that is beyond the scope of our present study. 
Dr. Booby: That is one of the things I meant by the causative or objective 
factors in the situation, when I introduced the topic earlier. We 
are not claiming to be spelling out the objective factors that should enter 
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into the equation or decision making system. Now there will be no data 
generated by this questionnaire that will answer your question in an 
"alternative cost" sense. 
Dr. Miller: What will be generated, John, is something that I think you 
take into consideration in cost, and that is, all things being 
equal, cost is determinant. What we are asking is, are n17 things actually 
eqppl? 
Dr. Howland: It seems to me that you are trying to get a behavioral refer- 
ence for the status measurement. Our sociologist tried to 
do this, but if I read what you're doing, you're trying to add some sort 
of a cost measurement. 
Dr. Hullerman: Let me restate this. I like this discussion, but I don't 
suppose time would permit, but I was just asking whether 
or not this is a particular problem in hospitals. We know that status has 
a lot of weight in anything in a hospital. Is it peculiar to hospitals, 
or has this been a part of the problem in industry? 
Dr. Doby: I think this is a basic human variable that enters any kind of 
organizational system. 
Dr. Hullerman: In industry, they have the opportunity to exert this 
weighting? 
Dr. Doby: I would hypothecate that the weight exerted by this particular 
factor would vary with the structure, depending upon the value 
system of the structure. I don't know how much this operates in hospitals. 
I would suspect, although I don't know, that this thing would vary even 
with the type of hospital, whether it is a private or public hospital, 
whether it is state supported, etc. 
Dr. Hullerman: There is a status variation in hospitals, I judge it is con-
siderably different from other walks of like. Is that right? 
You don't think it's any different? 
Dr. Howland: To me, any organization that gets anything done would have to 
have status differences. I would certainly hate to go into 
a hospital that didn't have any status differences. 
Dr. Doby: Why, it couldn't operate without it. 
Dr. Howland: You can't operate anything without it. 
Dr. Doby: You have to have a hierarchy. 
Dr. Howland: It seems to me unimportant whether it is good or bad, but what 
is it? 
Dr. Doby: Yes, and how does it operate? 
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Dr. Dudek: If I might inject something. I am going to stick my neck out 
and say that in industry, though, status would take a back seat 
to cost. 
Dr. Dobyt I would entertain that idea, but I don't know. 
Dr. Dudek: In most companies that want to make money, if it is going to 
come down to a decision, the decision is for that system that 
is going to make money. 
Dr. Howland: This I don't think is the question here. If I am reading you 
right, the dependent variable is cost and the independent 
variable is status. And in industry certainly the guy with the status is 
the guy who makes the cost decisions. That poor old IE out on the floor 
doesn't have much to say, he doesn't have much status, but as you go up into 
the higher group you are able to handle bigger chunks of money. 
Dr. Dudek: But, as I understand the question: Is the user really considered, 
or does the status man just make a decision? 
Dr. Doby: That's part of it, yes. 
Dr. Dudek: That's right. This is what I thought you were trying to deter- 
mfne, what's the difference between the groups as defined, the 
administrative group and the user group. Assuming that the administrator 
group has greater status, do they consider usage or is the decision based 
on status? 
Dr. Doby: That's one way in which we are using status, that's in a unit sense. 
Now, the other use is in respect to the individual himself. It's 
an individual reference that is involved. That is, does he, when he makes 
the decision, entertain the idea of the consequence of the decision to him-
self. Now I'm not talking about power here in the sense of a hierarchy, I 
am talking about it now in the sense of his perception of the consequence 
of the choice to his own welfare and to his awn role performance. He does 
take that into consideration. For instance, if a nurse is already overworked 
on the floor as they generally are, and if the choice is between a process-
able or disposable item and she thinks that the reprocessable item is going 
to necessitate her spending a lot of extra time in cleaning up, she is going 
to vote against that kind of item. Now that's in the "individual" use of this 
sense of status. 
Dr. Doby: Do you have any other questions on my part of the presentation be-
fore I sit down? 
Dr. Dudek: This may be jumping way ahead, but I have been glancing at this 
first page, and I an still bothered by these two groups. May I 
ask the question, in the questionnaire, I see 15A for users and 15B for 
administrators. Does the person looking at this questionnaire make the de-
cision whether he is a user or an administrator? 
Dr. Miller: No, the person doesn't get his hands on the questionnaire, you 
have an interviewer. 
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Dr. Doby: The person never sees it. 
Dr. Dudek: Oh, o.k. 
The Instrument and Interviews 
Dr. Miller: I amy be usurping some of Dr. Doby's and Dr. Emerzian's area here. 
Primarily, my task is to relate how we are going to find out 
from these people the things we want to know in order to see if the propo-
sitions we have made are substantiated or not. 
I suppose that, first, I ought to make an operational link then with what 
Dr. Doby has said and refer to direct items in the questionnaire which apply 
or speak to these areas. Dr. Doby mentioned a preference system which implied 
that we either have one at hand or we're going to ask for some sort of prefer-
ence statements on the part of the people. Actually, we are going to do both. 
We have an outline of some of the things which we think enter into the de ,- 
cisions and we also have made provision for the people being interviewed to 
supply their own systems or their own types of preferences. The factors 
which we are including can be found beginning on page 2. We are asking 
which of the two forms of the items are more expensive, safer for the patient, 
safer for the user, requires more time in preparation, is less messy, causes 
more patient discomfort. These are items which Dr. Doby, Dr. Emerzian, and 
I anticipated might be some of the factors that entered into decisions or 
preferences. In general, we summed them up as being cost, safety, convenience; 
and discomfort. 
In the second part of this, we ask them which do you prefer, a disposable 
item or a reprocessable one. On page 5, you can see that we are asking this 
in relation to gloves. And then we ask them to state why they prefer this, 
with instructions to those who are asking these questions to do a good deal 
of probing here. If you get an answer such as costs, then get at the phe-
nomenalogical factors involved in costs. Is it money, is it time, or what 
is it? 
We also are trying to get data on the source of the preference. First of all, 
we are trying to get this in terms of whether the person is an administrator 
or a user. This would be one of the things that we have noted earlier. We 
also ask a question on page 5 concerning knowledge of practices in top hos-
pitals or hospitals which they consider to be tops. This speaks to the prob-
lem of whether these preference systems are: actually following the preference 
systems of leaders in the field. On page 10, we also ask, "Other things 
being equal, would you say you have a general preference for reusable, or 
disposable items?" This tries to see if there is a general frame of refer-
ence from which this person is answering. 
On page 10, we try to get some idea of how this preference system acts in 
terms of operation. We ask them to say how they would try to get an item 
adopted, to respond to how they handle requests for supply items. This will 
give us, I hope, some insight into the picture of how this actually goes on, 
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whether it is through the formal channels that are set up in the table of 
organization, or in another direction. This ought to be particularly 
valuable in terms of the user to see at what point they inject their own 
preferences into the system. We have data on how long they have been with 
the hospital, how much under pressure they perceive themselves in terms of 
work load, their position within the hospital, etc. 
The actual interviewing, or the actual administration of this particular 
instrument is scheduled to take about six weeks starting next week. Pretests 
have been done and the schedule has been revised. X think this is the third 
revision. The interviewers are at present being trained through general 
sessions and practice interviews. We are going to tape the early interviews 
for reaction. We are in the midst of identifying our universes and also 
trying to select a sample. As things stand at the present, each hospital 
will be a sub-sample and within each hospital we will interview all the 
"administrators" and a systematic or random sample of the "users". This 
is, at present, about where we stand. Have I left out anything? 
Discussion 
Dr. Dudek: One quick question on this sample. When you say you are going to 
sample all administrators, you are using this in the context of 
Dr. Miller: Yes, in the context of . 	Dr. Smalley's previous definition. 
Dr. Dudek: Anybody who makes administrative decisions? 
Dr. Miller: We have outlined, in the prospectus, a specific group we are 
talking about, supervisors of central supply and this sort of 
thing. This is our "sponge" concept. 
Miss Belcher: I'm real curious about that too. Who does that include? Does 
it go down to the head nurse?, the supervisor? 
Dr. Doby: We thought of it only as unit heads in terms of the overall admin-
istrative hierarchy, but there may be some advantage to think in 
terms of smaller units within each unit. 
Dr. Kuehn: You did include Central Supply, didn't you. 
Dr. Miller: Yes. 
Dr. Kuehn: Would there be any advantage then in getting at the differences 
between central supply and the users of these items from central 
supply. The central supply administrator versus the ward administrator who 
utilizes what central supply dishes out. 
Dr. Dudek: This is just as Dr. Smalley pointed out earlier, some administra-
tive decisions are made at that level. 
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Dr. Smalley: One reason I think this is a bit nebulous is that you have just 
caught us at the point where we are at present. Miss Owen, 
this week, has been compiling rosters from which the samples will be taken. 
I think Dr. -Rmerzian could speak to this point better than any of us right 
now, but my guess is that no only would we want to separate central supply 
supervision from ward supervision because we suspect there might be differ-
ent motivations, but in some hospitals they might be entirely different 
departments and have entirely different organizational reporting patterns. 
In one hospital, the central supply is under an assistant administrator for 
professional services or professional relations. In others, it is under the 
director of nursing. My guess is that there are going to be differences. 
Dr. Ddby: That could be very easily done. I don't see any reason why we 
shouldn't do it, and I feel that it would probably provide addi-
tional information. From the standpoint of their functions or positions, 
one might reasonably expect different motivations. 
Dr. Kuehn: If you are using the central supply head, I wish you would take 
a good. look at your operating room head, because here is an area 
in which there are great differences of opinion. I think this should be 
looked into. 
Dr. Bola: I think you are right. One of my propositions hinted at that in 
terms of the degree of professionalization reflected in the user's 
activities . I would think that you would find professionalization probably 
maximum in that particular system. 
Dr. Emerzian: For these items that we have in mind, Dean Kuehn? 
Dr. Kuehn: For gloves, both at the operating room level and the ward level. 
You see, your goals are different. 
Dr. Hullerman: I'd like to go a little further on this. ActuRlly, the cen- 
tral supply and the nursing units may have different views 
on this. Also, for these particular items, your system can be made or broken 
by the people who are actually using these things, dropping them in waste 
baskets or breaking syringes or something like that. You probably ought to 
check the correlation between the opinions of the nursing heads and the nurses 
that are using these items. 
Dr. Doby: We have attempted to do that. 
Dr. Kuehn: That's your user. Miss Belcher just brought up another good 
point that the obstetrical head should be involved in that. 
That's true because you get conflicts between your obstetrical department 
and your surgical department. 
Dr. Doby: That's a very specialized branch in the "administrator" group. 
Dr. Kuehn: Do you have definitions for roles? 
Dr. Doby: Not yet, but that will be the kind of thing we will come up with. 
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Dr. Miller: We interviewed, in a pretest, the head of the Q.B. section. It 
was quite interesting, particularly in terms of enemas. 
Dr. Dudek: 
sample and 
user -- so 
Dr. Kuehn:  
In this selection of sample, a head nurse could be a user in one 
instance and an administrator in another. When you do get a 
pick her as an administrator, are you going to exclude her as a 
that she doesn't taint the answers of the users, or vice versa? 
She would definitely be an administrator and a staff nurse at 
the bedside would be a user. 
Dr. Dudek: You see, conceivably, the way I understand their definition= 
now, administrator and user, a head nurse could be both in some 
instances, couldn't she? 
Dr. killer: She surely can. 
Dr. Dudek: And in this sense, they would also use some head nurses as users 
in their sample, right? 
Dr. Doby: That's right. The same thing is true of physicians. You take 
the man who is chief cancer surgeon and may also be an administra-
tors and users, we fully anticipate the group that has both roles. I am not 
sure that you got the right answer to your question, that you are going to 
exclude them from this if they are this. Ey opinion would be that you might 
end up with a third category even though you didn't set out to have three 
categories. 
Dr. Dudek: Oh, well, she was selected at random for both roles. 
Dr. Smalley: In our selection process, we are going to make some mistakes. 
We are going to pick people from the roster who look like 
administrators, but when we interview them, we'll find out that they may be 
both administrators and users. Now, depending upon what kind of significant 
differences we find in responses, we might have to form a third category. 
And since we are going to maintain the identity of the people, we may find 
that other categories will suit our purposes much better. For example, is 
he a practicing physician; that might be a more distinguishing characteristic 
than if he is an administrator or user. 
Dr. Dudek: I see. 
Dr. Doby: I think too that we ought to allow for that because a man who is 
an administrator-user seems to me to be operating within the frame-
work of two value systems. He may have a great deal of role conflict here. 
We ought to allow for its reflection in such a category. I think that cate-
gories like this will allow for it. 
Dr. Dudek: Well, this is what I was basically trying to get at, the kind of 
selection technique you are making in your sampling procedure. 
What you are really going to do is make a fairly selective sample, right?, 
rather than purely random? 
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Dr. Doby: As far as the administrative group is concerned, we are going to 
try to cover them since there are only six hospitals involved any-
way, but from the standpoint of the user, we are trying to draw a random 
sample. But we recognize that in drawing that rand= sample of users we will 
unquestionably come up with some people who will also be administrators. We 
have been discussing it within the framework that we keep them, but we 
would label them as user-administrators and see if they actually do differ 
in any significant way from the other two categories. If they don't, then 
we will lump them into the user category; if they do, then they'll stand as 
a third category. They very well may be, and I suspect that they will be, 
significantly different. 
Miss Belcher: As I understand your definition of administrator, I think the 
head nurse group is a terribly important group. The head 
nurse is the one that orders supplies. She probably cares more about what 
it costs to run her ward than probably anyone else, because she is in com-
petition with other head nurses to keep her costs down so this disposable 
versus reprocessed would have a tremendous bearing on her even though she 
may occasionally use these supplies, I would be willing to wager that she 
functions more than half the time as an administrator rather than a user. 
Dr. Doby: I think you are probably right. 
Dr. Emerzian: But does she not, I wonder, reflect the preferences of her 
staff? 
Dr. Kuehn: She probably does, but that's all right. 
Dr. Doby: Joe, what they are saying is, that if she does, we will get no 
different information by including her in that separate category 
because the information that she would give us would be provided by the 
random sample of nurses. 
Dr. Kuehn: I don't think so? 
Dr. Doby: You don't think so? 
Dr. Enerzian: I thought the other way around at first, that it would be 
merely duplication. 
Dr. Smalley: The advantage of doing what Miss Belcher and Dean Kuehn sug- 
gests would be that if she does mirror the opinion of her 
subordinants, you haven't lost anything. But suppose her opinions are par-
tially a. reflection of them and partially pressure from above, you might end 
up with a fourth. category. 
Dr. Emerzian: I think these suggestions are very good. I have a feeling 
that perhaps we had overlooked some of this. We wanted to 
get quite detached groups, the director of nursing who was detached some 
distance from the user. 
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Dr. Smalley: In a hope that we could have a breakthrough in determining 
what her decision-making scheme was, not too much influenced 
by day-to-day preferences on the floor. 
Dr. Dudek: You will still get this. 
Dr. Smalley: We don't lose anything by this. 
Dr. EMerzian: We just lose time! 
Er. Dudek: You may have very tainted opinions in this question, they are 
more user than administrator, and in another question, they are 
more ad9n'n4 strator than they are user. 
Dr. Doby: They may act like Koko, there: "Which role do you want me to answer 
this from?" 
Dr. Bullerman: Are you going to sample staff nurses? 
Dr. Miller: Yes, staff nurses and house doctors are the primary user sample. 
Miss Belcher: Is this sample going to include all 24 hours? You may get 
different reactions from people who are permanently on nights 
and have to clean up some of this. 
Dr. Kuehn: That's right. 
Miss Belcher: Than from people who are just users, not cleaners. 
Dr. Miller: This was a problem which was brought home to me the other day* 
they are also, to some extent, removed from pressure except 
from limited points. 
DT*. Gilbreth: Is there any attempt to get the patient's reaction. 
Dr. Miller: No. 
Dr. Doby: Our assumption, Dr. Gilbreth, rightly or wrongly, is that this is 
to be reflected by the ward nurse; her value system will reflect 
that. We don't know, of course, but we are not making provision for includ-
ing patient opinions. 
Dr. Miller: Nor have we made any provision for housekeeping personnel. 
Dr. Gilbreth: I wasn't thinking so much of getting a direct return from the 
patient, but will the patients express to you in any way what 
they feel? 
Dr. Smalley: Well, I think our decision there, Dr. Gilbreth, has been 
cowardice more than anything else. We are reluctant to open 
up Pandora's box on this thing. I am afraid that we would just be hopelessly 
lost if we got into the question of the interplay of comfort and care and at 
what point is the patient satisfied with his care and what influence does 
bedside manner and report have upon his decision. We felt that we didn't 
dare get into this area and that we would gamble that the nurse adequately 
reflects the patient's preference system. Now this may be unwise, but this 
is what we had planned to do. 
Dr. Gilbreth: It may be unwise, I think that's quite right, but I think 
your assumption is a little broad, don't you, of what the 
nurse would. reflect? 
Dr. Kuehn: I do tool 
Dr. Gilbreth: I feel cheered. I'm not as ignorant as T thought. 
Dr. Doby: I don't see how this patient attitude or feeling actually has any 
bearing on the hospital decision system. The hospital decision-
makers must necessarily take it into account or else it will have no bearing 
by definition. Now how they take it into account or whether they take it 
into account, I don't know, but if it is taken into account, then they are 
the only ones who can take it into account and surely it would be reflected 
in their preferences. 
Dr. Millers I think also that in "patient discomfort" we have a device to 
see if the perception of comfort or discomfort that these items 
produce in a patient is reflected. It may be changed at different levels 
from the actual people who are, well, sticking reusable or disposable needles 
into a patient and from the higher level where they probably never see this 
done. I have the feeling that if there is a relatively common complaint a, 
bout discomfort that it will be brought out by the people who are using It 
as to what happens. I am speaking of this in terms of some of the impres-
sionistic data I have from pretesting. 
Dr. Smalley: We haven't neglected this entirely. We've got to keep in mind 
too, what items we are concentrating on right now? Aside from 
enemas, we do not believe nor does anyone else that we have talked with, that 
the patient knows much difference in a disposable needle or reprocessed 
needle. Certainly the OR patient doesh't know the difference in the kind 
of glove being used on him. We don't really suspect that the patient would 
have any valid preferences with the kind of items we are talking about. 
Dr. Kuehn: I wouldn't buy that on needles. I think you could make a nice 
little study of patient reaction to needles. 
Dr. amalJey: You think that needles might show a difference? 
Dr. Kuehn: I sure do! 
Dr. Gilbrethz They may not be the only item. 
Er. Dudek: Maybe disposables would come up better because each time they 
are sharper. 
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Dr. Kuehn: Right: If you made a study in a controlled situation where you 
used the reprocessed versus the "control" and more patients com-
plained about needles, what would you conclude? 
Dr. Smalley: Are you proposing a study to determine whether burrs on needles 
hurt, or whether disposable needles have fewer burrs than re-
usable ones? To me, these would be two different studies; one wouldn't in-
volve the patient at all You can find out what is the grequency of a burr 
on a reprocessed needle and the frequency on a disposable and see if you get 
a significant difference without involving the patient. 
Dr. Kuehn: The patient will complain about dull needles if they are not 
sharpened in reprocessing, if they are not well handled, your 
patient will complain upon the insertion of the needle. 
Dr. Smalley: Then you study would be to determine the extent to which the 
patient felt it discomfortable to have a burr. 
Dr. Kuehn: That's right. 
Dr. Miller: Actually, there is a matter of relative discomfort here. 
Dr. Kuehn: That's right. 
Dr. Emerzian: Nurses have reported this to us quite a lot. 
Dr. Gilbretht I can see a whole group in business and industry, and back 
of them, Madison Avenue just panting to get at this. 
Dr. Hullerman: In talking about disposables, one of the departments that 
gets concerned about this business is the stores and pur-
chasing department. Are they being questioned? 
Dr. Miller: Yes, the purchasing agent is one of the"administrators." 
Dr. Hullermant Also, when a person answers this question, is he answering 
it from the standpoint of his own narrow point of operation? 
Dr. Miller: No, we can't do that. We have discussed this at some length 
as to whether we would ask each individiaJ to respond in terms 
of his own narrow operation, and we ran into this problem of the user-admin-
istrator. Where does he fit in this? In other words, he may not anower 
this in terms of his own use. He may give one answer, but in the terms of 
his broader knowledge as an administrator, he may answer another way. 
Dr. Hullerman: Some people will take into consideration the purchasing 
and the accounting and the central supply and the use and 
others won't? 
Dr. Miller: That's right. 
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Miss Belcher: I hesitate to mention this but in various hospitals, the 
Practices in the central supply room differ. In one 
hospital, you may get a very efficient central supply room that auto-
matically sharpens needles frequently, that has a very good person who 
checks for burrs and all that. In that kind of hospital, they may prefer 
conventional reusables. But in a hospital where they don't have good 
central supply services, where they don't sharpen the needles, they don't 
remove the ones that have burrs, etc., those nurses will go over to the 
disposable. How are you going to deal with this? 
Dr. Miller: This is why we are taking each single hospital as a sub-
sample. 
Miss Belcher: Are you attempting to describe the process? 
Dr. Miller: No, we are not. I think that we may have this information 
available though. 
Dr. Emerziar  This information will be available as part of the 'Repro-




I'd like to raise a question that I think could pose some prob-
lems. I see that you are taking into consideration their 
Noy, I presume you mean both education and experience. Right? 
Knowledge here means: do they know of the item, that is 
have they seen it or seen it used. 
Dr. Dudek: O.K. Now I think that the extent of their knowledge will be 
a factor in their answers. But here's another question, right 
along these same lines: this questionnaire here is going to determine what 
the person feels right now. What if a study were made in this hospital 
and facts were presented to this person that they could save this much or 
that these were all the advantages that they would have to make the tran-
sition to one or the other. If they got these facts to review and you 
went back and asked. them, the same thing, how much is it going to affect 
their decision? In other words, how much does status or feelings really 
affect their decision when presented with facts? 
Dr. Miller: We just have to consider their present frame of reference, 
their present level of knowledge. I had an administrator 
admit to me that he read cost studies but actually he wasn't sure whether 
a cost study could determine whether this was an economical or a non-
economical adaptation. What is "facts" to you may be just a type of data 
to someone else. 
Dr. Dudek: This is what I am interested in. How many of these people in 
these various status positions or administrative roles are 
affected by a report that presents facts to them? 
Dr. Miller: All right. 
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Dr. Dudek: It might be a more valid measure of how status is really 
affecting them, because this question just says, what is their 
position right now? Most of our assumptions here say that the relative 
weight of the interest groups are influenced under decisions assumed to be 
related to relative position and status in the hospital. Wouldn't this 
comparison possibly give a better indication of how the status itself is 
affecting the derision. 
Dr. Miller: To some extent, though, what you are saying is: "Is this 
person a type of person who goes through reports and reads 
these things, and is that what he bases his decision on", and this ought 
to come out." Why do you base your preference on this." "Well, I looked 
at a report." And if he has done this in the past, I think it is pretty 
safe to assume that he will go to the same source of data in the future. 
Dr. Emerzian: Dr. Doby may have addressed himself to this question some- 
what earlier, and if I interpret you correctly here, this 
project does not answer the questions that you have in mind, but rather 
the second stage of research may do this. For example, the nurses may say 
that disposable needles are safer, and this is what they feel, but an 
experimental study later on would study the question as to whether disposable 
needles are safer or not, and with this fact in mind, would this change the 
preference of the people? Is this what you are raising? 
Dr. Dudek: Not completely. This is part of the thing that I'm driving at, 
but what I'm saying is that if you came to me with this question-
naire, I would answer all of these questions in view of the facts that I 
now possess, whether I had any experience or any knowledge of this material 
or not. I may not have ever given any thought to disposable versus repro-
cessed syringes. So you ask me and I say: Oh, yes, I remember that somebody 
in one of my classes ten years ago said that this might occur some day, or 
maybe I was in a hospital where we used these and I liked them a lot. For 
no other reason but that I liked them, I say, "Yes." I made my decision 
not on any facts, but just things that I had accumulated from my experience 
and my education. Now, if somebody came to me with a proposal: "We pro-
pose that in this hospital we should use this, and here are the reasons 
why." And now they present you with all these facts, a study has been done, 
the costs are thus-and-so, we would save this much, it would be this much 
easier on patients because of report so-and-so, and I look through all this 
material. Now, as an administrator, I say, "Gee, I have a lot more back-
ground to base my decision on." I would answer that question in an alto-
gether different manner. 
Dr. Doby: The basis for your answer is different, but you still use the 
same concepts in arriving at a decision, but the particular 
variables expressed by the concepts would be viewed in a different light. 
You know now what the cost is. You placed cost as the number 1 factor 
before. You still place cost as the number 1 factor, but heretofore you 
didn't know exactly what the cost was, cost was rather fuzzy. 
Dr. Dudek: That I am saying is: the first time, I may have checked 
"simplicity of use" as prime, now that I have read all these 
things, it may be "safety to patient" first and cost second, whereas 
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they were down the line some place in the earlier decisions. You are saying 
that my decision is going to be the same the second time it is the first 
time. I am saying, I don't know. 
Dr. Doby: Bo, I am saying that the basis for it is the same. 
Dr. Emerzian: The valve system is stable. We don't knows this would be 
an assumption here. 
Someone: I don't think you can make it here. 
Dr. Dudek: I don't think you can make it, not when you are dealing with 
human beings. 
Dr. Doby: We have differences of opinion here. 
Someone: It would make a good study. 
Several People: Yes. 
Dr. Doby: Here's what would happen. If your attitudes and personality 
changed. that fast you would feel like you were a whirling 
machine. How would you ever get any "integration?" 
Dr. Dudek: I think that the good administrator, the guy who is forging 
ahead, who is really making wise decisions from day to day is 
the man who does change his value judgments as it is necessary to change 
them. 
Dr. Doby: His value judgments, that's very true, but does he change the 
principles which, he utilizes in arriving at a decision? 
Dr. Dudek: Yes, maybe I'm wrong but you understand. what I'm saying, don't 
you, Hal? 
Dr. Smalley: Yes, I understand it. I'm just uncertain about how I stand. 
That's the reason I'm not speaking, that's all, but I'll 
always jump in. 
Dr. Doby: We have been going through that argument for about six months, 
and we haven't resolved it yet. We can't resolve it without a 
cruciHl experiment. It is a very fundamental question. 
Dr. Dudek: That is why I say, could you design it into this question right 
now. Let's resolve it. 
Dr. Doby: I think you'd have the design en experiment. I don't think you 
could answer that question by a survey. 
Dr. Kuehn: In making a decision, as Dick brought out here, you have a 
flexible field and you are interested in the safety to patients, 






I would like to be sure that it wasn't nailed at cost, for 
don't think it will be. 
No, at least in terms of a value orientation, you are dealing 
with humans, so safety to a patient would be probably high on 
list. 
Dr. Smalley: Let me react this way. Take this question about how important 
is cost. I think Dick has a point in this respect. We don't 
want to get too philosophical about this, but one might view education, 
real education, as an attempt to change a person's value system. This is 
the thing that Dr. Doby is saying: It's pretty stable; there is a lot of 
inertia to changing a person's value system, but every now and then we 
change a bigot into a person who will view objectively. This is a major 
step. I think what Dr. Doby is saying is that we are not going to take any 
major steps like this in a survey of this project or even one ten times 
more comprehensive. But what you might very well find is this: It's sort 
of like some of the surveys we made some years ago where we get statements 
like: "The purpose of the hospital is to save the patient's life, not his 
money." Well, this is a convenient cliche that I think really reveals a 
lot about his value system. He has cost in it somewhere, maybe reluctantly 
would he be interested in cost, but he's not really concerned about it at 
all. I don't much think shedding light on the cost picture is going to 
change his value system, but I think if you show what the costs are so that 
he is now talking about something that's within his frame of knowledge, not 
Some hunch or belief he has, he might give more weight to that than he 
would otherwise. 
Dr. Dudek: But you see, I'm not only referring to cost. I'm referring 
to a study that presents all the facts. If there is any study 
available like Joe mentioned that "There's less burrs on this needle," O.K., 
this is one of the facts. "This disposable needle has less burrs." "This 
disposable needle is going to cost us so much." The cost factor may have 
gone up, but now, because of all the facts, it still is a better thing to 
use because of all these other considerations which I, at the time you 
came to me with this questionnaire, didn't know. 
Dr. Smalley: You didn't think of burrs? 
Dr. Doby: You can't go into those. It's still a saving in your cost. It 
simply varies with conditions for which those factors are ex-
pressed. 
Dr. Smalley: Let me ask one other question in order to probe. Do you 
mean that he didn't think of burrs before -- it didn't occur 
to him -- or that it wasn't important to him before? 
Dr. Dudek: He may not have had enough knowledge. I think that his first 
decision is based upon the knowledge that he has. In other 
words, if you asked many people before the horseless carriage, "Would 
you like a horseless carriage?" , they might say, "Yeah, maybe so, I don't 
know." 
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Dr. Howland: "Would you like tail fins on your horseless carriage?" 
Dr. Dudek: Yes. 
Dr. Doby: But, the criterion in all probability would still be "speed of 
movement." 
Dr. Smalley: John, you know we will be getting at this to some extent this 
way: We have one open-end question. "What did you take into • 
account?" And there is where they will name the things they are already 
familiar with, whether they have all the knowledge or not. Later, were 
having a forced choice. There, for the first time, they might be confronted 
with a criterion they hadn't thought of before, and any difference between 
the way they handle this would get at what you're talking about. 
Dr. Dudek% Yes, or a second questionnaire, after some planned education to 
a few of these people, would get at this same thing that I am 
referring to. 
Dr. Kuehn: Hal, we have a second little project for you here: to institute 
an in-service education program after you do this, and see what 
happens. 
Dr. Emerzian: That would be a third project. I would like to raise this 
question before we terminate this session. Perhaps it has 
been covered already, but I would appreciate seeing the research group 
going over it again. That is, what is this going to look like in final 
form? I say this from my own personal point of view , because somewhere 
along the line I have the responsibility of putting this thing together -
am wondering, "What will this look like, Dr. Doby, in final form? What 
will it say? 
Dr. Doby: Two things, from my point of view, will come out. One is a set 
of factors for which we show the rank order of the amount of 
influence they had on a person's decision. Two, we will present either by 
regression analysis or by variance analysis the way in which different units 
weight or rank these particular factors. We may find that the particular 
units do not reflect significant differences in regard to the particular 
factors of preference. 
Dr. Emerzian% Organizational units? 
Dr. Doloy% Yes. Or we may find they express very significant differences 
in regard to these factors. And that's all. 
Dr. Smalley: That was a good try, Joe, but you didn't get much help on 
your practical problem. I think you are dead right on that. 
Dr. Doby: I am just going in terms of the'particular way in which we state 
the problem and the particular kinds of data which the question-
naire will generate. We won't extrapolate beyond that. The practical 
application of it would have to be worked out as another project. 
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Dr. Howland: I'm missing something. I'm still a little confused about 
what your dependent variable is in your regression expres-
sion. 
Dr. Doby: The dependent variable is the choice they make. 
Dr. Howland: I got that, but I'm still confused. How are you going to 
do that, operationally? 
Dr. Doby: They will give a choice on the basis of the questionnaire. 
From our point of view that's the variance: disposable, repro-
cessable. We are trying to see how this choice varies from unit to unit 
within the hospital and on what preference factors it is based. 
Dr. Emerzian: In other words, this is a prediction device? 
Dr. Doby: No, it is not a prediction device at this point. It could be-
come a prediction device. At this point it is simply a des-
criptive device, to determine what actually is happening. 
Dr. Emerzian: Can you add these things together in some sort of a model? 
Dr. Doby: You will get a number of "F" scores or "F" values. You may get 
a number of R's, multiple or partial R's showing relationships.. 
Now, in conventional literature, there is no method for handling a multiple 
regression analysis with a dichotomized dependent variable, although just 
recently there has been a mathematical device worked out by James Coleman 
of Johns Hopkins University. It's not in print yet. We plan to use Cole-
man's model for doing this. He dealt specifically with this type of prob-
lem; his paper has been read and criticized and nothing has been found 
wrong with it so far. 
Dr. Smalley: We are not putting all our eggs in one basket. Our project 
does not rise or fall on the availability of a magic model 
which will deal with a dichotomized dependent variable either as a des-
criptive technique or a prediction device. As we get into this further, 
I think that we may be satisfied to know what these non-monetary factors 
are and to be able to impute cost to them when a decision is made. But 
I think we are hopelessly bogged down on the monetary side of the study 
until we can describe these environmental factors that work in the hospital 
situation: Just where are the decisions made and what is the value system 
and what are the relative importances of decision criteria? It won't dis-
appoint me if we can't quantify this. I think we can handle the matter 
without direct quantification. 
Dr. Doby: We can handle it, but I think, if I understand the question 
correctly, what he (Dr. Howland) is reacting to is the fact 
that in conventional literature there is no method for this analysis. But 
the literature I was referring to is not part of the conventional litera-
ture. 
Dr. Hullerman: I am quite confused as to what you are going to get out 
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of the other pages as against page 9. Really, I think you could almost 
predict that, after a little thought, practically every department is 
going to put "safety" very high. Then "cost" is going to come in as a 
factor after those things are considered. Now, what are you going to 
get out of the rest of it that you don't get out of page 9? 
Dr. Doby: That's a good question. And this was done as a methodological 
device. We don't know for sure that this is true, and we did 
not want to provide them initially with a structured situation which 
might bias responses. 
Dr. Hullerman: One is a check on the other? 
Dr. Doby: That's right. We had rather let them generate their own cate- 
gories and then by a coding device go back and see if any 
systematic patterns evolved. Also, we want to use this as a check on 
our own thinking and we have the feeling that what comes up from their 
description will be the same, but we don't know. 
Dr. Hullerman: What's meant by: "All other things being equal?" 
Dr. Doby: It's a hypothetical situation you try to put the person in. You 
never succeed, but you try. 
Dr. Smalley: It's an efficiency mechanism, too, to keep from getting the 
pat answer, "It all depends." 
Dr. Doby: Yes, and going off on a tangent. 
Dr. Dudek: Now you might get conflicting answers between that item and some 
of his earlier items, right? 
Dr. Miller: Yes, certainly. 
Dr. Smalley: Not only that but they just didn't think about it before. 
It's still important in their value system but it didn't 
occur to them. 
Someone: I'm still bothered. 
Dr. Smalley: I would be very disappointed if this group felt good about 
this area. I don't believe you told us specifically, but 
you do plan to use punch cards and code the items, don't you Jerry? 
Dr. Miller: Yes. At present, the plans are to put the data on punch cards 
and use machine processing. How far we go along this line will 
depend on the kind of data we get out in the end. Some of it is already 
handleable by this method. 
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Dr. Smalley: I am surprised that someone hasn't been curious as to who are 
to be the interviewers, since this is such a critical link, 
where you are going to require them to probe. 
Dr. Miller: I think the question has been, up to now, are we asking the 
right questions, no matter who asks them. The interviewers 
will be Mr. Hall, Miss Owen, a graduate student at Emory, and myself. 
The major portion of the work will be divided between Mr. Hall and Mr. 
Westerman, who is on the Emory Campus. Miss Owen is serving primarily as 
a liaison personnel to set up the arrangements and I'll be a kind of a stop-
gap person and will schedule myself for a few interviews. 
Dr. Hullerman: On page 1, this question on "work load." Is that designed 
to give an opportunity to determine if they have the right 
kind, or the right quality of people? What is the number in there for? 
Dr. Miller: Just, "Do you have bodies to do the work." 
Dr. Howland: That is a question for the "empire builder." 
Dr. Doby: This deals with their conception of the adequacy of the staff. 
It may be very crucial there. This is a control factor. If 
we have their conception of the adequacy of the staff, then we can make 
some assessment of that in connection with the appraisals or preferences 
which they give later on. 
Dr. Hullerman: I run into this all the time when I say, "All right, here's 
your budget. Is this what you want?" , and the answer is, 
"No, this isn't what I want because I can't get the supervisors I want, I 
can't get the nurses, I have to substitute other personnel, and so forth. 
Yet they say, "I don't need any more people." 
Dr. Doby: Well, that's really a question of efficiency and the quality of 
performance, one which we will have to control by definition. 
Really, what we are getting at is: "Do we have enough people," because if 
they don't, they may become very much concerned about the choice of an 
item which might increase the amount of work. 
Dr. Emerzian: We had one decision, you know, which was made primarily on 
this basis. There was too much work in the department, and 
moving to a disposable meant that the amount of work in the department 
would be reduced, and therefore the supervisor was not very much in favor 
of it. 
Dr. Hullerman: Then you do mean in number, then, that's what you mean? 
Dr. Emerzian: That's right. The capacity, really, for completing the 
work load, whatever it happens to be at the moment. 
Dr. Smalley: I am not sure, though, that you are addressing yourself to 
Dr. HullermanTs question. As I understand it, he is saying 
it is not unusual for a supervisor to have enough bodies but the wrong kind, 
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which in her mind might influence her answer to other questions more than 
would be the case if she were shorthanded with the right kind of people. 
And our purpose here, as I remember, John, was, we are afraid that your 
feeling about whether you are overstaffed or understaffed would have a 
significant influence on your decision. The point Dr. Hullerman is making 
is a good one, because it could have a lot of influence if you pinned them 
down and required them to answer in terms of quantity and not quality. 
Dr. Emerzian: I think we wrestled with this. As a matter of fact, the 
word "number" was added later, after further thought. 
Dr. Doby: Yes, that's right. 
Dr. Emerzian: Perhaps what you might be able to do to overcome this is to 
find this for them, to find out one way or the other what 
they are talking about. 
Dr. Doby: Yes, in the interview. 
Dr. Hullerman: All you can ask them is the numbers as of now. I think the 
numbers are good. It might be a good two words to add in 
there, because if they could change the character of their help, you could 
ask them the question again a different basis, but I just wanted to be sure 
that this was what you meant. 
Dr. Howland: The independent variables you are using here are cost, safety, 
comfort, and convenience? 
Dr. Doby: In terms of our rationally conceived system, it is entirely 
possible that the open-end questions may generate some others 
in addition to that. 
Dr. Howland: O.K. Now, are these going to be binary scales -- it's either 
safe or it isn't ratio scales or rank scales? 
Dr. Doby: It certainly won't be ratio scales, because we have no way of 
really getting at zero, we don't know what zero is. I see them 
as rank scales or ordinal scaleG. 'That is all that is possible. You 
can't get a cardinal scale at this point because we don't have sufficient 
basic concepts to generate that kind of scale. 
Dr. Howland: Would the dependent be a nominal scale, disposable or non-
disposable? 
Dr. Doby: Yes. We could make a chi-square analysis in that sense. 
Dr. Howland: Or a contingency table. 
Dr. Doby: Yes, that's the first thing we thought of. 
Dr. Howland: Why did you throw it out? 
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Dr. Doby: Chi-square, as you probably know, is very insensitive at the 
tails, so the size of the sample is very crucial in terms of 
the type of statistical model you use here. We have to use the statis-
tical model which is most sensitive in terms of the size of sample that 
makes the same kind of mathematical assumption. 
Dr Smalley: I think we had better break now. We surely do appreciate 
it, Dr. Doby and Dr. Miller. 
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Miss Owen: This is a disposable items advertising project. It actually 
has been a survey which was begun in August of this year. The 
hospital, nursing, medical, and other publications contain many adver-
tisements of disposables: large, small, one-page, two-page, and down to 
3-1/2 x 2-1/2 inches in size, both black-and-white and color. We wondered 
if the decision-making in purchasing was influenced by these ads, and if 
the ads were different fordifferent users, that is, doctors, nurses, dieti-
tians, hospital administrators, etc. We wanted to find out. We decided to 
survey some of the publications and determine, if possible, what their pur-
poses were in advertising. 
We limited the survey to disposable items and selected ads from medical 
journals, nursing journals, one dietetic journal, six hospital magazines, 
and three medical publications. I want to pass out some work sheets that 
we used in making this survey -- I used -- this is my little project all 
by myself, except that Dr. Emerzian gave me some wonderful ideas and help 
in beginning it, but the actual collection has been mostly my efforts. (See 
Illustration No. 10.) 
We decided to list the company under the first column by code, beginning 
with number 1 and going through to as many companies as we found with 
advertisements in the magazines that we surveyed. There were 15 companies 
listed. The second column is a write-in of the name of the magazine, date 
of issue, next column page size, and if you will follow the columns on 
through, ad size, number of colors in ad. We defined that as any color 
other than black-and white. Columns were provided in which we could check 
off the attributes in the ad that were being stressed by the advertiser. 
There are seven of them: Cost, comfort, safety, ease of use, saves time, 
easy disposal, acceptance (doctor, nurse or patient). Now many of the 
advertising spreads would list one or the other ; or two, or maybe all of 
them as accepting this product. We didn't question the authenticity of 
this, we merely listed what they had. Three hundred and sixty-seven dis-
posable advertisements were obtained from 121 magazines from 1955 through 
September 1960. 
Our main objectives in making this kind of a survey was, first, to determine, 
if possible, what attribute of the item was emphasized, and second, to de-
termine what differences there were, if any, in the appeal to the audience. 
The basic assumption for making such a study is that technical advertising 
in professional magazines is for an informed audience. What we wanted to 
find out was what attributes the companies were pushing, also the impact 
and toward what group. Was it the hospital administrator and his assistants? 
Was it the medical profession, or was it the nursing profession they were 
trying to attract? 
The result of this survey has been used as the basis for selecting the items 
and many of the questions in the Human Factors Project which was discussed 
just before lunch by Dr. Doby and Dr. Miller. Particularly was this true 
in the product acceptance or the emulation by the user group. (A detailed 
account of results was given on the blackboard at this point. See Illus-
tration No. 11.) 
Illustration No. 11 





Ads Per Cent 
Safety 250 367 68.1 
Ease of Use 195 367 53.1 
Saves Time 168 367 45.8 
Cost 159 367 43.3 
Ease of Disposal 149 367 40.6 
Comfort (patient) 136 367 37.1 




Dr. Dudek: As a matter of interest, how many different products were 
involved? 
Miss Owen: How many different products? Forty- five. 
Dr. Dudek: Was that companies also? 
Miss Owen: Yes, there were 45 afferent companies and 45 products, with 
a total of 367 ads. 
Dr. Emerzian: Wasn't there pretty much of a density on three or four of 
the items? 
Miss Owen: Oh, yes, I'm coming to that. I'll show you. Some of them are 
listed only once. 
Dr. Hullerman: If an ad appeared in three journals, was that three ads, 
or one? 
Miss Owen: We counted them each time as one. Each one was counted as it 
was found. 
Now, this was an interesting finding. If one company rated a certain per ,- 
centage on my frequency scale, their products tended to be similar. There 
were six advertisers that appeared only once. Five of these were in maga-
zines dated September 1960. These will probably appear again, because most 
of them were new products or they were improvements on old products. You 
can't conclude anything from this; you can only sense trends, I think. 
All of this material of itself doesn't mean a lot, but it did give us ideas 
on what to use for Dr. Dobyls and Dr. Miller's study. 
Dr. Gilbreth: Do you think this type of thing is going to spread into maga- 
zines where the general reader will get some of this feeling 
of the various things that are involved in hospital care? Do you think 
that quotations or descriptions of any of this would help to enlighten the 
general public. 
Miss Owen: I hadn't thought about it, truthfully, but it certainly does 
give you food for thought. 
Dr. Gilbreth: There is so much nowadays in so many fields that needs to 
be translated for others to use. I think that this study 
is extremely interesting. 
Miss Owen: Well, it gave us a lot of clues, and that's what we needed in 
order to formulate a tool to work with in the human factors 
study. It has been most helpful for us and it has been most interesting 
to me. It came to my notice that there was no difference in ads according 
to whom the advertising was aimed. If you found an advertisement in a 
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hospital journal one month, that advertisement appeared in the nursing 
journal, the medical journal, in all of them -- the very same ad. There 
are a few of the advertisements I have found that have not changed over a 
five-year period; they still have the same format, the same wording, and 
are the same size. 
Dr. Gilbreth: Would it be a public relations officer in a hospital who would 
decide which magazines to buy? 
Miss Owen: I don'-t know. I . think it's the administrator, the nursing di-
rector, or the assistant administrators. 
Dr. Howland: You were doing this to find out what influence advertising 
had on purchasing policies? 
Miss Owen: Well, no, we wanted to know what the advertiser was emphasizing. 
Dr. Howland: Did. you relate this to use of these products? 
Miss Owen: No, sir, we didn't go into it that deeply. 
Dr. Smalley; Joe, you might give us an insight into the motivation behind 
this survey. 
Dr. Emerzian: Well, I would say we started off with the assumption that 
this is, in effect, "industrial advertising." By "indus-
trial advertising," we would mean advertising to an informed market. There-
fore, the claims which would be contained in the ad would be those which, 
in most cases, should be demonstrable statements, because the informed 
audience would be able to auestion them. In other words, it is an intelli-
gent audience. We assume further that the advertiser would be a rational 
person who would direct his advertising force, if you will, to those seg-
ments of the market which would be influential in the purchase of the com-
modity. What we tried to get out of this were the product attributes which 
they were stressing in order to form a foundation for the project which we 
talked about this morning, and also to get some idea as to what the adver- 
tisers thought were the people in the hospital complex who were instrumental 
or influential in purchase decisions. This was not a scientific inquiry, 
it was just to get some insight into it. 
Dr. Hullerman: You know the advertisers are under considerable pressures. 
Now you take that group of hospital magazines, if an ad 
appears by one company on one product in one of the journals, the other 
journals go to the competitor and say, "You're falling behind in your adver-
tising space. So-and-so has this ad. So you will get a piling up of num-
bers of ads in that group of hospital journals from the influence which is 
brought to bear. 
Miss Owen: I was just trying to get a ranking of the number of times the 
ad appeared and the ranking also of the attribute they were 
pushing. 
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Dr. Smalley: How frequently did you find these ads in "professional" 
journals? Wasn't this one of the things that you found, 
that they didn't appear very frequently in professional journals? 
Miss Owen: Not too frequently. 
Dr. Smal)ey: This tentative finding would tend to indicate, I think, that 
if you are to persuade a decision toward your product, you 
don't deal with the user, that you appeal to the doctor or the surgeon 
not in his professional journal as a practitioner but in the magazines 
he is likely to read if he holds an administrative position. This is 
about what one would guess anyhow, but I believe from what you told me 
earlier, Miss Owen, you did tend to substantiate this suspicion. 
Dr. EMerzian: Another interesting facet of this, although it wasn't ex- 
plored because we didn't think it would be worth while, was 
to examine over time the attribute composition of specific commodities, 
such as a syringe, to see how long they would persist in advertising, say, 
safety as one of their attributes, or did they discover that perhaps the 
pressure of inquiry or examination forced them to drop safety out. We 
wanted to see what happened to attribute composition over time, but this 
don't think we can do. 
Miss Owen: No. 
Miss Belcher: Do you have any indication that as a product becomes generally 
accepted and used, the advertising drops off so that perhaps 
the number of advertisements that appear represent what products are being 
pushed? This might show whether or not disposable products are used widely. 
Miss Owen: There was an indication that some items are more Widely accepted 
than others, and therefore, it is not advertised too much except 
when the company comes out with an improvement in it. 
Miss Belcher: That's why I was raising the question. It is a little diffi-
cult to interpret. 
Miss Owen: It is, it is difficult. 
Miss Belcher: Not knowing what motivates the ad. 
Dr. Smalley: Yes, that's reaJly putting it mildly. There is so much "noise" 
"background interference" in this thing, the psychology of 
advertising, for one thing, is tremendously complex. Consider the apparently 
irrational motivations of the people who go out and get an advertising agency 
to do something for them. Then consider the presumed irrationality of some 
of the advertising agencies, themselves.. And who can ever, know? For 
example, I am advertising a certain product, and all of a sudden L wonder 
if I'm getting anything for my money, so one of the ways I might find out 
is stop advertising and see if my sales drop off. Well, that can completely 
mess you up here, because you might attach one meaning to it and all it means 
is that some fellow wants to see what effect it has. That's just one of 
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many problems in drawing conclusions in this survey. I think the point 
that Miss. Owen and Dr. Fhnerzian made is quite appropriate -- that this 
was to give us an insight to make some fair guesses as to what kind of 
assumptions we need to make for Dr. Doby's study. Thank you, Miss Owen. 
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PROCESSING COSTS PROJECT 
Dr. Smalley: Let's move right on to the processing costs project. Mr. Hall 
will carry the ball on that. He has Mr. Hiett and Mr. King, 
a graduate assistant, who will be helping out. row, Mr. Hall. 
Mr. Hall: This portion of our presentation is concerned with processing  
costs. I will defer a functional definition of processing for 
just a little while. The specific aim of this project or study of pro-
cessing costs is the deTeicpment of a system whereby any interested hospital 
can determine for itself the cost of reprocessing supply items. The term 
"cost," as I am using it here, implies a determination of both the absolute 
cost of reprocessing an item and the determination of a "differential" cost 
which we would associate with the alternative of reprocessing or using dis-
posable supplies. 
The specific objectives of our processing cost study are, first, the deter-
mination and Quantification of factors involved in processing costs, for 
example, direct labor, capital equipment, etc. Second, we want an identifi-
cation of the differential elements involved in alternative use of the dis-
posable, as opposed to reprocessible supplies. Third, we are aiming toward 
the development of a standard procedure of evaluating, that is costing and 
summarizing, these quantified variables. Fourth, of course, will be an 
evaluation of this s -::;andard procedure by application to participating hos-
pitals. 
In July of 1960, at a meeting of the Project's Staff, it was decided that 
processing costs would be approached from the standard data basis, that is 
to say that detailed time studies would be made of processing operations 
for the specific supplies that we are interested in at these pilot hospitals. 
These items, which have been mentioned earlier  are, rubber gloves, needles 
and syringes, and enemas. It was felt that data in this form would best 
lend itself to generalization in hospitals outside this participating group. 
This view was taken partly with regard to the many combinations of process-
ing methods which were evidenced by the Atlanta Area hospitals. We further 
hypothesized that standard data would permit a precise determination of 
cost in our Atlanta Area hospitals and would provide others with a metho-
dology for their own cost determinations. Insofar as labor costs are con-
cerned, which is what we are primarily interested in right now, since we 
are so deeply engrossed in work measurement at this time, it is intended 
that this data will be in such a form that any interested hospital can, by 
direct comparison or by analogy to its awn processing operations, arrive 
at a normal time per item. We have been handling this study on a "per item" 
basis, as opposed to most of the in-service studies that we have read of 
that go by a "per application" basis, for example, most needle and syringe 
studies have been on the "per injection' basis. Nowtthis "per injection" 
basis doesn't consider items which are either never used but are reprocessed 
nor items which are broken, lost, or taken out of the cycle by various means. 
This procedure, our standard data procedure, is based upon the assumption 
that processing tasks can be divided into a number cf component parts or 
elements and that these elements will be comparable with elements to be 
found in the processing operations of all hospitals. If all these processing 
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jobs are regarded as made up of combinations of a limited number of basic 
tasks, the normal time for each job is then simply determined by adding the 
previously established standards for each of the elementary tasks which 
comprise it. 
Let's assume we have arrived at a labor cost for processing an item at a 
particular hospital. It remains for us now to synthesize the method by 
which this hospital would introduce a disposable into its cycle, and so 
far as we can determine at this time, this will probably have to be on an 
"Interview-of-users" basis as to just what method they would use in putting 
disposables through their use cycle, in other words, whether they would 
completely by-pass central supply and stock their using units, or what have 
you. 
After this method has been synthesized, deletion of non-applicable elements 
from this reprocessing cycle that we have determined through work measure-
ment will lead us to a differential figure for evaluating labor time asso-
ciated with the reprocessed item as opposed to that associated with the 
disposable. We can use an analogous argument on other processing cost fac-
tors, such as capital equipment, associated supplies, etc. In the event 
the differential processing cost at a particular hospital reflects a 
saving, we have to keep in mind that this saving is strictly of a potential 
nature; in other words, this saving, in all likelihood, will not be realized 
in payroll reduction or in immediate decrease of material expense and capital 
equipment. This saving is real, but the potential worth of it will not be 
realized unless the individual hospital undergoes a proper re-allocation of 
personnel time and facilities to accomplish the realization of this potential. 
It's going to be up to the individual hospital to re-allocate this "dead 
processing time" perhaps into the quality of their methods for reprocessing 
items which are left behind. 
As a starting point for a more particulari. ,ed discussion of processing costs, 
let us consider the functional boundaries of processing. By functional 
boundaries I mean actually, I guess you would say, a working definition of 
processing. I refer by this to all operations reflecting on actual repro-
cessing, either directly or indirectly. We broke this down into four general 
functions bounding processing, and found them to be: Pick Up, Manufacturing 
or reprocessing, Distribution, and Use. These major divisions were deter-
mined to be common to all the supply items that we are considering in the 
study. Now it remains to outline the operations necessary for the transition 
of a particular item through these major divisions, and since our most com-
prehensive knowledge to date is in relation to processing rubber gloves, 
I will take this item as an example and outline the operations necessary. 
for its transition through this processing cycle. Later, Don King and I 
will discuss how and why these operations were categorized into the parti-
cular format that we are using for this standard data presentation. 
Under the heading, Pick Up, are listed the operations, Load, which is a 
transfer at the using unit of soiled gloves from a point of temporary stor-
age to a means of transport. In other words, this would be where your 
orderly or aide or student nurse actually picks up the items at the utility 
room on the ward floor and loads them on whatever conveyance she is to use 
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to transport them down to the central supply area. Then quite naturally 
follows Transportation, which is the movement of the gloves from the using 
unit to the central sterile supply, and third, Unload, which is transfer 
of these gloves from means of transport to a point of temporary storage in 
central supply. Of course this elementary breakdown of these operations 
varies from hospital to hospital according to the operational methods em-
ployed by the individual hospital. We will see later that these elemental 
differences are classified in our standard data system and also just how 
they are classified. 
Under our next general division, Manufacturing, or actually reprocessing, 
we find the operations of Washing, Drying, Inspection, Sorting, Powdering, 
Wrapping, Sterilizing and Storing. This division terminates with the 
storage of the reprocessed glove on the central supply shelves. Distribution 
which is much the same as Pick Up, consists of the operations Pick and Load, 
which is selecting the item from the shelf and moving it to the means of 
transportation, Transportation, which is movement of the gloves from central 
supply to the using unit, and Uhload, which is transfer of the glove from 
the means of transport to a point of temporary storage at the using unit. 
Last in this processing cycle is Use, (at point of use), This term implies 
all handling necessary to perform some duty requiring the use of gloves, 
but only the handling peculiar to the use of gloves. This division termi-
nates with the return of the used glove to a point of temporary storage 
at the using unit, which brings the cycle to its original starting point. 
Those are more or less the functional limitations we have placed on pro-
cessing. 
As to the status of the study at this time, just as a rough estimate, I 
would say we are between 65 and 75 per cent of the way through with our 
work measurement studies, which are the bulk of this study. We hope to 
have all our work measurements and the format completely done for gloves, 
needles, and syringes by the end of November. Then we will go into several 
related items like capital equipment costs, associated supplies, etc. 
As Dr. Smalley mentioned earlier, there have been several student studies 
on this very same thing, but in trying to utilize these to any extent we 
found that they were heavily loaded with assumptions and guesses, no facts 
to support some of their figures. We just haven't been able to rely on 
them at all, so we are really tied up in a lot of "pick and shovel" work 
right at this time. At this point, I'll let Don King come up and go over 
with you the format we are using for presenting this data and also carry 
us through an actual example of how a hospital would go about determining, 
say, its reprocessing time for gloves. Before Don gets up, are there any 
questions up to this point? 
Discussion 
Dr. Emerzian: I have a question. You mentioned two terms, "absolute cost" 
and faifferential cost." What is the difference? 
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Mr. Ball: By absolute, I mean the cost of actually reprocessing the item, 
the labor cost in this instance, and by differential we refer 
to either the positive or negative saving reflected by using the disposable 
article. In other words the alternative, just the difference between the 
two forms of an item. 
Dr. Eherzian: You really mean a difference in cost. 
Mr. Ball: Right. 
Dr. Smalley: The implication in this might not be readily discernible. I 
would want to point out, at the risk of insulting your intelli-
gence, that if we find the differential in cost to be zero, we could pretty 
much forget about these, because we are only interested in those operations 
where there is a measurable, discernible, significant difference between the 
two forms of the item. 
Dr. Emerzian: Is the differential cost the difference between the two abso-
lute costs? 
Mr. 1T 11: Right. 
Dr. Hullerman: You mean that you might have a cost for disposables, for 
example, that you wouldn't have in the other and this would 
be an adjustment factor? 
Dr. Smalley: Yes, it's something like this, I think. You have disposables 
and you have re-usables. There are certain cost items that 
will not be any different. At the point of use it might take a minute to 
use either one of them. There might not be any difference whatever in the 
using of the item, but in the washing, it might take two minutes to wash 
the reprocessable item, but you don't wash the disposable, you throw it a-
way. The Use operation has a differential of 2 minutes, while the Wash 
operation has a differential of zero. I think that's all we were saying 
there. 
Standard Data on Processing Costs 
Mr. King: Before I begin my presentation, I will hand out to you this sum- 
nary of the methods classification scheme which we have developed. 
Before I get into the formal explanation of the methods classification 
scheme, I would like to tell you briefly how we developed this methods classi-
fication scheme, where we now stand in this development, and also what fur-
ther studies and developments will have to be made before it is completely 
applicable. 
The purpose of this methods classification was to develop a classification 
scheme whereby the various methods of reprocessing could be associated with 
the direct labor time involved in reprocessing. In other words, here we 
are concerned with reprocessing costs associated with the direct labor 
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operations. To state an objective of this methods classification system 
would be to say that it would provide hospitals with a method for deter-
mining the direct labor time necessary for reprocessing operations  
without actually having to make detailed time studies themselves, in other 
words, a kind of synthetic system. 
The data that we gathered for the basis of this methods classification sys-
tem was from six hospitals in the Atlanta area and one hospital in Birming-
ham, Alabama. I have personally been involved for the last eight months 
in time study work on a part-time basis in these hospitals. In going into 
the hospitals I consulted with the people in the central supply departments, 
more specifically the people working in the glove reprocessing operations, 
made up a flow chart of these operations in each hospital, and then proceeded 
to take time studies of the methods of reprocessing. It was these times 
that formed the basis for this methods classification system. 
If you will follow along with me, starting on the front page here, I will 
explain to you just how we developed this system. (See Illustration No. 12.) 
The methods for performing each of the "processing" operations are as 
follows: 
I. WASHING: The washing operation consists of all elemental operations 
involved in cleaning soiled gloves. 
Methods of Washing 
1. Combination Machine 
2. Combination Machine - Add Powder 
3. Domestic Machine 
4. Commercial Machine 
5. Domestic Machine - Add Powder 
6. Domestic Machine - Prerinse 
7. Hand Method 
II. DRYING: The drying operation consists of all elemental operations 
employed to completely dry the gloves after washing. 
Methods of Drying  
1. Combination Machine 
2. Domestic Machine 
3. Bunn Machine 
4. Bunn Machine - Predrain 
5. Hand Drying 
III. INSPECTING: The inspecting operation consists of all elemental 
operations employed to test gloves for holes, tears, and other 
defects for the purpose of separating them into their proper quality 
groupings. 
Methods of Inspecting 
1. ManuF0 Sound Test 
2. Machine-Large Diameter Air-Nozzle Test 
Illustration No. 12 
Glove Reprocessing Methods Classification 
The following is a summary of the various methods of reprocessing 
gloves. The classification of these methods is based on the direct labor 











X Point of Use 
XI Pick Up 
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3. Manual Water Test 
4. Machine-Large Diameter Air Nozzle, and Twist Fingers Test 
5. Manual Trapped-Air Test 
6. Machine-Small Diameter Air-Nozzle Test 
IV. SORTING: The sorting operation consists of all elemental operations 
employed to separate gloves into the various size groups. 
1. Manual Sorting Into Bins, Drawers, or Groups 
V. POWDERING: The powdering operation consists of 813 elemental 
operations employed to powder gloves with glove powder prior to 
packaging. 
Methods of Powdering  
1. One Side Powdered by Machine 
2. One Side Powdered by Hand 
3. Both Sides Powdered by Machine 
(excluding turning inside-out) 
4. Both Slides Powdered by Hand 
5. Both Sides Powdered by Machine 
(including turning inside-out) 
VI. WRAPPING: The wrapping operation consists of all elemental operations 
employed to wrap a pair of gloves completely in a wrapper, and to 
indicate the size on the wrapper and place it with other wrapped 
gloves. 
Methods of Wrapping  
1. Cloth Envelope Wrapper, No Wicks Used 
2. Crepe Paper Envelope Wrapper, Make & Insert Wick 
3. Plain Paper Envelope Wrapper, No Wicks Used 
4. Single Cloth Wrapper with Wicks 
5. Single Cloth Wrapper, No Wicks, No Wrapper Stacking 
6. Sheet Paper Wrapper, Make and Insert Paper Wicks 
7. Single Cloth Wrapper, Make & Insert Wicks 
8. Double Cloth Wrapper, Insert Wicks 
VII. STERILIZING: The sterilization operation consists of all elemental 
operations necessary for sterilizing packaged gloves. 
Methods of Sterilizing  
1. Onto Autoclave Cart, Autoclave 
2. Into Basket, Onto Autoclave Cart, Autoclave 
3. Onto Transfer Cart, Into BaSkets, Onto Autoclave Cart, Autoclave 
4. Into Basket, Onto Autoclave Cart, AutoclavelMark "s" on Each 
Package. 
5. Onto Transfer Cart, Into Basket, Onto Autoclave Cart, Autoclave, 
Mark "s" on Each Package 
VIII. STORING: The storing operation consists of all elemental operations 
necessary for the temporary storage of gloves prior to distribution. 
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Methods of Storing 
1. Store on Shelves by Size from Autoclave Cart 
(a) Gather Gloves by Size Groups 
(b) Place on Shelves 
2. Onto Transfer Cart, Store on Shelves by Size From Transfer Cart 
Each of these levels represents a specific method of reprocessing gloves, 
and what you have before you here is just a summary. What would be furnished 
to the hospitals would be an elemental breakdown of each of these levels so 
that they could, by observing the operations in their hospitals, associate 
one of our methods with theirs. 
You will see at the bottom of page 3 an outline of a method which people 
in a hospital could use to determine the direct labor time associated with 
their own glove reprocessing. (See Illustration No. 13.) They would read 
the elemental methods descriptions of the eight reprocessing operations and 
select methods for each operation from our standard data system which most 
closely corresponded to the methods which they were using in their hospital. 
Then, after they had done that, they would simply add the, elemental times 
for the particular classifications of the methods which they selected and 
come up with the total normal time for the direct labor associated with 
reprocessing. Now, this is represented by a mathematical model here which 
just simply says to add together the normal times for each level of each 
operation. 
On page 5, you will see a detailed breakdown of the wrapping operation. 
(See Illustration No. 14.) Now we have one of these breakdowns for each 
of the reprocessing operations. I included one for this operation to give 
you an example of what a hospital would be furnished with to determine their 
direct labor time. You will notice that we have listed the actual work 
elements which exist for each method level. 
Discussion 
Dr. Dudek: Are you going to furnish the elemental times also? 
Mr. King: No. The total time for all of these elements. We have the data 
that could be furnished you, but we thought it best to list total 
time for that operation. 
Dr. Smalley: What do you mean, Dick, to furnish to us today, or to the 
hospitals eventually? 
Dr. Dudek: I mean eventually. Somebody in making this analogy might be 
able to eliminate an element for their total. 
Dr. Smalley: I see what you mean. This decision really hasn't been reached 
yet. We think we are going to play around with this a good 
deal yet and make it even a little more practical than it appears right now. 
We just wanted this group to get an insight into our approach and its status 
now. 
Illustration No. 13 
Method for Estimating the Normal Time 
For Reprocessing Gloves in a Particular Hospital 
1. Read the elemental methods descriptions for each of the eight reproc-
essing operations. 
2. Select the method. for each operation which has the closest correspond-
ence to the method, utilized in the hospital.. 
3. Compute the total normal time for the eight reprocessing operations 















4. Estimate the total distance traveled between. the eight reprocessing 
operations, and the average lot size transported. 
5. Compute total transportation time according to the formula: 
.010D  
Total Transportation Time -
T 
where D = the total distance between operations 
T = the average lot size of gloves transported 
6. Compute total reprocess ng time as follows: 
VIII 
Total Reprocessing Time = E 	E 	O.. 	.010D 
i = I 
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Illustration No. 14 
Breakdown of Wrapping Operation 
Wrapping: Normal Time 
1. Cloth Envelope Wrapper, No Wicks Used 0.3051 Min./Glove 
2. Crepe Paper Envelope Wrapper, Make and Ingert Wicks 0.3489 Min./Glove 
3. Plain Paper Envelope Wrapper, No Wicks Used 0.3634 Min./Glove 
4. Single Cloth Wrapper with Wicks 0.4036 Min./Glove 
5. Single Cloth Wrapper, No Wicks, No Wrapper Stacking 0.4183 Min./Glove 
6. Sheet Paper Wrapper, Make and Insert Paper Wicks 0.4291 Min./Glove 
7. Single Cloth Wrapper, Make and Insert Wicks 0.4359 Min./Glove 
8. Double Cloth Wrapper, Insert Wicks 0.5372 Min./Glove 
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Dr. Dudek: What about a multi-variable chart and other tools? 
Dr. Smalley: I am hopeful we will do that later, but at this stage, we 
haven't decided. 
Dr. Emerzian: Only as a last resort, would we. 
Mr. Hall: We have played around with synthesizing operation times for 
elements that didn't actually occur in these Atlanta hospitals. 
In other words, a permutation of this operation from the elements that 
we imagined could take place to see how it worked out, but the bulk of the 
data that we are accumulating is beginning to get out of hand. 
Mr. Biett: I think, as a sideline, you might mention that Dr. Emerzian 
wants all of these lumped together into one figure without 
any breakdown. 
Dr. Emerzian: Then we'll work back from there. 
Dr. Dudek: Or, you might work forward to "there." 
Predicting Reprocessing Times 
Mr. King: Now if you will turn with me to page 8 of the summary, we see 
a tabular record of the actual reprocessing times in the seven 
hospitals that we visited. The column on the left is the standard normal 
time which we have determined for each of these method levels. These 
were arrived at by taking the arithmetic average of like method levels in 
hospitals and coming up with the standard normal time for that level. 
Page 9 is a continuation of this. You see that hospitals do vary to some 
extent from the normal time of that level, but the variation is not too 
great; for the most part they stay pretty close. 
Pick up and distribution consists of the operations utilized in transferring 
gloves from the reprocessing area to the area of use, prior to use, and the 
transferring of gloves from the area of use to the reprocessing area after 
use. 





I. LOAD; This operation consists of the elemental operations employed in 
the transfer of gloves from temporary storage at the area of use onto 
the vehicle of transportation (cart, dumbwaiter, bucket, person, etc.) 
Methods of Loading Normal Time Per Glove 
1. Load Into Bucket 0.014 min./G. 
2. Load Onto Cart-Organized 0.022 min./G. 
3. Load Onto Cart-Unorganized 0.033 min./G. 
4. Load Onto Dumbwaiter 0.085 min./G. 
II. TRANSPORTATION: This operation consists of the elemental operations 
employed in transferring the gloves on the transfer vehicle(s) from 
the area of use to the reprocessing area. The two major elements of 
transportation are: 1. Horizontal Travel 
2. Vertical Travel and Associated Elements 
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Methods of Horizontal Travel 
1. Walk (normal 4 fps) 
2. Walk With Bucket or Bag 
3. Walk With Cart  






Methods of Vertical Travel, 
Associated Elements 	 Normal Time Per Glove 
1. Elevator Travel (includes 
wait, onto, out of, and 
time on the elevator.) P (1.591E + 0.165F) 
2. Wait on Dumbwaiter (outside 	 0.923EP 
reprocessing area.) 
3. Wait on Dumbwaiter (inside 
reprocessing area.) 	 0.000 
Symbols: P = per cent of load by volume which is gloves. 
D = distance traveled in feet. 
T = total number of gloves transferred. 
E = total number of elevator entries (and exits.) 
F = total number of floors traversed by elevator. 
III. UNLOAD: The operation, unload, consists of the elemental operations 
employed in the transfer of gloves from the vehicle of transportation 
to the point of temporary storage at the reprocessing area. 
Methods of Unloading Normal Time Per Glove 
1. Unload Bucket 0.001 min./G. 
2. Unload Cart-Organized 0.004 min./G. 
3. Unload Cart-unorganized 0.066 min./G. 
4. Unload Dumbwaiter 0.105 min./G. 
With regard to the distribution of ward gloves, we have this represented 
in the tabular form on page 12 and it is very similar to the Pick Up, 
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except what determines how long it takes to distribute a glove is whether 
the gloves are distributed immediately as needed, or are distributed on a 
daily basis. (See Illustration No. 15.) 
On page 13, the last segment of the processing operations is what we call 
"point of use." Point of use consists of those activities associated with 
the actual use of a pair of gloves in the wards (in the patient's room.) 
Point of Use Consists of Seven Activities: 
1. Get Gloves - Securing the gloves from their storage area. 
2. Remove Wrapper - Takes place prior to using the gloves at the 
point of use. 
3. Put on Gloves - Includes powdering the hands before putting on 
the gloves. 
4. Remove gloves - After use. 
5. Replace in Wrapper - After removing. May or may not be done. 
6. Put Away - Discarding the gloves into buckets, sacks, etc. in 
a utility room or other point of storage after use. 
7. Transportation - To or from the point of usage. Consists either 
of walking only or walking with a cart. 
Refer to Appendix 5 for an analysis of all the following categories: 
I. GET GLOVES  
A. Distance Ihvolved 
B. No Distance Involved 
II. REMOVE WRAPPER 
III. PUT ON GLOVES  
IV. REMOVE GLOVES 
V. REPLACE IN WRAPPER (if applicable) 
VI. PUT AWAY 
A. Into Open Area or Container 
B. On Vehicle 








0.025 min /G 
0.0h5 min/G 
VII. 'TRANSPORTATION 	 0.002 D per G 
D is a dimensionless number whose value is one-
half of the length of the ward in feet. 
On page 15, we have an example of how an individual hospital would deter-
mine their normal labor times from this classification scheme. (See 
Illustration No. 16.) Now, the normal time that we determined in this 
example is the predicted normal time for a hospital which we visited in 
the Atlanta area. In their washing operation at this hospital, they use 
Illustration No. 15 
Distribution of Ward Gloves 
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Distribution by Cart Distribution by Dumb Waiter 
By C. S. 
Personnel 







































Wait for Elevator 
Onto Elevator 
Elevator Time 
Out of Elevator 









P 0.113 g — 
T 











+ 0.165 F) 
NOT 
APPLICABLE 
Illustration No. 16 
An Example of the Computation of the Direct Labor Time 
Involved in Reprocessing Gloves 
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I. REPROCESSING 
A. Washingo Domestic Machine 	a D 0 O 
Bo Dryings Domestic Machine . 
C. Inspecting Machine small diameter 
air nozzle test 0 0 
D. Sort,ngo Manual Sorting into bins . 
E. Powdering One side powdered by machine . 
. 0.0092 min./glove 
• . 0.0045 min./glove 
• . 0.2699 min.fglcve 
• 000311 min./glove 
. 0.0123 miniglove 
0.4036 min./glove F. Wrapping Single cloth wrapper, with wicks 
G. Sterilizing Into basket, onto autoclave 
cart, autoclaved o . 
H- Stor.'ingo Store on shelves, by size, 
from autoclave cart . 
I. Transportation 	(D . 145 ft. ) 0.010D 
between operations (T = 150 glv.) 
Total Reprocessing Time 0 	 0 
• 0.0097 min./glove 
. 0.0160 minig:ove 
. 0.0251 min./glove 
• 0.7815 min./glo -s,e 
II. PICK UP T 	14. gloves 
P =, 5% by volume 
D . 1100 feet 
E = 6 elevator entries and exits 
F 	10 floors traversed 
A- Loath Load onto cart, unorganized 
B. Transportation 
1. Horizontal 0.007PD  
Travel Walk with cart T 
• 0.033 min./glove 
0 . 0.027 min../glove. 
2. Vertical Travel and P 
--(1.591E 	0.165F) . . 0.040 min./glove associated elements. T 
Co Unloath Unload, cart, unorganized . • . 0.066 min./glove 
   
   
Total Pick. Up Time 0 	 0 0 • . 0.166 min./glove 
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Illustration No. 16 (continued) 
III. DISTRIBUTION 	T = 72 gloves 
P = 15% by volume 
D = 1100 feet 
E = 6 elevator entries and exits 
F = 10 floors traversed 
A. Pick, load, unload, and store: 
Daily distribution by cart by 
Central Supply Personnel 	  0.084 min./glove 
B. Transportation: 
1. Horizontal travel: Daily 
distribution by Central 	0.008PD  
Supply Personnel: 	 T 	. . . 0.018 min./glove 
2. Vertical travel and P 
i(1.591E + 0.165F). . 0.024 min./glove 
assorted elements: 
Total Distribution Time 	  0.126 min./glove 
IV. POINT OF USE 
A. Get gloves, distance involved 	  0.034 min./glove 
B. Remove wrapper 	  0.069 min./glove 
C. Put on gloves 	  0.164 min./glove 
D. Remove gloves 	  0.045 min./glove 
E. Replace in wrapper 	  0.078 min./glove 
F. Put away 	  0.014 min./glove 
G. Transportation, D = 150 ft., (0.002D) . 	0.300 min./glove 
Total Point of Use Time 	  0.704 min./glove 
V. SUMMARY 
A. Reprocessing   0.782 min./glove 
B. Pick Up 	  0.166 min./glove 
C. Distribution 	  0.126 min./glove 
D. Point of Use 	  0.704 min./glove 
Total Processing Time 	  1.778 min./glove 
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a domestic machine, so consulting our table of standard values, we list the 
value for washing with a domestic machine; we do the same thing for drying. 
In inspecting, they use a machine which we call a "small-diameter air nozzle 
test," and we list the normal time for that particular operation. Each of 
these times is on a "minute per glove" basis. The other times are determined 
in a similar manner. 
Dr. Smalley: Excuse me, Don, but I think it important that we make it clear 
to everyone that these values are not the actual time values 
you obtained in this hospital, but are those obtained from the standard data 
you had previously established. 
Mr. King: Right. In the reprocessing of gloves in this hospital, the total 
distance between all the operations was 145 feet, and we esti-
mated the average lot size of gloves reprocessed to be 150. These values 
were inserted in the formula, giving us the value 0.0097 minute per glove. 
Now all that is left to do is to add the estimated normal times and we come 
up with 0.7815 minute per glove. From our actual data from time studies, 
the actual time in this hospital, the time for reprocessing gloves, was 
0.8115, which is a difference of about 0.03 minute per glove. This is pretty 
close. 
We notice that in a typical pick-up operation, they picked up 14 gloves, or 
7 pairs. Observing this operation, we estimated the per cent of the load 
by volume to be 5 per cent. The total distance traveled in the pick-up 
operation was 1100 feet. During this pick-up, it was necessary for them 
to take an elevator to go to the various floors. There were six elevator 
entries and exits necessary. Also, the elevator traversed the total of 
10 floors during the pick-up operation. At the floors, the gloves were 
loaded onto the cart in an unorganized fashion. Consulting our standard 
data system for this particular level of Load, we find the value 0.033 minute 
per glove. In Transportation, the horizontal travel in this hospital was 
done as they walked and pushed a cart through the various floors to pick 
up the gloves. The standard data formula for this method of transportation 
and pick-up was "9241T 	Inserting the values in this formula we come up 
0.027 minute per glove for the horizontal transportation element, and for 
the vertical transportation and the associated elements we come up with 
0.040 minute per glove. Unloading the cart back in central supply: the 
gloves were loaded on the cart in an unorganized fashion, so the operator 
in central supply would have to unload the gloves in an unorganized manner. 
The time for this level is 0.066 minute per glove. Summing up these normal 
times, we come up with 0.166 minute per glove for Pick-Up. 
Discussion 
Dr. Dudek: What do you find was the reason for getting a difference in 
loading the cart in an "unorganized" fashion versus an "organ-
ized" fashion? Why is it that "unorganized" is higher than "organized?" 
Dr. Smalley: I've heard that question before. 
8o 
Mr. Ern11: What we mean by "unorganized" is the way the gloves are left 
at the utility room after Used Maybe they are scrambled up there 
in several different locations among a variety of items whereby she has to 
go around and pick up a glove here and a glove there * 
Dr. Dudek: This ought to be defined a little bit better then. This is "un-
organized" storage * 
Dr. Smalley: That's exactly what I told them, It's not the cart that's 
"unorganized," its the storage area from which you get the 
material to put on the cart. 
Dr. Dudek: I see, ok, that explains it. 
Concluding The Presentation 
iitt1125.: On page 16 (See Illustration No. 16), we show the computations 
for computing the normal times per glove for the Distribution 
phase of reprocessing. The average number of gloves distributed per distri-
bution load was 72 gloves, or 36 pairs, and these comprised 15 per cent o1 
the total load by volume distributed. Again, the total distance traveled 
was 1100 feet and the total number of elevator entries and exits was 6. 
The total number of floors which the elevator traversed was 10. Now we 
have all the data we need to determine the normal time for Distribution in 
this hospital. For the elements, Pick-Up ; Load, Unload, and Store, this 
was done on a daily basis by cart and by central supply personnel. Con-
sulting the standard data for Distribution, we have a standard normal time 
of 0.084 minute per glove for these particular operations. On Transportation 
time, this is determined exactly as it was in Pick-Up. Adding these values, 
we get a total time for Distribution of 0.126 minute per glove. 
The last segment for which we will have to estimate the normal time is the 
"point of use." We merely go down and put the times on a "minutes per 
glove" basis with each of the elements of point of use, add these up, and 
get a total time of 0.70l- minute per glove for point of Use. Down at the 
bottom of the page, we have the summary where I have added our estimated 
normal times for each of the major segments of operations and have come up 
with a total reprocessing time of 1.778 minute per glove. 
Dr. Hullernan: Is that per glove, or per pair of gloves? 
Mr. King: Per glove. You would have to multiply by 2 to get the time "per 
pair." The cost on a "per glove" basis is one of the further 
developments that we have to make in this project. We must determine some 
wage rate scale in the various hospitals so that we can come up with the 
average labor rate to apply to this particular time to get the labor cost 
on a "per glove" basis. This would be the labor cost involved in repro-
cessing reprocessable gloves. To compute the savings in going to disposable  
gloves would require that for a given hospital, one would have to determine 
the operations in reprocessing which would be eliminated by going to dis- 
posables and subtract this from the total reprocessing time. The difference 
here, multiplied by the labor rate, would give us the dollar saving on a 
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"per glove" basis. This completes the presentation of the methods classi-
fication. 
Discussion 
Dr. Dudek: What type of performance rating are you using in establishing 
your normal time? 
Mr. King: I just rate the operator with the picture I have in my mind of 
his doing the operation in a normal manner, under normal 
conditions. 
Dr. Dudek: You use "speed rating," then. 
Mr. King: Yes.* 
Dr. Emerzian: I have a leading question, Don. On page 10, you have an 
equation for the normal time per glove for walking. You 
would presumably associate a cost with this for a reprocessable item. 
For a disposable item, T in this particular case would be zero, so that 
the equation would be zero.** Is the difference between these two things 
the so-called differential cost that you talked about? 
Mr. King: In this case, I don't think it would be so, because in picking 
up gloves from the floor, other items are picked up too, and 
whether or not disposable or reusable gloves are used is not going to 
eliminate the necessity of picking' up other items from the various nursing 
units, so this time wouldn't be eliminated. 
Dr. Emerzian: So you wouldn't have this term in your equation? 
Mr. King: For determining the difference between using reprocessable and 
disposable? 
Dr. Emerzian: First, we get an absolute cost; is that what you're saying? 
Dr. Smalley: Are you talking about the P in the walk equation? 
Dr. Emerzian: That's right. The value of this would not be a term in your 
equation, because this term would then contribute to absolute 
costs. 
Editor's Note: It is more reasonable to assume from the answer given 
that "effortrating" was used. 
PD 
** Editor's Note No. 2: It T = 0 in the expression, —T— , then the ex- 
pression approaches infinity, not zero. Dr. Emerzian's point, other- 
wise, is true and pertinent since P in the expression would be zero 
for a disposable item that was not transported. 
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Mr. King: This sytem determines absolute costs; it doesn't determine the 
differential costs. 
Dr. Hullerman: Are you planning to do this same sort of thing for the 
disposable glove: You have certain costs there plus the 
problems of disposing of the disposables. This gets into incineration 
and housekeeping load and other items. Some of these things are not too 
easily disposed of. 
Mr. King: Yes, we discussed this and we thought, for gloves, that on the 
floors they would probably be deposited in trash containers or 
something of this nature. 
Dr. Hullerman: Do you have a description of the costs for disposables? 
Dr. Emerzian: We have no data with respect to disposables. 
Dr. Smalley: The practical answer to your question, Dr. Hullerman, is fires 
we plan to do that, but haven't yet. As a matter of fact, 
we anticipate that this will be fairly easy to do because a good number 
of what is already here would apply to disposables then there would be 
a few like you mentioned that would be new operations that we don't yet 
have. 
Dr. Hullerman: Yes, you have a different picture, I think, with disposables. 
This will vary by hospital. 
Dr. Smalley: We may not be able to devise a system to deal with all stages 
of transition from reusable to disposable. We have been 
assuming that this scheme is only going to work in an early transition stage. 
It probably is not going to work at the extremes without some major revision. 
Let's take the example you mentioned, this business of trash disposal. If 
you're well into disposables, you might have to create a new trash disposal 
department. Whereas in an early stage, you could handle that as an inci-
dental duty for housekeeping. 
Dr. Eterzian: If you are at the disposable extreme., you may have the depart-
ment already. The incremental cost would be zero. 
Dr. Dudek: This has got to be worked in some place. 
Dr. Emerzian: You tell us how. 
Dr. Smalley: Its hard to deal with this question. 
Dr. Dudek: Well, maybe, just for the time being, with three different models. 
One for that end, one for this end, and one if you are somewhere 
in the no-man's land. 
Dr. Howland: Now, back to why you do all this. Isn't this to make a de-
cision whether to do it with disposable or reusable? 
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Dr. Smalley: Yes, and you do this one item at a time. If you start now 
to begin to adopt disposables, you will have one set of 
circumstances, but the more of these decisions you make, the more atypical 
each successive decision becomes until such point as your model is obsolete. 
That's where Dick's point would come in. At some point, you pick up a 
different model and start using it. I think the methodology is pretty much 
the same as to how you get these, but my point is that the model is'perish-
able." 
Dr. Dudek: But if you could build in this incremental cost, a hospital at 
that far end could also determine roughly how many must they 
adopt before they are at least breaking even. 
Dr. Emerzian: You could set it up as a constant, I suppose. Each rejection 
really has some monetary saving, but it's not sufficient for 
you to move on, adopting on the basis of adopting that one alone, so you 
carry it forward to your next decision, so to speak. 
Dr. Hullerman: I find this very interesting. These (standard data) tables 
are fine because they mean that we in the hospital do not 
have to calculate all of these times. We are not capable of doing it. I 
was wondering, though, is there much of a range in time values between 
hospitals for the same method? Some of these are as much as 100 per cent 
variation or more, where they're using the same method. Are these times 
good enough that we could use them, the average of them? 
Dr. Smallex. :. I'd say, no not to use them generally. There are several 
big limitations here. First, these are bound to be subject 
to measurement error and also we are not certain that the method classifi-
cations we have are sufficiently homogenious and mutually exclusive. We 
also have a limited number of hospitals. my own opinion would be that 
this sample would have to be broadened, we would have to get more data, 
and get a little better statistical significance before we would be ready 
to say this is it. 
Dr. Hullerman: And yet, unless we have some figure like this average 
figure here ) it's impossible for a hospital to apply this 
system. 
Dr. Smalley: That's right. That's something we are very conscious of. 
We are going to have to compromise between what would be 
statistically "right up to snuff" as opposed to what is going to be prac-
tical enough for hospitals to use. 
Dr. Hullerman: This would be very helpful. 
Dr. Smalley: I think) right now, the data here would be better than the 
information you are now making decisions on. 
Dr. Hullerman: Better than trying to do it yourself, yes. 
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Dr. Emerzian: May I ask this, Dr. Millerman. An example is worked out 
here. Would this example, in your opinion, be too burden-
some for the hospital. 
Dr. Hullerman: It wouldn't be so burdensome if we didn't have to measure 
the number of feet and percentage of load, etc. 
Dr. Smalley: We have some suggestions on this. I'm glad you raised that, 
Joe, because I had made a note to bring it up if you hadn't. 
Even though, theoretically, an administrator or someone else, whoever is 
concerned with this, could go around and measure all these distances and 
count all the elevator floors and entries and all, this is not as practical 
as we would like to have it. 
Dr. Hullerman: You can't trust your figures when you get them unless you 
have somebody that is awfully close to you making them or 
somebody that's in a team making studies. 
Dr. Smalley: What we have already decided that we wanted to try is to do 
some correlations between readily available statistics and 
the parameters that we have in our formulas. For example, instead of 
dealing with the number of elevator floors, you might find a variable like 
the number of floors in your hospital or the number of beds or your average 
census or some other readily available statistic that would correlate well 
with these parameters, in which case you would have this information. Of 
course, we have no idea whether we will be successful in this. We are 
definitely going to try. 
Dr. Gilbreth: Do you make comparisons not only within hospitals but on 
industrial and other activities? 
Dr. Smalley: Yes, say, in "walking time." We have used the standard 4 feet 
per second as the walking time. As a matter of fact, that's 
where this walking standard came from. Our time studies did not differ 
enough from the "4 feet per second" standard to warrant a change from it. 
Dr. Gilbreth: Pace is so important, though. 
Dr. Smalley: Right. Wherever possible, we have tried to tie this back to 
what we know about manufacturing work that has been done. 
Dr. Hullerman: I think that this is very helpful, really. Even though it 
might be grossly out of line with what eight different 
hospitals did, it is going to be better than they can do for themselves. 
I notice you do not have the other cost factors in this. Are you going to 
get the capital costs and others? 
. Dr. Smalley: That's coming up soon. 
Dr. Dudek: I think Dr. Hullerman pointed out a good discrepancy, earlier. 
I would like to know, why did such widely diverse times exist 
in the same method in two different hospitals? 
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Mr. King: I would think, that being the washing operation, it was probably 
the quantity of gloves that were washed. We took the time study, 
and to get the time per glove, we had to divide the quantity of gloves 
washed into the total time observed, to get a "time per glove." 
Dr. Dudek: In your divisions, then, did you use their average load or the 
load at the time of time study? 
Mr. King: The average load that we determined from our observations. 
Dr. Dudek; Their average load might be more meaningful and that might get 
these times in line. 
Dr. Smalley: We did make those comparisons when we generated these for that 
very reason. That is, we took the time per batch in anything 
that you handle by batch. For example, you are going to put a pile of gloves 
on a cart. Well you can probably put 50 up there at once about as quickly 
as you could put 20 up there at once, but the time per glove would be tremen-
dously different. We locked at that too. There's a good bit more stability 
in the basic data than there is in this derived figure of "minutes per glove." 
Dr. Dudek: What I am saying is, rather than giving this average normal time 
on this basis, do it on a batch basis. If your batches run be-
tween zero and 25 gloves on the average or 24 gloves, your time is thus and 
so with this method. If your batches run from 25 to 50 on the average, use 
this time. 
Dr. Emerzian: This is merely a statement of the same problem, because you 
are dealing in intervals. 
Dr. Dudek: No, what I am saying is that if this hospital got 0.005 and 
normally runs bigger batches than another hospital, you should 




What Dick is really saying here is, let batch size be one of 
the unknowns in this formula and then they can plug in their 
the interval, the exact figure, or whatever. 
But, let's not do it unless it helps because we want it 
simple. 
  
Dr. Dudek: That's true. This is all a question of how much accuracy they 
want. 
Dr. Hullerman: Not too much here, just a good workable basis. 
Dr. Dudek: It might be better to start with as fine an accuracy as you can 
get. In other words, one of the steps -- you remember when 
we were talking about this at Pittsburgh -- was that we would try to get 
accuracy first then we would go back and say, "well, now look, it's foolish 
to ask them to do this, and to do this, and to do this." Now let's see if 
we can't lump all these things together and get a little average here that 
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one might just plug in an average. We realize that we are definitely 
using averages and that if we want real accuracy we might go back to 
the original model that had accuracy and now we are using this wide open 
one just because it is convenient to us. In other worls„ we make two 
models, an accurate model and a convenient one. 
Dr. Smalley: Another way of putting this would be that you try to be as 
accurate and precise as possible and let the burden be upon 
those who advocate simplicity and pull you as far away from that as they 
feel they have to in being practical, as opposed to the case where you go 
out and at all costs make it practical. Then the burden is upon someone 
to try to tighten up your precision. We recognize that it has to be a 
practical thing that they would use. We don't care about developing some-
thing that somebody will file away on a shelf with all their other studies. 
On the other hand, we want to give up as little scientific accuracy as we 
dare in the process of making it practical. I suppose we have a fond hope, 
too, that out of this we would place a little motivation upon the part of 
every decision-maker to be more factual in his decisions. 
Dr. Dudek: This is what we are trying to do anyway. The more factual we 
can be, the less "slop" we have, the "slop" comes from sub-
jectivity, and our devi6ions are going to be better. 
Dr. Smalley: There are two or three points in relation to this. I want 
to make sure we get the Committee's reaction. One of these 
Don mentioned, one of our next steps here would be to cost out these 
direct labor times, and obviously one could go out to each individual 
operation and find out what the hourly rate is of that operation and cost 
it that way. We doubt that this is going to be practical. We are thinking 
that maybe some sort of wage survey would be indicated to determine the 
extent of variability in the going rate of pay for the people who usually 
perform these kinds of operations and deal with these on some of average 
rate basis if the variability is not great. Now, I am wondering if you 
have any ideas or reactions to that plan? 
Dr. Dudek: I think that goes hand-in-hand with this that we are talking 
about. At the same time you are getting your accurate one, 
you make your decision as to whether you can average it up for your 
practical one. To be real accurate, you'd have to get all these different 
wage rates. This is a lot of work, so you get your average for this kind 
of work in your hospital and plug it in once. 
Dr. Hullerman: Could you establish a figure to be used on the average dollar 
per hour for the entire group of personnel that is used in 
this process and apply that to your labor? 
Dr. Smalley: This is possible particularly since the differential in cost / 
which will be the most significant part of this, probably 
occurs at those places where aides do most of the work. Our suspicion is 
that the variability in hourly rate for aides in any given locality is nct 
great. You wouldn't introduce much of an error if you used average hourly 
rate for aides to cost out the whole thing. Now where that will bog down 
I'm afraid, is at the point of use where you will use a professional nurse 
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or a student nurse. The equivalent hourly rate might not be close to that 
of an aide. I think what we need to do is shed more light on this, to 
study the wage situation. We frankly don't know what the variabilities are 
right now. 
Now there are other angles to this that I think deserve some attention. 
One of these is the old question of "phantom savings." Let me refresh 
you on what we mean. What do you do with time saved? If you follow this 
through, there is a subtlety about this that's not so obvious on the sur-
face. Here we are saying that these would be the times if these people 
worked at a normal performance level and if they didn't waste any time and 
if they didn't divert part of their attention to things that are not 
technically part of their job and if they do not, through other motivations, 
go off and help take care of patients a little better. These would be the 
times. We know all these other things happen, so, what do you do with 
them? They are obviously a part of the cost of reprocessing and if you didn't 
reprocess, you wouldn't need the aide in central supply. Therefore, she 
wouldn't be available to do these things. In effect, this is sort of an 
overhead figure that you carry, and I'm afraid you undercost reprocessing 
time if you do not build into your system some burden figure for all this 
make-work, extra work, unofficial duties, if you will, and so on. 
Closely associated with this is another troublesome one. What about lost 
time? By that I mean this, suppose we come up with a normal time of, say, 
one minute per glove and all this aide is supposed to do is process gloves. 
At the end of the day you find out she has done 300 gloves. Well, we say 
that should have taken 300 minutes, but she works below 100 per cent per-
formance so it actually took 350 minutes, let's say. That still leaves 130 
minutes in an eight hour day. What did she do with this time? Well, if 
you go out and study it, you probably won't find her sitting around doing 
nothing for 130 minutes, but there will be a difference between the 480 
minutes elapsed time and the 350 minutes of work time. 
Dr. Hullerman: That's why I am not too concerned about this being terribly 
accurate as long as it's consistent. One of our residents 
ran a study on what people were doing, and I think he covered 15 minute. 
periods around the clock on selected units for an interminable length of 
time. When you get all done, you find that unproductive time ranged, I 
think, the least was over 20 per cent up to between 45 and 48 per cent, 
something like that. This unproductive time included coffee breaks, etc., 
but also a considerable amount of "unaccounted-for" time. This comes back 
to the matter of supervision, which is a problem. I would think, in most 
places, the amount of unproductive time is very high in almost any kind 
of operation. I would think you would have to use something like 25 to 
possibly 30 per cent of the time as not being productive in keeping with 
this schedule here, but this might in itself be worth taking a look at in 
your study. 
Dr. Smalley: I think that's a good point. Putting it another way, you 
might say, why worry about 2 or 3 per cent one way or another 
in the accuracy, if you are going to have a 30 per cent figure unaccounted 
for in the whole cost picture. Now Miss Owen and Mr. Newberry did a work 
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sampling study last summer in which we did get some information on what 
per cent of the time these people devote to this, this, and this, and I 
forgot the figure off hand, but I would judge it is in the 20 to 30 
per cent range for "unaccounted for"time. Part of this is legitimate 
personal time, running errands somewhere else and you didn't know where 
they were, and part of it was probably fooling around. 
Dr. Bullerman: When we came to the matter of whether to put in glove 
washing equipment, we also felt first that this large 
percentage of this "unaccounted for" time was probably not so very pro-
ductive anyway, and if we could use it, we wouldn't have to find more 
time, we already had it to be used. Therefore, to obtain the use of the 
time we might save from the same number of personnel and use that time for 
other purposes, we said, well what can we do in rescheduling the job and 
we found that we could cut off two employees in central supply, and by 
rescheduling the work, do as good or better job than we were doing with the 
two employees there. Now, on top of that, we took a look at the average 
number of uses for a reprocessed glove which turned out to be surprisingly 
low. I won't even give you the figure, I am so ashamed of it. Grossly, 
we know we can save two employees' time, we know what the cost per disposable 
is as against reprocessed glove, and we have an idea of the number of uses, 
it looked like we were safe in at least giving it a trial run, which we are 
doing. A. very interesting thing happened. We found that instead of using 
the disposable gloves as disposable gloves, we were reprocessing them and 
probably getting more uses out of them for non-surgical purposes, on the 
floors, than we got out of reprocessed gloves. So again the model is go- 
ing to change as your operational method changes. 
Dr. Smalley: Yes. We found the disposable gloves being reprocessed and 
the reprocessable ones being disposed of, both ways. As a 
matter of fact, I was thinking a moment ago as we were talking, that when 
you get right down to it, the difference between the disposable and the 
reprocessed item is more an economic matter than it is any basic charac-
teristic of the product. As a matter of economics, if it costs a lot and 
its durable, you reuse it. The way you make something disposable is to 
sacrifice some durability and longevity in the interest of economics, but 
there is no close dividing line between the two. 
Dr. Hullerman: If you can find a hospital or two that is using disposables, 
hat are they doing on reprocessing disposables might be 
a factor in helping you make a decision about your model. 
Dr. Gilbreth: What does it do to labor costs. 
Dr. Smiley: The presentation tomorrow morning will speak to this to some 
extent. We have studied the average life of an item, that 
is, when it is reprocessable, how many uses can they get out of it. We 
have a tremendous amount of data on this. 
Mr. Hall: Dr. Smalley, while we have our advisors here, would you like to 
go into this problem now of the marginal versus the prorated 
basis, or would you like to save that until the very end? 
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Dr. Smalley: Well, you brought it up now, so go ahead. 
Mr. Hall: As you can see in just going through these pages, we have a lot 
of percentage figures. We have been proceeding on a "prorated" 
basis for these items. In other words, when a person is pushing a cart 
loaded with several items, only a percentage of this transportation time 
is allocated to gloves. We have been kicking this back and forth ever since 
I have been on the project as to whether this is the correct basis or 
whether we should go on a "marginal" basis. 
Dr. Smalley: Maybe you ought to explain what we mean by the "marginal" basis. 
Mr. Hall: I, personally, am not in favor of the marginal basis. 
Dr. Smalley: Joe, you are the economist, you tell us what the marginal basis 
is. 
Dr. Emerzian: I tried to get at this question earlier, but no one picked it 
up. I was looking for help too. A marginal basis in this 
illustration? 
Dr. Smalley: Yes. It has application elsewhere, but let's talk about some-
thing like distribution or pick up. 
Dr. Emerzian: Why don't we go back to the same example we had before. I 
think that we might possibly look at it this way. In the 
case of transportation for disposables, this activity would drop out, but 
does this mean that you are actually saving the absorbed cost of the trans-
portation, or is the cost still there because the activity is not a marginal 
activity? 
Dr. Dudek: Yes and no. You are saving it, but you aren't. You should show 
that it is available for saving, you haven't even shown that 
it is a potential saving. What you are saying then is, when we get to the 
last item on the cart, we could eliminate it entirely and we have saved all 
that transportation time. 
Dr. Emerzian: You are not, at the moment, saving this at Fill. You are not 
at the margin, that's why. The margin merely means that you 
have a change in behavior; you drop a person or you drop an activity. We 
don't know in this particular case, unless P happened to be 100 per cent. 
In that case, yes, it's clear cut. Anything less than 100 per cent is yes 
and no; it's indeterminant. 
Dr. Smalley: Let's take pick-up on reprocessables. Let it be presumed, 
as is the usual case, that these gloves are picked up along 
with all other things. They go back to central supply on a cart with every-
thing else and let's say they costs 1$ per glove to do this. When you go 
to disposables you don't pick them up, so your cost is zero cents; but 
with disposables, you must get rid of them and this costs, say, half a 
cent2 One might say, no, if he adheres to the marginal school because he 
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would say even though you eliminate the gloves from this operation, you 
don't eliminate the cost because you still have to go back with the cart. 
You can either consider that the cart would have gone anyhow and not charge 
the gloves with any cost, or you can say everything else on the cart shouldn't 
get charged, because if the gloves had had to go, it would carry part of the 
cost. It's really accounting philosophy, isn't it? It's a way of looking 
at it, there's no scientific answer to it. 
Dr. Emerzian: It may depend largely upon whether you are interested in the 
effect upon the balance sheet. 
Dr. Hullerman: You brought this up last year, I believe. That effect does 
this have on my balance sheet, my operating statement for 
this particular period? Any effect? Well, no. Then there's no difference 
in cost. 
Dr. Smalley: You're being quoted from what you said 18 months ago. 
Dr. Emerzian: This is a practical approach. 
Dr. Dudek: What happened to the idea we were tossing around in Pittsburgh 
when we first talked about this, Hal? 
Dr. Smalley: Which one was that, Dick? 
Dr. Dudek: You were going to have two figures for your model, one showing 
those costs that definitely are going to be "in-pocket" savings 
and the other was going to take up just these kinds of things showing the 
potential that you are saving but will not be in-pocket right now. In other 
words, your saving right now is merely theoretical, but if you could elimi-
nate every item from that cart, then you have in-pocket savings. 
Dr. Smalley: That's good, Dick. I'm glad you brought that up because it 
applies to places other than this. Let me give you another 
example. As you indicated, you made some sort of study and found that you 
could eliminate two people. Whether you really eliminate these two people 
or not may be more a matter of supervision than it is methods and workload. 
So, you would really have two answers: (1) If you operate the way we 
usually operate, namely, we keep people around whether they are needed or 
not or we put them on something else that we had been hoping to be able to 
get done, the saving is "potential"';' and the other one would be (2) You 
really made those savings by either getting rid of those people or putting 
them on other productive work. I think your.suggestion is a distinct possi-
bility. 
Dr. Dudek: And in your model, you could take this into consideration. You 
could split it up, this part gives you the "in-pocket" saving 
and this part gives ybu'the "potential" that will not be realized until other 
marginal items are considered. 
Dr. Hullerman: If you were going to consider that on the "prorated" basis 
rather than "marginal," after a while you would get enough 
of these in some situations to make the decision to add somebody to do the 
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the job or cut out those things eventually. I would imagine you ought to 
carry it but not kid ourselves that this is a savings because really it is 
not a saving, but just a potential saving until you have converted it, isn't 
it? 
Dr. Dudek: Yes, that's right. 
Dr. Smalley: This has a relation to this continuum that I drew on the 
board. Take an extreme example. You gradually get dispos-
ables adopted. This pick-up cart is having fewer and fewer items on it. 
Pretty soon, you've got one item on the cart. If it carries "prorated" 
cost, it is going to be a tremendous amount of cost. When you consider 
eliminating it, it may not even be close. You are paying so much to handle 
just one or a few items that the decision is made for you, once you know what 
the facts are. 
Dr. Emerzian: Let's look, fundamentally, at what happens here. You're talking 
about an activity. The cost of that activity is the walking 
and the proration, I say, is irrelevant. 
Dr. Smalley: It's not irrelevant with regard to the item to which you attach 
that cost. 
Dr. Emerzian: Well, I say the cost is still there until you reach the mar-
gin, then walking drops out. 
Dr. Dudek: But if you eliminate it, Joe, how do you let them know when they 
have reached the margin? 
Dr. Emerzian: I've got another approach to this. I have one or two ideas 
I want to talk about tomorrow, but if I talk now, I may have 
nothing to say then. 
Dr. Smalley: Let me interrupt for a procedural question. Mrs. Gilbreth 
has a commitment across campus at four o'clock and I have 
promised to get her there. I would suggest that if you are not completely 
exhausted by now and if you feel there are other productive things that you 
want to discuss, please stay and do that. 
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SUMMARY OF A GENERAL DISCUSSION 
(Editor: The following is an edited summary of the points raised in a 
general discussion from 4:00 to 5:00 p,m. at the conclusion of the 
Monday afternoon session.) 
Several comments were made in relation to the question of "accuracy" 
versus "simplicity." There seemed to be two schools of thought, one 
advocating the need for accuracy even though there appeared to be a 
general lack of adequate theory, and the other advocating simplicity 
as characterized by gross, "in the ball park" measurements. Dr. Howland 
appeared to favor the "accuracy" school and Dr. Hullerman the "simplicity" 
school. A plea was made to consider the cost of gathering data and taking 
measurements versus the cost of making mistakes based upon the degree of 
accuracy in such data and measurements, i.e., alpha and beta risks or 
Type I and Type II errors, 
Some doubt was expressed in relation to the soundness of the standard 
data approach in Processing Costs with respect to statistical reliability 
of the data, considering the small sample size of seven hospitals. There 
was some interest for the notion that each hospital should obtain its 
own measurements rather than use averages of distributions which might 
contain considerable variability. In this connection, there was a sug-
gestion that a "textbook" or "how to do it" approach might be better than 
sending out formulas or numerical averages. Dr. Howland appeared to get 
some support for these notions from Dr. Dudek. 
Dr. Kuehn advocated the importance of good work methods and expressed the 
hope that the research would lead to method consciousness. There seemed 
to be some doubt that methods improvement per se was within the scope of 
the project as presently conceived. 
Dr. Dudek made the interesting suggestion that an effort be made to interest 
women in the career of hospital industrial engineering and pointed out that 
this could be a rewarding profession and could satisfy a need in the field. 
Some discussion took place in relation to the desires of hospitals for gross 
answers and the conflict between this desire and the apparent need for sound 
research methodology. There was a belief that the "theoretical" could be 
provided along with the "practical"; there was also some doubt that this 
could be done. Dr. Kuehn advocated that small pieces of results should be 
supplied as generated and that we should not wait until all the work is 
finished before making it available to the hospital field. 
The remaining part of the hour was devoted to a discussion of the "human 
factors" project. This discussion was characterized by an admitted lack 
of understanding about the project, its objectives, and its methods. Among 
the points covered were the following: 
1. The multiple regression approach and its purpose and its limitations. 
2. A "rehash" of status, environment, and value systems. 
3. A question as to whether the cost of disposables was to be made a function 
of factors, such as safety, comfort, etc. 
9 1+ 
4. Was this projtct'to be a "preference survey?" 
5. Will it consider non-monetary factors only? 
6. Will it result in a device for predicting decisions and if so will one 
ignore monetary costs if the decision prediction indicates a non-economic 
course of action? 
7. Do you plan to get multiple regression coefficients now and wait to get 
actual measurements for the unknowns until later? 
8. Do you measure safety, comfort, etc., and plug these into the model to 
generate a decision? 
9. Is the forced-choice interview technique good? 
10. Would not this be prejudicial? Would not an open-end question as part 
of a pilot study generate a listing of factors? 
11. Why not add a new factor, that of "space availability?" 
This general discussion session adjourned without an attempt to formulate 
conclusions or to reconcile differences. 
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Illustration No. 17 
INVENTORY BALANCES 
(a) FOR FIXED-ORDER LOT SYSTEM 
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t i is the time when the ith order is placed. 
t: is the time when the ith order is received. 
Q is the fixed order quantity. 
(b) FOR FIXED RE-ORDER CYCLE SYSTEM 
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	  Quantity on Hand and on Order 
ti is the time when the ith order is placed. 
t: is the time when the ith order is received. 
S is the maximum stock level. 
t i — t 1_, is constant. 
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INVENTORY COSTS 
Dr. Smalley: This morning, we will talk about three different projects. 
But in a sense, they are all one project, dealing with the 
matter of inventory costs. The first phase of this is what we have termed, 
"Inventory Policies," This is a broad category to deal with some questions 
that have an intimate relationship with the project and some that are 
rather incidental. Then we will be moving into "Carrying Costs," and 
finally, "Order Costs." First, I'll cs11 on Mr. Newberry, Assistant Research 
Engineer on our project. Be has been with us almost from the very begin-
ning and he will start off by talking about inventory policies. Tom. 
Mr. Newberry: Thank you, Doctor Smalley. It's a pleasure to have everyone 
here today, a captive audience. I have been looking forward 
to having an opportunity to talk about some of my projects here. 
First, I would like to discuss why we are studing inventories in this pro-
ject. I believe that the chief reason is that when hospitals go to dis-
posable items, undoubtedly there will be more items "running through the 
mill." Now/ we must have at any one time a larger quantity of items on 
hand, or we must place many times the number of purchase orders with our 
vendors, either of which will increase the cost of the inventories. Also 
with this increased number of items, we must have more storage space. 
We found in two studies that the life of gloves is roughly six uses, in 
other words, you use a glove approximately six times before it will be dis-
carded. We found for needles, and syringes were about 25 to 30 uses. This 
is for the reprocessed item. If we go to the disposable item, this means 
that we must have some 25 times the number of needles and syringes coming 
into a hospital. 
Inventory Policies 
To get into inventory policies, as Dr. Smalley gave you a preview, I would 
like to pass out a couple of diagrams which we have worked up, so we can 
discuss them in relation to that. (See Illustration No, 17.) Now, these 
inventory systems which are illustrated are policies or systems that are 
in common usage throughout industry. We made a check at three or four 
hospitals and found that they were in either the "Fixed Order" or the 
"Fixed Re•order Cycle" categories. The figure at the top involves order-
ing a certain amount whenever your level on hand declines below a certain 
point. The bottom figure says that we will order up to a certain point 
periodically. 
In searching the literature, starting a year and a half or so ago, we 
found that the conditions of variable demand and variable lead time were 
passed over very skimpily, and after we got into trying to work up some 
formulas or equations for these conditions, we realized why they were 
passed over skimpily. Nevertheless, we have had some - success. It was 
drudgery going through some of the equations, and I don't propose to do 
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that this morning. 
What I would like to do is point out, briefly, a couple of things in this 
figure. First, let me identify these axes. The vertical axis is the 
inventory level. It is supposed to indicate the number of items that are 
on hand at any one period of time. The horizontal axis indicates the 
passage of time. Starting out at the first, you will see a decline in 
the black line, and as it approaches the horizontal line, you see a 
dotted line going up, indicating that additional units were ordered at 
this point; the number of units ordered at this point is "Q". Sometimes 
this is based on an economic order quantity, other times it is just 
based on what they would like to order, which may be just as well in 
some situations. Now, you will notice that the order is not received 
instantaneously; it is received some time units later. Going on over to 
the period, t2, when the second order is placed, you see that t 2 is not 
the same distance from t2 as t'1 was from tl. In this system, we believe 
this to be a realistic representation of what actually happens. This is 
nothing new, we are just trying to do something with the knowledge that 
this occurs. Skipping down to the bottom figure, you will note that the 
periods of time, tl, t2, t3, tio are equAlly spaced, as if the first day 
of each week or the last day of eachnnnth, an equal interval of time apart. 
Now, the quantity that we order in this fixed re-order cycle system, is 
determined by the amount on hand at the beginning of the next period, and 
you order "s minus x." This is what I am going to be talking about, the 
bottom figure, when I speak of a "fixed order time," and the top figure 
when I speak of a "fixed order quantity." We did find that the top figure 
is indicative of the inventory policy now in effect at Emory Hospital. 
The bottom figure is the type of system used at Grady Hospital. 
Three Inventory Costs 
There are three main costs that we are interested in when we talk about 
inventory costs. The first is the one Mr. Hiett will talk about, Ordering 
Costs. The second one is what is sometimes called Carrying Costs, or 
investment costs. I am going to make a few comments about that. These 
comments are going to be incomplete and I hope that we can get some sug-
gestions here that may help us to complete them. The third inventory cost 
is Cost of Shortage. 
Generally speaking, the cost of a shortage is the most difficult cost to 
measure. I found this to be quite difficult, and I am wondering just how 
we are going to get at this cost. We know that the cost of a shortage is 
made up of two or three components, one of which might be the cost of 
expediting someone to some place to get some item. There is also a cost 
of administrative effort that goes along with this. 
Carrying Costs 
A brief listing of some of the items involved in inventory investment are 
the following: The lost interest on the money value of the items that we 
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have stored in inventory. In private enterprise, if they borrow money at 
4%, then this is the cost of the money value of the items stored. There 
is also another cost, and I am not certain that this other cost is 
applicable in the hospital situation, and this is the opportunity cost, 
usually referred to as foregone opportunity. An example of this would be 
that if a company could obtain capital at 4% and it ususlly obtained 9% 
on alternative investments, then this difference of 5% would be the cost 
of the foregone opportunity. Now, I am not certain that this cost is even 
pertinent to hospitals. Than we have the costs due to obsolescence, deteri-
oration or spoilage, and some of these may be pertinent. There is possibly 
the cost of taxes and insurance. You have the cost of storage facilities 
and the cost of floor space. There are costs involved in handling the items 
within the storage areas, the physical inventorying cost, and clerical costs. 
Demand for Supply Items 
In studying any inventory situation, one of the first things we need to con-
cern ourselves with, after the inventory policy has been decided upon, is 
the nature and quantity of the demand requirements. We have done some work 
on trying the estimate the demand in various hospitals. 
Emory Hospital has seen the most effort, and it was in Bulletin No. 5, authored 
.`:primarily by Mr. Davis, that the demand for gloves in the hospital was 
studied. His results were not conclusive. Now, this study was a theoretical 
one and dealt with two techniques for estimating demand. These techniques 
were "exponential smoothing" and "regression analysis." The best results 
were obtained from "exponential smoothing." The new estimate of demand is 
equal to the old estimate plus some constant, we will call "a", times the 
difference between new demand and the old estimate. For example, if we want 
to forecast the demand for gloves in October 1961, we have an old estimate 
from which to work, and that was our estimate for gloves in October 1960. 
After October is over, we know the actual demand, and we subtract from the 
actual demand the old estimate which was made. Now the significance of 
this is that, varying this value "a" between zero and 1 can give more or less 
weight to the fluctuation. In his work, Davis found that his "a" should be 
very small. A very small "a" value implied that there is very little change 
from month to month and that we are not taking these changes much into 
account or it does not help much to take these changes into account. A large 
"a" would be just the opposite. 
Dr. Dudek: How do you get that new demand, after the month is over? 
Mr. Newberry: The new demand is obtained after the month is over. We made 
an estimate for October, 1960. Naturally, we didn't hit it 
on the head, or most likely we did not, and so at the end of October, we 
know the value for new demand, and we subtract from that what this estimate 
was. This is a new estimate for October 1961. This terminology is a little 
awkward. 
Now, Davis went further and took into account trend conditions. For example, 
if 1960 is known to be having more demand every month so far than 1959 did, 
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we take that into account and modify this estimate here even further. This 
is what Davis did, and he found the best results from this type of analysis, 
"exponential smoothing." However, these mathematical manipulations are 
very unwieldy to manipulate. I doubt that it would be practical in a small 
hospital, at least. 
In the regression analysis he tried to determine the demand for gloves in 
terms of three independent variables. 
= -b + b 	+ b X .. + b X .. +cr.. 
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Dependent Variable  
Yi = the number of pairs of gloves demanded 
during the ith week. 
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Xi.. = the sum of the daily hospital census 
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= random error for the i th week and a lag of j days. 
The rationale for using these three factors, census, birth's and operations, 
was that it was these three items which caused demand to change. In study-
ing the variation of this b 1, b2 
and b
3 
 we found that b
2 and b3 
were not 
significantly different from zero. In other words, starting with this 
equation as our hypothesis, we later found, in this one instance, that 
births and operations were not significant factors. So we can erase this 
from our equation. Then we computed a correlation coefficient between 
demand and census. The best we could do was R equal to 0.80. This regression 
analysis implies perfect knowledge of the census in advance. While census 
may be easier to estimate than demand, this, of course, involves an addition-
al consideration, so for the time being, we concluded that the regression 
analysis was inconclusive. However, we felt that both of these techniques 
would warrant further study. 
Discussion 
Dr. Hullerman: Did you find some evidence that census was easy to predict? 
Mr. Newberry: We didn't try to predict census. 
Dr. Hullerman: Would you predict census on a monthly basis, or an annual 
basis? What's necessary with respect to demand? 
Mr. Newberry: Demand was on a weekly basis. 
Dr. Hullerman: And what's your census basis? 
Mr. Newberry: Census was on "patient days per week." 
Dr. Hullerman: And what figure would you need, a weekly census figure? 
And, how far ahead? 
Mr. Newberry: We were using a weekly cumulative figure as far ahead as 
we could rely upon, but we didn't get to that stage. We 
found that R was just 0.80 and we didn't feel that this was high enough. 
Dr. Smalley: This was due in retrospect. They took existing census figures 
and historical figures on glove uses and tried to find a 
correspondence between them. 
Dr. Hullerman: But you might turn this around as a prediction method. 
Dr. Smalley: That would have been their hope had they found a good corre-
spondence, but they didn't. 
Dr. Hullerman: I think census is about the most unpredictable figure in 
a hospital, even from year to year. 
Dr. Smalley: That is another reason why it was not pursued, because even 
if there were a close correspondence between census and 
demand, it might be as difficult to predict census as it is to predict 
demand. 
Mr. Newberry: Doctor Hullerman, this (regression) is the first thing we 
tried to do, and we found that we couldn't do a very good 
job of predicting it even indirectly so we tried a direct approach. 
Dr. Hullerman: The assumption that you can predict census is a question-
able assumption. 
Mr. Newberry: We didn't study that one. We were going to do so if we 
got any good results. 
Dr. Smalley: This failure was a Godsend in a way, because it would have 
taken us off on some more tangents. 
Inventory Model 
Mr. Newberry: Next I would like to briefly mention Bulletin No. 4. This 
was the one authored principally by Mr. Talbird. In this 
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study, Talbird considers demand as being the demand of central supply for 
items upon the stockroom. Talbird tried to determine some type of frequency 
distribution that individual sizes of gloves had, taking the 6„ 7, 72, and 
8 sizes. This was to no avail. However, Mr. Talbird had the idea that he 
would work in terms of proportions of the number of one size to the total 
number of gloves. We made some nchi-square contingency tests" and found that 
we were able to estimate the usage of each size of gloves from the know-
ledge of the total demand, so at least we had progressed one step. If we 
could somehow forecast the total demand, we could pretty well handle the 
demand of each size glove. 
Talbird made some tests which showed that the demand for gloves over the 
year was relatively constant at Emory. This is the demand upon the stock 
room by central supply. In the study, he is concerned with determining 
re-order point, when to re-order. This is done, taking into account the 
idea that the demand is variable and the lead time is variable. This was 
done by the use of some calculus, and the results appeared in a manner such 
as this: (See Illustration No. 18.) For any set of parameters and for 
desired probability of a shortage, we can achieve that by re-ordering at a 
particular point. If we order, and the conditions remain the same, this 
will be the probability that we had a shortage. In this consideration, we 
are not implying that we know what the cost of a shortage is. We are say-
ing thats if you will be satisfied with this possibility of being out s 
 regardless of what it costs or what the inconveniences are, then this is 
how much you should order. 
This was done specifically for the glove demand at Emory Hospital, and it 
was done in the general case with a Poisson distribution, varying the mean 
values of these distributions. One of the main reasons fot using the 
Poisson distribution is that in the event ydu have no knowledge of what 
your distribution is, other than your mean value, the Poisson distribution 
will fulfil some of the "mak-mia" concepts of decision theory. You are 
assuming that your opponent, which is nature, in this case, will do you 
in as bad as he can. You are going to follow a policy that if he does you 
in as bad as he can, thep you will be the best off you can be. 
As we decide when to re-order, we want to know how much to re-order, and 
this is usually designated by "Q", the order quantity. In this study, 
Mr. Talbird uses an approximation that the demand and the lead time are 
fixed and known. This is shown in other references to be a very close 
approximation when it is actually variable. 
Investtaent Costs 
I'd like now to go into some of the investment costs. First I would like 
to give you the criteria that we are going to use in working with inventory 
costs. We will assume that the stockroom is now operating at capacity and 
that any reduction in quantity of items will result in a savings and that 
any increase in the quantity of the items stored will result in a cost. 
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this is the only way we can handle it from a general point of view in the 
project. For a specific hospital, we should take into account and use 
as our decision criteria only those costs which represent actual expen-
ditures or foregone opportunities. Out of these costs, we are only 
interested in those which vary over the inventory decisions that we are 
interested in. I would specifically ask for any comments on that. 
Discussion 
Dr. Smalley: The implications of this assumption that a reduction in stock 
is presumed to be a saving and an increase to be a cost, this 
is really another way of saying that you are going to use a pro-rated cost 
rather than a marginal cost basis. 
Mr. Newberry: Yes. 
The cost of capital is probably one of the biggest items going into what 
we will call "Carrying Costs." While an industrial concern would probably 
use about 4%, I am not sure what the proper value would be for a non-profit 
institution. 
Dr. Smalley: What do you do with funds that are not in use? What do you 
do with your liquid or cash assets? Do you leave them on a 
checking account balance without drawing interest, or what? 
Dr. Bullerman: Our cash requirements are based upon the demand for cash, 
and this is a result of operational needs as against capital 
needs. We find that for operating the hospital we need, say, $125,000 in 
the bank at the end of the month to meet the 5th of the month payroll and 
the 10th of the month bills. This is our beginning figure. Then there is 
our "chunk" money, from Blue Cross, drives, or things that come in from the 
State in large pieces, but you don't always know when or how much. This 
will replenish the $125,000 at the end of the month. In addition to that, 
you have going on all the time the purchase of equipment, capital costs 
rather than operational costs. Here again, you have to have money avail-
able on your regular schedule depending upon what's coming due. So you 
take the two figures together and you find out from month to month how much 
money you have to have in the form of available cash, and you project this 
ahead pretty much on an average for the operational $125,000, or whatever 
it may be, but you have to use judgment on when the others come due. So 
you try to hold out that much cash in a checking account readily available. 
Dr. Smalley: Moneys that you have budgeted for some capital outlays later 
in the year or any excesses of revenue over expenses or any 
expenditures that you did not make, this is allowed to stay on a checking 
account balance. Is that what you are saying? 
Dr. Hullerman: No. You know what's coming due this month and next month, 
as long as you can predict it. Then you buy, with your 
excess capital, short-term things and you try to re-invest as you antici-
pate needs for money. If you are just considering operations, you wouldn't 
have too much of a problem, but when you put operations and capital to-
gether, then you get into widely fluctuating amounts. The other day we 
had $100,000 worth of savings certificates come due, and we expected we 
would need it to pay contractors, but the thing got into a strike delay, 
and so we re-invested this for another six month's period, because we 
recognized that another short-term obligation is coming due in the 
interim that we aren't going to need these funds for what we thought we 
might. 
Dr. Smalley: So it is a short-term investment where you can liquify 
rapidly? 
Dr. Hullerman: Only for that amount of money that you anticipate that 
you are going to need, over a fairly short period. 
Dr. Smalley: What would be a typical interest earning on such moneys as 
that? 
Dr. Hullerman: Oh, in savings, I'd have to check this, but it seems to 
me you can get around 2i% on short-term savings. 
Dr. Smalley: This is like commercial bank savings? 
Dr. Hullerman: About 1% in some situations. 
Dr. SmalJey; You wouldn't put it building and loan associations at 3 or 
4 per cent? 
Dr. Hullerman: Probably not. 
Dr. Smslley: Or Government paper? 
Dr. Hullerman: Oh, yes, Government securities is a common form. But then, 
over and beyond this predictable need, you then invest your 
other funds according to your investment program, which is a percentage 
due on common stocks, preferred bonds, and on a long-term basis. This be-
comes an investment problem. 
Dr. Smalley: Now, these earnings could amount to 8 or 10 per cent, could 
they not, if they were left for a while, your stocks and 
securities of that nature? 
Dr. Hullerman: Not as income, they can't, but as total increase in value 
they could, if you were lucky, but hospitals don't ususlly 
buy these. 
Dr. Smalley: Did you have any GM stock when they split a few years ago? 
Well, what we are really getting at is not just a matter of curiosity / of 
course. It is that we want to tie on to a realistic figure as to what 
the moneys saved might logically earn if they weren't used for some other 
purpose. Or, turning it around, if you had to have a larger stock of items 
in the hospital, if you went to more disposables, you wouldn't have as much 
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of this money to put out at 2-1/2 or 4 or 6 per cent or whatever. Mr. 
Newberry is interested in knowing what is a realistic way of handling it. 
We could say, fine, 4 per cent, but if we found that hospitals generally 
didn't invest their money at 4 per cent, then this is an unfair assumption 
to make. 
Dr. HulJermani: I don't know that it really has too much bearing to the 
hospital in terms of earnings at 4 or "D" per cent. It 
could at some hospitals, but you have to start with the assumption that 
a hospital is going to have more income than it has expenditures, if we 
are talking about the operations side. I mean, we start the year withl 
 say, $125,000 in the back at the end of the year, that is what we aim 
for. But during the year we aren't going to pile up $250,000 or $300,000. 
We are on a hand-to-mouth basis throughout the year and we are lucky if 
we come up with $125,000 at the end of the next year. So unless you are 
piling up something you earn interest on, it's a hand-to-mouth deal. I 
don't think you are going to find, in half the hospitals, that they are 
going to be able to earn money on this inventory saving. But what it 
does do, it will help the hospital to keep its cash position good, and 
this is very important. Half the hospitals in the country won't make a 
penny. 
Dr. Smalley: But, on the other hand, if a hospital did live hand-to-mouth 
and decided to go substantially to disposables, they would 
either have to liquidate some of their capital money and invest it in 
inventory or they would have to conduct a fund drive or get an appropriation 
or grant or something to do this. And that is what we are interested in. 
What is the cost of procuring this capital that would be required. 
Dr. BUJlerman: No, inventory needs would not come out of capital. It 
would come out of operations. 
Dr. Smalley: Well, this is an artificial categorization. I am not inter- 
ested in what you'd call it in a particular situation, but 
it's money, 	it's dollars and it costs something to procure it. Putting 
it the other way, if you don't have to procure it, you save something, you 
save the cost of not having to procure it. We consider this a real cost. 
We don't know yet whether or not it is significant, but we think it is 
real. 
Dr. Hullerman: I don't follow you. 
Dr. Smalley: Regardless of the name of the fund or category of this money 
that is available to the hospital, whether it be from a grant, 
from Blue Cross, from philanthropy, or from patient collections, whether 
it is "operating" funds or "capital" funds, it's all money. We are saying, 
in effect, that we are trying to get at a method of determining what it 
costs to obtain that money, no matter where it comes from. Or, turning it 
around, what would you save by not encountering the cost of having to ob-
tain the money. 
Dr. Hullerman: What money are you going to obtain? 
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Dr. Smalley: You are going to obtain enough money to carry a larger inven- 
tory. You are going to have to buy more needles, more syringes, 
more gloves, build a larger stockroom, put on the payroll an additional 
stockroom clerk, build a new incinerator, whatever is required to go to 
disposables on an extensive basis. This is an extreme case, but just to 
point it up. That'll take dollars, and those dollars have to come from 
somewhere, and you are going to have to pay interest on the dollars, in 
some form. Or, if you don't do that, if you don't go to that expenditure, 
you're going to save what it would have cost to obtain those dollars, and 
it is this cost which Mr. Newberry is caring "investment cost." 
Dr. Hullerman: If I hear you correctly, we would not borrow money and have 
a money cost to do this. We have to have the money because 
a hospital cannot borrow money. Now you could have the loss of income from 
funds you use. This would be the reverse of what you're borrowing. 
Dr. Smalley: Yes. 
Dr. Hullerman: And the costs here, I suppose, would not be determined by 
either the short range or the long range, it would just 
have to be a loss income, on the average, of what you would get from every-
thing, I would think. 
Dr. Smalley) I think so too, and what we are groping for now is a way of 
getting at what would be a realistic percentage figure for 
hospitals. 
Dr. Hullerman: You could get a realistic rate. 
Dr. Smalley: Yes, that's what I mean. 
Dr. Hullerman: Then I don't know, I would really have to take a look at 
what the average is for all sources. I would say, probably, 
somewhere in the neighborhood of 4 per cent would be high enough, not 
counting increases in valuation of stocks and that kind of thing. Buts ffal  
that isn't quite a real picture either, because every piece of cash that 
you have, except endowment funds, is cash that you expect to use for this 
equipment or that capital purpose or something else, you don't build it up 
or hoard it, if you follow me. 
Dr. Smalley: Yes. 
Dr. Hullerman: And the demands of the hospital to use available funds for 
Y or Z are so great that you seldom if ever build it up. 
You are using money that you would expect to spend anyway over a fairly 
short period of time. For example, we have been building up about $200,000 
of gift money, because we know we are going to have to use it. We want 
to buy a number of things -- we build it up and we spend it. It's not held 
for income purposes unless it's an endowment. You don't borrow from your 
endowment to build an incinerator. 
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Dr. Smalley: Yes, I follow you, that's all right, that will bring the point 
out well. The point at which we are not communicating is 
this: We are talking about an anstraction here in the sense that you buy 
an electron microscope for $100,000, or whatever they cost. That's not the 
only cost of that electron microscope. Also part of the cost is the interest 
that is lost on the $100,000 had you put that to some purpose other than the 
electron microscope. It is just an accounting mechanism that says, that's 
not all it costs you, because if you had taken the $100,000 and put it in a 
building and loan association at 4%, the total cost of that equipment would 
be greater than the $100,000. That's what we are saying. 
Dr. Hullerman: Wouldn't you say that the electron microscope was another 
form of income-producing capital? 
Dr. Smalley: Right. 
Dr. Hullerman: So we are not talking about that kind of expenditure, really, 
we are talking about the operations cost. But what would 
this formula save you on inventory? That's not an inventory item, that's a 
capital item. When I use "inventory," maybe we're using it differently. 
I'm talking about the inventory of perishable or used-up goods. Now if you 
are talking about the physical inventory of the plant and all that kind of 
thing, we really are talking a different language and I have missed your 
point, but this kind of inventory control is based upon a prediction of used-
up items on a short-term basis, not items that are used up only after a period 
of years. So then you are restricting this to the value it has for your cur-
rently usable inventory. 
Dr. Smalley: I see the distinction you are making and I agree with youl ex- 
cept that there is a facet of this that you must keep in mind. 
Let's say that in Mr. Newberry's model he always maintains, as a minimum, 
$1,000 worth of supplies and never lets the supply stock get below $1,000 
value. In effect that $1,000 is as much of a sunk cost as a piece of equip-
ment, in many respects it is even more so because it doesn't wear out but 
is continually being replenished, so that while you say it is expendable, 
from now on you are going to have $1,000 in there as inventory and you have 
tied up $1,000 worth of money in it. That $1,000 worth of money that is 
tied up in stock could have earned interest outside, and that's the other 
phase of it. 
Dr. Hullerman: This is true, and on this, I'd say you have maybe 1% to 21% 
maximum, depending on the time period. 
Dr. Smalley: We are trying to get "in the ball park" on different kinds of 
costs. 
Dr. Hullerman: But what does happen in high inventories is that hospitals 
can use a high inventory as a cash-conserving deal. I mean, 
if you get short on cash, you delay orders, you build up your cash. Now, 
what Newberry is suggestion is that you don't have to go through this frus-
trating situation. You could order more evenly, and this would be a real 
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advantage, not dollar advantage, but an operating advantage, because some 
of your cash shortage is created by too-high inventory. I think it has 
some value, but I don't think it has too much dollar value, but nevertheless 
a real value. 
Dr. Kuehn: Hugo, wouldn't it have some value in the phasing-in process of 
transition from the reprocessing to disposables. It seems to 
me it should help there. 
Dr. Hullerman: It would have real value with respect to your space require- 
ments for storage, etc. Now you may make a bulk order for 
a year and you have the question of how much do you stock so as not to be 
too heavily stocked or too lowly stocked. Well, this helps, it takes some 
of the guesswork out of it. 
Dr. Gilbreth: How does this take into account the change in the price of 
the things that you are purchasing? 
Dr. Smalley: Now, there's a new one for you. You didn't have that on your 
list, Tom. 
Mr. Newberry: No. 
Dr. Hullerman: May I come back to one thing" 
Mr. Newberry: Yes, Sir. 
Dr. Hullerman: If we were building up a lot more income than our expenses, 
then you could expect to have this saving, and once in a 
while that happens, but not often. 
Dr. Gilbreth: Maybe this price matter isn't appropriate s but.... 
Dr. Smalley: No, your question's good. We hadn't even thought of that. 
Mr. Newberry: Well, if I can twist your question in one way, maybe we can 
answer it. If you are speaking of "price breaks" on quantity 
orders, we can deal with that. 
Dr. Gilbreth: How can you be sure prices will stay the same? 
Dr. Smalley: That's good. This implies that maybe what you need is a 
probability factor that prices will increases or decrease, in 
the foreseeable future and take this into account. 
Dr. Gilbreth: I have a question along the same line, and that is how this 
ties in with your purchasing departments and the people who 
contact the market and know what is coming, prices in markets and all that. 
Dr. Smalley: Yes, suppose that, right now you say to yourself, well, if I 
invest $1,000 in a stock of items, it might cost me $1,060 
because there is $6o.00 lost interest on it. You decide not to do it because 
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it is going to cost you this much. Well, the alternative might be to wait. 
but to get these same items a year later might cost you $1,200 because of 
a price increase. That's what you are saying. I think that is a pertinent 
factor. Or it could work the other way. If hospitals began to adopt dis-
posables in great numbers and manufacturers could take advantage of mass 
production economies, they might cut the price and it might be much less 
a year from now, so this cost, in comparison with what it would have been, 
would be a much more significant figure. 
Dr. Gilbreth: Yes. 
Mr. Newberry: We haven't handled that. It's a real problem. 
Dr. Gilbreth: We'll just make a note of it. 
Mr. Newberry: Yes. I have seen, in the literature, references to this 
situation, however these were quite scanty. 
Dr. Gilbreth: When you say literature, that would mean hospital literature? 
Mr. Newberry: No, I'm speaking of literature on inventory control. 
Dr. Gilbreth: This is primarily in industry? 
Mr. Newberry: Yes. 
Dr. Smalley: It's right out on the frontier, almost into the unknown. 
Mr. Newberry: The next factor is that which I mentioned earlier. This was 
the opportunity cost of having your capital in excess of what 
you might get at a reasonable rate. 
Dr. Eilllerman: There will be times when this would make money, and in some 
hospitals, it would be a continuing process. 
Dr. Smalley: I don't want to interrupt you too much, Tom, but this point 
brings up another question. I think we have to be awfully 
careful not to get caught up in the subtleties of hospital finance, be-
cause it is awfully easy to dismiss a way of analytically thinking about 
finance under the guise that we are non-profit, or we are not in a liquid 
position, or we live hand-to-mouth. All of these things may be true, but 
in a way you do it anyhow. For example, you may say, "We never have any 
extra money for these things," but in effect you've got an educational pro- 
gram over here, you've got a research program, and you've got a group trying 
to improve the quality of care or the quality of services. Well, in effect 
these are all on-going economic projects, they have economic implications, 
and you've got money and resources tied up in them. Whether you carry it 
on your books or not, diverting funds to any one of these things has an 
economic implication, and it's this subtlety of the hospital finance picture 
that gives us so much trouble, and if we are not careful, we will "miss the 
boat." 
Dr. Hullerman: Oh, I think this should be considered as a potential and 
probably a very real source of increased income. In many 
hospitals, it will be. And you do group a lot of these things together 
and use them as cash that you put out on some kind of earnings basis. 
Dr. Smalley: I think your comments are quite helpful. 
Dr. Hullerman: This has meaning. And it is true that high inventories 
especially if they get a little bit higher than they need 
to be, will tie up money. This can create one of several kinds of problems. 
Dr. Dudek I would like to ask you a question, Hal. In looking at these 
hospitals do most hospitals use a pretty good cost accounting 
system?" 
Dr. Smalley: I would hesitate to answer that about most hospitals. Our 
experience and impression is that, by manufacturing standards, 
they do not. Now I can't pass judgment as to whether they have as good a 
system as they think they need. I give them credit for being intelligent 
people, and they must think they have fairly good cost accounting systems, 
but, by manufacturing standards where the pressure of the profit-and-loss 
statement is an awfully powerful one, the ones I know anything about do not 
have them. 
Dr. Holleman: I think they are better than you would expect, but nowhere 
near as good as you would like to have them. They are not 
as bad as a lot of people say they are, but they are not as good as you 
would like to have either. 
Dr. Gilbreth: I think this is a very valuable discussion to all of us, 
because one of the prime topics of discussion everywhere 
is, how and why do hospital procedures differ from business and industrial 
procedures? 
Dr. Hullerman: Dr. Gilbreth, maybe it would be interesting to mention what 
Dick and I were talking about last night, because I find 
this is not widely understood, and again I would like to be sure that you 
understand it. I don't mean to say that this won't mean income to the 
hospital. I think that many times it will. The proposition that Dick gave 
me was that there outght to be a profit motive in hospitals, whether they 
are non-profit or not, and so we examined the question, ''Where is the pro-
fit?" You have to apply the figures individually of each hospital, but 
just take our hospital. Thirty-five per cent of our patient days are on 
State Aid under the Crippled Children's Act. At one time, two or three 
years ago, they were paying us $19.00 a day for care that cost $36.00. 
Now they are paying us $25.00 a day for care that from one year to another 
will range from $36.00 to $39.00 a day. Well, you don't make any profit 
on that group, because obviously your costs are much above what the State's 
paying. So, then, Dick said, what about Blue Cross? Well, Blue Cross will 
pay us our billings or costs, whichever are lower, and that means our bill-
ings have to be higher than our costs or we won't even recover our cost. 
But suppose we have a cost of $30.00 or $40.00 a day for care, and we save 
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a dollar a day on that. Half of this we don't get right away, because 
Blue Cross cuts back its payments to us, and 50 per cent of your patients 
are Blue Cross patients. You can't make a dollar on that, so there is 
no profit to be obtained here, and any profit you make goes back to the 
third-party. So you have got 85% of your patient days are Immediately 
shot as "profit days." You're not helping yourself. So you've got the 
other 15 per cent, and this takes in the other insurance programs. The 
other insurance programs vary greatly in what they will do, but most of 
them will pay an indemnity towards the room, which is far below your 
costing picture for room rates. So you have to charge the difference to 
your patient. These policies will pay $200 or some figure for extras. 
On the patients who have $1,000, you have to charge that difference to 
the patients, and you can't collect $200 for $150 worth of work. You 
have only a loss proposition. I was trying to convince Dick that the 
profit motive was wonderful, but everybody else got the profit. 
Dr. Dudek: There is a completely different concept of what we have to 
strive for. It is not the same kind as an industry looking 
at profit, where we get our costs and add 10 per cent this is what we 
charge. 
Dr. Smalley: I want to make this observation and hope that Mr. Newberry 
can finish his presentation. I talked with Dick at length 
about this not in the last couple of years, but before that. I believe 
that what he is saying and I believe that most of us could agree, is that 
it is not so much that you try to operate at a profit but the philosophy 
of hospital operation would be compatible with the profit motive. Let 
profit be negative, if it must be, but treat that negative profit figure as 
religiously as the manufacturer treats his positive profit figure. That 
is, base recognition, motivation, and all this upon a desire for profit. 
Don't claim that "the purpose of the hospital is to save the patient's 
life, not his money," get instilled in everybody in management that we 
have certain funds that we have been given as trustees and our job is 
to use it as wisely as possible. Tee said something here not long ago 
in a program in a hospital ..that I think is pertinent: . 	 "We 
are really not trying to save money, we are here to spend money as wisely 
as possible." It's this wisdom that I think is the key to it, and Dick's 
idea of profit motivation addresses itself to this term, "wisely." 
Dr. Hullerman: I think they are two different things, Harold, one is 
profit, one is trusteeship. Now, the trusteeship, of 
course, is fundamental in hospitals, and this we use all the time. You'll 
find exceptions, but I'll bet that in your entire set up in Pittsburgh, 
this trusteeship is the principal part of the fibre of your people, isn't 
it? And this is forced upon us by our boards, which have this outlook, 
and also because we have a highly competitive situation in the cost pic-
ture that the individual hospitals must give to the public those things 
that other individual hospitals give. So I agree with you, this is what 
we have to build on, this is what we are using. 
Dr. Smalley: I think I can discern progress in the last ten years; I 
don't think we are standing still, we are just not going 
as fast as some people would like. 
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Dr. Dudek: I would like to make one more observation. I think this whole 
concept sheds some light on how you have to handle this other 
matter, though, because all this extra money that you're going to tie up 
in inventory is not necessarily going to add extra burden. 
Dr. Smalley: You mean "burden" in the accounting sense? 
Dr. Dudek: That's right. Because of the way some of these things are 
handled at the present time. 
Dr. Kuehn: That's my point too, but I don't think people in business and 
industry always understand the pattern of buying in hospitals 
and the way cash is handled. I think you are right there, but I sure would 
go back and support this need for bringing into the hospitals the fine, 
high level cost accounting that is required. I challenge a bunch of the 
cost figures now being used. 
Dr. Smalley: Even the most dedicated decision-maker cannot make a decision 
that is in the interest of the patient and the community and 
the trustees if he is not operating on facts. Dick, you know the study we 
made in Pittsburgh in one of the hospitals? Mrs. Kuehn knows about this 
one too. It grew out of the bed study by Anne Roebuck. We wanted to know 
how bad it was for a blanket to fall off the bed onto the floor. Well, 
nurses say you are not supposed -Lo let this happen. Well, there are probably 
two reasons for this, one is the contamination problem, and the other is 
that you have to launder them more frequently, and the presumption is that 
the life of the blanket is thereby reduced and you increase blanket costs. 
But, when we got into that, we found that nobody in this hospital had any 
earthly idea how long a blanket lasted, if you laundered it every day versus 
never laundering it. So, actually, they were making decisions without facts. 
We are not out to change anybody's value system; we are making a plea, let's 
operate on facts, you keep your value system. 
Dr. Hullerman: That's why I think this thing is very helpful, because it 
does give you the facts on lag, on minimums, on order points, 
etc. No, I'm all for this. This is not too gross or too theoretical. 
Dr. Smalley: You may decide for some reason that you would not care to di- 
vulge that you want to have such a low probability of a short-
age you are willing to carry a tremendously large inventory. All we want 
to do is make sure that you are aware that this is costing you so much; it 
is up to you to decide whether or not it is worth it to you to do that. 
Dr. Kuehn: We do not have the facts. 
Dr. Hullerman: That's right. 
Dr. Dudek: And, at the same time, I think that the study should be conscious 
of the fact that it may not be the same kind of carrying charge 
that would be charged to inventory here as we are used to. You may want to 
charge them for the space and things of this nature, but the interest rate 
may not really enter the picture. You could visualize that on Blue Cross- 
Blue Shield, for example, you could increase the capital investment in 
your inventory and if you have a cost accounting procedure where you charge 
this inventory carrying cost to each item, your cost per day goes up slightly 
and you get more of your money back from Blue Cross rather than less. 
Dr. Smalley: Yes, but from a welfare economic point of view, isn't this 
bad too? This philosophy departs from the profit motive again, 
because there you are saying, "Why be frugal, because Blue Cross will pull 
our chestnuts out of the fire." There's no incentive there to keep your 
costs low. It's the old profit motive again. In manufacturing, you wouldn't 
tolerate this, because you can't go to a customer and say, "I'm sorry, we 
had some waste, or we carried too large an inventory so you are going to have 
to pay $30 for this radio instead of $20." the customer would say, "Go jump 
in the lake." But the patient can't say this, 
Dr. Kuehn: Human life is precious, and when you have an emergency in the 
hospital, you don't think about what it's going to do to your 
inventories and your costs, you move in with whatever equipment and whatever 
services you need. And that's O.K. But, on the other hand, we ought to 
know what we are doing, and we do not That's my point. 
Dr. Smalley: That's a good point. 
Dr. Dudek: But you missed my point. Because of this, some of these other 
facets might make you reduce this interest bit, for example, 
which really may not be of real interest to them. 
Dr. Smalley: I don't detect any doubt around the table that we need more 
facts. Now, we may feel that the man who made the decision 
made an unwise decision, but if he has made it on the basis of facts, we 
can be encouraged. 
Dr. Dudek: Yes„ 
Frequency of Ordering, Investment, and Shortages 
Mr. Newberry: Thank you. I enjoyed those comments. Our time's beginning 
to run out and I think this graph pertains to what we were 
just talking about. (See Illustration No. 19?) If we plot on this "Y" 
axis the total number of purchase orders and if we plot out on this "X" 
axis your total inventory investment in dollars of investment in inventory. 
This has nothing to do with what it costs to make a purchase order, This 
has nothing to do with what inventory investment costs. Well, in any 
situation, we have a certain amount of uncertainty, and if we were to draw 
some curves up here and label these curves "number of shortages," the farther 
out that way you would go, you would expect to have fewer shortages. I'll 
just label these curves 1, 2, and 3, to give an idea of the magnitude of 
shortages as you come in toward the origin. For a particular inventory 
policy, we could draw a set of curves,which would be optimum for a range 
of all possible inventory costs. These curves will have the property that 
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purchase orders and "X" amount of investment. In other words, this would 
be the best you could do under your policy. So, what we could do is to 
show such a chart as this to the decision-maker and he could decide how 
much investment to have in his inventory, how many purchase orders to write 
each month or each year. From the point that is selected, there are a set 
of cost figures that can be assigned to the cost of inventory, to the cost 
of purchasing (writing each purchase order) and to the cost of shortages 
that would give you this figure. You can go from this set of curves to an 
imputed set of costs. 
This is one way of imputing cost without actually going out and measuring 
them. All three of these costs, as I am sure you know, are most difficult 
to determine uniquely, or even to get a close range. 
Discussion 
Dr. Hullerman: Mr. Newberry, this kind of thing and what you were talking 
about before, aside from any interest on money, are of 
value, because you do take some terrible inventory losses when you get a 
high inventory, and you find that it becomes difficult to use up that in-
ventory for one reason or another. And this is a valuable approach be-
cause you can move over to more purchase orders and lower inventory levels 
and so avoid shortages if your total inventory investment threatens to in-
clude items that you are never going to be able to use because of pattern 
changes and things like that. 
Dr. Smalley: And the reverse is true. There is another point about this 
that I think would be helpful. The case you described says, 
in effect: "Well, we have a certain frequency of shortages now, and we 
are not quite sure this is goodl but at least we are now operating that 
way and presumably taking care of patients all right, so you could vary 
the frequency of ordering and the investment simply by moving up and down 
a given risk curve." On the other hand, you might be able to assess, in-
directly, what risk you are willing to take, in an implied way, by finding 
out which one of these curves you are on. The man might say, "I'm willing 
to run out a little more frequently than that in the interest of bettering 
my position otherwise." You could move and see just where that would be. 
Or he may be dissatisfied. He is running out too frequently now, then 
what do you do about it? This will also tell you about that. 
Dr. Hullerman: You can run into such things as your purchasing department 
wanting to make large purchases, rather than buying fre-
quently. This might be unwise and you have a basis of talking him back 
into, "Well, let's do it a little more frequently, this is an item that 
might have a passing phase of interest," or something like that. I think 
this is quite valuable. 
Mr. Newberry: I would like to point out that although this could be used 
for one item, generally you would use an analysis of this 
type to include your total inventory investment. 
Dr. Hullerman: Yes, but there are certain areas in which you would use it 
for breakdown, in pharmacy or in linens, for example. 
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Mr. Newberry: Yes, categorizing. 
Dr. Dudek: It may be that if you applied to the total, the risk for differ- 
ent items it is going to change. I would imagine that an indi-
vidual wouldn't mind running out of gloves five or six or eight times, but 
with something else, like blood plasma, man, let's not ever run out of that. 
Dr. Hullerman: You mean your shortage points are meant for items, not totals. 
Dr. Dudek: I would assume that, don't you think? I don't know. 
Dr. Kuehn: Let's not run out cf gloves. 
Dr. Dudek: Well, O.K., something else. 
Dr. Kuehn: I was kidding. Yes, that's right. 
Dr. Dudek: See, for example, I think that in this disposable picture too, 
let's say you might be willing to stand a risk of running out 
of disposable enemas as many as seven times a month, because it puts you to 
such a good cost advantage; those other seven, you can reprocess. You can 
have one reprocessible enema kit, for those seven extra times that you need 
it, because now you put yourself into a good position inventory-wise. 
Dr* Smalley: Then the facility of substitution would come in here also. 
Dr. Dudek: Right. I think so, especially if you already possess a few of 
these reprocessed kits, now you could increase the risk of 
running out of a certain item because you could makeshift for this. 
Dr. Smalley: Maybe we ought to let Mr. Hiett tell us about order costs, 
perhaps some of these same questions will come back to him 
and we can kick them around some more. 
Mr. Hiett: Before Tom leaves, I would like to ask him one question. Since 
I am working on a small part of this, I would like to know, what 
do you see as the end product of this study? Is it what is on the board up 
here? 
Mr. Newberry: If we were going to have a chart like this, we wouldn't need 
the cost studies. 
Mr. Hiett: That's right. Therefore, I'm assuming that this won't be the 
only thing that we get out of the project. So I was wondering 
if you could tell us how you see the ending of this? 
Mr. Newberry: If we can arrive, within a range, at these costs here, we 
plan on having inventory decision rules for variable demand 
and lead time for these two policies that we discussed earlier, telling 
when to order and how much to order for the fixed quantity system and up 
to what level shall we order for the fixed order cycle system. 
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Mr. fliett: Is this intended to guide the people toward how they should 
order or is it intended to give them an idea of the cost of 
the present procedure or the cost of the change if they go to disposables? 
Mr. Newberry: .Probably they will not all follow these analytical pro- 
cedures that we work out. If they did, and the assumptions 
that go along with them which are not too strenuous, you would end up with 
a reasonably small inventory cost. I don't think I really understand your 
question. 
Dr. Smalley: Are you talking about the difference in the role of a minister 
and a prison warden? In one case s they tell you what ought 
to be done, and in the other cases they tell you what to do? 
Mr. Biett: No, for instances we're concerned with ordering costs. Mr. 
Standard and I started working on this phase, and this is one 
small part of it. Let me just go through ordering costs and then I can 
relate this back to the question I had for you. 
Order Costs 
In ordering costs we are concerned with ordering the material, the units 
of items, and getting them into stock, and we are concerned with the cost 
of these activities. The remarks that you made yesterday concerning the 
processing costs apply to the cost of ordering, because we are using the 
same type of procedure. We are making time studies of the work that is 
involved in all the elements of processing these orders, Our problem is 
quite similar to processing costs, but it is uniquely different in that 
these things will not be discontinued if we go to disposable items; it 
would appear, in most cases, that it would increase. We would have more 
of them. 
We are looking at "ordering" from your using unit to central supply to 
stock room and from the vendor. We are concerned with the costs of placing 
the order, ordering the items, getting them in stock, and getting them 
delivered to the using unit. In the case of reprocessables, we are inter-
ested in getting them into the reprocessing cycle. 
We are approaching this from the standpoint of standard data in which we 
are trying to identify the work that would be involved and the variables 
or parameters that will be surrounding this work. We have such operations 
or elements as "check stock," "fill out paper works " "deliver information 
or material," "file paper," "issue material," "receive material and count," 
"inspect material," and "store material." These are the basic functions 
that are used throughout this process. (See Illustration No. 204) We 
are trying to build up a standard data basis which can be expanded and, 
through implication, can be used in other areas. For instance, in the 
stock room., and this is a commonly accepted procedure, we plot "time" (to 
store) in this fashion and we plot the "number of packages" in this direc-
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Gloves come 12 pairs to a box, and needles come a dozen to a package and 
syringes a dozen to the packaged If we can find a relationship, we may have 
a family of curves in this form where these would be, perhaps, size. This 
occurs in a number of different places. If we can find this relationship, 
and we haven't been able to do it yet, we can predict or specify time. 
To date, our work has been principally concerned with finding out what goes 
on in orderings what are the factors, what is being done, and we have made 
some time studies in the storeroom area, checking-in merchandise, getting it 
into storage, etc. If we can determine these kinds of curves for the activities 
I have listed, this could be used for other types of areas where similar work 
is being done. For example, other types of supply items. Given the number of 
packages, we can get the time required to "store," on a per package basis or 
a total time basis. In this case, it would be total time because we have the 
number of packages involved. 
If we do this for all the elements, we can have someone in the hospital organ-
ization describe what is being done. We could have a standard data table for 
this, and we could determine the time for that activity. This is true for 
all of the activities concerned with the cost of ordering. This generally is 
what we are doing. We were getting to the actual time requirements for all 
the activities involved in ordering. Are there any comments or questions about 
this? 
Discussion 
Dr. Smalley: Tee, isn't it true that a principal difference in the "order 
cost" phase of this project and the processing cost phase is 
that, whereas in processing costs we are dealing with just one item at a 
time, in many phases of ordering, it's the same for al) items. For example, 
where you are talking about a package, you don't care whether it's a package 
of needles, syringes, or tubing, or whatever. 
Mr. Hiett: This is what we hoped to find; this is the true stan(Inrd data 
approach, that we find the parameters surrounding all the 
variables of the situation and we measure these occurrences. If we can 
describe these "sizes" (or whatever these turn out to be), then it doesn't 
really matter what the item is. If you have a size for a package and as 
long as a package falls within that size, then this would be the time to 
store this many packages, once you get them to the storage area. 
Mr. Newberry: Can you use existing synthetic time values such as MTM or 
BMT for this? 
Mr. Hiett: Quite possibly so, but I am not at all enthused about doing it 
this way. I would prefer to build up the standard data table. 
Mr. Newberry: Possibly, if they worked, this might save some time though? 
Dr. Howland: The question, though is which one do you pick because they 
give you different standards. 
Mr. Hiett: There is a difference between MTM and BMT. If you use one 
and then use the other, you may get different answers. 
Mr. Newberry: That really was not my question. However, they give close 
results. 
Mr. Hiett: Right. 
Mr. Newberry: I was just wondering if this might not give a more easily 
workable system. I mean, develop your standard data system 
from BMT rather than from time studies. 
Mr. Hiett: I don't think that you would save time, principally because our 
experience has been that you have got to go find out what people 
are doing, and in doing this, you might as well make some time studies while 
you are there. 
Dr. Smalley: There is another phase of this that I think is pertinent. 
Generally speaking, for any predetermined motion time system to 
be efficient, the method should be relatively standardized and relatively 
repetitive. You just don't find those things very often in hospitals. So 
that, rather than write a detailed left-hand, right-hand, classified des-
cription of a method that varies so widely from occurrence to occurrence, 
I think what Tee is saying is that he feels that in timing it, he would 
still be "in the ball park" and he could do that along with his description. 
Whereas, if you stop to make a detailed MTM description, it might slow you 
down. I am not dismissing the possibility that MTM or BMT would be the most 
feasible way in certain kinds of activity. For example, in writing the pur-
chase order, here is a highly repetitive type of thing. Why not describe 
the motion pattern of typing a purchase order and apply MID/ and not do any 
timing at all. You might find that feasible, but in something like unload-
ing a truck or putting items on a shelf, I don't know, maybe Tee's sugges-
tion would be better. 
Mr. Hiettz I think it's worthy of consideration. Instead of "number of 
packages," if we are concerned with typing information, then 
we can build up this same type of chart. This (X) might be the number of 
lines on a page, or some such variable. We can determine the different times 
required for these. I think this is different from processing costs in that 
this activity will be continuous. If we can establish the standard data, 
then this can be expanded by other people. Where it doesn't fit into their 
situation, they can use what we have and add to it to get their data. There 
are a lot of problems associated with this. The basic approach has been 
used in industry for a number of years, but one problem is, as Dr. Smalley 
pointed out, these things do not occur continuously and when they do occur, 
the times required vary considerably because the procedures vary. Even 
though we are using the same pace, we may vary the procedure slightly from 
time to time. This gives us a wide range, so we've got a problem of sta-
bility of the final figure that we are going to use, but I think we can work 
on this and come out all right. 
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Dr. Bullerman: I'm just a little bit lost. 
Dr. Gilbreth: Don't you think that one of the problems is trying not only 
to get the facts but also all that you can about trends, 
coming trends, and things that are going to happen? That's where I feel 
that good purchasing procedure can help. The purchasing agent can get know-
ledge that processes are going to be changed, new products are coming in, 
there are going to be new possibilities. He can pass up the line the fact 
that if changes were made affecting size or anything of that sort, it would 
make the problem easier. I think that, in industry, we are afraid that 
people who become deeply engrossed in a special part of the total picture 
will tend to neglect other parts in establishing communications for them 
in the projects of the future, Also / I think that very often if industry 
knows of difficulty, or knows that time is being taken on handling various 
products ahead.of time, perhaps they will modify their procedures. Take, 
for example, ordering large quantities and then having it put into smaller 
quantities by somebody in the hospital. The moment the pharmaceutical 
people knew that, they were perfectly willing to take over furnishing it 
in any form that you want. Of course, you've got your costs to consider, 
but I think that facilities for getting future trends quickly are awfully 
important. 
Mr. Hiett: We will try to do this insofar as possible. I think this can 
be illustrated by the procedure for counting needles. If we 
have reprocessed needles, then it is much more difficult to count, in terms 
of measuring how much we have in inventory than it is if we have disposables, 
primarily because you count disposables in terms of thousands -- you get 
them in boxes of thousands -- and it's easy to look at two boxes and count 
two thousand in two glances. 
Dr. Smalley: Another implication of what Mrs. Gilbreth says is that, sup- 
pose as a result of your standard data projections, given 
the hospital situation, the decision-maker could assess what it is now 
costing him to receive, store, and issue items. He would be in a much 
better position to determine the feasibility of introducing automation in 
his storeroom. Just last week at the AIIE meeting, the man was talking 
about small plant automation, and I couldn't help thinking, when he talked 
about small plant automation, he is really talking about hospital auto-
mation, because we have a diversified, jobbing-type activity, and in 
many areas, like storeroom, it would not surprise me in ten years if we 
found a good nuxrber of automated storage areas. Without basic cost infor-
mation like this, no decision-maker is in a position to determine when it 
is feasible to automate. He may automate when it becomes fashionable to 
do so, but here again, you don't have a profit motive when you follow what's 
in vogue. 
Mr. Hiett: If this question did come to pass, he could use this data for 
evaluating the potential of changing to an automatic storage 
room. He would have this readily available. It would serve not only to 
provide information that people could us for other reasons, but would supple-
ment what Mr. Newberry is doing in his part of the inventory project. 
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Dr. Hullerman: Did you say you would use this for "lines on a purchase 
order?" 
Mr. Hiett: If this was a variable element, you could use it for the number 
of items on an order to type up. In other words, getting the 
order blank would be a constant element, but typing it would be a variable, 
say, a function of the number of lines in the order form. 
Dr. Hullerman: Would you limit this to the purchasing department, or any 
place where typing is done? 
Mr. Hiett: This would apply any place that we have typing of this nature. 
Dr. Hullerman: Even if it is not as formal as a purchase order blank? 
Mr. Hiett: Possibly, now we would probably have to check this to be sure 
that it would apply to other areas. What I am trying to do 
really is to break it down into constant and variable elements and examine 
these. 
Miss Belcher: You are doing this work at Emory Hospital? Will this cover 
just one hospital? 
Mr. Hiett: No, this will cover all the hospitals cooperating in the pro-
ject. 
Miss Belcher: All seven? 
Mr. Hiett: Yes, and possibly others. We are working so far in Piedmont 
and Emory. These are the only two that we have covered so far. 
Miss Belcher: How much variationinprocedures was found? Is there a lot 
of difference? 
Mr. Hiett: These are two different types of hospitals. 
Dr. Smalley: Tee, do you have that outline that we made up of the alternative 
ways of doing the various steps, she might be interested in 
glancing at that? 
Mr. Hiett: Yes, right here. (See Illustration No. 21.) 
Dr. Smalley: Those are some of the ways that we anticipate you will have 
variations from one place to another. 
Mr. Hiett: I can give you one illustration. Jimy how do they order items 
for the stockroom from vendors at Piedmont? 
Mr. Standard: At Piedmont, the vendor sends a representative around and the 
stockroom clerk orders from him, an oral order. The vendor 
writes it down. At Emory it is done entirely different. They send out the 
Illustration No. 21 
Order Cost Operations 
With Possible Alternative Methods 
I. ORDER PREPARATION 
A. Supply Request (using unit on central supply) 
1. Written 
(a) Pre-printed requisition form 
(i) Delivered with other forms and messages 
(ii) Delivery requires special trip 
(b) Form requires writing in items desired 
(i) Delivered with other forms and messages 
(ii) Delivery requires special trip 
2. Verbal 
(a) By telephone 
(b) By messenger 
3. Standing Order 
B. Stockroom Order (using unit or central supply on stockroom) 
1. Written 
(a) Pre-printed requisition form 
(i) Delivered with other forms and messages 
(ii) Delivery requires special trip 
(b) Form requires writing in items desired 
(i) Delivered with other forms and messages 
(ii) Delivery requires special trip 
2. Verbal 
(a) By telephone 
(b) By messenger 
3. Standing Order 
C. Requisition (stockroom on purchasing) 
1. Written 
(a) Pre-printed requisition form 
(i) Delivered with other forms and messages 
(ii) Delivery requires special trip 
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Illustration No. 21 (continued) 
(b) Form requires writing in items desired 
(i) Delivered with other forms and messages 
(ii) Delivery requires special trip 
2. Verbal 
(a) By telephone 
(b) By messenger 
3. Standing Order 
D. Purchase Order (purchasing department on vendor) 
1. Review and determine specifications and quantities 
2. Obtain Bids 
3. Write and send out purchase order 
II, RECEIVING 
A. Inspect and sign forms 
B. Move to storeroom 
III. STORE 
A. Unpack . 
B. Complete receiving forms 
1. List all items 
2. Blind invoice 
C. Place on Shelves 
IV, STOCK. MAINTENANCE 
V. ISSUE STOCK 
A. Receive stockroom order 
B. To shelves 
Co Pick 
D. To counter 
E. Issue 
VI, DELIVER TO CENTRAL SUPPLY 
VII. KEEP RECORDS 
VIII. REMEDIAL SHORTAGE 
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order to the vendor. At Grady, they send out for bids. There you have three 
different types. At Piedmont, ordering disposable needles that they use 
takes about 10 minutes a week, whereas at Emory it would take probably 1i5 
minutes to an hour each week. At Piedmont, they order every week and I think: 
at Emory they order only once a month. 
Mr. Hiettt Our study is really independent of the procedure. Once you 
understand the procedure, you could from these tables get the 
time for all of the activities. You might come out with a final average 
that we might use in certain situations, but basically, I want to build up 
these tables and expand from there. 
Mr. Newberry: Grady is the type of hospital that has to have bids, three bids, 
before a purchase order can be written, and this introduces 
more lead time, a little more effort involvedl so this is even different from 
the two you mentioned. 
Dr. Hullerman: Are there confirming orders on those verbals at Piedmont? 
Mr. Standard: That's right. Yes. 
Dr. Bul1erman: And this only takes 10 minutes total? 
Mr. Standard: Yes, it takes 10 minutes of the clerk's time. The vendor 
writes it down and later a typewritten order is sent to them. 
This also takes about 10 minutes to type up. 
D1°.± ySmaLle: Are there any other questions or comments about inventory, de- 
mand, orders, carrying costs, finance, profits? What's inter-
esting is that we see Parkinson's Law in effect here. They all had their' 
presentations planned where it took two hours, and we made them squeeze it 
down by all our questions, so we worked out fine. 
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Dr. Smalley: We have two items on the agenda this afternoon. We want to 
call on Dr. Emerzian to discuss his conception of the ways 
that the various pieces of this project might be pulled together into a 
decision system to satisfy the general objective of the project. As I 
indicated to some of you first thing yesterday, this is an almost impossible 
task, and so any ideas that he can throw out to you and any that you have 
for him certainly will be appreciated. Then, we want to allow the second 
hour this afternoon for calling on each member of the National Committee 
particularly and, time permitting, the others of you also, to give us your 
evaluation of the past two days, your comments, additional questions, sug-
gestions, and reactions. With that, I will call on Dr. Emerzian. Joe. 
Dr. Emerzian: Thank you,Harold. I am not at all certain I can do what you 
set out for me to do, partly because of the nature of the prob-
lem and partly because I really haven't spent an awful lot of time wrestling 
with this. Most of my thoughts are going to be those which I generated with-
in the last couple of days, mostly last night and the night before. I thought 
perhaps it might be best if I were to start with some system objectives which 
I jotted down this morning. I have listed here four system objectives for 
this project and I think that if we can obtain a meeting of the minds with 
respect to these system objectives or any additions, deletions, or modifi-
cations, we then would be in a much better position to implement these ob-
jectives as well as to steer our program toward its accomplishment. 
Now I must say here also that this is not an official position of the research 
team as such, because I have not talked to anyone with respect to what I am 
going to say. So these are just my own opinions at the moment, with the 
limited thinking I have done. Let's take a look at these and see if these 
are really appropriate for this project. 
System Objectives 
1. It should permit the recognition of all variables relevant to supply decisions  
involving disposable hospital commodities. By all variables, we would mean 
economic variables as well as environmental variables, psychological vari-
ables, all variables which might be relevant to the supply decision. The 
original objective of the project is as follows: "The specific aim of this 
project is to develop a practical decision system for determining the rela-
tive economic feasibility of disposable and reprocessed supply items for 
hospitals." This would mean that the type of model which might be used here 
would be restricted to an economic model, in which, let's say, some objective 
function is maximized, and in the write-up here, there is a suggested objec-
tive function, namely, the maximization of the "quality-cost ratio." Now 
this would be an OR approach if we could do this I don't think, frankly, 
that this is what this project will come out with. At least, at the end of 
the three years, we will not have strictly an OR approach. We will not have 
a mathematical model from which objective criteria are maximized or minimized. 
At least, I can't see it at the moment. In fact, I am not sure what this 
objective criteria would be. This first system objective recognizes that 
these variables here are going to be more than economic variables. Now 
whether these other variables might be expressed in some common denominator 
is something else, perhaps you may be able to express them in monetary 
terms. I don't know. This would be very desirable, if you could. Perhaps 
we will get some suggestions on that as we go through. 
2. It should permit the application of the decision-maker's value system. 
Now what I mean by this is that the model permit the decision-maker, whoever 
he happens to be in the instant case (be he here in Atlanta, at Emory Hos-
pital, or wherever you might select), that he is allowed to weight these 
variables any way he chooses, in accordance with whatever value system he 
possesses, at this moment in time. 
3. It should provide an instrument(s) for ascertaining resource allocations  
for present supply status. By present supply status I would mean that your 
decisions here are going to involve some movement. There is always a refer-
ence point unless you are starting with a hospital that isn't in existence. 
You are either moving, as far as your decision is concerned, in one direction 
or another. You are moving from either disposable to reprocessable, or you 
are moving from reprocessable to disposable. These are your alternatives. 
By "present supply status," you would be either in one category or the other. 
Ascertaining resource allocation would mean, where are your cash outflows or 
outlays for the behavior or performance involved. In reprocessing repro-
cessable items, where is your cash flow? Where are your resources allocated? 
We have got to provide an instrument or some instruments for having these 
resource allocations ascertained. The discussion with regard to labor time 
yesterday, that's a resource allocation. The discussion this morning, your 
ordering costs, your inventory costs, etc., these are all allocations. 
4. It should provide an instrument(s) for ascertaining probable shifts in 
resource allocation resulting from a change  in supply status. By this, I 
mean, what changes are there in cash outflows or outlays which result from 
this change in supply status, either going from disposable to reprocessable or 
going from reprocessable to disposable. By this I mean probable shifts in 
cash outlay. Objectives 3 and 4 really deal with economic factors as such. 
The only reference we have here to the non-economic, if I may call it that, 
is up in objective 1. Do we have any questions at this moment? 
Discussion 
Dr. Hullerman: Why do you exclude 2? 
Dr. Emerzian: Yes, 2 also. 
Dr. Dudek: No. 1 involves both disposable and reprocessable, does it? 
Dr. Emerzian: Yes. The reason I just mentioned disposable is that, in most 
cases, it's really a decision as to whether you are going to 
disposables or not. It's just historical. You could have made a general 
statement here and just talk about supplies. 
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Dr. Smalley: Distinguish between No. 3 and No. 4, will you please? 
Dr. Emerzian: Yes, No. 3 is a measurement of the present cost, with the 
organizational structure that you have, and what might 
possibly happen to these organizational alignments expressed in cost if 
they were to move in one direction or the other. Perhaps I ought to go 
into that a little bit.* 
Time Displacement Matrix 
We could say that the decision is a function of economic variables and 
non-economic variables. We will concentrate here on the economic variables, 
labor, materials, and capital -- your continuing cash outlays and miscel-
laneous cash outlays. If we were to concentrate our attention at the moment 
to labor costs, this would merely be the summation of a lot of labor costs 
for the various operations. From this, you could get a labor rate. The 
monetary rate of labor per unit time for this operation times the time for 
this operation would be the unit labor cost. Now this is just an approach. 
Now from this, using the approach which we suggested yesterday, we could 
determine the present labor cost for reprocessable items. Now, I think in 
order to conform to objective 4 2 it is necessary for us to make a subsidiary 
analysis of these other factors, that is, the department in which the work 
is performed and the person who does the work and the operation which may 
be changed. We might develop something that I call a "potential time dis-
placement," a potential time displacement table in which we have the various 
operations, the departments, and the time required by the person who does 
this work. All of this may enable us to insert into this table a value in-
dicating "minutes potentially displaced." 
(Editor: At this point, Dr. Emerzian developed a table pertaining to 
"potential time displacement" and inserted hypothetical values in an attempt 
to show how such a table might be used to summarize the results of time or 
cost savings. See Appendix A.) 
I think that a subsidiary analysis like this is necessary for the administrator 
to manipulate this matrix. I don't say manipulate in mathematical terms, but 
rather by inspection. He may be able to re-align this work, which may be 
saved, in such a way that it can actually be saved. There's a total here 
of this entire matrix of 150 minutes or some such figure. He may be able, by 
organizational manipulation, save 50 minutes of this, but if the 150 minutes 
remain, then there is actually no change in the distribution of resources 
with respect to the bringing on of disposable items. You can make this same 
type of analysis on the other side because there may be times in here that 
you can work additional activities in without bringing on any more resources. 
* Editor's Note: Certain "potent" mathematical symbols and formulas have 
been deleted here in deference to us peons. See Appendix A. 
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Discussion 
Dr. Smalley: I would be curious as to whether Mrs. Kuehn sees in this kind 
of approach any value supplemental to your normal staffing 
studies, that you have made, where you are actually seeing the need of shift-
ing people and positions. 
Dr. Kuehn: Yes, I see a value in that when you get your calculations, it 
gives you a focus and some feeling of confidence as you move 
into your staffing assignment. 
Dr. Smalley: This addresses itself to this old question we have banded 
about here for so long, what do you do with time saved? Do 
you do anything with time saved? 
Dr. Kuehn: And the cost of the time saved, too. 
Dr. Emerzian: You would cost this out, whatever it happened to be in your 
organization. 
Dr. Kuehn: I think, if I were a director of nursing service, I would want 
to be prepared to defend my position, staffing-wise, in relation 
to disposables, so that I might answer that question as to whether we should 
go to disposables. 
Dr. Emerzian: The problem you may run into with disposables is that your 
allocation of resources is fixed because of your organizational 
structure. There may not be any changes, except as you add those activities 
associated with disposables which will actually increase the total allocation 
of resources. 
Dr. Kuehn: (Editor: Comments not picked up on tape.) 
Dr. Emerzian: This is where the local situation comes in, where I think the 
administrator has to examine his own organizational work structure and as-
certain whether these savings, these minutes that you tell him you might dis-
place, are displaceable, as far as his own situation is concerned at this 
time. Obviously an accumulation of these is going to have quite an effect. 
You might have one matrix like this for an analysis which you make today; 
then you have another disposable item that you want to examine later. These 
two would have to be added together and then, perhaps, you would have another 
decision, perhaps a somewhat different decision to make. 
Dr. Smalley: I think it might be important too, to recognize that you could 
have negative values in this table that would represent nega-
tive time saved. In effect, this may be what Mrs. Kuehn is implying in her 
question. In some respects, you might add work to certain positions by the 
introduction of disposables. 
Dr. Emerzian: I didn't go far enough there. My next point was"potential 
time increment." 
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Dr. Smalley: That is nothing more than a negative value of what is in the 
body of this table here. 
Dr. Emerzian: You could handle this way, but I prefer to keep them separate. 
In other words, the time increment associated with bringing 
on a disposable and then you cost this out. Maybe it won't cost you anything 
because your organization may be staffed in such a way that it can handle the 
additional work. 
Dr. Kuehn: That goes back to Hugo's statement this morning. This manipula-
tion within the organization comes in at this point. When you 
move the personnel around, it affects your cost. 
Dr. Hullerman: I think that's of definitely value. Also, we've had the 
experience of not making any change until we had two of these 
things together because if you let them rest for 15 or 30 minutes, in a week 
they're doing something else that you may not want them to be doing. 
Dr. Emerzian: What we are talking about here is merely one approach. It 
isn't an official approach of the team, but I do feel, Harold, 
that this is something that you are going to have to wrestle with fairly 
shortly and it would be awfully important if this group could give us some 
good ideas on it. 
Dr. Miller: You really have another factor that I think is outside this matrix 
you have and that is, at what point can you justify upsetting the 
present organization by the potential saving of time? I think this is where 
the decision really comes to bear, isn't it? 
Dr. Emerzian: If by bringing on disposable items you disrupt your organi- 
zation, this would be a factor outside of this system, un-
less you felt that the savings from this was less than the pain of disrup-
tion which is created, then you go ahead and bring the thing on. 
Dr. Dudek: We have done nothing with our function of beta, or made our decision 
system a function of both functions. How do we tie that in with 
this matrix? 
Dr. Emerzian: I would say that what you do would be to examine any other 
factors that you think are pertinent to this decision. There 
are, presumably, on the basis of some of the work that is being done, dis-
posable items that have certain positive characteristics. These charac-
teristics may be worth something to you, they may not. 
Dr. Dudek: Then, are you proposing that we have a matrix like this, this 
is for labor costs? 
Dr. Emerzian: I say this is applicable to all of the monetary costs. 
Dr. Dudek: Oh, you're going to have something like this for material and 
other costs? 
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Dr. Emerzian: I just used this as an example. 
Dr. Dudek:  Are you going to have one combined matrix then? Or are you 
going to have several matrices, one for labor cost, one for 
material cost, one for environmental costs, etc. 
Dr. Emerzian:  My preference would be to separate them if at all possible. 
Dr. Smalley: I think that there is another implication here, an argument 
for keeping it separate at this stage. This is that these 
values in the body of this table presumably would be generated by the appli-
cation of our other predictive models. These would tell us potentially 
what kind of saving there would' be in moving in one direction or another. Now the 
-change to effect any, of that saving would have a nonmonetary effect over in this dis 
ruption to organization, "resistance to change," 'fear of loss of status," 
and many other factors. So, only a part of this time is realizable with 
any given decision and that's the reason for the word potential, I suppose. 
Only part of this would be realizable in any practical sense. Now that part 
that's realizable would be the labor saving that is real and immediate. You 
would add to that the material saving, the overhead saving, and other savings. 
Dr. Emerzian: It's the maximum in the table. 
Dr. Dudek: That's why I was asking these questions. Joe and I talked about 
this last night and I think its very valuable to keep them separate 
for another reason. This way, you are not telling anyone how to combine his 
functions. You are letting him apply his on values in making this evalu-
ation, because in one hospital the "beta" may be much more important than 
the "alpha," and vice versa in another one. 
Dr. Smalley: I would like to see that issue, combining "alpha" and "beta," 
opened up as a particular discussion and get some ideas on that. 
Now we've had a few ourselvesf largely brainstorms, but it's not too late 
to implement a good, sharp idea, so don't be reluctant to throw it out. 
Dr. Doby: Harold, I think Richard put his finger on the crux of the matter 
in the combination of these considerations. And that is, if you 
can combine them, then from the point of view of the decision-maker I that 
means that you are in a sense presenting him with a value system which he 
must accept. 
Dr. Emerzian: That 's right. You built it in for him. 
Dr. Doby: And it may or may not be acceptable to him and it may or may not 
be disrupting. I think one would have to examine seriously the 
consequences of that kind of approach. 
Dr. Dudek: However, Dr. Doby, if you recognize this, then the project could 
go ahead and point the way how you do make combinations of these. 
Dr. Doby: And allow for alternatives. 
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Dr. Dudek: That's right. This is another investigation. There - may just 
be a limited number of logical combinations. 
Dr. Doby: Yes, and hences alternatives. 
Dr. Dudek: That's right. 
Dr. Smalley: I think it all turns on what you people mean by "combine." 
didn't really mean, when I was giving some support to the idea 
of combining at some stage, that you impose your own value system on the 
decision-maker. 
Dr. Doby: The thing has built into it that aspect of it though, Harold. You 
can't escape that problem, except by outlining explicitly the 
alternative situations or approacles„ and then on the basis of your personal 
values or personal situations s choosing the one that will maximize that. 
Dr. Smalley: Yes. I would be hesitant as to the advisability of embarking 
upon a project whereby you attempt to establish monetary equiva-
lent to nonmonetary things. In fact, that's what we're saying. However, I 
think that we are not taking advantage of the knowledge we are now generating 
if we don't at least draw up these alternative courses of action and, most 
tmportantlys cost them 	 the decf.sion•maker will know the cost con- 
sequences of the courses of action. He must do this subjectively in his own 
mind anyhow. You don't just use a ouija board. They mast have some rationale 
for this and I think the biggest service we could provide would be to show 
the cost consequences of various courses of action. Then an administrator or 
a stockroom clerk or a head nurse or whatever, is in a position then to make 
a judgment with her own value system, but knowing what the cost consequences 
are. 
Dr. Emerzian: This is a complex ouestion. You will never get all the probable 
situations which might arise. 
Dr. Smalley! You haven't created any problems. You have simply shed light on 
some of them. You couldn't be any worse off than you are now. 
You are bound to be better off. I must be an eternal optimist on this because, 
in the staff meetings and all, I never get any enthusiasm for this point of 
view. Nobody does handstands when express this point of view. 
Dr. Doby: You have a problem, Hal. 
Dr. Sm - lley2 A relatively simple example of this is what Mr. Newberry was 
doing this morning when he attempted to get around the problem 
of assessing the risk of running out of an item. If you went to a decision, 
maker and asked, "How frequently are you willing to run out of morphine?" You 
will get one answer, "I don't ever want to run out," but strictly speaking the 
way you never run out is to carry an infinite stock which is infinitely costly 
and nobody can afford Infinity. So, you let him save face and go ahead and 
let him think that he is perfectly assured of not running out, but you do it 
in a practical way. You cost out various alternatives with probabilities of 
shortages& This allows him to keep his own value system and there's nothing 
beyond our technology that prohibits cur costing out alternatives. Now is a 
real service that I am talking about that we could offer s the matter of giving 
him a few more facts to work with. 
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Dr. Dudek: Now that Hal has brought in this risk, I want to throw out one 
question. How are you going to get this into the model? Right 
now you are talking about going from reprocessables to disposables, and a 
potential savings in labor, material, etc. Couldn't we visualize the case 
where if we can provide it with these risk alternatives, then you might 
conceive of a situation where the risk might be as great as 50 per cent of 
the time that I'm going to run out of an item, say 10 times a month. By 
taking this position of allowing myself to run out 50 per cent of the time 
of this disposable item, I put myself in a wonderful cost position, and that 
half the time that I am going to run out, I will keep a few reprocessed items 
on hand and use them in place of those ten, that's only going to be half the 
time. Six months out of the year, I would have to use a reprocessed item. 
Dr. Smalley: What you are doing here is hedging, I mean, in a technical 
sense. You are reducing the cost of a shortage by hedging. 
You are not going completely to disposables, you are going to keep enough 
reprocessable to dampen the consequences of running out, in the interest of 
getting a good cost position. 
Dr. Dudek: That's right, to get the best economic position for myself, the 
middle of the road, in other words. 
Dr. Emerzian: The fact that you have those available, however, is decreasing 
one cost and increasing another. It would be the summation 
of the two because if you reprocess, this would be a higher cost than the 
disposable. 
Dr. Dudek: No, because your inventory goes way down. 
Dr. Emerzian: But your reprocessing costs go up. 
Dr. Dudek: But only half the time. You're adding only a small increment 
there for a large increment on the saving. You see, it's this 
idea of risk. The other alternative, to go to a disposable entirely, you 
may want a 0.999 per cent probability that you will never run out or that 
you will have only one shortage, right? This is what they might tell you 
they want. But, in order to achieve this 0.999, you have got to have this 
big an inventory, so I'm going to cut back my inventory to this position, 
because now I have a 50 per cent risk, or let's make it 60 or 80 per cent 
risk, of running out only 10 times. So only 40 or 50 per cent of the time 
do I have to reprocess these ten items in that month. Do you see what I'm 
driving at? 
Dr. Emerzian: I'm not sure I agree with it, but that's all right. 
Dr. Smalley: You (Dr. Emerzian) can't disagree with what he says, I believe 
when you say you disagree that you think it might cost more 
to have a product mix between disposable and reprocessed. He's (Dr. Dudek) 
guessing that this mix would be less costly, but what he said will stand 
or fall depending on how it costs out. 
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Dr. Dudek: That's right, I'm not saying that this is going to be the best 
situation in all instances, but I think you should guard against 
this possibility, because when you start using the Poisson distribution for 
probability of a shortage, it is asymptotic toward zero and you could get 
way out here with an inventory that's so costly to have a 0.9 per cent 
probability of not running cut, that yotr inventory cost would be prohibitive, 
so you would consider disposables. 
Dr. Emerzian: You will have to remember here that yourreprocessables are 
also part of your inventory, that's part of your safety stock. 
Dr. Dudek: But, just a minor amount. 
Dr. Hullerman: I can see some possible applications of this, for example, it 
might be shown that half a dozen hospitals could join up in 
some way so that a pool might furnish. disposable items. This would reduce 
carrying costs. You might even purchase your reprocessed items in this way, 
too. It does suggest a method cf reducing the risk within a given institution 
without necessarily establishing a fixed increased reprocessing cost in any 
great amount. 
Dr. Smalley: This is really a first cousin to substitutability, which is 
the old argument that we have had in manufacturing for many 
years. We try to standardize on sizes, so that the same nut that fits the 
wheel of this car 	will fit another one, and so on. Dr. Dudek is sug- 
gesting here, it seems to me,thatby having a few reusable items on hand, 
though this has a cost consequence, you increase the substitutability and 
therefore reduce the cost consequences of a shortage. Now it remains to be 
seen whether such a course of action as this - would be more or less costly 
than some alternative. 
Dr. Dudek: Right, but I can conceive cf some situations where it would be, 
depending on what the distribution is, what the probability of 
risk of running out is, and how much inventory you need to guard against 
that probability. 
Mr. Hiett: Or, we could reprocess disposable items. 
Dr. Dudek: Well, this is all right. If this is the case, then let's be 
sure we get into the risk picture, as Hal points out, so that 
he can say that if 50 per cent of the time gives him the best cost picture 
and he can reprocess those items, only the increment of cost of reprocessing 
that disposable. I'm with HP1 now. I think you have to provide this risk 
decision, in the model somehow. 
Dr. Kuehn: Wouldn't you have to look at your environmental factors, what 
are you doing to your labor situation when you introduce these 
reprocessed materials into your program where you have everybody trained 
on disposables, you have x number cf items dawn here someplace and you can't 
locate them when you want them, what's the cost there? 
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Dr. Dudek: This is all a part of good management. 
Dr. Emerzian: This is something I would prefer to avoid for it's a headache. 
You will have to have the capacity to reprocess when you have 
to. This is a cost, a stand-by cost. 
Dr. Kuehn: It's going to run your labor cost up, too. 
Dr. Emerzian: Of course it will. In fact, you have to staff in such a way 
that excess is there because you don't know when you will 
need it. 
Dr. Hullerman: I'm not sure you do, Joe. 
Dr. Emerzian: Then you'd have to be able to predict what it might be. 
Dr. Hullerman: No, you might use related hospitals that can absorb a larger 
load or get along on a smaller load. I'm not sure you'd 
have that problem. This would have to be determined, but it certainly has 
a possibility of success. 
Dr. Emerzian: You mean another hospital? 
Dr. Hullerman: If we run out of something now, we lean on each other. 
Dr. Emerzian: Well, that's the risk. There's no risk associated with the 
run out then, if there are five or six hospitals in the area. 
Dr. Hullerman: No, it might be on a purely disposable item. If the others 
weren't using disposables or if they were cutting very nar-
rowly on their margins too, if one of them was still reprocessing, you might 
be all right on this. 
Dr. Dudek: You can look at it like this, too, Joe. You don't have to stick 
to the original method of reprocessing either. You can develop 
one that is a one-shot affair for reprocessing that they could do with existing 
equipment. In many instances, you're right, this possibility may not exist, 
but in many other instances, I think it's going to exist. 
Dr. Howland: I agree with what you are saying, but it seems to me this is 
a different question from what you were asking in the first 
place. Is the question here, what proportion of disposable versus reusable, 
where do we want to be on this continuum? Or how do we get to disposables? 
Has this decision been made? These are two different questions. 
Dr. Dudek: Yes, but I think that the best way to get there would be to get 
to the best position on your first try, wouldn't it? 
Dr. Howland: So you've made the decision that this is what you want to do, 
or is this the question you are asking in your research? 
Dr. Dudek: I am saying that this is the question we should be answering. Get 
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to the best position for us on the first try and if we have this all built 
in, maybe we can. 
Dr. Howland: In other words, where on this continuum do we want to be? 
Dr. Dudek: Right. This is the question I am posing now. 
Dr. Howland: It seems to me to be different from what Joe says. Is it or 
isn't it? 
Dr. Emerzian: The reason why it may be different is that I frankly hadn't 
thought of mixture. In other words, where might this be 
optimized, what combination of the two. I hadn't thought about it, but it 
certainly is a legitimate question. 
Dr. Howland: I think it would make a difference in what you do, what you 
do in your study. If you've made up your mind that you want 
to get everything disposable, then how you do it is one kind of question. 
The other question is where do you want to be on this continuum? 
Dr. Dudek: Frankly, I didn't think about it until this morning either. 
If you could get to this position on your continuum on your 
first try, then you are achieving the best situation. 
Dr. Howland: Are you suggesting that you "crank up" so that you have 
some "feed-back" loops to tell you what kind of corrections 
to make? 
Dr. Dudek: Right. 
Dr. Howland: I think this is what you want. This also takes care of the 
environment in a sense. 
Dr. Dudek: Right. After you get to this point, it changes this; now let's 
go back and try it again. 
Dr. Smalley: Some phase of this has come up earlier in this respect. We 
might look at a continuum as exclusively reusable on one end 
and exclusively disposable on the other and all sorts of mixes in between. 
Or we might look at a continuum that was related to cost or efficiency or 
some concept thereof, which wouldn't necessarily put disposables at one 
end and reusables at the other, though this might happen. I had been assum-
ing all along that this would probably be a by-product or ancillary benefit 
of this and not really at the main stream of our objective. It would be a 
mechanism whereby you could show a hospital or a department or an area where 
on this efficiency continuum you now fall. Then you could cost out alternative 
movements in one direction or the other, whether it be for increased mechani-
zation and automation or decreased mechanization and automation or different 
kinds of staffing patterns or a different kind of product use or a different 
concept of patient care. I had been assuming all along that these would be 
by-products but the way you are talking now, about where you ought to be 
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the first time and judging where you are on the continuum, you are suggesting 
that this might be something that you would do right away. 
Dr. Dudek: I think that you yourself more or less have underwritten this 
when you start saying that "risk" should be included. 
Dr. Smalley: Yes, but you can include risk, Dick, in the sense that you 
recognize it and cost out consequences of risk without really 
coming to grips with the substantive nature of risk. You can leave the man 
with his own value system, his own way of looking at the problem, and you 
simple tell him consequences, and that's the way I had assumed we were going 
to deal with it, but I would certainly not be opposed to getting into it 
more deeply than that. 
Dr. Emerzian: What is this risk that you are assessing? I thought we talked 
earlier about the risk of run-out; now I think we are talking 
about a different type of risk. Is it the risk associated with the selection 
of an alternative. 
Dr. Smalley: The risks that generate cost, as applicable to the items. I'm 
not talking about the hesitancy of a decision-maker to take 
a course of action for fear of his own personal position and this sort of 
thing. That other kind of risk did you have in mind besides the risk of 
run-out? 
Dr. Emerzian: The risk associated with making a decision. 
Dr. Smalley: What's the consequence of your risk? 
Dr. Emerzian: Bad decision, loss of job. 
Dr. Smalley: That's what I thought, personal consequences. I wasn't talking 
about that kind of risk. 
Dr. Emerzian: We are in this market and devote most of our resources to it; 
there's a change in the demand for our product and there are 
consequences. 
Dr. Dudek: You have these kinds of risks whether or not you are going to 
decide how good your model is on "alpha" and "beta" decision 
errors. I was primarily referring to getting the risk of run-out in here 
because I think this would help them make a decision to get in a good cost 
position. 
Dr. Smalley: Before we run out of time, let's not leave the impression or 
pass up the chance of getting a reaction to a much less sophis-
ticated approach to this question and one that may even hold more promise for 
practical results, come a year from now, namely, the one that we have dis-
cussed so often. You would compile, in effect, some sort of a manual that 
would be something like a Federal Income Tax Form and you didn't understand 
all the steps and what lay behind it, but it's fairly simple to follow through 
the instructions and come up with some answers with some interpretations of 
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what those answers mean. 
Dr. Emerzian: I left that open. All I talked about was an instrument and 
I had no definition of what this instrument is going to be. 
Dr. Dudek: But even in that instrument you could build a little of this in. 
You're doing it already. 
Dr. Smalley: You can do it, but what I'm afraid of is that there are people 
in this room now who are going to say, "What in the world are 
they going to do with the alphas and betas and jth and kth departments and 
the ith case and the probability of a ruc-out and value systems? Let's get 
down to earth on some of this. We've talked about this, and now, I'm saying, 
why don't we talk about some of the less sophisticated possibilities. We 
are not committed to these either. 
Dr. Howland: It seems to me, Ral l that that you are saying in a sense is 
that in this regression framework, we are going to assign 
zero weights to more factors and you can simplify yourself right out of the 
world doing this. Sure it's simple, and it may work for some hospitals on 
Mars, but I don't think we are in any position to do this kind of simplifying 
until you have had a good look at what's there. Then you are in a position 
to start simplifying, but I wouldn't assign zero regression weights before. 
you have been through the drill. 
Dr. Smalley: Here I think we have semantics problems on the word, simplify. 
I think you can simplify the format without doing anything 
about the technology or the scientific procedure. 
Dr. Howland: A packaging problem, then? 
Dr. Smalley: I am saying that you can express, in a schedule, the same ideas 
that you express mathematically, and if this makes it simpler 
for the devision-maker to use, then adopt this format. 
Dr. Howland: I don't think anybody would argue this point. 
Dr. Smalley: Ho, I'm sure they don't and that's the reason I am wondering. 
Dr. Howland: It seema to me what you are saying is that you may simplify 
the results. I thought that you wanted to expedite by simpli-
fying the analysis and I think this could be dangerous. 
Dr. Smalley: I think we have got to do scientific work to generate what 
is important and what isn't, and if internally, we can do this 
mathematically better than we can descriptively, fine; but I am saying and 
I was hopeful that this afternoon, we could get some insight into how this 
final package might look. I am afraid we were leaving the impression that 
this final package might be a set of complicated multiple regression equa-
tions, and I don't want to leave that erroneous impression. 
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Dr. Howland: It seems to me you are a brave man if you are going to talk 
about what the final package is going to look like, now. 
Dr. Dudek: I think you had some indication of this yesterday, possibly 
making multi-variable charts and things of this nature. I 
think we are all in agreement that what you want the ultimate thing to 
look like is something that's going to be fairly easy to use. Dr. Huller-
man pointed out, you don't want mathematics, because as soon as they see 
alpha and beta, that scares them off right away. They will say, "I don't 
understand alpha and beta, so I can't use this." Maybe Dan's statement is 
it, that's the package you are going to put it in. 
Dr. Howland: Transmitting information requires some effort on the part of 
the receiver, too. It can't all be done by the transmitter. 
I recognize that the practical problems of running a hospital are tremen-
dous, but. I worry about making it so simple that it doesn't do anybody any 
good. 
Mr. Hogan: That's not what you mean, is it, Hal? You're not going to 
sacrifice scientific method.. 
Dr.. Smalley: It would certainly not be my intention, though I may be obliged 
to do some of this. Dr. Howland, I am sure, in his own group 
occasionally has to do this.. What he is warning against, and I think quite 
legitimately, is that you shouldn't make this sacrifice in the process. 
Certainly, Glenn, I don't think any of us would want to. 
Dr. Howland: What I am saying is that this is not a simple problem and you 
can only go so far before the people who are going to use it 
will have to pick up their end of the load. 
Dr. Smalley: As industrial engineers, we are continually warned that you've 
got to keep everything simple, don't get above arithmetic or 
the workers won't understand it. This is almost as silly as telling the 
civil engineer that you can't use calculus or section modulus or strength of 
materials in designing any of our bridges around here because the politicians 
won't understand it. You've got to draw a line somewhere, that you are not 
going to simplify it at the risk of validity .and reliability. I just didn't 
want the people to get away thinking that this is it. I didn't want Dr. 
Hullerman„ for example, to expect to get a decision system that is wrought 
with this kind of sophistication. I'm afraid he would be a little disappointed& 
Dr. Doby: Harold, simplification of the explanation of the basic variables 
involved is one thing, but simplification of procedures for apply-
ing these very same variables is something else. I would consider that a 
problem of technology, rather than a problem in explanation or validation. 
The two things, while they go hand-in-hand, I think they can be separated 
and can be dealt with in that manner. 
Dr. Smalley: We would like to give each person an opportunity to give his 
own reaction and perhaps we ought to move on into that.. Thanks 
so much, Joe. 
EVALUATION SESSION 
Dr. Smalley: We invited the Public Health Service to send a representative 
as an observer, and before we go around the table to get 
official reactions, I wonder, Miss Belcher, if you would like to give us 
any of your reactions or comments at this time. 
Miss Belcher: First of all, I would like to thank you very much for in- 
viting us to come down. This has been a very interesting 
two days, a very full one, and I feel it is a weal privilege to hear all 
the discussions that have been going on. I think you can't help sitting 
through two days of this kind. of thing without becoming Impressed with the 
complexity of the problem and all that it involves. It seems to me that 
it is a very important problem and that it has all kinds of ramifications. 
The difficulty seems to be, at the moment, to identify which parts of it 
will be approached on a research basis, and perhaps, which aspects of it 
may have to be left for some other time. We seem to get back to the dis-
cussion of how simple shoold the outcome of it be, yesterday and today, 
and I'll just add my two cents to it. I think its  quite important, since 
this is supported as a research project, that it stand up as good basic 
research. It may be that a secondary part of it might be making some 
applications or developing something which would be more usable by a lay 
person, a person who was not trained in calculus or something of that sort. 
I think this should. not, in any way, limit the sophistication or the way 
the thing stands up in the research field. I think it is always nice to 
meet so many people on a team of researchers and I think those of us who 
are in nursing or have something to do with hospitals are very happy to 
know of the interest of other fields in helping to solve the many prob-
lems that we have. 	think the other thing I would like to comment on is 
that it's always nice to see so many of the young people coming along, 
getting Master's degrees or doing Ph.D. - dissertations which feed into 
this kind of research design, for I think this helps in the problem of 
research training. I hase enjoyed it very much and I thrik you all very 
much for letting me be here. I don't think I have anything more to offer 
at this point. 
Dr. Smalley: We certainly enjoyed:having your and as I have indicated 
to some of the people already, we got a windfal3. We just 
expected you to listen, but you have made a constroctive contribution as 
well. Dr. Howland, how about giving so yosr reactions? 
National Advisory Committee Remarks 
Dr. Howland: Do you want the short version or the long version? 
This business of integrating all these parts is one that I have a great deal 
of sympathy for, and the only thing I can think of is that somehow you've 
got to get the integration built in. Its almost impossible to go back and, 
after the fact, integrate component studies. This is where we have gotten 
in trouble in our work, if it is going 'to be integrated, it has to be 
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integrated before you do them and not afterwards. This just leads to a 
mess. If you are really interested in integration, which I think we all 
should be, then the kind of component research that has been badgering the 
psychologists, particularly in the human engineering area, I think this is 
a horrible example, we can turn out nice neat little papers, but after you 
got them, you don't have very much except a summary with the conclusion 
that we should have done something different. This is a good place to 
start on the next investigation and I don't think people are going to stand 
for this, indefinitely. What this adds up to is that it takes time to do 
this. It takes three or four years to know enough about a problem to write 
a good proposal, really, realistically. I think there is a growing recog-
nition of this fact and if you don't have this kind of integration before 
you start, the decision to study gloves or needles or blood may be question-
able. I don't know why you picked gloves. You could have picked lots of 
other things; you could have picked blood the way we did. We chose it be-
cause we thought it was pretty tough and it is. 'Unless you have this inte-
grating something or other to play these things back and forth against, 
from our experience you get into trouble. 
Another thing that I think is important that Dr. Gilbreth raised this morn-
ing is the applicability of these industrial models to this kind of system. 
I think one reason they don't work very well is that you just don't have 
the volume and this seems to make a big difference. I think that people 
who are fooling with these should make a concerted effort to keep tract of 
the failures, and somebody should be picking up these failures and seeing 
why they don't work, what's wrong with an inventory model in the hospital? 
Out of this kind of information, if you can get it together, if people will 
admit that the models don't work, perhaps we can develop some better ways 
of looking at them. I remember seeing at an AHA meeting a few years back --• 
that's the last meeting they ever invited me to 	where some administrators 
were discussing the applicability of the business organization's rules of 
management to a hospital. The consensus was that there were some real 
fundamental difficulties here because of hospital systems. We hear this 
kicked around: Is a hospital like an industry? Isn't it? You can argue 
all kinds of ways around this, but I think somebody should really go to 
bat with this. When you are using industrial models in a hospital situation, 
try to find out why they don't work if they don't. 
One other general complaint that I think has also been touched on is after 
we have gotten the studies done, how do we get the results somehow ground 
back into a curriculum. You do it, in part, through your graduate students. 
They get training not only in research procedures but some of this business 
about being in a hospital. We have a tremendous difficulty in convincing 
our young engineers that the hospital field is one that has any interest 
or promise or anything else. The need for people who can handle these prob-
lems seems to be growing. There are two or three people from our department 
who have gathered up their courage and taken the "plunge." They have been 
extremely happy with this. But, there is a real gap here, it seems to me, 
that somehow that ought to be filled by research teams like yours and mine 
and the others. I think that the Public Health Service and the government 
in general -- it's even more of a problem in military research -- are over-
looking what probably could be the greatest benefit to them in getting their 
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people trained by being associated with these teams. We have finally gotten 
a gal who is a NIH scholar to work for her degree in our group and the Army 
is beginning to send people to work in our Army project. These are career 
military people. I think this kind of movement ought to be encouraged, but 
how do you go about encouraging it? I don't really know, but the training 
aspect of these projects sometimes gets lost in the shuffle. 
I had some other specific comments which I don't think are worth boring you 
with- It will probably be better to jot them down on a piece of paper and 
send them back.* 
One other thing, though, that I would like to mention in passing. It seems 
to me this is a question of whether you provide "point" answers, orTunctions." 
The operations researcher provides an optimal solution; this is a point answer. 
It doesn't often get use, not as often as it should, because when the poor 
decision-maker, whoever he is, locks at it he recognizes that some things are 
left out. This is due to the assigning of regression weights of zero, and 
he doesn't buy it. And then the OR type typically stomps out in a rage be-
cause this guy is so stupid. He's not being stupid; he's being smart. He 
could, perhaps, work with functional relationships where the point basis 
folds. I think our final product in these projects ought to be some kind of 
functions, rather than optimums or points. 
Dr. Smalley: Thanks, Dan. Dr. K.lehn. 
Dr. Kuehn: I feel that I have learned a great deal and have very little to 
give. It's always nice to be with Mrs. Gilbreth and you know 
we've been carrying the torch on this project. 
I keep asking myself about non-economic factors entering into decision-making 
and wonder if we really don't have to come to grips with a deeper definition 
of roles with relation to the administrators and users. That's bothering me. 
Then I find myself getting a little bothered about introducing this aspect of 
reprocessing disposables. We're talking about the disposables and the repro-
cessing, and then we get into this reprocessing the disposable. Are we 
muddying design here? Is this another study, or do we want to get into this 
here in this particular outcome? 
The conversation we had this afternoon doesn't bother me at all. It seems 
to me that what we are saying supports the position that Dr. Gilbreth and 
I took a long time ago that we must get engineers into the hospital field 
in the interest of hospital costs, and it seems to me that the more research 
we get and the farther along we get, the clearer becomes the case of the 
engineer in the hospital or the engineer for a group of hospitals. I would 
not be in favor of diluting the quality of the research in any aspect. It 
seems to me that the research is helping us focus on what we believe to be 
a good movement within the health field. I would urge that we stay with 
this and then sell engineering service to the hospital. I was quite con-
cerned in the Bibliography, for example, the number of "how we do it" items. 
*See Appendix B. 
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Let's not confuse the field into thinking that this is easy and that there 
are a lot of easy answers because that is not true. Let's use our power 
where its going to be most effective. 
Dr. Smalley: Thank you. Dr. Hullerman. 
Dr. Hullerman: I am reminded of a story here. * It seems to me we may be 
having different "prayers" because I must confess that we 
should not overlook the possibility of getting some practical benefits from 
this at a much earlier time than we might expect to get through the wide-
spread introduction of industrial engineers into hospitals. I did ask my-
self, though, what values I could see in what has been done so far, and I 
have four or five of those here. 
One, I think that if what we have seen here could be given to hospitals in 
a way that could be used would help the administrator to demonstrate how 
he arrives at estimates and thus his decisions; this reduces the consideration 
of how he got there to the level of how effective is the formula he is using. 
When I say "administrator," I'm talking about any decision-maker. If the 
formula is furnished by a research group such as this, then the administrator 
isn't defending his own prediction nor is anybody challenging him when they 
disagree with him. I think this is the kind of situation that contributes 
to good sound decisions in a hospital, because it removes the necessity of 
choosing between two opinions. They are really choosing between two alter-
natives that are backed up by something that is fairly factual and under-
standable and can be analyzed. This is a big factor in the good operation 
of an institution. The worst thing I think you can do is have to say, "I 
believe x and I don't believe y. All you have done is reach a decision, but 
you haven't convinced anybody of anything. 
A second value is that some of the things we have seen this two days furnish 
a breakdown in detail of the elements that must be given numbers if the hos-
pital elects to do its own detail work. One of those that Hiett discussed 
and the glove reprocessing report (Hall and King) did that thinking for a 
hospital, in just listing the things. And also, it provides figures that 
could be used if the hospital isn't going to do all its own detail work and 
wishes to use these figures as a step toward improvement. I am not wishing 
to upset any research approach, because I think it should be research and 
done in a scientific manner. I do think that you will find plenty of oppor-
tunity in hospitals to use figures that are "averages." Maybe they can be 
spot-checked to see if there is any reason to think they would nct apply 
to a hospital, and you could make better decisions in a hospital with such 
figures. I think they would have to be extended and made a little more de-
tailed than the ones we have here. I think those figures could be an advan-
tage in a hospital. 
Another value is this: What we have seen here so far and what we could see 
at the end of the study would help us in hospitals to obtain a more factual 
level towards decision making, whether it's an accurate listing of facts, 
I don't know, but at least it would be more factual than what we do now in 
many instances. 
* Editor: Story deleted through it had pertinent moral. 
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T am rather impressed too with the feeling that the formulas that we have 
seen so far presented are going te bring many people in hospitals to 
realizing that the denisiana they make are very frequently 	pehaps in the 
majority of instances -- based upon beta, upon the intangibles, upon which 
they have to fix values and that coat is probably fourth or fifth down the 
list. I think that hospital decisien-makers are bound to realize that they 
must get to using this Ii :id of formula approach, which would be a rather 
worthwhile thing for them to realize. 
Now there's one other thing that bothers me about this project. Hospitals 
along with industry, have seen cer -!;a7:.r things in the administrative and 
operational fields emphaaized from period to peri od. I've no idea whether 
this is complete, but we have work simplification, we have had ideas aboth 
dictatorships as administration, authoritative versus democratic, we've 
had group dynamies and human relations, administration by committee, methods 
improvement where everybody is troughi -, into the aat„ the suggestion that 
industrial engineers eeght to be in hospitals. Maybe were coming back to 
the idea of communiaatian which is tied up in some of these others. And 
now we have operations research, and if you will look at these others, they 
have fallen by the wayside. They really are not in operation in hospitals 
very effectively, I don't think yet. I'd like to think that operations 
research could. come up with something that would be of practical use, and 
I can assare yol:, that if you come on with a lot of Greek letters, you had 
better concentrate cc: potting industrial engineers in hospitals, because I 
don't think you a -ne going to. find_ very M.81.1ti hospitals are going to be able 
to use that. You're going to have ta simplify what you give them even 
though you might not simplify what goes into those formulas. Why don't they 
come up with something that we anald. use? 
Now this is an extremely well staffed pra,3eet. I think it's wonderful the 
objective analys is and views that nave gone Into what we've had so far, but 
I'd like to leave this wolni. In nospitals we are just not comfortable with 
ourselves. We'd like to be able to de better. I think the point that I 
wish to make is don't wait for three, four. five or six years to give us 
something we car use, because. wai..Aag can sometimes be uncomfortable. 
Dr. Smalley: Thank you, Dr. hulleannan. Dr. Dudek. 
Dr. Dudek: Man of the 'atems tout I had in mind have already been said. 
We've already talked. about risk, and. I want to add only one 
thing, the problem of an, existing metnod versus the "best" method that I 
think you guys are going to have to wrestle with a little bit in construc-
ting this decision system, or this =del0 I think these are going to be 
some hard problems here, I don't kn:ay. Maybe it can be resolved real easy 
though. Other than that, I think we've had a real fine time these two days. 
I think you. have progressed well since the 	time we were here. 
Dr. Smalley: Thank you, Dick.. Dr, Ci_Lrreah. 
Dr. Gilbreth: I hale, as I Think all of cc have, had a most enjoyable time 
and 1 am veiv- grae',1 foe it. I do wan:, to see our findings 
go on along the lines you suggeste d, but ale :  to have them as quickly as 
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possible, put in simple, easily available, understandable form so that we can 
try them out in the field. 
I feel very strongly that we are over-emphasizing, perhaps, the difference 
between hospitals and so-called "non-profit" business and industry, rather 
than the likenesses. Very often, it's a kind of defense mechanism on both 
sides for not doing anything. I think this challenge to business and industry 
to try to understand the problems of the hospital field is just as great as 
the challenge in the hospital field to try to find out what in business is 
useful in hospitals, including what is motivating and carrying people through. 
I think what we really want to know from all these groups is: "Why do you 
do what you are doing," and "Why don't you do what ycu are not doing?" I 
think you could have answers to these problems if both groups were better 
understood. 
I think also that, on both sides, we are a little inclined to generalize, to 
talk about business as though aJ1 business was alike; and to talk about hos-
pitals as if all hospitals are alike. Hospitals aren't alike in size, in 
problems, in goals. And neither is industry. We seem to be talking. at 
cross-purposes. First we talk about likenesses and then we talk about differ-
ences. I think size has a good deal to do with the fact that people in hos-
pitals very often say: "We can't do this in the hospital field." They are 
thinking of such a place as General Electric or General Motors or something 
enormous, while as a matter of fact, small industry is, of course, the most 
challenging field of'all these days. Perhaps a closer study is needed so that 
you can find the most similar comparisons with business and industry. 
Now of course, I think we are all impressed with the factual material that 
has been presented to us, including this fine bibliography which I think is 
a real step forward. There is so much talk in the business and industrial 
world these days about communication and participation, sometimes without 
trying to find out if we really have anything to communicate. 
It seems to me that the emphasis you have all put on fact finding and getting 
the facts to us as soon as you can is extremely important, much more impor-
tant than perhaps the speed of pushing ahead in the interpretation of a.JJ  
the facts before bringing the facts to us. Because ; limited as our exper-
ience may be, we may have certain slants of looking at these which, if you 
could get them and look back on them, it would be a great help. I think 
that we have to go back to fundamentals and remember that, after all, science 
is largely asking questions and accumulating facts and then going at them 
very carefully in order to analyze them. 
I too feel very happy that so many young people are coming into the hospital 
field as they are also in business and industry. The young executives and 
the Jaycees and the Under Forty group and so forth, not only nationally but 
internationally, are coming into the picture and showing that they can take 
responsibility. 
I feel very strongly that perhaps it would help in hospitals if they really 
utilized all that the young industrial engineer might have to give. I some-
times feel that they are assigned projects more or less without any consider-
ation as to the demands on the project. They may assume that the engineer 
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has less to give than the project demands, when as a matter of fact he may 
have more to give than the project demands. It seems to me that if young 
engineers go into the hospital field, either in research or taking permanent 
or temporary jobs, at the present at least, they are making very definite 
sacrifices to do that, its the service motive, certainly, that would take 
them in rather than anything financial that they would get. It seems to me, 
that, in compensation. for that, they should have all the challenge you can 
give them; they should have an opportunity to keep very closely in touch 
with what is going on in their professional field. If they see any parallels 
between industry and what happens in hospitals, and I think they will, they 
should be allowed to gc freely on their project, out of the hospital and 
wherever the information is to be had, in order that they may bring back 
this information. You can always cut it down,you can always say this is 
extraneous, but just looking at that material may give some of you who have 
had wide experience jut the opportunity to say, "Well, you've put your fin-
ger on something there that perhaps can be developed." I hope we are going 
to have more and more young engineers to give you and that we are going to 
try to put more and more into their training. 
I think also that, looking toward the future, it would be a great contri-
bution if you would think of the service you can provide hospitals in other 
lands, some of which are really very advanced, I think, though they probably 
don't get credit for it. And some of them, of course, are very, very far 
behind. This is partly because they can't help it, because of the terrific 
demands upon them, but partly also because we haven't thought through very 
carefully the types of things we can do. 
Now, when you remember that these young engineers have been very carefully 
brought up to believe in a code of ethics, to believe that they are to 
utilize resources of nature and human nature for the benefit of mankind, 
when you think that we tell them very definitely from the beginning that 
they are to have these values in mind, we might gc baCk over their back-
ground and experience and say, "They haven't had all the courses we wish." 
I wouldn't worry about that. They are working in an interdisciplinary 
group, just as you are doing here. They know where to go and I think they 
will go to get that sort of thing. They will try to find out what is 
going to be done, why, who is going to do it, and where, when, and how. 
But above all we should say to them: "Lou must have your standards based 
on policy and procdures, based. on principles, based on beliefs. It seems 
to me that we can utilize this group better and this will be fine. Thank 
you. 
Local Steering Committee Remarks 
Dr. Smalley: Thank you, Dr. Gilbreth. I want to acknowledge again that 
we are awfully happy to have had all of the out-of-towners 
with us and also our Local Steering Committee people. Mr. Hogan, would 
you like to make any comment as a member of the Local Steering Committee? 
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Mr. Hogan; Thank you, Harold. Briefly, I appreciate the chance of being 
with you all for this two-hour session. Harold was very kind 
to let me sit in. My comment would be the comment made by someone earlier, 
and he stated it so much better than I could state it may inclinations are 
in the direction of his remarks. The average size hospital, certainly in 
the South, is less than a hundred beds and nationwide it's a relatively small 
institution. Dr. Gilbreth touched on this too. Are we talking about a 
tool for management, or are we talking about a tool for the engineer who 
is part of a larger picture? To us in the field, it's a little impractical 
with us if you don't have a system that's workable for the typical hospital, 
and the discussion that I have heard seems to presuppose that all hospitals 
are large. To me, when you say your objective is "relative economic feasi-
bilityY you are immediately saying that you're talking about something that 
you want to see applied. To me this is not basic research. It is inherent 
that it has to have applicability as part of its product. You're talking 
about devising a system, not the finding of eternal new truths. It can be 
as sophisticated as you like, but the system has to have this element of 
applicability, as one of the most important elements. I think you are on 
the road to something, I just hope this final phase is what you, Hal, have 
already expressed, that it will indeed be a thing that is unsophisticated, 
but still a thing that the manager of a typical hospital can use who has not 
the resources of an engineer. You expected me to comment this way, didn't 
you, Harold? 
Dr. Smalley: Well, it doesn't surprise me. We appreciate it. Another mem- 
ber of our Local Steering Committee, Dean Fort. We catch you 
at a disadvantage since you have been away, but would you care to make any 
remarks? 
Dean Fort: I don't have anything to add to all of these comments. I . really 
am more anxious now than I was to find out what went on while 
I was away. This has certainly whetted my appetite and, as you and I were 
saying ahead of time, we do need to get together very soon and renew the 
relationships on what nursing education can contribute to this project on 
the local scene. 
Discussion 
Dr. Howland: Hal, at the risk of using up time, I think there is a very 
important issue that has been raised here that I am not going 
to settle but that people should be aware of and be worrying about. It seems 
to me that the basic issue is the difference, or lack of understanding about 
the difference, between what an engineer does and what a scientist does, 
what the inputs are to engineering; what they are to science, and what the 
outputs are. I think that what is happening here, not just here but in 
general, is as a world or certainly as a country, we are getting into the 
position where we have got to have some basic theoretical formulations to 
make things work or we are going to go broke. You look at the difference 
between a modern weapon system and a weapon system of World War II. You 
just can't build airplanes and evaluate them in the good old way. You've 
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got to know what you are doing before you build these things. It seems to 
me that engineering is the application of theoretical formulation which 
includes the value system of the user and that science is the business of 
getting something for the engineer to use. A lot of the difficulty and 
confusion and unhappiness that surrounds this stems from lack of under-
standing of just what the expectations are on the part of the user. I 
think part of the job here is to point out what one can expect, and what 
it takes to get data, and what you can do with data after you have got 
them. We have been working with a truck line in Columbus for seven years. 
We've been working with a small profit-making organization who is shocked 
to find out how many dollars it took to get results. We've had some really 
horrible staff meetings with this guy who is saying essentially what Hugo 
says but not anywhere near as delicately. The "parakeets" have been scream-
ing, and finally at long last, we have been able to devise a theory that 
fits his organization and now he is getting his pay-off. But we didn't 
understand this when we started, and I think this distinction between science 
and engineering is something that is generating "noise" in all of these 
studies and is something that we have just got to keep educating the people 
who pay for this. Fortunately, I think in the Division of Nursing Resources 
this is not a problem, but among sponsors, they are pretty atypical. As a 
matter of just talking it up and explaining this, I think everybody that 
hires a research group ought to read books like "Common Sense of Science" and 
"On Understanding Science," things like this, to find out what in the world 
they are buying. This is my sermon for the day. 
Dr, Smalley: Thanks, Dan. Will, as sort of a substitute for both Mr. Humphrey 
and Miss Graves, do you have any comment? 
Mr. Lankford: No, other than the fact that this brief session that I have 
attended has whetted my appetite and I wish I had been here 
for the rest of the sessions. This has been very enlightening. 
Dr. Smalley: Again, let me express apprerAation on behalf of our staff. 
Dr. Hullerman: Harold, could we have some remarks from you? 
Finale 
Dr. Smalley: I'm overwhelmed by it all, Actually, I am not really surprised, 
knowing this group. After all, we selected you because we 
knew you were the people who would tell us what you thought. Naturally, we 
are impatient to get on with the work and are never satisfied with what has 
been done. I do feel that in the last two days, we have learned a lot. We 
have about seven tapes over here, that we will review, and transcribe and study 
and digest and try to implement the wisdom that you have given us. It is with 
a good deal of gratitude that I adjourn the second meeting of the National 




COMMENTS FROM DR. EMERZIAN  
I. 	Objectives of System 
1. Should permit the recognition of all variables relevant to supply 
decisions involving disposable and reprocessable supply commodi-
ties. (Variables might include economic, organizational, socio-
logical, etc.) 
2. Should permit the application of the decision makers value system. 
(Variables are subjectively weighted in accordance with the impor-
tance the local decision maker assigns to them.) 
3. Should provide an instrument(s) for ascertaining resource alloca-
tions for present supply status. 
(a) This instrument (these instruments) should be sufficiently 
simple to permit local application by persons without pro-
fessional training (industrial engineer) and without special 
training. 
(b) This instrument should include methods for ascertaining 
probable errors in the estimate of resource allocations. 
4 Should provide an instrument(s) for ascertaining probable shifts 
in resource allocations resulting from a change in supply status 
as well as changes in non-economic variables. (In an existing 
hospital, the shift in supply status would generally move symbol-
ically as follows: 
100% 	100-D% 100-R% 	100% 
R 	----> R 	D 	----> A 	. The instrument should be 
1% 1% 1% 1% 
capable of predicting the effects of economic variables at any 
point within the interval 100% 	100% On the other hand, func- 
R 	-D 
1% 1% 
tions of non-economic variables at best will be "discontinuous" 
so that all that can be expected are three point estimates 
around the supply states R, RD, and D. 
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II. Conceptual Model 
=f(a),(0) 
Where: 
C7c. = economic variables L (labor), M (materials), C (capital) 
p = non-economic variables (safety, acceptability, etc.) 
Using (L) as an example: 






R. = monetary rate of labor It for the jth 
occupation (nurse, aide, etc.) 
Y
ik 
= standard min. (t) for the ith operation 
performed by the kth organizational com-
ponent (central supply, nursing, etc.) 
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Implementing objective 4), we should have a Potential Time Displacement 
Matrix and a Potential Time Increment Matrix. The PTDM is a schedule 
which contains the amount of work by organizational unit (K), occupation 
(j) and operation (i) under the present supply state. When a change in 
state is made, it identifies the amount of work which is potentially 
displaced. It remains for the local decision maker to reorganize his 
work system to take advantage of the potential contained in the matrix. 
The extent to which he is able to realize this potential constitutes the 
positive profit from the change in state. On the other hand, the PTtM 
contains the amount of work which is added to the hospital's work system. 
It also remains for the local decision maker to reorganize his work system 
to minimize the addition of resources due to the change in state. The 
extent to which additional resources are necessary constitutes the nega-
tive profit from the change. The net effect of the two matrices is the 
conditional profit from the change in state. 
Note: The unit used in these matrices is time, which must be costed 
before the conditional profit is determined. 
APPENDIX B 
COMMENTS FROM DR. HOWLAND  
1. The problem of integrating the substudies, to which Joe addressed him-
self on the last day, is an extremely difficult one. It has been our 
experience that unless the integration problem is solved prior to conduct-
ing the individual component studies, so that they fit in an integrated 
framework, it is very, very difficult to impose integration later. 
2. Dr. Gilbreth and others have touched on the applicability of indus-
trial models to hospital problems. I am becoming increasingly skeptical 
that they fit as well as we would like. What is needed here, I think, is 
some concrete data on where they fit, where they do not, and why. It 
seems to me that exploration of this problem would be very useful to the 
whole field, and that you are probably in a better position to examine 
the problem than any of us working in this area. 
3. The problem of what happens to the research findings, in addition to 
their presentation to hospital management, I think, should be integrated 
as rapidly as possible into engineering, nursing and administrative 
curricula at the local and national level. We attempt to do it through 
our courses in the Industrial Engineering Department. I think, however, 
that a good deal more work should be done on this, 
4. The question of providing point versus functional solutions. The 
operations research models normally provide point solutions and I think 
what we need is function, This is what the administrator must have if 
he is to utilize his background experience in the solution of practical 
managerial problems. This is an acquirement imposed by the fact that no 
model can handle all the detail of the real world situations. 
5. Definition of the administrator. I think that you are going to have 
to adopt a behavioral definition which is divorced from the administrator 
as a human being. Defined in terms of a behavioral vector, it is possible 
to do something research-wise, which becomes very sticky if we think of 
the administrator as a human. Ashby's Introduction to Cybernetics dis-
cusses this point. 
Moving on to the specific areas, I would like to throw out the following: 
1. Non-economic factors and decisions: I am still a little confused 
about what is being attempted here, and the use to which the item analysis 
will be put. It would seem to me that the first step would be to look for 
items, and that this could best be done by open ended interviews and an 
item analysis of the recordings. Weights could then be determined. If, 
then, a multiple regression analysis is intended, the question of pre- 
dictor variable is raised. What is to be predicted? The cost of operating 
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a hospital? Probability of a decision as to usable or disposable supply, 
or what? In spite of the discussion this was not completely clear to me. 
Do you see as the ultimate outcome of this study: a prediction about 
operating cost based on usable versus disposable supplies? I think the 
outcome should be clarified before the item analysis is developed too 
far. 
2. Advertising. projects: It seems to me that the critical question 
here is how does advertising influence the purchasing decision. If 
this is so, then some data appear to be necessary on sales and purchases. 
Relationship between characteristics of the ad and its effectiveness 
would be useful. 
3. Methods Engineerin& Studies: The fundamental difficulties of small 
volume output are present here, as well as the difficulties of standard 
data systems. We also run into the question of the relative cost of 
estimation and evaluation which Abruzzi talks about in his Work, Workers, 
and Work Measurement, and the cost of Type 1 and Type 2 errors. This is 
basically the cost of gathering evidence as against the cost of making 
mistakes. It also seems that some sort of variance estimates is necessary 
in addition to the length of time. Perhaps the end product might be the 
development of a procedure so that a hospital could make its own estimate, 
rather than standard estimates as presently envisioned. Included in this 
area is the work on pace. The work of Conrad at the Applied Psychology 
Unit, Cambridge University, Cambridge, England, might be of interest. 
4. I am glad to see the increased emphasis on function, not "optimal" 
solutions in this area and I feel that this is on the right track. 
This allows the decision maker to develop solutions using his own chang-
ing value systems. I would disagree with Joe, that the value system of 
the decision maker is constant. Some references which you are probably 
familiar with, but which might help are Naval Logistics Quarterly, and 
the work of Bill Marlow on the ONR Logistics Project at George Washington 
University in Washington. Bill Morris's recent book on Engineering Economy, 
and the work on Value Theory of Nicolas Smith at ORO. 
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PROGRESS REPORT 
I. Face Page  
1. Research Grant Number and Title: 
GN-5968, "Disposable Versus Reprocessed Hospital Supplies." 
2. Principal Investigator: 
Harold E. Smalley, P.E., Ph.D. 
Professor of Industrial Engineering 
Research Associate, Engg Exp. Sta. 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
3. Sponsoring Institution: 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
(Engineering Experiment Station) 
. Period Covered by Report: 
January 1, 1959 through December 31, 1960 
(This is a complete report in the sense that it covers 
the first two years of the grant period. However, fre-
quent references are made herein to eight Project Bulle-
tins previously submitted to the Division of Research 
Grants.) 
5. Date of Preparation of Report: 
January 1, 1961 
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II. Summary Statement  
The specific aim of this project is to develop a practical decision 
system for determining the relative economic feasibility of disposable and 
reprocessed supply items for hospitals. 
Progress with respect to the four major parts of the research approach 
outlined in Project Bulletin No. 1 may be reported as follows: 
1. Most of the significant cost factors which influence rational deci-
sion making have been identified, isolated, and defined. Both monetary and 
non-monetary factors are being measured. 
2. The relationship of cost factors to the two alternative forms of 
supply items has been ascertained by development of a cost structure for 
monetary factors. The significant non-monetary factors, including environ-
mental and behavioral considerations, are being determined through the Human 
Factors study. 
3. The determination of a hypothetical decision system is being pursued 
under the title, Decision System. As results from current studies become 
available, an attempt is being made to integrate findings. This will consti-
tute a major portion of GN-5968(C2) in 1961. 
4. The fourth major part of the research approach, "Test the hypotheti-
cal decision system. . 	.", has not been attempted, but a limited amount of 
testing may be done in 1961. 
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Full Statement of Progress  
1. List of Publications: 
Davis, Edward W., Thomas L. Newberry, Jr., Joseph J. Moder, Jr., 
and Harold E. Smalley, "Forecasting the Demand for Hospital 
Supply Items," Project Bulletin No. 	E.E.S., Georgia Institute 
of Technology, Atlanta, March 1960. 
Davis, Edward W., "Forecasting the Demand for Hospital Supply 
Items," Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, June 1960 
(Master's thesis). 
Emerzian, A. D. Joseph, "An Evaluation of the Relative Unit 
Value System for Pricing Pathology Tests," Operations Research * 
Report No. 3, University of Connecticut, Storrs, March 23, 1959. 
Emerzian, A. D. Joseph, "Hospital Laundry Operating Models," 
Operations Research Report No. 4, University of Connecticut, 
Storrs, June 12, 1960. 
Emerzian, A. D. Joseph, "A Model for Predicting Transcription 
Service Requirements for Medical Records," Operations Research   
Report No. 	University of Connecticut, Storrs, June 28, 1960. 
Emerzian, A. D. Joseph, "Housekeeping Labor Time Models for 
Medical and Surgical Nursing Centers," Operations Research * 
Report No. 6, University of Connecticut, Storrs, July, 1960. 
Ore, Ike I. and Harold E. Smalley, "Bibliography," Project  
Bulletin No. 	E.E.S,, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, 
August, 1959. 
Owen, Louelia, Thomas J. Hall, Tee H. Hiett, Jr., and Harold E. 
Smalley, "Bibliography, Comprehensive Through 1959," Project 
Bulletin No. /, E.E.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, 
November, 1960. 
Smalley, Harold E., "Tentative Plans for a Study of Hospital 
Cost Systems," Project Bulletin No. 1, E.E.S., Georgia Institute 
of Technology, Atlanta, January, 1959. 
Smalley, Harold E., Richard A. Dudek, and Edward J. Gerner, Jr., 
"How Methods Engineering Gets Results," The Modern Hospital, 
May, 1959, PP. 93 -96. * 
Smalley, Harold E. (Editor), "Proceedings of National Advisory 
Committee Meeting," Project Bulletin No. 2, E.E.S,, Georgia 
Institute of Technology, Atlanta, May 16, 1959. 
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Smalley, Harold E., "Industrial Engineering in Hospitals," The 
Journal of Industrial Engineering, May-June 1959, vol. 1I, No. 3, 
pp. 171-175. * 
Smalley, Harold Eo, Richard A. Dudek, and Edward J. Gerner, Jr., 
"Practice is the Test of Methods Engineering," The Modern  
Hospital, September, 1959, pp. 79-81. * 
Smalley, Harold E., "Organized Methods Improvement," The Year-
book of Modern Nursing, G. P. Putnam 1 s Sons, New York, 1959, 
pp. 32-40. * 
Smalley, Harold E., "Progress Report (January 1959-June 1960," 
Project Bulletin No. 6, E.E.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, 
Atlanta, June, 1960o 
Smalley, Harold E. (Editor), "Proceedings of National Advisory 
Committee Meeting," Project Bulletin No. 8, E.E.S., Georgia 
Institute of Technology, Atlanta, December, 1960. 
Smalley, Harold E., "To Buy or Not to Buy?", The Research Engineer  
December, 1960, Vol. 15, No. 5, pp. 20-23. 
Smalley, Harold E., "The Professional Administrator l s Tools," 
The Profession of Hospital Administration, The Georgia Hospital 
Association, Atlanta, 1960, pp. 51 -66. * 
Talbird, Joseph B., Jr., Thomas L. Newberry, Jr., David C. Ekey, 
and Harold E. Smalley, "Development of an Inventory Model for 
Hospital Supplies," Project Bulletin No. 1i, E.E.S., Georgia Insti-
tute of Technology, Atlanta, March, 1960. 
Talbird, Joseph B., Jr., "Development of an Inventory Model for 
Hospital Supplies," Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, 
June, 1960 (Mastergs thesis). 
Ancillary to GN-59680 
2. Staffing: The following is a complete listing of staff, personnel, 
consultants and others who have been associated with GN-5968. The 
names of currently employed professional personnel are marked with 
a single asterisk. Biographical sketches for these people are shown 
in Appendix A. The names of those whose association with the project 
terminated prior to January 1, 1961 are followed by two asterisks. 
Acuff, Robert L., Jr., E.I.E., student assistant.** 
Davis, Edward W., M.S.I.E., graduate research assistant.** 
*Doby, John T., Ph-D., special consultant; Director of Graduate 
Studies in Sociology, Emory University. 
Dudek, Richard A., Ph.D., National Advisory Committee; Professor 
and Head of Industrial Engineering, Texas Technological College. 
Duncan, Harold O., M.A., Local Steering Committee; Area Director, 
Administrative Services, Veterans Administration Area Medical 
Office. 
Ekey, David C., Ph-D., thesis advisor; Professor of Industrial 
Engineering.** 
*Emerzian, A. D. Joseph, Ph.D., special consultant; Professor of 
Industrial Administration, University of Connecticut. 
Flagle, Charles, D. Eng., National Advisory Committee; Director, 
Operations Research, Johns Hopkins Hospital. 
Floyd, Montyne, project secretary.** 
Fort, Ada, R. N., Ed. D., Local Steering Committee; Dean, School of 
Nursing, Emory University. 
Franklin, Edward C., B.S., special problem advisor; Associate 
Professor of Industrial Engineering.** 
Freeman, John. R., student assistant. 
Gilbreth, Lillian M., Ph.D., National Advisory Committee; Management 
Consultant. 
Graves, Helen G., R. N., M.A. , consultant (nursing service) and Local 
Steering Committee; Director of the Division of Nursing Service, 
Emory University Hospital. 
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Groseclose, Frank F., P.E., M.S., Local Steering Committee; Director, 
School of Industrial Engineering. 
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*Hall, Thomas J., M,S.I,E., Research Assistant, Engineering Experiment 
Station. 
Hamacher, Paul D., Jr., MoS.I.Eo, M.S.I0M., graduate research 
assistant.** 
*Hendrix, Pamela Mo, R.N., B.S., nurse consultant; Administrative 
Supervisor, Division of Nursing, Emory University Hospital. 
Hiett, Tee H., Jr., M.S., research associate; Assistant Professor of 
Industrial Engineering.** 
Hogan, Glenn M., LL.B., Local Steering Committee; Executive Secretary, 
Georgia Hospital Association. 
Hullerman, Hugo V., M.D., National Advisory Committee; Executive Vice-
President, Children's Hospital of Michigan- 
Humphrey, Burwell W., LL.B., Local Steering Committee; Administrator, 
Emory University Hospital° 
Johnson, Cecil G., M.S., term project advisor; Assistant Professor of 
Industrial Engineering. ** 
Kilgore, Joe A., BoLE., special problem assignment.** 
King, Donald M., B.IoE., student assistant, graduate research assistant.** 
Klein, Roger, M,BoA., Local Steering Committee; Director, Graduate 
Program in Hospital Administration, Emory University.** 
Kuehn, Ruth P., B, N., Ph.D., National Advisory Committee; Dean, School 
of Nursing, University of Pittsburgh. 
Loveland, Edward Ho, Ph.Do, Local Steering Committee; Director, School 
of Applied Psychology. 
McNulty, Matthew F., Jr., M.H.A., M.P.H., National Advisory Committee; 
Administrator, University Hospital and Hillman Clinic. 
*Miller, Jerry L. L., Ph.D., consultant (interviewing); Instructor in 
Sociology, Emory University. 
Moder, Joseph J., Jr., Ph.D., consultant (methodology) and Local 
Steering Committee; Professor of Industrial Engineering.** 
*Newberry, Thomas L., Jr., P.E., M.S.I.E., Assistant Research Engineer, 
Engineering Experiment Station. 
Ore, Ike I., B.I.E, (formerly Isaac Ifrach), student assistant, 
graduate research assistant. 
*Owen, Louelia, R.N., M.S., special nurse consultant; Administrative 
Supervisor, Division of Nursing, Emory University Hospital; Associate 
Professor of Nursing, Emory University. 
Phillips, Cecil R., Jr., M.S.I.E., graduate research assistant; 
Assistant Head, Publications, Engineering Experiment Station.** 
Rowe, Evelyn P., R.N., M.N., consultant (nursing education); Coordi-
nator of Nursing Fundamentals, Emory University. 
Rush, Mary Kate, project secretary. 
*Smalley, Harold E., P,E,, Ph.D., principal investigator and project 
director; Professor of Industrial Engineering and Research Associate, 
E.E.S. 
Standard, James W., student assistant. 
Staton, Rocker T., D. Eng., Local Steering Committee; Assistant Dean, 
College of Engineering. 
Talbird, Joseph B., Jr., M.S.I.E., graduate research assistant.** 
Taylor, Dorothy, project secretary.** 
Westermann, Ted D., B.A., B.D., graduate research assistant; graduate 
student in sociology at Emory University. 
Williams, Mary M., R.N., Ph.D., consultant (nursing research); Director 
of Master of Nursing Program, Emory University. 
*Woods, Howard W., Jr., B.I.E,, Research Assistant, Engineering Experi-
ment Station. 
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3. Foreign Travel: None 
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4. Specific Aims: 
The specific aim of this project is to develop a practical decision 
system for determining the relative economic feasibility of disposable 
and reprocessed supply items for hospitals. 
This study constitutes the first phase of a general study of decision 
making. Upon completion of the present study, the general study will be 
devoted to an investigation of extensions of the decision system to include 
application to other supply items, as well as other important hospital 
resources, such as materials, equipment, and labor. 
The present study is part of an integrated program in the application of 
physical and social sciences to administrative problems in the health ser-
vices industry. The purpose of this total effort is to assist hospital, 
medical, and nursing administration achieve high levels of patient care at 
relatively low costs in material and human resources. 
5. Research Approach: 
The four major parts of the research approach as outlined in Project 
Bulletin No. 1, 	2-5, are as follows: 
(a) Determine the cost factors which govern the two types of supply 
it 
(b) Determine the relationship of cost factors to the two types of 
supply items. 
(c) Determine a hypothetical decision system. 
(d) Test the hypothetical decision system through evaluation and 
revise system as required. 
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6. Assumptions: 
The following assumptions were made in the original research design 
and are reaffirmed now: 
(a) An investigation of alternatives and their relation to hospital 
costs is best approached by an analysis of the specific as a 
means of promoting understanding of the general. 
(b) Decisions should be based upon an objective comparison of alter-
natives. 
(c) Cost factors exist and can be segregated, identified, and mea-
sured. Cost factors are considered to be those interacting 
elements of a total fiscal structure that contribute to bring 
about the outlay or expenditure of resources. 
(d) There is a relation between cost factors and a measure upon which 
alternative decisions can be made. 
The following additional assumptions have been made during the conduct 
of the research: 
(e) Cost factors are of two types, monetary and non-monetary. Monetary 
costs equal the money value of the material resources consumed. 
Non-monetary costs relate to the consumption of human and aesthetic 
resources. 
(f) Non-monetary cost factors have interacting primary and secondary  
effects upon achievement or accomplishment. The primary effects 
are changes in negative values, such as fear, anxiety, obnoxious-
ness, and frustration, and address themselves to the ends of 
happiness and satisfaction. The secondary effects are changes 
10 
in monetary factors accruing from changes in non-monetary factors 
and address themselves to happiness and satisfaction as means to 
fiscal ends. 
(g) A decision is rational when the ratio of "magnitude and quality 
of results" to "monetary and non-monetary costs" is greater under 
conditions of the course of action taken than that of the courses 
of action rejected. 
(h) The specification of a value system for decision makers would 
require an understanding of the substantive nature and inter-
actions of, and the assignment of relative weights of importance 
to, "magnitude of results," "quality of results," "monetary costs," 
and "non-monetary costs." This is beyond the scope of the pres-
ent study. 
(i) Unit costs may be determined logically by prorating total costs, 
joint costs, or imputed costs according to an a priori estimate 
of the contribution which each supply unit makes toward the appro-
priate gross cost. 
(j) Theoretical or potential savings in cost, may be either positive 
or negative and are instantaneously realized. In the case of 
"labor," time saved is immediately devoted to other productive 




Upon notification of the GN-5968 grant award, specific steps were 
taken to implement the research plans. A major effort was directed toward 
the recruitment of staff and personnel and the establishment of a research 
organization. 
Original plans were built upon the concept of a multi-disciplinary 
research team headed by a full time leader responsible to the principal 
investigator who was to devote twenty-five per cent time to the project. 
Attempts to obtain the services of a suitable team leader, a nurse, and 
other team members continued throughout 1959. The nurse member reported 
in September of 1959, but no other full time members were obtained until 
July of 1960 As a temporary arrangement, considerable use was made of 
graduate and student assistants and part of the time of certain faculty 
members. 
When it became evident that the original staffing plan could not be 
put into effect soon enough to achieve project objectives within the grant 
period, a modified plan was adopted early in 1960. The principal investi-
gator increased his time allocation to about fifty per cent and assumed 
the duties of team leader, several consultants were retained to conduct 
important parts of the research, and two full time engineers were recruited 
to replace faculty members and students. One engineer reported in July 
and the other in November of 1960. This modified plan is currently in 
effect. 
Long range plans include a return to the original concept of a nucleus 
of full time professionals augmented by selected consultants and assisted 
by graduate assistants and non-professional personnel. 
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€3 	Project Resources: 
The research is presently organized as a project (B-158 in 1959 and 
B-178 in 1960) of the Chemical Sciences Division, Engineering Experiment 
Station, Georgia Institute of Technology. The project functions in cooper-
ation. with the School of industrial Engineering, the Emory University 
Medical Center, cooperating hospitals in the Atlanta area, the Georgia 
Hospital Association, and certain other groups of health-oriented people. 
The research is being done by a team composed of the principal investi-
gator, a project staff, and a select group of active consultants. Assisting 
the research team are student assistants, clerical workers, and a project 
secretary. Some use has been made of graduate students in the School of 
Nursing at Emory University. 
Participating intermittently are other consultants, faculty members 
of Georgia Tech and Emory, and representatives of appropriate societies 
and associations. Certain phases of the project have been tied in with 
work of the Committee on Methods Tmprovement of the American Hospital 
Association. Manufacturers and distributors of hospital supply items 
have extended willingness to cooperate in the study, but this resource 
has not been used to any significant extent. 
The Local Steering Committee, representing cooperating institutions, 
meets occasionally to review progress and to assist in carrying out 
experiments and surveys. Disciplines represented by this committee are 
hospital administration, industrial engineering, law, nursing, psychology, 
and public administration. 
An indispensable resource for the project are the cooperating hospitals. 
Craw-ford Long, Emory, Georgia Baptist, Grady, Piedmont, St. Josephs, and 
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V.A. in Atlanta and University Hospital and Hillman Clinic in Birmingham 
have cooperated fully by serving as sample hospitals--laboratories and 
sources of information. 
The National Advisory Committee consists of recognized authorities and 
meets annually to evaluate the research and to offer counsel on future 
studies and programs. Members of this committee come from several parts 
of the country and represent hospital administration, industrial engineer-
ing, management, medicine, nursing, operations research, public health, 
and systems research. 
Frequent contacts are made with other investigators engaged in similar 
research and with the rapidly increasing number of industrial engineers 
and methods practitioners in American hospitals throughout the country. 
Situated in Atlanta, the Project has been able to benefit from excel-
lent transportation and supply facilities. This geographical. location will 
be of even more advantage as the research moves into closer cooperation with 
manufacturers and distributors of supply items and into regional and national 
field testing. 
This location also offers distinct advantages by virtue of the excel-
lent educational and research facilities found in the City. Of particular 
value to the Project are the services of Georgia.Tech i s School of Industrial 
Engineering, Photographic Laboratory, Price Gilbert Library, Rich Electronic 
Computer Center, Technical Information Section, and the Georgia Tech Research 
Institute; also the faculties, libraries, and services of the Emory Univer-
sity Medical Center. 
Unstinting support has been received from the School of Industrial 
Engineering, the Engineering Experiment Station, and the Georgia Tech admin-
istration, A project office was provided by the School until July 1, 1960 
11+ 
when a suite of seven offices was assigned to the Project by the Georgia 
Tech administration. Branch offices have been provided by the School of 
Nursing and Emory University Hospital for use by staff and consultants on 
the Emory campus. 
For more information, see Project Bulletin No. 8, pp. 7-10, 14. 
9. Division of Responsibility: 
consideration of the magnitude and complexity of the research prob-
lem. being pursued, the total study has been divided into several projects. 
An attempt has been made to define projects such that each is a homogeneous 
entity requiring limited domains of skill and knowledge and such that 
results from each will lead sequentially into other studies pointing toward 
the ultimate objective of the total study. Relative competence and inter-
est have been the chief criteria for assigning available personnel to the 
various projects of GN-5968. While this division of responsibility is 
in effect at the present time, it took approximately eighteen months to 
learn enough about the research problem and about research team management 
to structure assignments in a meaningful way. 
In addition to the projects of limited scope requiring rather routine 
approaches, it has been necessary to deal with issues and problems requir-
ing deeper understandings, broader perspectives, and keener insights. At 
times, it has been necessary to work at, near or beyond the boundaries of 
existing knowledge and theory. Fortunately, individuals with the requi-
site abilities have been available for specific assignment to a technical 
problem or for assuming responsibility for a broad area involving more than 
one scholarly discipline. 
15 
10. Project Assignments: 
During the early months of the grant period with so many matters 
requiring exploration, studies were authorized largely on the basis of 
expressed interest by the few people affiliated with GN-5968 at that 
time. Nevertheless, most of the early projects have proved to be useful. 
Soma have been continued, some have led to other projects, some have been 
incorporated in larger projects, and one project was abandoned. The 
inter-relationships of projects is shown in the Schematic Diagram on the 
next page. 
Since this investigation was initiated January 1, 1959, thirty proj-
ects have been authorized, each under the supervision of a project leader. 
 Project leaders are responsible to the Project Director (principal inves-
tigator) and are customarily assigned part of the time of other personnel 
as collaborators, consultants, or assistants. Included in the authorization 
for a project are approved estimates of needs which will encumber the GN-
5968 budget. Time allocations to current projects are made four times a 
year for all personnel, i.e., at the beginning of each academic quarter. 
Before a new project is authorized, the proposal is discussed by the 
staff and with appropriate consultants. Weekly oral progress reports, 
staff discussions, and a final written report are required for each proj-
ect. These final reports are evaluated by staff and consultants. 
During the summer of 1960, considerable progress was made in con-
solidating projects and planning new projects for approaching the research 
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11. Current Projects: 
The five major headings of seven currently active projects are as 
follows: 
(a) Bibliography -
Project 6, Bibliography Maintenance 
(b) Inventory Costs - 
Project 19, Inventory Policies 
Project 28, Carrying Costs 
Project 29, Order Costs 
(c) Processing Costs -
Project 22, Processing Costs 
(d) Non-Monetary Costs -
Project 24, Human Factors 
(e) Decision System - 
Project 27, Decision System 
The bibliography project is a continuing effort to compile and maintain 
a listing of appropriate references relating to hospital methods improve-
ment, with emphasis upon patient-care supply decisions. 
Inventory costs relate to the need for ordering, receiving, storing, 
holding, issuing, and handling supply items; to the necessity of investing 
in supply stocks and facilities; to the execution of inventory policies; 
and to the risks of encountering shortages. 
Processing costs relate to the operations of pick-up, cleaning, assem-
bly, sterilization, storage, distribution, make-ready and put-away at the 
point of use and dispose-of supply items. 
Non-monetary costs relate to certain human behavioral factors and 
environmental influences having effects upon decision making. (See 
"Assumptions" on pages 9 and 10.) 
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The study, "Decision System," is an attempt to integrate and consoli-
date findings from all projects so as to achieve the research objective. 
A listing of all thirty projects is shown below, and summary reports 
on the seven active projects are given on the pages to follow. Summary 
reports on the remaining projects are given in Appendix B. For more in- 
formation, see Project Bulletin No. 8, pp. 10-13. 
(Listing of Projects) 
Project 	 Completion 
Number Title of Project 	 Status 	 Date 
1. Inventory Model Completed 
2. Bulletin. No. 4 Published 
3. Forecasting Demand Completed 
Bulletin No. 5 Published 
5. Bibliography Index Completed 
6. Bibliography Maintenance *In Progress 	12-31-61 
7. Bulletins No. 3 and No. 7 Published 
8. Classification of Items Completed 
9. Aggregate Supply Rules See Project 19 
10. Fixed Cycle Inventory Model See Project 19 
11. Emory Student Nurses See Project 24 
12. Methods Classification Completed 
13. Macro-Measures See Project 27 
14. Preliminary Cost Models Completed 
15. Demand Distribution See Project 19 
16.  Undergraduate Term Projects See Project 22 
17. Welchts Technique Completed 
18. Replication Study Abandoned 
19. Inventory Policies *In Progress 	 7-1-61 
20. Demand Data See Project 19 
21. Work Sampling See Project 22 
22. Processing Costs *In Progress 	 5-1-61 
23. Hospital Classification Completed 
24. Human Factors *In Progress 	 7-1-61 
25. Administration (accounting convenience) 
26. Supervision (accounting convenience) 
27. Decision System *In Progress 	 9-1-61 
28. Carrying Costs *In Progress 5-1-61 
29. Order Costs *In Progress 	 4-1-61 
30. Advertisement Study Completed 
Progress reports are given on the pages to follow. 
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(Project 6, BIBLIOGRAPHY MAINTENANCE) 
This portion of GN-5968 has been pursued principally by Miss Owen, 
Mr. Hall, Mr. Hiett, and Mr. Ore. 
Objective. The objectives of this project are: (1) to compile, 
classify, and annotate publications pertinent to the research, (2) to 
maintain the bibliography index for use by the research team, and (3) to 
make these materials available for distribution to interested parties 
upon request. 
Procedure. A systematic search of pertinent literature was under-
taken to obtain references not covered by previous listings. In addition, 
references compiled and published in Project Bulletin No. 3 were included. 
References from hospital, nursing, and engineering journals, hospital and 
nursing abstracts, theses, and related material were obtained. To facili-
tate the location of reference material, the McBee Keysort system was 
utilized. There are approximately one thousand index cards in the bibli-
ography file. The bibliography index is maintained in the Project Office 
at Georgia Institute of Technology. 
The bibliography index was classified as follows: 
I. Disposable and Reprocessed Hospital Supplies 
Sub-classified by supply item 
II. Industrial. Engineering Applications 
Sub-classified by I.E. technique 
Cross-classified by hospital department 
III. In-Service Methods Improvement 
Sub-classified by hospital department 
IV. Hospital and Medical Administration 
Results: Project Bulletins No. 3 and No. 7. 
Status. The plan for maintaining the index includes a supplemental 
bulletin at the end of each successive year for the duration of GN-5968. 
A project bulletin covering additions for 1960 and omissions in years 
prior to 1960 will be published early in 1961. Problems associated with 
continuing this project beyond 1961 are discussed on pp. 24-27 of Project 
Bulletin No. 8. 
For more information, see Project Bulletin No. 3, Project Bulletin 
No. 7, and pp. 17-24 of Project Bulletin No. 8. 
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(Project 19, Inventory Policies) 
This portion of GN-5968 is being conducted principally by Mr. 
Newberry. 
Objective. The objective of this study is to determine under what 
conditions certain standard inventory policies should be used in hospitals, 
under various objective criteria. 
Procedure. Describe the inventory policies in effect in the sample 
hospitals by interview and observation. Determine the extent of conformity 
of each existing hospital policy to certain standard policies, such as: 
(1) Fixed cycle 
(2) (s, S) 
(3) Fixed quantity 
Specify means of optimizing various objective criteria which conform to the 
value system of the hospital decision maker. 
Status. Interviews and observations have been completed in four sample 
hospitals. The three policies cited above appear to be characteristic gen-
erally of the inventory policies in use in sample hospitals. 
This study is presently under way and is scheduled for completion 
July 1, 1961. For more information, see pp. 96-98, 114-118 of Project 
Bulletin No. 8. 
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(Project 28, CARRYING COSTS) 
This portion of GN-5968 is being conducted principally by Mr. Newberry. 
Objective. The objective of this project is to develop a procedure 
for determining and predicting the investment costs associated with "carry-
ing" supply items. 
Procedure. Isolate the components of the carrying costs, determine 
methods for measurement, and develop an estimating procedure. 
Status. Carrying costs may be determined in two ways: (1) through a 
measurement process and (2) by imputing cost values from the inventory 
objectives as specified by the decision maker. The components of the cost 
of inventory investment are: 
(a) The lost interest on the money value of stored items 
(b) The foregone opportunity cost; i.e., the difference between the 
cost of capital (a. above) and the return realizable on alter-
native investments 
(c) Obsolescence, deterioration, and spoilage 
(d) Taxes and insurance 
(e) Cost of storage facilities (including depreciation) 
(f) Handling within the storage facilities 
(g) Physical inventorying 
(h) Clerical costs 
This study is presently being conducted with an effort to become better 
acquainted with the relationship of the above components and the philosophy 
of the hospital decision maker toward costs. The results are due May 1, 
1961. 
For more information, see pp. 98-114 of Project Bulletin No. 8. 
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(Project 29, ORDER COSTS) 
This portion of GN-5968 is the outgrowth of Project 19 relating to 
inventory policies. The early part of the project was headed by Mr. Hiett. 
On November 1, 1960, the project was taken over by Mr. Woods, who is 
assisted by Mr. Standard and Mr. Freeman. 
Ob,lective. The objective of this project is to develop a procedure 
for determining and predicting the costs involved in ordering supply items. 
Procedure. 
(1) Define the scope and content of the ordering function in terms 
of operations and work elements. 
(2) Identify the operations which create the difference in order 
cost between disposable and reprocessed forms of items. 
(3) Measure the work content of elements of all operations. 
(4) Develop a standard procedure for determining and predicting a 
hospital's order costs. 
Conventional industrial engineering techniques are being utilized. 
Status. The scope of the ordering function in each sample hospital 
has been defined through the use of flow process charts developed from 
direct observation of the currently used methods of ordering. From this 
information, it was decided that a standard data procedure would be 
developed. 
Operations within the ordering function have been defined. Methods 
of data collection have been established and the collection of data ini-
tiated. At present, the data collection is approximately 50 per cent 
complete. A tentative proposal for a standard data evaluation system has 
been prepared. * The project is scheduled for completion on April 1, 1961. 
For more information, see Project Bulletin No. 8, pp. 118-125. 
Available upon request. 
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(Project 22, PROCESSING COSTS) 
This portion of GN-5968 is the culmination of several smaller projects 
engaged in by a number of students and several staff members and assistants. 
(See Schematic Diagram on page 16 of this report.) In the early stages of 
this project, most of the data gathering was done by Mr. King under the 
supervision of Mr. Hiett. Since its consolidation in July 1960, the project 
has been headed by Mr. Hall, with assistance from Mr. Woods and Mr. Freeman. 
Objective. The objective of this project is to develop a procedure 
for determining and predicting the costs involved in processing supply 
it 
Procedure. 
(1) Determine and quantify the cost factors involved in processing. 
(2) Identify the work elements which create the difference in pro-
cessing cost between disposable and reprocessed forms of items. 
(3) Measure the work content of all elements of all operations. 
(4) Develop a standard procedure for determining and predicting a 
hospital's processing costs. 
Status. Conventional industrial engineering techniques are being 
utilized with emphasis upon work measurement. Direct observation of actual 
processing operations at the seven cooperating hospitals are being made. 
A proposal for a standard data procedure has been prepared. * This will 
permit a hospital to determine its direct labor costs for processing. 
Functional boundaries of processing have been defined and the contri-
buting cost factors identified, e.g., direct labor, capital equipment, 
materials, associated supplies, etc. Data collection is approximately 75 
per cent complete for gloves, syringes, and needles. Summarization and 
integration of the data are approximately one-half completed. 
A procedure for dete ining and predicting demand rates for supply 
items has been developed. 
For more information, see Project Bulletin No. 8, pp. 63-91. 
Available upon request. 
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(Project 24, HUMAN FACTORS) 
This portion of GN-5968 was designed by Dr. Doby, Dr. Emerzian, and Dr. 
Smalley and is being pursued principally by Dr. Miller and Miss Owen. Mr. 
Hall, Miss Hendrix, and Mr. Westermann are assisting with interviews. Dr. 
Doby has general direction of the project. 
Objective. The objectives of this study are: 
(1) to identify the preference system which affects supply decisions of 
members of different organizational components, and 
(2) to determine the relative weight which each organizational component 
assigns to each factor. 
This research postulates that the basis for supply decisions in a prefer-
ence system of "administrators" and "users" and that the preference systems 
are principally determined by the position and role which the chooser occu-
pies within the hospital system.* Assuming constancy of position, the prefer-
ence system is assumed to be stable although the intensity of any of its 
factor components may change with new acquired knowledge or technological 
innovation. This study does not involve an evaluation of the rationality or 
validity of the preference factors. 
The general argument assumes that: (1) the preference for a supply item 
is primarily determined by the perceived differential consequences to self 
and to others of the adoption of the item relative to other alternatives; 
(2) these consequences are weighted according to the role of the person 
expressing the preference; (3) accordingly, a person 1 s preference will change 
as his role changes; (4) the assumption of similar preference of different 
people through time assumes constancy and equivalency of role; and (5) for 
a given item, the relative influence of a preference upon a supply decision 
is a function of organizational position. 
Procedure. An interview instrument was designed, pre-tested, and revised 
for use in gathering data for this study.** Interviews were conducted in 
five sample hospitals for members of the general administration, purchasing 
agent, director of nursing, head nurses, supervisors of central supply, 
operating room and obstetrics, medical administrators, and a random sample 
of staff nurses and residents. 
Status. Interviews are expected to be completed during January of 1961. 
Results are being coded for punched cards and will be treated mathematically 
and statistically. 
This study is scheduled for completion on July 1, 1961. For more informa-
tion, see Project Bulletin No. 8, pp. 29-52, 93-94. 
An "administrator," as used in this study, is any person within the hospital 
organization who exercises a significant influence in decision making with 
respect to choices between supply alternatives. "Users" are those people 
who order, receive, handle, process, use, and discard supply items. Combina- 
tion "administrator-users" are anticipated. See Project Bulletin No. 8, p. 
** 
Available upon request. 
(Project 27, DECISION SYSTEM) 
This portion of GN-5968 is being pursued, in a sense, by all staff 
members, though the major responsibility is assigned to Dr. Emerzian and 
Dr. Smalley. 
Objective. The objective of this study is to devise ways and means 
of integrating the several projects of GN -5968 into a decision system. 







(5) Adaptations of approaches and techniques of industrial 
engineering and operations research 
(6) Adaptations of approaches and techniques of other disciplines 
(7) Initiative and ingenuity 
(8) Possibly more research 
Status. During the preparation of the original research proposal 
and throughout the first two years of GN -5968, the project staff has con-
sidered numerous aspects of this problem. Some promising approaches are 
related in the following sources: 
Project Bulletin No. 1, pp. 1-5 
Project Bulletin No. 2, pp. 7-8, 11, 13-17, 19-20, 22-24, 24-30, 
36 -37, 41-42, 43-44, 45-46, 49-5o, 
52-53, 58, 67-68. 
Project Bulletin No. 3, p. 10. 
Project Bulletin No. 4, pp. xii-xiii, 1-7, 10, 35, 79-80. 
Project Bulletin No. 5, pp. v-vi, 1-4, 9, 15, 28-29, 30-31. 
Project Bulletin No. 6, pp. 1-2, 7 -8. 
Project Bulletin No. 7, pp. 5-6, 11-14, 15. 
Project Bulletin No. 8, pp. 93, 131-144, 145-153, 155-158. 
Macro-Measures, Project 13, Appendix B. 
Preliminary Cost Models , Project 14, Appendix B. 
This study is scheduled for completion on September 1, 1961. 
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12. Present Status: 
As was indicated previously, there are seven currently active projects 
under five headings. Scheduled completion dates have been established 
for each of these projects as shown on the Schedule Chart (next 
page). 
Most of the significant cost factors which influence rational deci-
sion making have been identified, isolated, and defined. Both monetary 
and non-monetary factors are being measured. 
The relationship of cost factors to the two alternative forms of 
supply items has been ascertained by development of a cost structure for 
monetary factors. The significant non-monetary factors, including environ-
mental and behavioral considerations, are being determined through the 
Human Factors study. 
The determination of a hypothetical decision system is being 
pursued under the heading, Decision System. As results from current 
projects become available, an attempt is being made to integrate find-
ings. 
Two publications have come from the Bibliography Project, a partial 
listing in August 1959 and a comprehensive listing through 1959. Currently, 
preparations are being made to publish a 1960 supplement. 
1960 
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13. Plans for 1961 
The Schedule Chart on the preceding page indicates, in graphical form, 
projected plans for GN-5968(C2) during 1961. 
Project 6 - A bibliography supplement will be published early in the 
year. The index will be maintained for staff use, and requests for biblio-
graphic information from the scientific public will be served throughout 
the year. Plans for maintaining the bibliography beyond December 31, 1961 
must await action on a pending Renewal Application to the Division of 
Research Grants. 
Projects 19, 28, 29 - Relevant findings from the Inventory Policies 
Project will be fed into other inventory studies; the remaining materials 
and conclusions will be included in an Inventory Appendix for the final 
report. Findings from the projects on Carrying Costs and Order Costs will 
be incorporated in the project on Decision System. A limited amount of test-
ing of inventory cost models may be attempted. 
Project 22 - A standard data system for establishing direct labor times 
for all processing operations on gloves, needles, and syringes will be 
completed about February 1, 1961. This will be followed by the determina-
tion of direct labor rates and other processing costs, e.g., equipment 
amortization ) materials, and associated supplies. Findings will be incor-
porated in the project on Decision System. A limited amount of testing of 
the standard data models may be attempted. 
Project 24 - All interviews should be completed during January of 
1961. The analysis of results is scheduled for completion on March 1st, 
and conclusions will be drawn during the spring of 1961. Findings will be 
incorporated in the project on Decision System. 
Project 27 - Attempts to devise a practical decision system will 
continue for the first six months of 1961, during which time findings from 
other studies will be incorporated and integrated. The final design will 
be done during the summer months. 
Project 25 - This category includes both administrative duties (plan-
ning, staffing, reporting) and research duties ( directing and coordinating 
investigations). The final report for GN-5968 will be written during the 
fall for submission to the Division of Research Grants early in 1962. 
A major problem during 1961 will result from the uncertainties of 
continuing support for the hospital research program at Georgia Tech. It 
may be quite difficult to hold key staff members and consultants unless 
commitments to them can be made early in 1961. For a better insight into 
this problem, which appears to be commonplace among research groups, please 
refer to a discussion by members of the National Advisory Committee on 
pages 24 to 27 of Project Bulletin No. 8. 
The fourth major part of the research approach, "Test the hypotheti-
cal decision system ....", has not been attempted, but a limited amount of 
evaluation planning and pre-tests are scheduled for late 1961. 
Given reasonable success in carrying out projected plans for 1961 and 
favorable action on a pending Renewal Application, the research team will 




Currently Employed Professional Personnel 
31 
Name: HAROLD E. SMALLEY 	(principal investigator and project director) 
Titles: Professor of Industrial Engineering and Research Associate, E.E.S., 
Georgia Institute of Technology. 
Periods of Employment: January 1, 1959 - December 31, 1960 
(committed to December 31, 1961) 
Per Cent of Time: 25% during academic year; 100% during summer. 
Biographical Sketch: 
Born April 9, 1921 near Birmingham, Alabama 
American male 
Registered Professional Engineer 
B.S.I.E., (with honors), University of Alabama (industrial engineering) 
1946 
M.S.I.E, Purdue University, (industrial engineering) 1947 
Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, (industrial economics) 1957 
Formerly: Industrial Engineer at Stockham Valves and Fittings, Inc. 
(1941-43), Ground School Instructor in U.S. Naval Reserve (1943-
44), Graduate Research Assistant at Purdue University (1946 -47) / 
 Assistant Professor of Industrial Engineering at University of 
Alabama, (1947-50), Associate Professor of Industrial Administra-
tion at University of Connecticut (1950-55), Research Associate 
in School of Nursing, University of Pittsburgh (1955), Assistant 
to Vice Chancellor, Health Professions, University of Pittsburgh 
(1955-58), present position since 1958. 
Fields of Major Interest: industrial engineering in hospitals, opera- 
tions research, methods and standards, interdisciplinary research. 
Supplemental Information: Did doctoral dissertation on work simplifi - 
cation in hospitals; has served as consultant to business, industry, 
labor unions, hospitals, retail stores, and government agencies; 
member of the A.H.A. Committee on Methods Improvement since 1955; 
served as principal investigator for USPHS research grant GN-4792 
(1956-58); and has served on Industry's Advisory Board for Hospitals. 
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Name: JOHN T. DOBY 
	
(special consultant) 
Titles: Director of Graduate Studies in Sociology and Acting Chairman 
of the Department, Emory University. 
Periods of Employment: January 1, 1960 - December 31, 1960 
(committed to December 31, 1961) 
Per Cent of Time: 10% 
Biographical Sketch: 
Born May 29, 1920 in Gray, Kentucky 
American male 
M.S., University of Wisconsin (social psychology) 1950 
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin (social psychology) 1956 
Formerly: Associate Professor of Statistics and Sociology at Wofford 
College (1950-58); Associate Professor of Statistics and Social 
Psychology, Graduate School, Emory University (1958-60). 
Fields of Major Interest: social psychology (learning theory, behavior, 
small group interactions) and methodology (parametric and non-
parametric variance models, qualitative and quantitative correla-
tion models). 
Supplemental Information: Co-author and editor of text, "Methods of 
Research in Social Behavior," Stackpole Co., 1954. 
Name: A. D. JOSEPH EMERZIAN 	 (special consultant) 
Titles: Professor of Industrial Administration and Supervisor of Motion 
and Time Study Taboratory, University of Connecticut. 
Periods of Employment: January 1, 1959 - December 31, 1960 
(committed to December 31, 1961) 
Per Cent of Time: 5% during academic year; 75% during summer. 
Biographical Sketch: 
Born August 10, 1921 in Meriden, Connecticut 
American male 
B.S. (Magna cum laude), Bridgewater College (economics) 1942 
M.B.A., Wharton School of Finance, University of Pennsylvania 
(industrial administration) 1947 
Ph.D., Graduate School of Business, New York University 
(industrial administration) 1955 
Formerly: Industrial Engineer for Connecticut Telephone and Electric 
Co. (1942-45), Cost Accountant for same company (1946), part time 
Chief Industrial Engineer, William Brand Co. (1954-60), faculty 
of University of Connecticut since 19 148. 
Fields of Major Interest: 	Administration, managerial economics, 
statistics. 
Supplemental Information: Has served as arbitrator and management 
consultant, has done research in management and in hospitals, 
and has served as consultant to Manchester Memorial Hospital, 
Middlesex Memorial Hospital, Windham Community Memorial Hospital, 
and to PHS Project GN-4792 at the University of Pittsburgh. 
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Name: THOMAS J. HALL 
	
(Research Assistant) 
Titles: Research Assistant, Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia 
Institute of Technology. 
Periods of Employment: July 1, 1960 - December 31, 1960 
(committed to December 31, 1961) 
Per Cent of Time: 100% 
Biographical Sketch: 
Born September 14, 1931 in Atlanta, Georgia 
American male 
B.I.E., Georgia Institute of Technology (industrial engineering) 1959 
M.S.I.E., Georgia Institute of Technology (industrial engineering) 1961 
(enrolled in Ph.D. program at Georgia Institute of Technology) 
Formerly: Various assignments including U.S. Air Force (1949-55), 
Methods Engineer, Brookley AFB, Mobile, Alabama (1958 -59). 
Fields of Major Interest: human engineering, aero-space technology. 
Name: PAMELA M. HENDRIX 	 (nurse consultant) 
Titles: Administrative Supervisor, Division of Nursing, Emory University 
Hospital. 
Periods of Employment: November 1, 1960 - December 31, 1960 
(committed to December 31, 1961) 
Per Cent of Time: 10% (to be increased in 1961) 
Biographical Sketch: 
Born May 15, 1930 in Atlanta, Georgia 
American female 
Registered Nurse 
B.S., Emory University (nursing) 1951 
Formerly: Staff Nurse and Head Nurse, medical and surgical units 
(1951-56); Head Nurse, Central Supply (1956-58); Chairman of 
Procedure Committee (1958 -60); all at Emory University Hospital. 
Fields of Major Interest: clinical nursing, facilities evaluation. 
Supplemental Information: In work as supervisor, assisted with 
planning facilities for new service areas for nursing units. 
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Name: JERRY L.L. MILLER 	 (consultant, interviewing) 
Titles: Instructor in Sociology, Emory University. 
Periods of Employment: September 1, 1960 - December 31, 1960 
(committed to March 1, 1961) 
Per Cent of Time: 20% 
Biographical Sketch: 
Born September 6, 1931 in Webster City, Iowa 
American m9 le 
B.A., University of Oklahoma (sociology) 1953 
M.A., University of Oklahoma (sociology) 1954 
Ph.D., Florida State University (sociology) 1959 
Formerly: Interviewer with Louis Harris and Associates (1958), 
Supervisor of Interviewers with Center for Social Research (1958). 
Fields of Major Interest: sociology of formal organizations, 
sociology of education and adult socialization. 
Supplemental Information: Participation on various levels of 
planning and execution of several studies in the Center for 
Social Research, F.S.U. (1959). 
Name: THOMAS L. NEWBERRY, JR. 	 (Assistant Research Engineer) 
Titles: Assistant Research Engineer, Engineering Experiment Station, 
Georgia Institute of Technology. 
Periods of Employment: July 1, 1959 - December 31, 1960 
(committed to June 30, 1961) 
Per Cent of Time: 50% to 6/30/60; 25% since 7/1/60. 
Biographical Sketch: 
Born January 23, 1933 in Glasgow Kentucky 
American male 
Registered Professional Engineer 
B.I.E., Georgia Institute of Technology (industrial engineering) 1954 
M.S.I.E., Georgia Institute of Technology (industrial engineering)1958 
(has been admitted to candidacy for Ph.D. at Georgia Institute of 
Technology) 
Formerly: Industrial Engineer for Phillips Petroleum Co. (1954) 
Scheduling Officer in U. S. Air Force (1954-57), Instructor in 
Industrial Engineering at Georgia Institute of Technology (1959-60). 
Fields of Major Interest: industrial engineering, operations research, 
electronic computer applications, inventory control theory. 
Supplemental Information: Has served as consultant in business and in 
hospitals, e.g., Emory University Hospital (1958-59). 
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Name: LOUELIA OWEN 
	
(special nurse consultant) 
Titles: Administrative Supervisor, Division of Nursing, Emory University 
Hospital and Associate Professor of Nursing, Emory University. 
Periods of Rmployment: September 1, 1959 - December 31, 1960. 
Per Cent of Time: 100% to 8/31/60; 20o since 9/1/60. 
Biographical Sketch:  
Born March 14, 1909 in Athens, Texas 
American Female 
Registered Nurse 
B.S., University of Indiana (nursing administration in School of 
Education) 1951 
M.S., University of Minnesota (nursing administration) 1954 
Formerly: Nursing Methods Analyst, U. S. Army Hospital, Tripler Army 
Hospital,Honolulu, Hawaii (1954-57), Dewitt Army Hospital, Ft. 
Belvoir, Virginia (1957-59). 
Fields of Major Interest: Improvement in nursing service and improve- 
ment in techniques and methods used in taking care of patients. 
Supplemental Information: 7-1/2 years as a teacher in public schools 
of Texas before becoming a nurse. One year's experience with 
National Youth Administration (health field). 
Name: HOWARD W. WOODS, JR. 	 (Research Assistant) 
Titles: Research Assistant, Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia 
Institute of Technology. 
Lerj alloent: November 1, 1960 - December 31, 1960 
(committed to December 31, 1961) 
Per Cent of Time: 1000 
Biograshical Sketch: 
Born August 17, 1932 in Dallas, Texas 
American male 
B.I.E., Georgia Institute of Technology (industrial engineering) 1955 
Formerly: Part time Traffic Engineering Assistant for City of Atlanta 
(1950-54), Methods and Standards Engineer for E.I. duPont deNemours 
and Co., Inc. (1955-59), Methods and Standards Engineer for 
Lockheed Aircraft Corp. (1959 - 60). 
Fields of Major Interest: systems analysis, cost control, methods 
improvement, human relations. 
APPENDIX B 
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Summary Reports of Inactive Projects 
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(Project 1, INVENTORY MODEL) 
This portion of GN-5968 has been completed and is described in the 
summary report for Project 2 (below) 
(Project 2, BULLETIN No. 4) 
This portion of GN-5968 was conducted principally by Mr. Talbird with 
assistance by Mr. Newberry, Dr. Ekey, and Dr. Smalley. Mr. Newberry was tie 
Project Leader. 
Objective. The objective of this study was to provide decision rules 
for determining optimal reorder points for hospital supplies. This study 
was restricted to the class of inventory policies in which a fixed quantity 
of replenishment items are ordered whenever the quantity of items on hand 
decreases to or below reorder point. The time between successive replenish-
ment orders being placed is not necessarily a constant. 
Procedure. 
(1) The analysis of one hospital supply item, rubber gloves, was 
selected as a typical supply item. The analysis of data included 170 weeks 
of data collected at Emory University Hospital. The data pertained to the 
period, January 2, 1956 to March 30, 1959. Various statistical tests were 
performed in an effort to fit a theoretical probability distribution to the 
demand data, considering gloves in size classifications. 
(2) An alternative procedure was tested to determine if the proportion 
of each size of glove requested would vary significantly from week to week. 
A chi square contingency table test was used. 
Results. 
(1) An inventory model was developed which would enable a decision 
maker to select reorder points for an item when the demand and replinishment 
lead time for the item was from a Poisson distribution class. 
(2) It was found that the demand data for the gloves when classified 
by size did not conform to any "simple" probability distribution. 
(3) It was found that the proportion of each size glove demanded 
from week to week did not vary significantly. 
(4) A set of reorder tables was developed for the special class of 
Poisson demand and replenishment lead time functions which would enable a 
decision maker to select a reorder point on the basis of a desired proba-
bility of shortage. These tables range in value from the mean value of 
demand per period from one to eleven units and the replenishment lead time 
varies from one period to seven periods. 
Conclusions. 
(1) Characteristics of the demand for supply items can be estimated 
which will enable a decision maker to better control his inventory. 
(2) Reorder points can be established for hospital supply items by 
the statistical evaluation of demand and replenishment lead time distribu-
tions for any desired probability of a shortage. 
This study resulted in Project Bulletin No. 1i, dated March, 1960. 
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(Project 3, FORECASTING DEMAND) 
This portion of GN-5968 has been completed and is described in the 
summary report for Project 4 (below). 
(Project 4, BULLETIN No. 5) 
This portion of GN-5968 was conducted principally by Mr. Davis with 
assistance by Mr. Newberry, Dr. Moder, and Dr. Smalley. Mr. Newberry was 
the Project Leader. 
Objective. The objective of this study was to develop a practical 
forecast model for use by hospital administrators in estimating the future 
demand for a hospital supply item. 
Procedure. Two general forecasting methods were attempted in fore-
casting the demand for rubber gloves. The data pertains to the period, 
January 21, 1957 to June 30, 1959. Data was collected at Emory University 
Hospital. Forecasting was first attempted by regression analysis using 
certain causal variables as dependent variables in the regression equation. 
These variables were hospital census, number of births, and total surgical 
operations. 
The second general method for forecasting is known as "exponential 
smoothing." This method utilizes no causal variables, merely extrapolating 
on the basis of trends and history. 
Results. Statistical data. (See Project Bulletin No. 5) 
Conclusions. Rubber gloves at Emory University Hospital could not be 
forecast with a high degree of reliability. Of the two general methods util-
ized, the best predictions were obtained from exponential smoothing. This 
study resulted in Project Bulletin No. 5, dated March 1960. 
(Project 5, BTRLIOGRAPHY INDEX) 
This portion of GN-5968 has been completed and is described in the 
summary report for Project 6 (see page 19). 
(Project 6, BTRLIOGRAPHY MAINTENANCE) 
Summary report given on page 19 of this report. 
(Project 7, BULLETINS No. 3 and No. 7) 
This portion of GN-5968 is described in the summary report for Project 
6 (see page 19). Both bulletins have been published. 
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(Project 8, CLASSIFICATION OF ITEMS) 
This portion of GN-5968 was done principally by Mr. Phillips and Miss 
Owen. 
Objective. The objectives of this study were (1) to determine which 
hospital supply items are generally available as disposable products, (2) 
to classify these items in some useful manner, (3) to determine in a quali-
tative manner which supply items deserve first consideration in GN-5968, 
and (4) to suggest which items or classes of items deserve eventual con- 
s iderat ion. 
Procedure. The approach was qualitative and utilized the stated opin-
ions of experts in the hospital field, primarily personnel in hospitals who 
are responsible for the use, processing and purchasing of supplies. About 
20 interviews were made with hospital personnel in the Atlanta area. 
Results. The following definitions were stated as a result of this study 
Disposable Supply Item - Any item of supply that is customarily dis-
carded after a single use. 
Semi-Disposable Supply Item - An inexpensive item that is subject to 
disposal if it presents any individual 
reprocessing problem. 
Reprocessable Supply Item - Any relatively expensive item of supply that 
is durable enough to permit repeated use 
following a series of processing steps. 
Many disposable items are of no interest to GN-5968 because there is no cor-
responding reusable item for comparison. Typical prices for pertinent items 
were compiled. 
Conclusions. It is suggested that a natural and useful way to classify 
hospital supplies is by the department responsible for their use and/or 
processing. Each department, or category, uses different criteria when 
selecting supplies. These various criteria may be used to identify the 
items of greatest importance to GN-5968. This reasoning, plus the results 
of interviews with hospital personnel, leads to the selection of central 
supply as the most important category, and needles, syringes, and gloves 
as the items deserving the greatest effort. Other departments and items 
were listed in approximate order of decreasing importance. 
This study resulted in an internal report* which has served as a guide 
to other studies, particularly Project 22. 
Available upon request. 
(Project 9, AGGREGATE SUPPLY RULES) 
This portion of GN -5968 was incorporated in Project 19 described on 
page 20 of this report. 
(Project 10, FIXED CYCLE INVENTORY MODEL) 
This portion of GN-5968 was done as an undergraduate special problem 
by Messrs. Acuff, Elderd, and MacGregor under the supervision of Mr. 
Newberry and Professor Hiett of the School of Industrial Engineering. GN- 
5968 cooperated in this study but did not support the work in any substantial 
way. 
Objective. The objective of this study was to determine the results 
of various constants on a fixed cycle inventory model for data previously 
obtained on gloves, syringes, and needles at Emory University Hospital, 
Procedure. 
(1) Evaluate demand data for the three hospital supply items and deter-
mine the best theoretical distribution for each item. Consideration 
was given five distributions: Normal, Poisson, Gamma, Log Normal, 
and Erlang. 
(2) Determine the lead time distributions in the same manner. 
(3) Develop a Monte Carlo simulation technique for the inventory 
model. Program this model on the IBM 650 computer and, using the 
demand and lead time distributions, determine the results of vary-
ing different constants in this model to the two supply items, 
e.g., how often a shortage of the items will occur. 
Status. This study was not completed, but tentative findings were 
reviewed by the project staff and referred for incorporation in Project 19. 
(Project 11, EMORY STUDENT NURSES) 
This portion of GN-5968 was done principally by Miss Owen and Dr. Doby. 
Objective. The objectives of this project were (1) to establish and 
maintain liaison with the School of Nursing and with Emory University 
Hospital; (2) to cooperate in studies by graduate students in nursing and 
by staff nurses in the Hospital; and (3) to coordinate the use of School of 
Nursing faculty in the pursuit of GN-5968 objectives. 
Procedure. Miss Owen was recruited and employed as a full time nurse 
member of the research team in close collaboration with the School of Nursing 
and the Hospital. Miss Owen was given a joint appointment as Research 
Assistant at Georgia Tech and Associate Professor of Nursing at Emory, though 
she worked virtually full time on the Project. Her assignments have included 
attendance at Emory faculty meetings, working with graduate students on 
required research problems, and acting as liaison person for cooperative 
projects with Emory. 
Status. 
(1) Relations with the School of Nursing and with Emory University 
Hospital have been and remain close and cordial. Miss Owen's 
status changed September 1, 1960 when she began to share her time 
between Georgia Tech and the Hospital while maintaining her faculty 
status in the School of Nursing. 
(2) Several graduate student problems were explored with a view toward 
using results in GN-5968. Dr. Doby assisted in this phase. None 
of the problems materialized with respect to Project objectives 
and this phase was abandoned. 
(3) Faculty interest in the School of Nursing for cooperative projects 
with GN-5968 has been expressed and faculty members are serving 
on the Local Steering Committee and acting as nurse consultants. 
Several studies have been done in the Hospital with helpful cooper-
ation from the Division of Nursing. Some of Miss Hendrix 4 s time 
has been made available for GN-5968 research, including some 
interviewing and some procedures and facilities surveys. 
(4) Plans call for arrangements with the Dean of the School of Nursing 
for further uses of School resources in the Project. 
All three objectives of this project (as stated above) should be con-
tinued and implemented. 
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(Project 12, METHODS CLASSIFICATION) 
This portion of GN -5968 was done principally by Mr. Hammacher and Miss 
Owen. As Project 12 proceeded, sample hospitals in the Atlanta area were 
classified according to existing work methods. This subsequent classifica-
tion of hospitals was done under Project 23 but is described here. 
Objective. The objective of this study was to determine the type of 
basic functions that have to be performed on needles, gloves, and syringes 
in various hospitals. 
Procedure. Develop definitions of basic types of functions for each 
item. Classifymethais in the maple hospitals according to the derived defi- 
nitions. Determine standard times for these functions. Derive cost equations. 
Status. The following is a list of functions or activities that are 
performed in connection with reprocessing rubber gloves: Pick-up, Cleaning, 
Assembly, Sterilization, Storage, and Distribution. 
Definition sheets were developed; these describe the types of functions 
and who performs them. * This classification scheme of "methods levels' for 
the various "functions" (operations) was applied to all sample hospitals, 
and a summary of findings was made. * Upon completion of this work, results 
were referred for incorporation in Project 22. 
(Project 13, MACRO-MEASURES) 
This portion of GN-5968 was done principally by Mr. Hammacher. 
Objective. The objective of this study was to establish empirical 
relationships between time, cost, and other factors versus readily avail-
able hospital data. 
Procedure. "Brainstorming." 
Status. This study never emerged from the "brainstorming" stage, but 
it did generate many potentially useful ideas. Results of this study were 
discussed by the project staff and were referred for incorporation in 
Project 27. 
Available upon request. 
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(Project 14, PRELIMINARY COST MODELS) 
This portion of GN-5968 was done principally by Mr. Phillips. 
Objective. The objective of this study was to consider various methods 
of determining total costs associated with hospital supplies, with a view 
toward proposing the type of model that will provide the most suitable com-
parisons of disposable and reusable supplies. 
Procedure. Deliberation, discussion, consultation. 
Status. Ideas flowing from this project include: 
(1) Any serious effort to quantify intangible factors in this supply 
problem may prove to be unprofitable. 
(2) The total cost is simply the sum of all the elemental costs. But 
it is clear that major difficulties will arise in practice. Hospital 
administrators cannot be expected to make time studies, for example. 
We must present the cost information to the administrator in a 
simple format, such as a set of curves or tables. But any such 
format will necessarily introduce some loss of accuracy and limita-
tions on applicability. 
(3) A method of presentation that seems most likely to be useful is 
indicated on the Cost Catalog. * The columns correspond to the 
functional classification scheme of Projects 12 and 23. The rows 
represent the items by type and use rate. (See Project 8.) The 
individual cells would contain standard costs. The total unit 
cost for any item would then be the sum of all the appropriate 
standard costs plus the unit cost of the item. 
( ' 4) Another format possibly of value is illustrated on the Cost Curves. * 
 Such curves may be drawn if it is found that costs are generally 
dependent upon the use rate. 
(5) It is recommended that no further effort be expended in the study 
of costs models until more information is obtained. 
This study resulted in an internal report.
* 
Results have been referred for 
incorporation in Project 27. 
Available upon request. 
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(Project 15, DEMAND DISTRIBUTION) 
This portion of GN-5968 was incorporated into Project 20. 
(Project 16, UNDERGRADUATE TERM PROJECTS) 
This portion of GN-5968 was done during several academic quarters of 
1959 and 1960 by undergraduate students in the School of Industrial Engineer-
ing under the direction of Professors Hiett and Johnson. GN-5968 cooperated 
in the term projects but did not support the work in any substantial way. 
Objective. The objective of these term projects was to generate methods 
descriptions (including motion pictures)' and work measurements of processing 
operations in several sample hospitals. 
Procedure. Conventional industrial engineering approaches with emphasis 
on motion and time study. 
Results. Several term project reports. * 
Status. Term project reports were referred to staff members for incor-
poration into other phases of GN-5968, particularly Project 22. 
Available upon request. 
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(Project 17, WELCH'S TECHNIQUE) 
This portion of GN-5968 was done as an undergraduate special problem 
by Mr. Kilgore under the supervision of Professor Franklin of the School of 
Industrial Engineering. GN-5968 cooperated in this study but did not sup-
port the work in any substantial way. 
Objective. The objective of this study was to apply Welch l s technique 
of inventory control to a hospital supply problem. 
Procedure. The procedure consisted of sampling a category of supplies 
at Emory University Hospital and applying the techniques of "Tested Scien-
tific Inventory Control" as described in detail by W. Evert Welch. 
A random sample of 200 medical supply items was taken from a category 
of 1100 items. Fifteen of the 200 items were found inactive and were elimi-
nated. The analysis was based on the remaining 185 items. 
Results. A "Distribution By Value" analysis tended to conform to 
Paretofs Law and showed that: 
(1) 61% of the dollar investment was included in 10% of the items. 
(2) 34.5% of the investment was included in 35% of the items, and 
(3) 4.5% of the investment was included in 55% of the items. 
"K" factors were computed to calculate the reduction in average inventory 
investment that would result if the same number of purchase orders were 
placed in the future as in the past and the number of orders placed per 
year for each item were optimal rather than arbitrary, or established by 
"rule of thumb." 
Conclusions. The calculated reduction resulting from this analysis 
would allow cutting in half the present average inventory carried. Also, 
holding the average inventory constant in the future would allow cutting in 
half the load on purchasing personnel, i.e., reducing orders placed per 
year by about 50%. 
To complete this study, an "efficient surface" should be plotted from 
the data collected to give hospital management a guide for establishment 
of future inventory policy. 
Status. A report* of this study was reviewed by the project staff and 
referred for incorporation in Project 19. 
Available upon request. 
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(Project 18, REPLICATION STUDY) 
The original plan was to have Dr. Emerzian repeat experiments and, in 
some cases, carry out concurrent, duplicated studies at the University of 
Connecticut and at Manchester Memorial Hospital. These were to be replica-
tions of Projects 12 and 23. Due to the pressure of other duties in Con-
necticut and unforeseen delays in the Atlanta studies, this study was 
abandoned. 
(Project 19, INVENTORY POLICIES) 
Sumnary report given on page 20 of this report. 
(Project 20, DEMAND DATA) 
This portion of GN-5968 was conducted principally by Mr. Standard. 
Mr. Newberry was the Project Leader. 
Objective. The objective of this study was (1) to determine the 
nature of the demand for hospital supply items at Grady Memorial Hospital 
and (2) to determine the life (i.e., number of uses per item) of certain 
hospital supply items. 
Procedure, The daily demand for the items was summarized from a col-
lection of the actual requisitions for the supply items. The data collected 
covered the period, January 1, 1960 through May 31, 1950. The items studied 
were: tubercular syringes, insulin syringes, 2 cc syringes, 5 cc syringes, 
10 cc syringes, 20 cc syringes, 30 cc syringes, 50 cc syringes, gloves, 
needles (20 gauge and over), needles (19 gauge and under), Baxter blood 
administration sets. 
Results. The average life of each of the above listed items was 
determined. The analysis of the demand data has not been completed. 
Conclusions The life of hospital supply items can be obtained from 
(1) the knowledge of the total number of uses of the item during an 
extended period and (2) the number of the items introduced into the sys-
tem properly adjusted for a change in beginning and ending inventory. 
Status. The study resulted in an interim report dated July 8, 1960, * 
 x,hich was referred to Project 19. 
Available upon request. 
(Project 21, WORK SAMPLING) 
This portion of GN-5968 was conducted principally by Miss Owen, Mr. 
Moore (I,E, student assistant), Mr. Hall, and Mr. Newberry, the latter 
serving as Project Leader. 
Objective, The objective of this study was to obtain time values for 
processing hospital supply items, 
Procedure, A work sampling study extended over the time period, May 
17, 1960 through July 2, 1960, at Emory University Hospital. The main 
observation categories were cleaning, assembly, sterilizing, and storage. 
The items which were sampled were rectal gloves; surgical gloves; 2 cc, 
5 cc, 10 cc, 20 cc, and 50 cc syringes; aesepto syringes; special syringes 
of all sizes; catheters; and tubing. 
Results, Tine values were obtained. as a result of this study for the 
items studied under the classifications listed above. This study resulted 
in the development of charts and tables. * 
Status, It was concluded that further studies of this type would be 
postponed, Results were referred to Project 22. 
(Project 22, PROCESSING COSTS) 
Summary report given on page 23 of this report, 
(Project 23, HOSPITAL CLASSIFICATION) 
This portion of GN-5968 has been completed and is described in the 
summary report for Project 12. 
(Project 24, HUMAN FACTORS) 
Summary report given on page 24 of this report. 
(Project 25, ADMINISTRATION) 
This "project number" is being used as an internal accounting con-
venience in allocating staff and personnel time devoted to administrative 
matters, staff meetings, and bona fide research activities not associated 
with any one on-going project. 
Available upon request, 
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(Project 26, SUPERVISION) 
This "project number'' is being used as an internal accounting conven-
ience in allocating staff and personnel time devoted to activities associated 
with supervising non-professional personnel and general office management 
for ON-5968. 
(Project 27, DECISION SYSTEM) 
Summary report given on page 25 of this report. 
(Project 28, CARRYING COSTS) 
Summary report given on page 21 of this report. 
(Project 29, ORDER COSTS) 
Summary report given on page 22 of this report. 
(Project 30, ADVERTISEMENT STUDY) 
This portion of GN-5968 was done principally by Miss Owen, 
Objective. The objectives of this study were (1) to determine which 
attributes of hospital supply items are emphasized in advertisements, and (2) 
to determine what differences, if any, there are in appeals to readers of 
such advertisements. 
An assumption. here is that advertising in professional magazines con-
tain verifiable statements to an informed audience, and hence, are true 
statements. This study had as its purpose the gaining of some insights for 
subsequent use in the "Human Factors" project. 
Procedure, Six hospital journals, four medical journals, two nursing 
journals, and one dietetic journal were selected and surveyed for advertise-
ments on hospital supply items. Worksheets were used to record the company, 
by code number, followed by five columns in which were written the name, date 
of issue, Page size, advertisement size and number of colors. Seven attri-
bute colu7rs were added: Cost, Comfort, Safety, Ease of Use, Saves Time, Easy 
Disposal, and Acceptance (D) (N) (P). The letters in parenthesis following 
Acceptance indicated whether it was accepted by doctors, nurses, patients, or 
all three. 
Results. Specific results from this survey are contained in an internal 
reporT7 Findings from this survey were of most value to the sociological-
psychological consultants on the project team by pointing up the relative 
weights hospital people assign to uses of disposable items where vested 
interest categories control purchasing. 
For more information, see Project Bulletin No. 8, pp. 58-64. 
Available upon request. 
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OBJECTIVES 
This Bibliography Supplement is made available as a continuing 
resource of references pertaining to disposable and reprocessed hospital 
supply items and applications of industrial engineering in hospitals. 
The present report, Project Bulletin No. 10, comes from one of several 
concurrent projects supported by USPHS Grant #GN-5968. 
The objectives of this portion of the total study are: (1) to 
compile, classify, and annotate publications pertinent to the research, 
(2) to maintain the bibliography index for use by the research team, and 
(3) to make these materials available for distribution to interested 
parties upon request. 
A comprehensive bibliography was published as Project Bulletin 
No 7 in November, 1960; this covered references through 1959. Project 
Bulletin Non 10 contains pertinent references for the calendar year 1960 
and also additions and corrections for the years prior to 1960. Thus, 
Bulletins 7 and 10 represent a comprehensive listing through 19600 
The specific aim of the total study, of which this bibliography 
project is a part, is "to develop a practical decision system for deter-
mining the relative economic feasibility of disposable and reprocessed 
supply items for hospitals"" 
2 
PROCEDURE 
A systematic search of pertinent literature was undertaken to 
obtain 1960 references of interest to the research team. References 
from hospital, nursing, and engineering journals, hospital and nursing 
abstracts, theses, and related material were compiled, annotated, and 
inserted into the bibliography index. The classification scheme described 
in Project Bulletin No. 7 was maintained for 1960 additions. 
The 1960 listing is shown under four major classifications as 
follows: 
I. Disposable and Reprocessed Hospital Supplies 
Sub-classified by supply item 
II. Industrial Engineering Applications 
Sub-classified by I. E. technique 
III. In-Service Methods Improvement 
Sub-classified by hospital department 
IV. Hospital and Medical Administration 
Immediately following the 1960 supplement are two sections intended to 
add to and correct Bulletin No. 7. The first of these sections contains 
additions to be made to the listings in Bulletin No. 7 and the second 
section contains references which should be deleted from Bulletin No. 7. 
These two sections will add previously omitted materials and will correct 
certain mis-classifications in Bulletin No. 7. 
It is suggested that the reader refer to the table of contents on 
page iv for a specific listing of the materials contained herein. 
1960 SUPPLEMENT 
Classification I; Disposable and Reprocessed Hospital Supplies 
References in this classification relate to the use of disposable 
hospital supply items, the use of reprocessed items for which comparable 
disposable items are feasible, and comparisons between disposable and 
reprocessed items. 
The classification contains an itemized sub-division of references 
relating to specific supply items. Two additional sub-classes list general 
and unclassified references to literature regarding hospital supplies. 
1. General 
This section contains references on the use of disposable and 
reprocessed items in general, without specific reference to any one supply 
item. 
Hospital Topics, "This CSR Reports to the Administration," August, 1960, 
Vol. 38, No. 8, pp. 87-90. 
Kemler, Celeste K., "In Evaluating a Disposable, Consider Patient Care 
First," Hospitals, June 16, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 12, pp. 67-69. 
Marshall, Kenneth, "Single-Use Packaging;" Hospital Management, July, 
1960, Vol. 90, No. 1, p. 39. 
Owen, Louelia, Thomas J. Hall, Tee H. Hiett, Jr., and Harold E. Smalley, 
"Bibliography, Comprehensive Through 1959," Project Bulletin No. 7, 
USPHS #GN-5968, Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia Institute of 
Technology, Atlanta, November, 1960, 56 pp. 
Scates, Robert F., "Hospital Disposable Items: Some Pros and Cons," 
Southern Hospitals, February, 1960, Vol. 28, No. 2, pp. 30-34, 36, 
Smalley, Harold E., "Proceedings of National Advisory Committee Meeting," 
Project Bulletin No. 8, USPHS #GN-5968, Engineering Experiment Station, 
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, December, 1960, 158 pp. 
3 
4 
Smalley, Harold E., "Progress Report," Proj ec t Bulletin No. 6, USPHS #GN-5968, 
Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, 
June, 1960, 8 pp. 
Smalley, Harold E.., "To Buy or Not to Buy?" The Research Engineer, 
Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia Institute of Technology, 
December, 1960, Vol. 15, No 5, pp. 20-23. 
Stickney, David W., "Better Cost Studies," Hospital Management, March, 
1960, Vol. 89, No. 3, pp. 64966, 119. 
The Modern Hospital, "Disposables Change Hospital's Buying Habits," 
December, 1960, Vol. 95, No. 6, pp. 100, 142. 
Title, Monroe M., "Disposables up to Date," Hospitals, December 16, 1960, 
Vol. 34, No. 24, pp. 73, 76, 78. 
2. Unclassified 
This section contains references relating to specific supply items 
not otherwise classified. 
Hagerman, Jack R., "Disposable Medicine Droppers Save More Than They Cost, 
Children's Hospital Finds," The Modern Eas_pital, December, 1960, Vol. 95, 
No. 6, p. 106. 
Southern Hp_gp_itals, "Plastic Oxygen Masks," June, 1960, Vol. 28, No. 6, 
p. 73. 
Zahodiakin, Reba, "Disposable Dusters Wipe off Infection," The Modern 
Hospital, April, 1960, Vol. 94, No. 4, p. 1840 
3. Syringes and  
Findley, Julia M. , "Disposable Syringes and Needles," Hospital Management, 
July, 1960, Vol. 90, No. 1, p. 93. 
Hospital Topics, "Buyers Guided Syringe," March, 1960, Vol. 38, No. 3, 
p. 119. 
Melland, Harriett, "Use of Disposable Syringes," Hospital Management, 
December, 1960, Vol. 90, No. 6, p. 94. 
Preston, John P., "Should the Purchasing Agent be a Part of Administration?" 





Ginsberg, Frances, "Plastic Bags are Modern Way to Transport O.R. Specimens," 
The Modern Hospital, September, 1960, Vol. 95, No. 3, p. 133. 
fospitalapics, "Buyer's Guide: Insert Bag," March, 1960, Vol. 38, No. 3, 
p. 119. 
Hospitals, "Disposable Urinalysis System," December 16, 1960, Vol. 34, 
No. 24, p. 90. 
6. Wearing Apparel 
No Additions 
✓ Packs and Wra s 
Southern Hospitals,  "News of Supplier Products: Sterile Wrap Rolls," 
December, 1960, Vol. 28, No. 12, p. 69. 
8. Food Service Items 
Bussart, Joan P., "Paper Products in the Dietary Department," Southern  
Hospitals, January, 1960, Vol. 28, No. 1, pp. 49, 51, 52. 
9. Sheets and Drapings  
Hospital Topics, "Buyer's Guide: Utility Protector," March, 1960, Vol. 38, 
No. 3, p. 121. 
10. Towels, Sponges, and Eressiaas 
Grant, E. Dean and Ruth Scofield, "Preassembled Perineal Kits," Hospitals, 
 June 1, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 11, pp. 48-49. 
11. Gloves  
Davis, Edward W., "Forecasting the Demand for Hospital Supply Items," 
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, June, 1960 (Master's Thesis). 
Davis, Edward W., Thomas L. Newberry, Jr., Joseph J. Moder, Jr., and 
Harold E. Smalley, "Forecasting the Demand for Hospital Supply Items," 
Project Bulletin No. 5, USPHS #GN-5968, Engineering Experiment Station, 
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, March, 1960, 61 pp. 
Manderson, Rufus W., "Disposable and Reusable Gloves: A Cost Compari-
son," Hospitals, August 16, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 16, pp. 65-68. 
Talbird, Joseph B., Jr., "Development of an Inventory Model for Hospital 
Supplies," Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, June, 1960 (Master's 
Thesis). 
Talbird, Joseph B., Jr., Thomas L. Newberry, Jr., David C. Ekey, and 
Harold E. Smalley, "Development of an Inventory Model for Hospital 
Supplies," Project Bulletin No. 4, USPHS #GN-5968, Engineering Experiment 
Station, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, March, 1960, 85 pp. 
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Classification II; Industrial Engineering Applications 
References in this classification deal with illustrations of the 
specific application of industrial engineering principles and techniques to 
the solution of hospital problems. Specifically excluded from this classi- 
fication are examples of methods improvements directly related to the use of 
disposable or reprocessed hospital supply items (see Classification I), as 
well as examples of methods improvement not utilizing industrial engineering 
techniques (see. Classification III). 
Classification II is subdivided according to the specific industrial 
engineering principle or technique employed in the improvement. In order to 
gain comprehensiveness, certain management functions not normally considered 
an integral part of industrial engineering per se are shown as sub-divisions. 
1. General 
This section contains references pertaining to the application of indus-
trial engineering and management principles and practices in the health field 
generally, without specific reference to a particular tool or technique. 
Bell, Roderic M., "A Technical Approach to Technical Problems," Southern 
Hospitals, May, 1960, Vol. 28, No. 5, pp, 31-33. 
Berke, Mark, "Methods Improvement and Work Simplification," liosLpILL llEagEtss, 
February, 1960, Vol. 41, No. 2, Part 1, pp. 64-67. 
Fanguy, Junius J., "Automation. Business Practices in Small Hospitals," 
LL2LtIltanagfEnt, April, 1960, Vol. 89, No. 4, pp. 6 - 7. 
Ganong, Warren L., "Comparative Evaluation of Hospital Beds," Final Report, 
University of Pittsburgh Engineering Research Division, Industrial Engineer-
ing Section, November, 1960. 
Hofmann, R. E., "Efficient Methods for Central Service Procedures," Hospital 
IllEfisTsnl, May, 1960, Vol. 89, No. 5, pp. 107, 110. 
Hospital Topics, "Boston's Busiest . 	. Peter Bent Brigham's. Central Supply 
Services Operating Rooms, Wards, Research Areas, Physician's Offices," 
March, 1960, Vol. 38, No, 3, pp, 101-105. 
Humgate, Thad L., "What Can Cost Analysis Tell Us?" Nursing Outlook, April, 
1960, Vol. 8, No. 4, p. 191. 
8 
Lepinot, A. A., "Administrative Research and Improvement: A 'Survival Item' 
for Hospitals," Hospitals, May 16, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 10, p. 42. 
Letourneau, Charles U., "The Influence of Cybernetics on Hospital Develop-
ment," Hospital Management,  April, 1960, Vol. 89, No. 4, pp. 44-46. 
Littauer, David, "Industrial Engineering in the Hospital," Part I, 
Hospitals, February 16, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 4, pp. 44-46. 
Littauer, David, "Industrial Engineering in the Hospital," Part II, 
Hospitals, Vol. 34, No. 5, pp. 40-42, 93. 
March, James C., "Business Decision Making," HoEniAL...Top'ics, May, 1960, 
Vol. 38, No. 5, pp. 42-45. 
McKenna, J. V., "The Standardization of Surgical Services," The Journal  
of Industrial Engineering, January-February, 1960, Vol. 11, No. 1, p. 3. 
Mergen, Francis C., "Laying Ground Work for Methods Improvement Project," 
Hospital Topics, June, 1960, Vol. 94, No. 6, pp. 100, 125. 
Nursing Research, "Abstracts of Studies in Nursing," Spring, 1960, Vol. 9, 
No. 2, 11 L, pp. 
Poulos, E. S., and Gracia S. McCabe, "The Nurse in the Role of Research 
Observer," Nursing, Research, Summer, 1960, Vol. 9, No. 3, p. 137. 
Schlotfeldt, Rozella M., "Reflections on Nursing Research," The American 
Journal of Nursing, April, 1960, Vol. 60, No. 4, pp. 492-494. 
Smalley, Harold E., "The Professional Administrator's Tools," The Pro-
fession of Hospital Administration, The Georgia Hospital Association, 
Atlanta, 1960, pp. 51-66. 
Smith, George A., "All Electric Hospital," Hospitals, November 16, 1960, 
Vol. 34, No. 22, p. 51. 
Witmer, Melvin R., "Industrial Engineering and Mathematics at the 
Department Head Level," The Journal of Industrial Engineering, March-April, 
1960, Vol. 11, No. 2, p. 111. 
2. Unclassified  
This section contains examples of specific industrial engineering 
applications not otherwise classified. 
Berke, Mark, "Management Tools for the Hospital Engineer," Hospitals, 
 November, 1960, Vol. 34, pp. 95-96, 98-99. 
9 
Blumberg, Mark S., "Hospital Automation--Needs and Prospects." (An address 
delivered to the annual meeting of the California Hospital Association, 
Santa Barbara, California, October, 1960.) 
Safren, Miriam Aronstein and Alphonse Chapanis, "A Critical Incident Study 
of Hospital Medication Errors," Part I, Hospitals, May 1, 1960, Vol. 34, 
No. 9, pp. 32-34, 57, 62-66. 
Safren, Miriam Aronstein and Alphonse Chapanis, "A Critical Incident Study 
of Hospital Medication Errors," Part II, Hospitals, May 16, 1960, Vol. 34, 
No. 10, pp. 53, 65-66, 68. 
Wren, William J., "Preventive Maintenance for Your Air-Conditioning," 
Ilapitaillopics, December, 1960, pp. 43-46, 60. 
Fanning, David J., "Punch Tape Billing Does Two Jobs at Once," The Modern 
Hospital, April, 1960, Vol. 94, No. 4, pp. 88-90. 
Hospital To 
Vol. 38, No 
Hospital, 	
Cost  Accounting 
pica, "Outline for Study to Find Glove Costs," May, 1960, 
5, pp. 91-92. 
Hottum, C. 
Modern 
H., Jr., "Research Puts Meaning Into Cost Comparisons," The 
2112.2, July, 1960, Vol, 95, No. 1, pp. 81-83. 
Kurtz, Alfred R., "The Technic of the Predetermined Cost," Hospital Topics, 
December, 1960, Vol. 38, No. 12, pp. 41-42, 
4. Engineering Economy  
Hospital Topics, "How One Retail Pharmacy Serves a Small Hospital," 
May, 1960, Vol. 38, No. 5, pp. 57-58. 
Riddle, Dallas E., "Charting a Course for the Business Functions," 
Hospitals, July 1, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 13, pp. 54-56. 
5. Equipment221lan 
Blumenkranz, Joseph, "Architectural Planning for Control of Nosocomial 
Infections," Hospital Management, June, 1960, Vol. 89, No. 6, pp. 49-51. 
Johnson, Dorothy E., "New System is Fast and Efficient," Hospital  
Management, January, 1960, Vol. 89, No. 1, pp. 48-510 
Kaczmarek, Ruth Lemley, "How Mobile Equipment Can Simplify Tray Service," 
Hospitals, April 1, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 7, pp. 67, 70, 73. 
1 0 
Roop, Daniel M., "Boiler Design Standards," Hospital Management, May, 1960, 
Vol. 89, No. 5, pp. 62, 64-67. 
Smalley, Dave E., "The Vacuum Cleaner in the Hospital," Hospital _Management, 
February, 1960, Vol. 89, No, 2, pp. 112-113o 
InNLesiloryContLol. 
No Additions 
7. Layout  
Pelletier, Robert J. and John D. Thompson, "Yale Index Measures Design 
Efficiency, " The Modern Hospital, November, 1960, Vol. 95, No. 5, pp. 73-77. 
e Stella, "Family Centered Maternity Care - How it Works," 
vital Pro gress,  March, 1960, Vol. 41, No. 3, pp. 92-94. 
The Modern 
 
Hoital, "Round Hospital Moves into a New Circle," June, 1960, 
Vol. 94, No . 6, pp. 103-107. 
The Modern Hos pital, "Traffic Flow Keeps Patients Out of the Public Eye," 
September, 1960, Vol. 95, No. 3, pp. 115-118. 
The Modern Hospital, "Three Ways to Plan for Progressive Care," December, 
1960, Vol. 95, No 6, pp. 82-85, 
8. Materials Handlin 
No Additions 
9. Motion Economy and Methods 
Harpur, Ernest, "New System to Simplify All Lab Reports," Hospital Management, 
 June, 1960, Vol. 89, No. 6, pp. 28-29. 
Juppe, George, "Combination Washer-Extractor: Makes the Most of Time and 
Space," Hospitals,  September 16, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 18, pp. 130-131, 134, 
159. 
Luebs, Harold, "Automation at the Front Desk," Hospital Management, September, 
1960, Vol. 90, No. 3, pp. 54-56. 
Reed, Ruddell, Jr., "Menu Processing Takes to Methods Engineering," The 
Modern Hospital, April, 1960, Vol. 94, No. 4, pp. 150-152, 154, 156, 158. 
Sister Mari 
Part I,  
11 
The Modern Hospital, "How Automat Plan Works in Practice," September, 1960, 
Vol. 95, No. 3, pp, 95-97. 
Thompson, John D., Jame Hartman, and Robert J. Pelletier, "Two Types of 
Tray Service Studied Side by Side," Hos p i ta ls, February 1, 1960, Vol. 34, 
No. 3, pp. 82, 85-88. 
Wear, Millard L., "Part-Time Industrial Engineer is a Full-Scale Success," 
Hospitals, June 16, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 12, pp. 48-50, 114-115. 
Womer, Charles B., "Methods Improvement," Hospitals, April 16, 1960, 
Vol. 34, No. 8, pp. 106, 108-109. 
10. Personnel 
Frey, Mary, "A Look at Job Descriptions," The American Journal of Nursing, 
December, 1960, Vol. 60, No. 12, pp. 1782-1783. 
Gordon, Phoebe, "Evaluation: A Tool in Nursing Service," The American 
Journal of Nursing., March, 1960, Vol. 60, No. 3, pp. 364-366. 
Hospital Management, "Personnel Costs in the '60's," October, 1960, 
Vol. 90, No. 4, pp. 44-45, 70-71. 
Jaye, David R., Jr., "Personnel Policies Fit Into Five Forms," The Modern 
Hospita l, November, 1960, Vol. 95, No. 5, pp. 92-94. 
Jensen, Alfred C., "Determining Critical Requirements for Nurses," 
Nursing Research, Winter, 1960, Vol. 9, No. 1, pp. 8-11. 
Keiser, Paul H., "This Planned Salary Program Gives All Employees a Fair 
Share," The Modern Hospital, May, 1960, Vol. 94, No. 5, pp. 88-92. 
Kotschevar, Lendal H., "What is a Day's Work?" Hospital Management, 
April, 1960, Vol. 89, No. 4, pp. 82-83, 86-87, 
Moses, Evelyn B., "The Profile of a Professional Nurse," The American  
Journal of Nursing, March, 1960, Vol. 60, No. 3, pp. 368-370. 
Robinson, Edward P., "Determining Nursing Staffing Patterns for an 
Intensive Care Unit," Part I, Hospital Topics, October, 1960, Vol. 38, 
No. 10, p. 45. 
Robinson, Edward P., "Determining Staffing Patterns for an Intensive 
Care Unit," Part II - The Work-Study Sample, Hospital  Topics, November, 
1960, Vol. 38, No, 11, pp. 30-34. 
11. Production Control  
12a21.1a12, "Editorial Notes - Research: Spur to Progress," July 16, 
1960, Vol. 34, No. 14, p. 41. 
Safford, Beverly J. and Rozella M. Schlotfeldt, "Nursing Service Staffing 
and Quality of Nursing Care," Nursing Research, Summer, 1960, Vol. 9, 
No. 3, pp. 149-154. 
Thompson, John B., Oscar Wade Avant, and Ellawyne D. Spiker, "How 
Queuing Theory Works for the Hospital," The Modern Hospital, March, 
1960, Vol. 94, No. 3, pp. 75-78. 
Williams, Mary Edna, "The Patient Profile," Nursing Research, Summer, 
1960, Vol. 9, No. 3, p. 122. 
12 . ILIIELIailas. 
DeWitt, Harry K., "The Ten Commandments of Purchasing," Hospital Management, 
April, 1960, Vol. 89, No. 4, pp. 105-106. 
Richards, John Noble, "Purchasing Specifications," Hospital Manag.ement, 
October, 1960, Vol. 90, No. 4, pp. 98-99. 
Wheeler, D. L., "Purchasing Procedures and Inventory Control," Hospital  
Management, May, 1960, Vol. 89, No. 5, pp. 127-128. 
13. Safety  
No Additions 
14. Statistics  
No Additions 
15. Wage Administration 
No Additions 
16. Work Measurement  
Dudek, Richard and Dorothy M. Gailani, "Frequency of Nursing Procedures 
Performed at the Bedside," Nursin& Research, Winter, 1960, Vol. 9, No. 1, 
p. 43. 
12 
Emerzian, A. D, Joseph, "A Model for Predicting Transcription Service 
Requirements for Medical Records," Operations Research Report No. 5, 
University of Connecticut, Storrs, June 28, 1960. 
Emerzian, A. D. Joseph, "Hospital Laundry Operating Models," Operations  
Research Report No. 4, University of Connecticut, Storrs, June 12, 1960. 
Emerzian, A. D. Joseph, "Housekeeping Labor Time Models for Medical and 
Surgical Nursing Centers," Operations Research Report No. 6, University 
of Connecticut, Storrs, June 28, 1960. 
Robinson, Edward P., "Determining Nursing Staffing Patterns for An 
Intensive Care Unit, Part III: Conclusions and Recommendations," 
Hospital Topics, December, 1960, pp. 47-50, 55-56, 64. 
17, Work Sampling 
No Additions 
18. Work Simplification 
Hankins, John W., "Work Simplification Applied to Hospitals," Hospital  
Progress, March, 1960, Vol. 41, No. 3, pp. 133-134, 136, 138, 140. 
Jordan, L. R. and Robert G. Hoffmann, "Machines Make Light Work of Medical 
Data," The Modern Hospital, December, 1960, Vol. 95, No. 6, pp. 67-71. 
Stanley, Claude B., "Longhand Messages," Hospital Ilan.2.erg, June, 1960, 
Vol. 89, No. 6, pp, 68, 70. 
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Classification III; In-Service Methods Improvement 
References in this classification deal with examples of methods 
improvements in specific hospital situations using the in-service, or 
"do-it-yourself," approach. Specifically excluded are examples of 
improvements based upon industrial engineering approaches (see Classifi-
cation II), as well as examples of methods improvements directly related 
to the use of disposable or reprocessed hospital supply items (see Classi-
fication I). Classification III is sub-divided into sixteen sections 
according to the hospital department, division, or area in which the 
improvement was made. 
1. General  
This section contains references relating to in-service methods 
improvements generally without specific reference to any department, 
division, or area of the hospital. 
Armiger, Sr, Bernadette, "Supervisory Development," Part I, Hospital  
Progress, September, 1960, Vol. 41, No. 9, pp. 86-87, 164. 
Berry, Charles E., "The Hospital of the Future," Hospital Progress, 
March, 1960, Vol. 41, No. 3, p. 77. 
Berry, Floyd L., "Engineering Principles," Hospital Management, January, 
1960, Vol. 89, No. 1, pp. 73-74. 
Davis, Ellen L., "Progressive Patient Care," Part 1, Hospital Topics, 
March, 1960, Vol. 38, No. 3, pp. 19-25. 
Gates, Edwin W. and Carl A. Brunetto, "Have Audit, Will Improve," The 
Modern Hospital, February, 1960, Vol. 94, No. 2, pp. 78-80, 144. 
Letourneau, Charles U., and William D. Hamrick, "Nuclear Age Hospital 
Design," IosaiLal Management, August, 1960, Vol. 90, No. 2, pp. 39-44. 
Rourke, Anthony J. J., "Tomorrow's Hospital," Hospital Progress, March, 
1960, Vol. 41, No. 3., pp. 62-66, 146. 
15 
2. Unclassified  
This section contains examples of specific in-service improvements 
not otherwise classified. 
Broderick, Thomas J., "How to Help Supervisors Evaluate Employes," The 
Modern Hospital, September, 1960, Vol. 95, No. 3, pp. 89-93, 162. 
Johnson, C. Lokey, "Quotations: Requisite to Good Buying Practice," 
Hospitals, September- 16, 196(1Vol. 34, No. 18, pp. 97-98. 
Perry, Parker D., "Group Purchasing: An Appraisal of Seven Years," 
Hospitals, November 16, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 22, pp. 68-70. 
3. Business Office  
Carr, James G., Jr., "Where Purchasing Authority Begins and Ends," The 
Modern Hospital,  August, 1960, Vol. 95, No. 2, pp. 92-93, 150. 
4. Central Sunni/ 
Anderson, Mary Helen, "A Job Description for Central Service Supervisors," 
Hospital Management, December, 1960, Vol. 90, No. 6, pp. 76-78. 
Anderson, Mary Helen, "A Sane Safety Program for Central Service," Hospital  
Management, October, 1960, Vol. 90, No. 4, p. 94. 
Anderson, Mary Helen, "Brainstorm Catalogue," Hospital Management, March, 
1960, Vol. 89, No. 3, pp. 88, 90. 
Anderson, Mary Helen, "The High Cost of Obsolescence," Hospital Management, 
August, 1960, Vol. 90, No. 2, pp. 94-96. 
Dzupin, Marie, "Making Better Utilization of People and Materials," 
Hospital Topics, September, 1960, Vol. 38, No. 9, pp. 87-88, 91-93. 
Letourneau, Charles U., "A New Concept--Automation for Hospital Central 
Service," Hospital Management, July, 1960, Vol. 90, No. 1, pp. 35-37. 
Maloney, John A., "It Happened in our Hospital," Southern Hospitals, 
February, 1960, Vol. 28, No. 2, p. 39. 
Markus, Frederick E., "CSR Planners Review Efficiency of Department They 
Designed," Hospital Topics, July, 1960, Vol. 38, No. 7, pp. 75-79. 
Suddarth, Doris S., "Individual Dressing Packs," American Journal of 
Nursing, July, 1960, Vol. 60, No. 7, pp. 991-992. 
Williams, W. R., "Planning the Central Storage Area," Hospitals, 
October 1, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 19, pp. 61-65, 103. 
5 . 2222IIILLY. 
No Additions 
6. Food Service  
Connaughton, Carol, "More Value for Food Dollars," Hospital Progress, 
October, 1960, Vol. 41, No. 10, pp. 70-73. 
Honworth, George, "Freeze Your Own Ice Cream and Cut Costs," Hospital 
 Maragement,  October, 1960, Vol. 90, No. 4, p. 80. 
Hospitals, "Prepared Mixes Mix Well in Hospital Menus," September, 1960, 
Vol. 34, No. 18, pp. 107120. 
Mattingly, Co H., "Essential Ingredient in Kitchen Routine--Planned 
Maintenance," Hospitals, December 1, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 23, pp. 82-84. 
7. Housekeeping 
Hall, Lucille, "Research Brings Housekeeping Up to Date," The Modern  
Hospital, October, 1960, Vol. 95, No. 4, pp. 136-137, 140, 142. 
Schoenfeld, Harvey and Maurice I. May, "Project ° Vis-Ed'--An Inexpensive 
Way to Train Employees," Hospitals, October 16, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 20, 
pp. 66-67. 
Smith, Donalda N., "The Housekeeper as Budget Maker," Hospitals, 
 December 16, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 24, pp. 104, 106, 108, 109. 
Solworth, Hohe H., and Gloria J. Roddey, "Standardized Housekeeping," 
Part IV, The Future of Hospital Housekeeping, Hospital Management, 
October, 1960, Vol. 90, No. 4, pp. 66-69. 
Vestal, Anne, "Cutting Costs," Hospital progress, September, 1960, 
Vol. 41, No. 9, pp. 98-100. 
Vestal, Anne, "Problem Solving Simplified," Hospital _Progress, February, 
1960, Vol. 41, No. 2, Part 1, pp. 78, 80, 84. 
16 
8. Lab & X-Ray 
Storm, William J., "Surveying the X-Ray Department," Hospital Managemen t, 
November, 1960, Vol. 90, No. 5, pp. 72-75. 
9. Laundry  
Barnes, Joseph E,, "How to Make Dyeing a Pleasure," The Modern Hospital, 
 December, 1960, Vol. 95, No. 6, pp. 130, 132. 
Beaty, Gordon T., "Automatic Control: Key to Future Laundry Development," 
Hospitals, October 16, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 20, pp. 97-98. 
Hall, Lucille N., "How Housekeeping Tidied Up Linen Service," The Modern  
Hospital, December, 1960, Vol. 95, No, 6, pp. 134, 136, 138. 
Hospitals, "Selecting Detergents and Disinfectants for Laundry Use," 
November 16, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 22, pp. 85, 88. 
Martin, Gilbert O., "Colored Linen Reduces Costs," Southern Hospitals, 
March, 1960, Vol. 28, No. 3, pp. 33-34. 
10. Maintenance  
Bartz, Edward P., "Paint," Hospital Management, June, 1960, Vol. 89, 
No. 6, pp. 32-34, 
11. Medical Practice 
No Additions 
12. Medical Records  
Guy, Vida H., "Technical and Managerial Skills -- the MRI, Needs Both," 
Hospitals, November 16, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 22, pp. 63-64, 66. 
Hayden, Adaline C., "Methodology of a Survey," Hospital Management, 
August, 1960, Vol. 90, No, 2, pp. 6-7. 
Hospital Topics, "Patterns in Bedside Nursing Care," January, 1960, 
Vol. 38, No. 1, pp. 32-34, 37-39, 
Reeves, Robert H., "Compiling Patient. Statistics: This System Makes it 
Easy," Hospitals, April 1, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 7, pp. 38-39. 
13, Nursing 
Armiger, Sr, Bernadette, "Supervisory Development," Part II, Hospital  
Progress, October, 1960, Vol, 41, No. 10, pp., 94-101. 
Coletti, Angela C., "The Head Nurse is a Manager. 	. of Both Human and 
Non-human Resources," Hospital Progress, March, 1960, Vol. 41, No. 3, 
pp., 100-101, 152. 
17 
Frank, Sister Charles Marie, "The Utilization of Nursing Personnel," 
Nursing Outlook, April, 1960, Vol. 8, No. 4, pp. 202-203. 
Gage, Charles R., "The Role of the Practical Nurse," Southern Hospitals, 
March, 1960, Vol. 28, No. 3, pp. 37-38. 
Ginsberg, Frances, "Proper Technics After Surgery Vital to Maintaining 
Asepsis," The Modern Hospital, February, 1960, Vol. 94, No. 2, p. 114. 
Hassenplug, Lulu Wolf, "Nursing Education in Universities," Nursing 
Outlook, March, 1960, Vol. 8, No. 3, pp. 154-155. 
Price, Alice L., "Why Nurses Misuse - Or Don't Use - Equipment," The 
Modern Hospital, May, 1960, Vol. 94, No. 5, pp. 162, 164. 
Walker, Virginia H., "Patients, Personnel, and Therapy," Nursing Outlook, 
March, 1960, Vol. 8, No. 3, pp. 136-138. 
Whiting, J. Frank, Marian Murray, Jeanne E. Blumberg, and Mary C. Mulvany, 
"Some Practical Aspects of Nursing Research," American Journal of Nursing, 
February, 1960, Vol. 60, No, 2, pp. 199-203. 
14. Operating Room 
Adams, Ralph, James H. Trainor, and Robert Corell, "Plastic Film Passes 
Tests for Surgical Use," The Modern Hospital, October, 1960, Vol. 95, 
No. 4, pp. 132-134. 
Allen, Henry F. and John T. Murphy, "Sterilization of Instruments and 
Materials with Beta-Propiolactone," (BPL) Hospital Topics, July, 1960, 
Vol. 38, No, 7, pp. 59-63. 
Ginsberg, 
Technic," 
Frances, "Little Things 	 Lot  
T  Modern Hospital, 	tiCreri:1 
Markwood, Ira M., "Operating Room Lights," Hospital Management, October, 
1960, Vol. 90, No, 4, pp. 72-75. 
Pfirman, Howard S., "Low Cost Air Conditioning for the Smaller Hospital," 
Hospitals, June 1, 1960, Vol. 34, No. 11, pp. 66-67. 
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PRhi■ ACE 
The original aim of Project GN-5968 was to develop a practical decision 
system for determining the relative economic feasibility of disposable and 
reusable supply items for hospitals. In the course of the research, the 
original aim was broadened to include the development of a theory for 
hospital decision behavior involving a choice from among measured alternatives. 
Another revision was to limit the application of the study to the two alternative 
forms of those supply items used in direct patient care. 
The major emphasis during the early phases of the Project was upon 
economic factors in the decision-making process. Recognizing that a decision 
theory must describe, and perhaps explain, the value systems of decision-makers, 
the research group faced the necessity of dealing with all significant factors, 
economic and non-economic, involved in supply decisions. This led to a study 
of the role of preference factors and their effects upon the decision system. 
The report to follow describes research efforts to gain an understanding of the 
preference systems that are related to hospital supply decisions. 
vii 
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PREFERENCE FACTORS AND SUPPLY DECISIONS IN HOSPITALS 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to gain an understanding of the preference 
systems
1 
that are related to hospital supply decisions. In developing a 
i decision model for alternative forms of supply items,
2 
 it s necessary to 
know what preference factors enter into the decision process. It sometimes 
is assumed that supply decisions are based primarily on rationally conceived 
cost factors. If this assumption is true, the development of a decision 
model for supply items can be restricted to monetary considerations. If, 
however, non-monetary considerations are significant in supply decisions, 
the identification and treatment of non-monetary factors will become 
necessary. The need to ascertain the role of non-monetary (or human) factors 
in hospital supply decisions motivates this research. 
1Preference system--a set of ordered goals and related value-attitudes 
used as the basis for a determination of the relative desirability or worth 
of a proposed course of action. Factor--a component of the preference system 
referring to a specific goal or value-attitude. In this study such factors 
as patient safety, cost, and patient comfort constitute components of the 
preference system. 
2
This study is concerned with two alternative forms of supply items, 
disposable and reusable. The disposable form is discarded after a single 
use, whereas the reusable form is retained for repeated use. The term, 
item-form, is used herein to denote either the disposable or reusable 
alternative of a given product. 
2 
Organizational Components 
Since this study is concerned with hospitals, it is necessary to identify 
and classify components normally found in this kind of complex organization. For 
purposes of this study, the following operational definition is used: 
Organizational Component--a group of persons with similar professional or 
technical orientation whcse responsibilities require involvement with 
hospital supply items. 
The nature of the involvement mentioned in this definition is the basis fcr 
the following classification of organizational components: 
Component 
Code Organizational Component 
  
	
1.00 	Administrators--persons who by virtue of position or office exer- 
cise authority in the determination of choice or supply items and 
who are not principally users or consumers of the supply items. 
Administrators may be classified as follows: 
1.10 	 Business Administrators 
1.11 Hospital Administrators 
1.12 	 Assistant Administrators 
1.13 Purchasing Officers 
1.20 	Medical Administrators* 
1.21 Chiefs of Surgery 
1.22 	 Chiefs of Medicine 
1.23 Chiefs of Other Services 
1.30 	 Nursing Administrators 
1.31 Directors of Nursing 
1.32 	 Administrative Nurses 
2.00 Administrator-Users--persons who by virtue of position or office 
exercise authority in the determination of choice of supply items 
and also make applications of supply items in direct patient care. 
Administrator-users may be classified as follows: 
2.10 	 Central Supply Supervisors 
2.20 Operating Room Supervisors 
2.30 	 Obstetrical Supervisors 
2.40 Nursing Supervisors 
2.50 	 Head Nurses 
2.60 *Medical Administrators (principally gloves) 
3.00 	Users--doctors or nurses who by virtue of position make applications 
of supply items in direct patient care and have no formal authority 
in the determination of choice of supply items. Users may be 







The objectives of this study are: 
(1) To identify the preference factors and to describe the preference 
systems of hospital organizational components; 
(2) To determine the relative weight which organizational components 
place upon the factors in their preference systems; and 
(3) To ascertain the effects of the preference systems of 
organizational components upon supply decisions. 
Assumptions 
The following assumptions are made concerning the nature of decision-making 
and of complex organization: 
(A) The basis for supply decisions is a preference system consisting 
of factors which are perceptual and cognitive; 
(B) The preference system of an individual functions to connect past 
experience in a situation with perceived present and future 
demands of a similar situation; 
(C) Experience within a complex organization is conditioned by the 
role of the individual in the organization and will change as 
his role changes; 
(D) This role experience modifies preference through the perception of 
consequences upon factors in the preference system; and 
(E) Similar weights of a given preference factor by members of an 
organizational component for different supply items and for 
different forms of the same item indicate that their use has 
the same perceived consequences upon the factor involved. 
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Dissimilar rankings imply differentially perceived consequences upon 
the factor involved. It follows that the preference of one form of a supply 
item over the other form of the same item occurs only if a significant effect 
upon the preference factors is perceived. 
Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses are tested in this study: 
I. Hospital supply decisions are based on the user's judgment of 
the differential value of the two alternative forms of supply 
items as reflected by the user's preference system; 
II. The members of a given organizational component apply the same 
factors as a basis for choice and assign similar weights to 
these factors; and 
III. Factors vary in their capacity to predict choice of item-form 
among organizational components. 
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METHOD 
A questionnaire (see Appendix A) was designed on an a priori basis to 
obtain data to test the three hypotheses. This questionnaire was pre-tested 
and was revised on the basis of pre-test experiences. The major revision 
made was the insertion of a set of open-end questions to serve as a relia-
bility check against the forced-choice questions originally included. 
Participation was solicited from six hospitals; four of these agreed, 
one partially cooperated, and one refused. From the participating hospitals, 
lists were secured of administrative personnel, doctors, and nurses. A 
stratified sample in each hospital was drawn, randomly where applicable. 
The sampling proportions were governed by two considerations; first, they 
had to be large enough to include a sufficient number of respondents; and 
second, they had to be small enough to keep the total sample to a manageable 
size. The strata and sampling proportions of the total sample of 140 
subjects are shown in Table I. 
Interviews were conducted with 123 individuals on the sample lists. 
The sampling plan was followed except in two situations. In the first case, 
a high rate of turnover among staff nurses necessitated drawing alternates 
for those who had left the employ of the hospital. In the second case, 
permission to interview the residents in one hospital could not be obtained, 
and they were eliminated. There were no refusals, but some difficulty 
occurred in locating various individuals. 
Responses were recorded on the questionnaire and subsequently were 
coded for machine tabulation. 
TABLE I 






Hospital Administration Hospital Administrators 100% 5 
Assistant Administrators 20% 5 
Purchasing Officers 100% 4 
Doctors Chiefs of Surgery 100% 5 
Chiefs of Medicine 100% 5 
Residents 20% 34 
Nurses Directors of Nursing 100% 5 
Central Supply Supervisors 100% 5 
Operating Room Supervisors 100% 5 
Obstretical Supervisors 100% 5 
Administrative and Head Nurses 20% 26 





Component Preferences and Supply Practices 
Hypothesis I implies that supply decisions should be acceptable to 
users; therefore, congruence should exist between user preferences and the 
form of items actually used in the hospital. Tables II through V show the 
percentages of various components whose preferences agree, disagree, or 
indicate indifference 3 with the form of item currently in use in their 
hospital. These tables were derived by comparing the recorded preferences 
with the actual supply situation existing in the hospitals. 
The subjects were not asked directly whether or not they agree with 
the decision; therefore, the indifference category reflects a lack of 
preference for the form of supply items and not necessarily indifference 
to hospital supply decisions. With respect to changes in the form of items 
used, the amount of disagreement probably is more critical than the amount 
of agreement, because agreement and indifference indicate,at least, a lack 
of dissatisfaction with present supply conditions. 
It can be seen from the tables that where the reusable form of items 
is found, relatively high levels of disagreement with the supply decision 
exist among the users; where the disposable form of items is found, there 
are relatively low levels of disagreement among the users. If Hypothesis 
I be true, i.e., if user preference determines supply decisions, one would 
expect to find a uniformly low level of disagreement among the users. 
Hypothesis I apparently is not true. In fact, it is the administrators 
3Throughout this study, no distinction was made between 
"indifference" and "no opinion". 
TABLE II 
DEGREE OF AGREEMENT WITH FORM OF GLOVES PRESENTLY USED 
(in per cent of N) 
Organizational 
All are Reusable 
Agree Indifferent Disagree N Component Code 
Administrators 1.00 26.1 39.1 34.8 23 
Administrator-Users 2.00 30.8 15.4 53.8 13 
Staff Nurses 3.10 15.4 15.4 69.2 13 
Residents 3.20 46.1 23.1 30.8 13 
TABLE III 
DEGREE OF AGREEMENT WITH FORM OF NEEDLES PRESENTLY USED 
(in per cent of N) 
Hospitals Use Disposable Hospitals Use Reusable 
Organizational 
Agree Indifferent Di sagree N Agree Indifferent Disagree N Component Code 
Administrators 1.00 69.2 19.2 11.5 26 22.2 33.3 44.4 9 
Administrator-Users 2.00 100.0 0.0 0.0 15 11.1 33.3 55.6 9 
Staff Nurses 3.10 92.3 0.0 7.7 13 25.0 16.7 58.3 12 
Residents 3.20 71.4 14.3 14.3 7 9.1 0.0 90.9 11 
TABLE IV 
DEGREE OF AGREEMENT WITH FORM OF SYRINGES PRESENTLY USED 
(in per cent of N) 
Hospitals Use Disposable Hospitals Use Reusable 
Organizational 
Agree Indifferent Disagree N Agree Indifferent Di sagree N Component Code 
Administrators 1.00 68.7 188 12.5 16 43.8 27.8 33.3 18 
Administrator-Users 2.00 90.0 0.0 10.0 10 33.3 25.0 41.7 12 
Staff Nurses 3.10 60.0 40.0 0.0 5 29.4 11.8 58.8 17 
Residents 3.20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 31.2 18.8 50.0 16 
TABLE V 
DEGREE OF AGREEMENT WITH FORM OF ENEMAS PRESENTLY USED 
(in per cent of N) 
All are Reusable 
Organizational 
Agree Indifferent Disagree N Component Code 
Administrators 1.00 60.0 33.3 6.7 30 
Administrator-Users 2.00 75.0 20.8 4.2 24 
Staff Nurses 3.10 93.1 6.9 0.0 29 
Residents 3.20 64.7 29.4 5.9 17 
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whose level of disagreement is uniformly less than fifty per cent for reusable 
items; and for disposables, it drops to a maximum of 12.5 per cent. If the 
nursing administrators are eliminated from the administrator category, the 
disagreement falls below thirty per cent for both forms of supply items. 
Apparently, supply decisions are controlled by the preferences of business 
administrators and medical administrators, and not by the preferences of 
users. 
Components' Rankings of Factors 
Hypothesis II states that members of given organizational components 
apply the same factors as a basis for choice and assign similar weights to 
these factors. 
Concordance Analysis  
To test this hypothesis, the subjects were asked to rank the influence 
of eleven factors 4 upon their preferences for four supply items: gloves, 
needles, syringes, and enemas. Coefficients of concordance, a measure of 
similarity of rankings, were computed for each component as well as for the 
total sample of subjects. Table VI contains these coefficients. 
These coefficients disclose, first, that there is within most components 
a tendency for agreement with respect to the ranking of factors; and second, 
that in general there is more agreement within the components as to how 
factors should be ranked than there is for the sample as a whole. This 
follows from the fact that at least two-thirds of the component coefficients 
are larger than those of the entire sample. 
These factors were chosen on an a priori basis and are found in 
Table VII. 
TABLE VI 
COEFFICIENTS OF CONCORDANCE FOR RANKINGS OF FACTORS* 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
COMPONENT CODE 
SUPPLY ITEM COMBINED 
STANDARD 
RANKING GLOVES NEEDLES SYRINGES ENEMAS 
Business Administrators 1.10 .426 .490 .555 .414 .884 
Medical Administrators 1.20 .405 .318 .321 .253 .944 
Nursing Administrators 1.30 - .536 .583 .588 .892 
Administrator-Users 2.00 .404 .438 .401 .400 .881 
Staff Nurses 3.10 .405 .354 .299 .557 .940 
Residents 3.20 .356 .428 .431 .412 .953 
Totals .316 .370 .369 .298 .877 
*All coefficients in this table are significant at or beyond the .05 level. 
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The combined standard ranking column shows that there is a relatively 
high stability in ranking factors from item to item. The values in this column 
were derived by computing a coefficient of concordance using the standardized 
rankings by each component for each item. 5 
The high stability in ranking factors has important implications for 
the larger study of which the present study is a part. Since the ultimate 
objective of the larger study is to develop a decision system for various 
hospital supply items, it is necessary to know whether the weights of factors 
are relatively stable for all items or vary from item to item. The finding 
here means that factors included as variables in the decision model may be 
assigned weights each of which are relatively constant as the model is applied 
item by item. (See conceptual model in the discussion to follow.) 
Having established that rankings by components are reasonably similar, 
the distribution of factor rankings for the several components requires 
description. Table VII presents the combined standarized rankings for all 
items. 6 It appears that considerable agreement exists. All components 
ranked safety to patient first, with simplicity, cleanliness, and user-safety 
also ranking high. Practice of other hospitals, preference of others, and 
work load were uniformly ranked low with the exception of the nursing 
administrators who ranked work load as fifth. Cost was ranked second by 
business administrators, but this factor received an intermediate ranking 
by all other components. 
5Each respondent was asked to rank the factors which he felt were 
important for his preference, the rank order being from 1 to n, with 1 
indicating first or highest rank. Factors in the a priori list which were 
not ranked by the respondents were arbitrarily ranked as least important. 
Standarized rankings then were derived according to the procedure outlined 
in Siegel, Sidney, Non-Parametric Statistics, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
New York, 1956, pp. 257-258. 
6
The distribution of rankings for each of the four items is found in 
Appendix B. 
TABLE VII 
COMBINED STANDARDIZED RANKINGS OF FACTORS 
Pr 	Factor 
Business 
Adm in i strators 
Medical 
















































































































*These were omitted from analysis because they were ranked by only two people and received ranks of 10 and 11. 
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From these data it appears reasonable to conclude that there is a 
similarity of rankings of factors within components but a difference in 
rankings among components; both the similarities and differences remain 
stable in the evaluation of these supply items. This finding appears to be 
reasonable grounds for accepting Hypothesis II. 
Secondary Analyses of Rankings  
In order to study these rankings further, two types of secondary 
analyses were made. First, for each component, a ranking of open-end responses 
was compared with the ranking of the forced-choice responses by use of a 
rank-order correlation coefficient; and second,the components were compared 
with each other in terms of the open-end responses. 7 
A comparison of the results of the forced-choice and open-end rankings 
showed little stability except for the high-ranked and low-ranked factors. 
A factor dealing with the functional quality of the item was found, but this 
factor was not included in the a priori schedule. This factor seemed to be 
important to some of the respondents, and its omission may account for the 
relatively low stability between the two sets of rankings. 
In order to explore these data further, the first-mentioned open-end 
responses were grouped into three classes: 
(1) Patient-centered responses--those responses relating to patient 
safety and patient comfort; 
(2) User-centered responses--those responses relating to work saving, 
time saving, user safety, and simplicity of operation; and 
(3) Other--those responses which included cost and quality of the 
items and a few responses such as product familiarity. 
7The rank of a factor was inferred from the order in which it was stated 
by the respondent, i.e., the first-mentioned factor was ranked most important. 
Since patient safety was mentioned first by all components, little 
difference should be expected between the various components in respect to 
relative frequency of mentioning patient-centered factors, but in respect to 
user-centered and other factors, significant differences in relative frequency 
should be expected. To test these differences statistically, the subjects 
were divided into two groups as shown in Tables VIII through XI. The expected 
differences were confirmed for needles and syringes, but not for gloves and 
enemas. 
In view of the high rank given patient safety on the a priori list, 
it would be expected that a large proportion of responses would occur in the 
patient-centered category, assuming that the first-mentioned factor is most 
important to the respondent. It can be seen from Tables VIII through XI that 
this is true of needles and syringes, but not of gloves and enemas. This 
response pattern is consistent with Assumption E and may be explained by the 
belief of respondents that chances of jeopardizing patient safety are greater 
for needles and syringes than for gloves and enemas. This pattern also may 
account for a diffusion of responses among other categories causing the lack 
of significance in Tables VIII and XI. Some of the results from these 
secondary analyses appear not to be totally consonant with the results from 
the concordance analysis; however, the techniques for obtaining the rank order 
of the a priori list of factors and the rank order from open-end questions 
are not comparable. These differences in interview techniques could account 
for some of the discrepancies in the two sets of ranks. Therefore, a contin-
uation of the acceptance of Hypothesis II is justified. 
TABLE VIII 
FREQUENCY OF OPEN-END RESPONSES--GLOVES 
Organizational 
Component Code Patient-Centered User-Centered Other Total* 




7 22 6 35 
Totals 11 29 12 52 
x 2 = 0.599 df w 2; P > .05 
TABLE IX 
FREQUENCY OF OPEN-END RESPONSES--NEEDLES 
Organizational 
Component Code Patient-Centered User-Centered Other Total* 
Administrators 1.00 16 4 7 27 
Others r2.00 30 28 5 63 
1.3.00 
Total s 46 32 12 90 
x 2 = 7.506; df w 2; P < .05 
TABLE X 
FREQUENCY OF OPEN-END RESPONSES--SYRINGES 
Organizational 
Component Code Patient-Centered User-Centered Other Total* 
Administrators 1.00 8 8 13 29 
Others 
2.00 17 32 3 52 
1.3.00 
Totals 25 40 16 81 
2  19.016; df = 2. P < 001 
TABLE XI 
FREQUENCY OF OPEN-END RESPONSES--ENEMAS 
Organizational 
Component Code Patient-Centered User-Centered Other Total* 








Others r2.00 11 46 57 
13.00 
Totals 17 57 77 
x 2 = 3.040 df w 2; P > .05 
*This total refers only to those respondents who had had experience with the supply item. 
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Prediction of Item-Form Choice 
Hypothesis III implies that different organizational components will 
give different weights to the various factors in forming their preferences 
for disposable or reusable items. That is, different factors will vary in 
their ability to predict choice of item-form among the components. The 
foregoing analysis has shown that, with respect to importance of the factors 
in their preferences, different components rank the factors differently. The 
present problem is to determine whether or not the factors, in fact, do 
receive different weights by different components. In order to do this, the 
responses of individuals were classified according to the trichotomy 
(disposable is better, reusable is better, or no opinion) and according to 
their preferences for the item-form. 
The purpose of this classification is to determine whether or not a 
knowledge of preference will allow one to predict choice of supply item-form. 
For example, if a subject said he thought disposable needles were safer than 
reusable ones, and if safety is important to him, he will prefer disposable 
needles. Or, suppose that cost is a factor which contributes to one's 
decision to adopt one form of supply item over the other; then, other things 
being equal, if one believes that one form of the item is more expensive than 
its alternative, he should be expected to choose the alternative. Table XII 
is an illustration of user's responses with respect to their estimates of the 
relative costs of the item-form and their item-form preferences. For 
example, twenty of the forty respondents believed that the disposable form 
was less costly, and sixteen of these preferred the disposable form. 
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TABLE XII 
USERS' BELIEFS ABOUT COST OF FORM OF NEEDLES 
AND CHOICES OF NEEDLE FORM 
(frequency) 
PREFERENCE NUMBER OF USERS ESTIMATING FORM TO BE LESS COSTLY 
DISPOSABLE ITEM REUSABLE ITEM NO OPINION TOTAL 







Reusables 3 1 1 
Indifferent 1 0 0 
— — — 
20 Totals 7 13 
Analysis Technique  
To find the degree to which choice of item-form is determined by 
preference factors, McCormick's Kappas were computed. 8 In this study the K 
coefficient indicates the degree of ability to predict preference for item-form 
from a knowledge of the subjects' beliefs about cost or about some other 
specified factor. 9 
The data in Table XII and similar data on administrators and 
administrator-users for additional preference factors were used in the 
computation of four K's, one for each column and one for the total table. In 
treating the data of Table XII, the K's for reusable and for indifference  
were not significant. However,the K for disposable was significant. This 
8
McCormick, T. C., "Toward Causal Analysis in the Prediction of 
Attributes," American Sociological Review, Vol. 17, No. 1, February, 1952, 
pp. 35-44. Since this is a directional test, assuming one variable to be in-
dependent and the other dependent, it is preferable to other measures of 
contingency which measure degree of two-way association, i.e., those which do 
not discriminate between dependent and independent variables. The essential 
derivations are presented in Appendix C of the present paper. 
9Throughout this study, the K values were computed in the K' (corrected) 
form, i.e., corrected for disporportionality of column frequencies. 
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means that belief about cost will predict choice of disposable needles, within 
confidence limits, at seventy per cent of maximum effectiveness, but it will 
not predict choice in the case of reusable needles or indifference. 
The K values for each factor in relation to choice of item-form for 
the four products, by administrators, users, and administrator-users are 
summarized in Tables XIII through XVI. Each of these tables is divided into 
three sections, one for each component. 
Needles.--Table XIII reveals that all six factors are effective in 
predicting choice of disposable needles, but none is effective in predicting 
reusable needles. This holds for all three organizational components. It is 
interesting to note the variation in the Kd values among the three components. 
This is presumably a function of the differing role orientations of the 
members of the three organizational components. 
TABLE XIII 
SUMMARY OF THE CAPACITY OF THE SIX FACTORS TO PREDICT CHOICE 
OF NEEDLE FORM, BY ORGANIZATIONAL COMPONENTS 
FACTOR 
ADMINISTRATORS ADMINISTRATOR-USERS USERS 
K* K d K r K i K* Kd K r K i K* Kd K r K i 
Cost — .750 — — — .900 — — — .700 — — 
Patient Safety — .654 — .334 .125 1.0 — — — .766 — — 
User Safety — .606 — — .125 1.0 — — — .820 — — 
Time — .580 — — — .925 — — — .834 — — 
Messiness — .625 — .181 — .842 — — — .829 — — 
Patient Comfort — .606 — — .166 1.0 — — — .928 — — 
*K is the predictive effectiveness of a given factor for each separate row within a given section of the summary 
table. When the column K's are very unlike in value the K's will obscure the true picture of causal relationships in a 
section and will prove less fruitful than a comparative study of the column K's. Kd is for those individuals within a 
given component who prefer disposable needles, K r is for those preferring reusable needles, and K i is for those who 
were indifferent to needle form. All K's shown are significant at or beyond the .05 level. Dashes (—) are inserted 
where the values were not significant. 
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Syringes.--The results shown in Table XIV are similar to those in Table 
XIII except for three factors which are predictive of reusables. There is a 
tendency for the factors patient safety, user safety, messiness, and patient  
comfort to predict the choice of both disposables and reusables. This tendency 
is stronger in the case of disposable needles than for disposable syringes. 
TABLE XIV 
SUMMARY OF THE CAPACITY OF THE SIX FACTORS TO PREDICT CHOICE 
OF SYRINGE FORM, BY ORGANIZATIONAL COMPONENTS 
FACTOR 
ADMINISTRATORS ADMINISTRATOR-USERS USERS 
K* Kd Kr K 1 K* Kd K r Ki K* Kd K r K i 
Cost — .625 — — — .600 — — — .307 — — 
Patient Safety .438 .479 .500 .334 .649 .884 1.0 — .495 .556 1.0 — 
User Safety .493 .416 1.0 — — .700 — — — .736 — — 
Time — .280 — — — .526 — — — .571 — — 
Messiness — .366 — .250 — .448 — — .464 .464 1.0 — 
Patient Comfort .462 .500 1.0 — — 1.0 — — — .625 — — 
*Notation is the same as Table XIII. 
Enemas. --Table XV contains information on enemas. The results of this 
table are similar to those for needles in that all factors predict choice of 
disposables. This table shows that no factors are significant in preference 
for reusable enemas, and a few factors are significant in leading to the pre-
diction of indifference. 
For administrators, factors favoring disposables are cost, patient  
safety, and user safety. For administrator-users, preference for disposables 
seems to be based on a belief that the product is safer for the user, the time 
for preparation and use is less, and safety to the patient is enhanced. All 
factors seem to predict user preference for disposable enemas. 
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TABLE XV 
SUMMARY OF THE CAPACITY OF THE SIX FACTORS TO PREDICT CHOICE 
OF ENEMA FORM, BY ORGANIZATIONAL COMPONENTS 
FACTOR 
ADMINISTRATORS ADMINISTRATOR-USERS USERS 
K* Kd Kr K1 K* Kd K r Ki K* Kd K r K 1 
Cost .255 1.0 - - - .700 - .250 .212 1.0 - - 
Patient Safety .202 .800 - .307 - .700 - - - .910 - - 
User Safety .180 .884 - .142 - .727 - 1.0 - .700 - - 
Time .364 .590 - 1.0 .365 .595 - 1.0 - .820 - - 
Messiness - .608 - .625 - .460 - - - .760 - - 
Patient Comfort - 1.0 - - - .250 - - - .880 - - 
*Notation is the same as Table XIII. 
Gloves.--Table XVI contains information on gloves. This table discloses 
a different pattern. Here the same factor often underlies different preferences 
for item-form by different respondents. 
TABLE XVI 
SUMMARY OF THE CAPACITY OF THE SIX FACTORS TO PREDICT CHOICE 
OF GLOVE FORM, BY ORGANIZATIONAL COMPONENTS 
FACTOR 
ADMINISTRATORS ADMINISTRATOR-USERS USERS 
K* Kd K r K i K* Kd K r K i K* Kd K r K i 
Cost - - - .400 - .400 .505 - - - - .166 
Patient Safety .422 .318 1.0 - .444 .505 1.0 - .472 .250 1.0 .166 
User Safety - .181 - .347 .625 1.0 1.0 - - .250 - .181 
Time .526 .142 1.0 .438 - .550 - - - - - 
Messiness - .157 - .571 - .307 - - - .200 - - 
Patient Comfort - - - - - - .625 - - - - - 
*Notation is the same as Table XIII. 
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It can be seen from Table XVI that, in general, where the same factor 
is underlying different component preferences, K for a row in a section is 
significant. In other words, where a factor is important, different conclu-
sions as to whether the factor points toward the disposable form or toward 
the reusable form of an item can lead to different choices. 
Evaluation 
Attention now is directed to the meaning of results from the tables 
for individual supply items. Hypothesis III states that preference factors 
vary in their capacity to predict item-form among organizational components. 
All factors are predictive of choice of disposable items in all three 
components, except for the factors cost, time,and patient comfort in the case 
of gloves. However, there is substantial variation among components in 
respect to the capacity of a factor to predict choice. (See Tables XIII 
through XVI). For example, patient comfort varies among components from 
.250 to 1.000 effectiveness in predicting preference for disposable enemas. 
N (See Table XV). 10  This means that different components place different weights 
on the same factor. 
Patient safety is the only factor which is predictive of choice of 
reusable items in all three components, and this applies only to gloves and 
syringes. The variation in range among components for this factor is .500 
to 1.000 for syringes and no variation for gloves. (See Tables XIV and XVI). 
In the case of indifference, significant coefficients (k i ) are to be 
found most frequently among administrators for all four supply items. For 
users, significant coefficients of indifference appear only in the case of 
10The critical values for differences between Kappa coefficients are 
presently unknown. Therefore tests for significant differences between K's 
were not made. 
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gloves, and for administrator-users, only in the case of enemas. 
The capacities of factors to predict choice, without regard to item-form 
were estimated by weighting factors by the number of total choices each factor 
would predict. Factors were ranked in descending order according to their 
ability to predict choice. Results for each item by component are shown in 
Table XVII. The variations in rankings within each component of this table 
reflect the effect of supply item on the relative weight of factors. Likewise, 
the variations among components indicate the effects of component on the rank 
order of factors, by supply item. Both results appear to be consistent with 
Assumption E. 
These observations, together with the considerable range of differences 
between coefficients for different components for a given factor, lead to an 
acceptance ; within the limitations of sample size, of Hypothesis III. 
TABLE XVII 
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Safety 
Time Messiness *** 




Cost Cost User 
Safety 
*** 
*Rank order of factors is d etermined by the capacities of the factors to predict the largest number of total choices, regardless of item-form chosen. 
**Tie. 
***Missing factors do not predict. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study tested three hypotheses regarding the relationship of role 
values (preference systems) to hospital supply decisions. The conclusions 
which follow are limited by sample size and type of supply item considered. 
Hypothesis I 
Hospital supply decisions are based on the user's judgment of the 
differential value of the two alternative forms of supply items to the user's 
preference system. The findings indicated that, where the reusable form of 
items is found, relatively high levels of disagreement with the supply decision 
exists among the users. On the other hand, where the disposable form of items 
is used, relatively low levels of disagreement exist among the users. User 
preference does not appear to be the basis for the decision to use the 
hospital supply items studied, therefore, Hypothesis I is rejected. 
Hypothesis II 
The members of a given organizational component apply the same factors 
as a basis for choice and assign similar weights to these factors. From a 
determination of coefficients of concordance for forced-choice rankings of 
factors, it appears reasonable to conclude that a similarity of factor rankings 
exists within organizational components, but a difference exists among 
components. Both of these conditions remained stable in the evaluation of 
the supply items included in this study. A comparison of the results of the 
forced-choice and open-end rankings showed little stability except for the 
high-ranked and low-ranked preference factors. The components were compared 
with each other; responses being classified as patient-centered, user-centered, 
and other. Findings here were similar to those from the concordance analysis 
in the cases of needles and syringes, but not in the cases of gloves and 
enemas. There is a tendency for agreement within most organizational 
components with respect to a ranking of preference factors, and in general, 
there is more agreement within the components than within the organization. 
Therefore, Hypothesis II is accepted. 
Hypothesis III 
Factors vary in their capacity to predict choice of item-form among 
organizational components. Both supply item and organizational component  
were found to have an effect upon the rankings of preference factors. The 
variation in relative weights of factors to predict choice was found to be 
greater among components than among items within a component. Thus, 




The discussion to follow is an attempt to relate to the reader some of 
the insights and impressions acquired in the course of this study on preference 
factors and supply decisions. This discussion explores the reasons for certain 
findings, examines the forces which influence the nature of preference systems, 
and relates study findings to the hospital supply decision process. 
It is interesting to note the magnitude of indifference to prevailing 
item-form in those hospitals using reusable products. This indifference was 
much less in those hospitals using disposable items. 
In speculating on the source of this indifference, several explanations 
can be offered. It is possible that the respondents were actually indifferent 
to the choice. If this were the case, however, indifference would be found 
in all hospitals and not just in those using reusable items. Another 
explanation might be the lack of sufficient information with which to appraise 
the merits of the item-forms. For users, the type of information upon which 
preference is determined is obtained primarily through using the item, primary  
information. On the other hand, the preference system for administrators 
requires the accumulation and analysis of various kinds of data from many 
sources, secondary information. The elapsed time for analyzing secondary 
information is greater than that for primary information. Thus, more time is 
required for the disappearance of indifference among administrators than for 
other components. 
Another possible explanation for the difference in time required for 
the disappearance of indifference relates to the contrasting conceptions of 
the members of different components in regard to the nature of the preference 
factors and the relative importance they attach to these factors. Administrators 
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may conceive of cost as being a rather definitive enumeration of specific 
monetary cost figures, whereas users may conceive of cost as an unstructured 
generality. Even if cost were regarded by both components as having equal 
importance, administrators require more time to generate and analyze specific 
cost figures than do users whose judgment on cost as a generality may be made 
almost instantaneously. The fact that administrators tend to assign more 
importance to cost than do users may reinforce the tendency to create a time 
lag. The case for differing effects by virtue of differing conceptions of 
factors may be seen also if one considers patient safety, the first-ranked 
factor by administrators and users. Even when factor importance is compar-
able, differences in the time required for the disappearance of indifference 
still obtains. Differing concepts of the meaning of patient safety among 
components must account for part of this time lag. 
Users and administrator-users may shorten the time required for the 
disappearance of indifference by becoming aware of, and by appealing to, the 
preference system of the administrator. This practice may be used to 
manipulate decisions. For example, one respondent in the study revealed that 
when a new supply item required justification, her strategy was to convince 
the administrator that the item was either less expensive than the product 
in use or safer for the patient. 
In the present study, general disagreement was found with the prevailing 
use of reusable items. The indifference and disagreement of business 
administrators was affected less than that of other types of administrators 
in those hospitals which made a change from reusables to disposables. Since 
supply decisions are dominated by business and medical administrators and 
since medical administrators disagree less with decisions to change to 
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disposable items, one is led to believe that the balance of power in hospital 
supply decisions lies with medical administrators. It may be that differences 
in the perceptions of the nature of decision information and subtle variations 
in preference systems cause doctors and hospital administrators to react 
differently to the same information. 
Having established that different organizational components have 
different preference systems, we now examine the forces which influence the 
nature of these systems. One logical approach for initiating this examination 
is an analysis of the hospital as an organization. 
The organizational goals of the modern hospital include patient care, 
education, and research. Of these goals, patient care is of particular 
interest in this study because of the heavy emphasis placed on the quality of 
patient care and the impact of this emphasis upon supply decisions. 
Although most hospitals are not expected to show a profit, there is 
some pressure for controlling the cost of operation. Almost all hospitals 
face some kind of pressure to reduce non-essential expenditures which could 
inflate the cost of patient care. Pressures such as these require that the 
cost factor be given consideration. 
Since the values on patient care often are in opposition to those of 
economy, exchanges between quality and cost are required. Obviously, when 
alternatives result in the same level of care, other criteria will dominate 
the decision. Findings of the present study emphasize the primacy of 
patient-care goals over fiscal goals, but trade-offs of care and cost are 
always present. 
If these were the only values which had to be taken into consideration, 
the problem of human factors in decision-making might be relatively simple. 
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However, the hospital is not only an organization of individuals, it is a 
collection of groups. Some of these groups are professional and have ethics, 
standards, and mores, which temper definitions of what is basic and necessary, 
and what is luxurious or supplemental in patient care. 
There are at least two readily apparent professional groups in 
hospitals--doctors and nurses. Of particular interest here is the priority 
of goals within the hospital, that is, the relative attachment to goals of 
a profession compared with the attachment to goals of the hospital as an 
organization. 
As one might expect, most doctors and nurses give primacy to basic 
patient care. The goals of economy and of supplementary, luxurious care have 
little relation to professional orientation. Doctors are concerned primarily 
with the patient as a person to heal and as a case to treat; economy and 
frills are not necessary to achieve this. Nurses are concerned primarily 
with the care and comfort of the patient, and again, economy and frills are 
not essential. When doctors and nurses are functioning as users and a pre-
ference is to be advanced for a particular procedure, piece of equipment, or 
item of supply, they consider patient care first, then they consider criteria 
which are self-oriented; i.e., "how much easier does this make my job?" or 
"how much more convenient is this?" 
When these professionals become involved in the administration of the 
organization, it becomes necessary for them to adopt organizational points 
of view in addition to professional points of view. The further they are 
removed from direct patient care or the higher they go in the organization, 
the more important organizational goals become. This results in more 
willingness to consider the interaction of quality and economy in 
decision-making. 
Another professional group is found in the hospital administration. 
The hospital administrator is responsible for the welfare of the organization 
in general, including patient care, public image, and the business aspect of 
the organization's activities. The primary values of the hospital adminis-
trator are organizationally oriented, because his security and satisfaction 
are derived from the success of the organization. 
The following outline summarizes fundamental responses of three 
professional groups involved in supply decisions. These responses emanate 
from applications of their value systems to care levels and economy. 
Doctors: 
Nurses: 
Basic Patient Care--Does this item do the best job of 
performing the functions desired? 
Economy or Cost-- Indifferent. 
Luxury of Care-- 	Indifferent. 
Basic Patient Care--Does this item perform its functions 
as conveniently and as well as other 
items? 
Economy or Cost-- Indifferent, as long as it is not 
directly more expensive to patient. 
Luxury of Care-- 	Indifferent. 
Administration: Basic Patient Care--Will the item perform its functions? 
Economy or Cost-- Is there a significant enough improve-
ment in safety or quality to justify 
the expense? 
Luxury of Care-- 	Are there valid benefits to the 
organization or to the patient? 
From the viewpoint of an administrator, advantages of shifting to 
disposable items may be chiefly economic. Other important factors may become 
recessive in this context because the administrator has reason to believe 
that patient safety and welfare will be protected by the standards of doctors, 
nurses, manufacturers, and perhaps government. User-oriented factors are 
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satisfied because users tend to prefer disposables. Indeed, the administrator 
may even be willing to make an uneconomic decision in order to capitalize 
upon this preference for disposables. 
There are two essential questions to be answered in considering 
disposable versus reusable supply items: Are the items functionally equiva-
lent with respect to patient care? And if so, is there any economic advantage 
to be gained from making a change from reusable to disposable. Since this is 
a two-fold decision, one part of which may be beyond the administrator's 
competence, there has to be some delegation of responsibility for evaluation 
of the relative functional equivalence of the item-form. 
The evaluation of functional equivalence usually involves some sort 
of test of the product under consideration. Presumably, information from the 
test becomes an important part of the data upon which the administrator bases 
his decision. 
Those who participate in product tests tend to evaluate the product 
on the basis of their own value systems. In effect, they significantly 
influence the opinion of the administrator by their reports on the item. The 
objectivity of the tests and of the reports are most crucial. But, the biases 
of those participating in tests, if not controlled, enter into the evaluations. 
To some extent, if the item interferes with or eliminates duties which the 
evaluators regard as prerogatives, or if the item tends to degradate skill, 
they may resist the adoption of the item, perhaps subconsciously, perhaps 
consciously, by citing spurious objections to the item. On the other hand, 
if the item tends to make work more pleasant or enhances self-esteem, bias 
may well be positive in favor of the product. 
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There are additional complications when the test reports have to go 
through several organizational levels to reach the administrator, because 
bias can be introduced all along the lines of communication. This additional 
bias may be partially a position-bias by administrator-users and partially a 
categorical bias toward disposable items as a class. 
Two determinants of hospital supply decision, patient care and 
monetary cost, have been emphasized in this discussion. It may well be that 
the hospital decision system contains four major determinants. These deter-
minants and their modes of measurement are as follows: 
Major Determinant 	 Mode of Measurement  
Patient-centered 	 Medical opinion and tests 
User-centered 	 User preference and tests 
Organizationally-centered 	 Policy makers' judgments and tests 
Economic 	 Cost measurements and estimates 
The patient-centered determinant is a composite of the whole complex of care, 
comfort, safety, and welfare. The user-centered determinant includes safety of 
use, convenience, time, simplicity, and messiness. The organizationally-centered 
determinant relates to the welfare of the hospital as an institution striving 
for certain goals. The economic determinant contains monetary values measuring 
the consumption of resources. 
Since it has been determined that preference factors and weights are 
stable among supply items, it is possible to conceptualize a structure for 
decision-making which is applicable to supply items generally. The following 
conceptual model of the decision system observed in the present study initially 









 f Cheaper 	 .- Accept 
v- Equal  Accept 
More Expensive 	 . lndeterminant 
  
Cheaper 	 ao• Accept 
Equal 	 1.'"' 	Equal  Indeterminant 
More Expensive 	  Reject 
Inferior 	 a 	Irrelevant 	 1.- Reject 
The three terms (superior, equal, and inferior) in the patient-centered column 
are values of a discrete variable which measures differences in patient-centered 
attributes between the proposed item-form and the existing item-form. The 
three terms--cheaper, equal, and more expensive-in the economic column are 
values of a discrete form of the cost variable which measures monetary 
differences between the item-forms. The term, irrelevant, indicates that, 
for this condition, the cost variable does not affect the decision. In the 
decision column, the alternative courses of action are indicated by the terms, 
accept and reject. Accept means that a change in product form will be made, 
whereas reject means that the existing product form will be retained. In this 
closed decision system, there are two types of indeterminateness. When 
the proposed product is superior but is less economic, consideration will be 
given both other determinants and trade-offs between care and cost; when the 
alternative item-forms are equal in regard to both care and cost, other 
determinants become the discriminant in the decision. 
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The trade-offs required for certain conditions of the decision system 
described above involve exchanges of values among major determinants along 
a line of indifference (state of equal values). This rate of substitution is 
based upon the administrator's value system. When all determinants become a 
part of the decision system, including user-centered considerations, trade-offs 
may be made among some or all system components. 
Organizationally-centered determinants are value components of the 
environment within which the decision system functions. These determinants 
assume many forms and manifest their effect upon the decision in accordance 
with their relative importance in the administrator's value system. The 
following is a partial list of such determinants; 
(1) Conflicts between the value system of the administrator and the 
value systems of others within the organization affected by the 
decision. 
(2) Conflicts among goals--organizational goals, professional goals, 
personal goals. 
(3) Uncertainties associated with the accuracy of product evaluations, 
including measurement errors and bias. 
(4) Risks of encountering serious, irrevocable, adverse consequences 
to the organization arising from the decision. 
The challenge which lies ahead for the total study is the development 
of a procedure for measuring the economic determinant and the synthesis of 
research findings into an operational procedure for supply decisions. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
A number of questions arose from the present research which, if answered 
by further research, would give more insight into the decision-making process 
for hospital supply items. 
One of these questions is whether or not there is a limiting case 
such that a decision-maker would disregard monetary costs in order to achieve 
organizational or professional goals. This question is related to the more 
general question of whether or not preference factor weights assigned to 
decision determinants change in any given role for different types of supply 
items. In addition to questions related to preferences, more knowledge will 
be required as to the relative effectiveness of organizational positions and 
roles in decision-making. 
This research has indicated that the order of values which orients an 
individual's role performance varies among organizational components within 
the hospital. There is also significant variation within the component. 
These external and internal variations should be explored by further research. 
Since this study is a pilot study it should be replicated using a 
larger sample and should include identification of the origin and flow of 
decision information to determine the empirical relation between such infor-
mation and the preference systems derived in this study. 
There are at least three areas of research suggested by the conceptual 
model developed in this report. First, it will be necessary to conceptualize 
a decision system which includes all relevant determinants. Second, it will 
be necessary to structure practical measurement procedures for the decision 
determinants. Perhaps continuous variables will be more useful than the 
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presently suggested discrete variables. Finally, the conceptual model should 
be field tested by use of a representative, stratified sample of hospitals 
across the nation. 
APPENDIX A 




Hospital Supply Decision Questionnaire 
Card I 
1. - 5. 	  (Identification number) 
	 4. - 5.  (Age) 
6.	 1) Male 	 2) Female 
7.  (Hospital) 
8. - 9. 	  (Unit of Hospital) 
10. - 11.  (Job Title) 
12. (Location of Hospital) 
13. - 14. How many years have you worked at this hospital? 	 
15. A. For Users - Do you believe a shortage of personnel exists in 
your department? 	1) Yes 	2) No 	3) Uncertain 
B. For Administrators - Do you believe that your department or 
organization is adequately staffed in number? 	1) Yes 
2) No 	 3) Uncertain 
Do you have knowledge of the following disposable and re-usable supply items? 




19. Fleets-type enemas and 
re-usable enemas 
Have you had experience with the use of the following disposable and repro-
cessable supply items? How long? How frequently? 
20. - 35. 
Disposable 	 Reprocessable 






Which of the following, in your opiniori,is more expensive to the hospital over 
a period of time? 
36. Gloves 1. Disposable is more expensive 
2. Re-usable is more expensive 
3. No difference in cost 
4. Uncertain 
37. Needles 1. Disposable is more expensive 
2. Re-usable is more expensive 
3. No difference in cost 
4. Uncertain 
38. Syringes 1. Disposable is more expensive 
2. Re-usable is more expensive 
3. No difference in cost 
4. Uncertain 
39. Enemas 1. Disposable is more expensive 
2. Re-usable is more expensive 
3. No difference in cost 
4. Uncertain 
Which of the following is, in your opinion, safer for the patient? 
40. Gloves 1. Disposable is safer 
2. Re-usable is safer 
3. No difference in safety 
4. Uncertain 
41. Needles 1. Disposable is safer 
2. Re-usable is safer 
3. No difference in safety 
4. Uncertain 
42. Syringes 1. Disposable is safer 
2. Re-usable is safer 
3. No difference in safety 
4. Uncertain 
43. Enemas 1. Disposable is safer 
2. Re-usable is safer 
3. No difference in safety 
4. Uncertain 
Which of the following is, in your opinion, safer for the user? 
44• Gloves 1. Disposable is safer 
2. Re-usable is safer 
3. No difference in safety 
4. Uncertain 
45. Needles 1. Disposable is safer 
2. Re-usable is safer 
3. No difference in safety 
4. Uncertain 
46. Syringes 1. Disposable is safer 
2. Re-usable is safer 
3. No difference in safety 
4. Uncertain 
47. Enemas 1. Disposable is safer 
2. Re-usable is safer 
3. No difference in safety 
4. Uncertain 
Which of the following, in your opinion, requires more time to prepare and 
administer? 
48. Gloves 1. Disposable requires more time 
Re-usable requires more time 





49. Needles 1. Disposable requires more time 
2. Re-usable requires more time 
3. No difference in time 
4. Uncertain 
50. Syringes 1. Disposable requires more time 
2. Re-usable requires more time 
3. No difference in time 
4. Uncertain 
51. Enemas 1. Disposable requires more time 
2. Re-usable requires more time 
3. No difference in time 
4. Uncertain 
Which of the following lends itself to less "messiness" in its preparation 
and use? 
52. Gloves 1. Disposable is cleaner 
2. Re-usable is cleaner 
3. No difference in cleanliness 
4. Uncertain 
53. Needles 1. Disposable is cleaner 
2. Re-usable is cleaner 
3. No difference in cleanliness 
4. Uncertain 
54. Syringes 1. Disposable is cleaner 
2. Re-usable is cleaner 
3. No difference in cleanliness 
4. Uncertain 
55. Enemas 1. Disposable is cleaner 
2. Re-usable is cleaner 




Which of the following, in your opinion, causes the patient more discomfort? 
56. Gloves 1. Disposable causes more discomfort 
2. Re-usable causes more discomfort 
3. No difference in discomfort 
4. Uncertain 
57. Needles 1. Disposable causes more discomfort 
2. Re-usable causes more discomfort 
3. No difference in discomfort 
4. Uncertain 
58. Syringes 1. Disposable causes more discomfort 
2. Re-usable causes more discomfort 
3. No difference in discomfort 
4. Uncertain 
59. Enemas 1. Disposable causes more discomfort 
2. Re-usable causes more discomfort 
3. No difference in discomfort 
4. Uncertain 
What hospitals do you think are the top three or four in the country? 
1) Yes 2) No 	3) Un- 6o. Do they use disposable gloves? 
certain 4) Some do, some don't 
61. Do they use disposable needles? 1) Yes 2) No 	3) Un- 
certain 4) Some do, some don't 
62. Do they use disposable syringes? 1) Yes 2) No 	3) Un- 
certain 4) Some do, some don't 
63. Do they use disposable enemas? 1) Yes 2) No 	i 3) Un- 
certain 
 
4) Some do, some don't 
   
Which do you prefer? 
64. 1) Disposable gloves 
2) Reprocessable gloves 
3) No preference 
65. - 75. Why do you prefer (disposable, re-usable) gloves? 
Card II 
Which do you prefer? 
	 15. 1) Reprocessable needles 
2) Disposable needles 
3) No preference 
Why do you prefer (disposable, re-usable) needles? 
16. - 26. 
Which do you prefer? 
	 27. 1) Disposable syringes 
2) Reprocessable syringes 
3) No preference 
Why do you prefer (disposable, re-usable) syringes? 
28. - 38. 
Which do you prefer? 
	 39. 1) Disposable enemas 
2) Reprocessable enemas 
3) No preference 
Why do you prefer (disposable, re-usable) enemas? 
4o. - 5o. 
1+2 
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Of the following factors (hand card to respondent) plus the ones you mentioned 
in arriving at your preference, carefully rank the influence of each upon 
your preference or choice. You need not rank all of the factors. 
51. - 62. 
Factors 	 Gloves Needles Syringes Enemas 
A. Cost 
B. Safety to User 
C. Safety to Patient 
D. The Practice of Important Hospitals 
E. Simplicity of Use 
F. Cleanliness of Use 
G. Patient Comfort 
H. Preferences of Others in Your Hospital 
I. 1) The pressure of work upon you 
2) Adequacy of your staff 
J. Advertising Messages 
K. Salesmen's Arguments 
In what way did you first become acquainted with: 
	 63. Disposable gloves 
6--. Disposable needles 	  
	 65. Disposable syringes  
 66. Disposable enemas 
67. - 72. (Users only) If you knew of an item which you thought would be 
of real value in your service, how would you go about trying to 
get this item in use here? How frequently have you done this? 
How successful have you been? 
(Administrators) How do you handle requests for new supply items? 
How do these requests usually come to you (formal channels, in-
formally, how?) How much weight do your opinions of the worth of 
the items carry in the final decision whether to use or not use an 
item? 
73. - 79. All other things being equal, would you say that you generally pre-
ferred re-usable items to disposable items? 
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APPENDIX B 
STANDARDIZED RANKINGS OF PREFERENCE FACTORS 
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Business Medical Nursing Adminis- 
Preference 	Adminis- Adminis- Adminis- trator 	Staff 
Factor trators trators trators Users Nurses Residents 




ser Safety 	 5.5 
atient Safety 1 
ractice of Other Hospitals 8 
implicity of Use 
	 4 




reference of Others 	9 
ressure of Work Load 5.5 
4 5 6 5 5 
5 2 4 4 4 
3 1 1 1 1 
8.5 8 9 9 7 
1 3 3 2 2 
2 4 2 3 3 
7 7 5 6 6 
6 9 8 7 9 
8.5 6 7 8 8 
L.6 
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Code 1.10 1.20 1.30 2.00 3.10 3.20 
ost 2 5 7 4 6 5 
ser Safety 3 4 3.5 3 4 4 
atient Safety 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Practice of Other Hospitals 8 7 8 9 9 7 
implicity of Use 4 2 3.5 6 3 3 
Lack of Messiness 5 3 5 5 2 2 
atient Comfort 6 6 2 2 5 6 
reference of Others 7 8 9 8 8 9 
Pressure of Work Load 9 9 6 7 7 8 
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Code 1.10 1.20 1.30 2.00 3.10 3.20 
Cost 2 5 3 2 4 4 
User Safety 4 4 2 5 3 2 
Patient Safety 1 3 1 1 1 1 
Practice of Other Hospitals 9 8.5 9 8 7 9 
Simplicity of Use 3 2 5 3 5 3 
Lack of Messiness 6 1 4 4 2 5 
Patient Comfort 8 7 6 6 6 6 
Preference of Others 5 6 8 9 8.5 7.5 
















Code 1.10 1.20 1.30 2.00 3.10 3.20 
Cost 2 4 5 6 5 5 
User Safety 3 5 2 2 4 4 
Patient Safety 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Practice of Other Hospitals 8 8 8 8.5 9 7 
Simplicity of Use 4 2 3 3 2 2 
Lack of Messiness 5 3 4 4 3 3 
Patient Comfort 6 6 7 5 6 6 
Preference of Others 7 7 9 8.5 8 9 
Pressure of Work Load 9 9 6 7 7 8 
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Where data can be arranged in a square experience table, and interest 
is in predicting one response from the presence of another, one can theoreti-
cally set up two situations: 1) a situation of maximum efficiency, where all 
responses fall on a diagonal; and 2) a situation of minimum efficiency, where 
the cases in the column to be predicted are evenly distributed. Tables 1 and 
2 illustrate this: 




Maximum Predictive Efficiency 	 Minimum Predictive Efficiency 
Cause 1 Cause 2 Cause 3 Cause 1 Cause 2 Cause 3 
Effect 1 60 0 0 Effect 1 20 20 20 
Effect 2 0 60 0 Effect 2 20 20 20 
Effect 3 0 0 60 Effect 3 20 20 20 
The absolute sum of the differences between the cell frequencies in 
Tables 1 and 2 represents the departure of the minimum model from the maximum. 
We next obtain the absolute sum of the differences between the cell frequencies 
of a set of original observations from the cell values in the table of maximum 
efficiency. The ratio of the two absolute sums of differences will be an in-
dex of the relative departure of the table of raw data from maximum pre-
dictive efficiency. K then is a measure of this efficiency. For any table of 
the same column totals and same number of rows and columns, K means the per-
centage of approach to the maximum predictive efficiency. When there is a 
difference in the column populations, another measure, K' (the one used in 
this study), eliminates the effects of the column totals by making an unweighted 
estimate. 
K, K', and K. 	the formulas for their 
standard errors are as follows: 
McCormick, Thomas C., "Causal Analysis in the Prediction of Attributes," 
American Sociological Review, Vol. 17, No. 1, February, 1952, pp. 40-41. 
f
d 
= frequency in main diagonal from upper left to lower right 
if = cell frequency of i th row and j th column 3 
= number of rows 
m = number of columns 
N = total table frequency 
n. = sum of frequency of j th column 
p
d 
= proportion of column total in main diagonal from upper left to 
lower right 
For any column, j: 
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for the entire table: 
f
d 
 - n.)/(.t - 	and j 
K = ()?,zf d - K)/(Z - l)N . 
Formula (2) is affected by differences in the column populations of the 
experience table. A formula which gives equal weight to each column is: 
	
K' = (Zzpd - m)/('  - 1)m. 	 (3) 
For any column: 
K 	= 	Pd 	l) /( 	1). 	 (4) 
In a 2 x 2 table, the cell frequency is if., and .p. = .f./n.; for a column: j  
K. = 	f 	f )/n 	= K ' . 	 (5) lj - 2jj = 1pj - 213 j . 
For the whole table: 
K = 1 - 2( 2f1 + 1f2 )/N, and 	 (6) 
K' = ( 1f1/n1 ) 	( 1f2/n2 )  = 1p1 - 1p2 • 	 (7) 
Approximate standard errors of sampling squared of K and K', where i and j 
refer to different possible column combinations, and 0 1121 is the number of 


































For any column: 
For a 2 x 2 table: 
(10)  
51 
2 	1  
EK( - 1) 2 
